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Preface 

The last decade has seen major advances in our understanding of the basic 
scientific principles that underpin clinical neurology. Many of these ad
vances have already had a major impact on routine clinical practice, and 
this is likely to continue in the future. Although this makes it an excit
ing time to practice neurology, it also presents new challenges. How can 
established general neurologists keep up to date with clinically relevant sci
entific advances, and how can the specialist remain competent outside his 
own field? What should trainee neurologists learn to prepare them for their 
future career? 

Neuroscience for Neurologists is a single volume describing the scientific 
principles behind neurology. The chapters were initially commissioned as 
a series of review articles published in The Journal of Neurology, Neuro
surgery and Psychiatry, and were written by experts in each field. When 
compiled into a single volume, the text takes the reader from the human 
genome, through gene expression, to molecular and cellular pathology, and 
subsequently to contemporary clinical investigations and clinical trials. The 
over riding aim is to provide succinct chapters that will be easily accessible 
by neurologists and trainees who have no expertise in the area. 

Many of the chapters are co-written by a clinician and a basic scientist, 
and each has been subject to peer review — both by experts in the field and 
also by a practicing general neurologist. This has ensured that the chapters 
reflect contemporary scientific thinking which is presented in a way that is 
easy to digest. Diagrams and figures have been used to help explain difficult 
concepts, along with a glossary explaining the terminology, and web-links 
to further information for both physicians and patients. Finally, each we 
each chapter includes some speculation about the future, highlighting areas 
of potential growth and their relevance to routine clinical practice over the 
next decade. 

I am very grateful to Professor Chris Kennard (Imperial College 
London) for his support putting this volume together, along with the 
staff at the JNNP office. Hopefully readers will find the book interesting, 

XI 



Xll Preface 

informative and easily accessible. The aim is to give confidence in areas 
that we do not consider our own, enhance and enrich our clinical practice, 
and thereby improve the care that we give to patients with neurological 
disease. 

Patrick Chinnery 
Newcastle upon Tyne, August 2006 
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1 

Neurogenetics — Single Gene 
Disorders 

S-M Pulst* 

The advent of molecular biology has changed the way in which neurologi
cal illnesses are classified, and the single genes causing a number of disor
ders have been identified. In addition, techniques such as linkage analysis 
and DNA sequencing have resulted in greater understanding of multigene 
diseases. This review covers some of the molecular tools and animal models 
used for genetic analysis and for DNA-based diagnosis, and a brief survey 
of information available on the Internet. 

For centuries, neurology and the classification of neurological illnesses 
have relied mainly on the neurological phenotype. Subsequent classi
fications and subclassifications were aided by increased understanding 
provided by neuropathology and neurophysiology, and more recently 
by neuroimaging. Grouping disorders based on inheritance patterns did 
not necessarily result in an improved classification. Diseases such as the 
dominant ataxias or the dominant neuropathies share a similar inheritance 

* Division of Neurology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Departments of Medicine 
and Neurobiology, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, 
USA. Dr S-M Pulst, 8631 West Third Street, Suite 1145, Los Angeles, CA 90048, USA; 
pulst@cshs.org 
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2 S-M Pulst 

pattern, but phenotypes do not necessarily breed true within families, and 
overlap between families was significant. We now know that mutations in 
several different genes can cause these phenotypes. A truly novel under
standing and grouping of disorders was only possible with the advent of 
linkage analysis and the eventual isolation of the causative disease genes. 

The first neurological illness mapped to a specific chromosome was 
a disorder, now known as spinocerebellar ataxia type 1. Mapping was 
accomplished with polymorphic protein markers.1 An inherited neuropa
thy, now known as CMTIB, was mapped to chromosome 1 by linkage to the 
Duffy blood group.2 These chromosome assignments were contemporane
ous with the suggestion that restriction fragment length polymorphisms 
(RFLPs) could be used to establish a genetic map of the human genome.3 

Another movement disorder, Huntington disease, was the first neurologi
cal illness to be genetically mapped using DNA based RFLP markers.4 

In the following sections, we will highlight some of the theoretical 
approaches to neurogenetic diseases and introduce the reader to a small 
selection of the techniques used for genetic analysis and for DNA-based 
diagnosis. We will also provide a brief survey of information available 
on the worldwide web that can aid the clinician in phenotype-based 

BOX 1 GLOSSARY OF GENETIC TERMS 

• Allele: One of two (or more) forms of a gene; differing DNA sequence at a 
given locus. 

• Exon: Coding part of a gene; those parts of a gene that are found in the 
mature messenger RNA (mRNA). 

• Genotype: genetic constitution of an individual in contrast to the visible 
features (phenotype). Genotype at a given autosomal locus describes the 
two alleles (see also Fig. 1). 

• Haplotype: string of alleles on a single chromosome. 
• Homozygous: presence of identical alleles at a given locus. 
• Heterozygous: Presence of two different alleles at a given locus. 
• Intron: noncoding parts of a gene; introns are located between exons and 

are spliced out during formation of the mature mRNA. 
• Polymorphism: DNA sequence variation between individuals in a given 

region of the genome. 
• Splicing: process that removes introns (noncoding parts of a gene) from 

transcribed RNA; can also give rise to formation of different mRNA isoforms 
by selective splicing of specific exons. 
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diagnosis as well as the choice and interpretation of DNA-based test results. 
A glossary of the terms used can be seen in Box 1. 

GENETIC LINKAGE ANALYSIS 

Genetic linkage analysis has been one of the most important tools for the 
identification of disease genes. A recent brief review of these concepts for 
neurologists is provided elsewhere.5 Genetic linkage refers to the obser
vation that genes that are physically close on a chromosome are inherited 
together. With increasing physical distance between two genes, the proba
bility of their separation during meiotic chiasma formation increases. 

By comparing the inheritance pattern of the disease phenotype with 
that of DNA marker alleles, a chromosomal location for the causative gene 
can be assigned. A marker very close to the disease gene shows no recombi
nation with the disease trait, but markers further distant or on other chro
mosomes show an inheritance pattern that is completely different. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 1 for three different markers in a pedigree with autosomal 
dominant inheritance. 

The significance of observed linkage depends on the number of meioses 
in which the two loci remain linked. It is intuitively obvious that the obser
vation of linkage in four meioses is less significant than the observation of 
linkage in 20 meioses. A measure for the likelihood of linkage is the loga
rithm of the odds (lod) score. The lod score Z is the logarithm of the odds 
that the loci are linked divided by the odds that the loci are unlinked.6 The 
concept of genetic linkage can also be applied to polygenic diseases that are 
caused by changes in more than one gene and to complex diseases where 
several genetic and environmental factors interact. 

LINKAGE DISEQUILIBRIUM AND ASSOCIATION 

Linkage and association should not be confused with one another. Linkage 
relates to the physical location of genetic loci (or disease traits) and refers 
to their relationship. Association describes the concurrence of a specific 
allele with another trait, and thus refers to the relationship of alleles at a 
frequency greater than predicted by chance. Linkage disequilibrium refers 
to the occurrence of specific alleles at two loci with a frequency greater than 
that expected by chance. 
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Fig. 1 Pedigree segregating an autosomal dominant trait. Standard pedigree sym
bols are used.35 Squares, males; circles, females; solid symbols, affected individuals; 
a slash through a symbol indicates deceased status. Individuals 111:3 and 111:4 are 
fraternal twins; individual 11:1 is non-penetrant. The segregation of alleles for three 
marker loci (A, B, and C) is shown. Vertical boxes provide a depiction of chro
mosome segments allowing easy visualisation of recombination events. A double 
recombination is shown for the maternally-inherited chromosome in individual 
111:2. The haplotype for markers A, B, C is boxed in individual 11:1 (al-b2-c4); the 
genotype for marker A is boxed in individual 11:2 (a3/4). 

If the alleles at locus A are al and a2 with frequencies of 70% and 30%, 
and alleles at the locus B are bl and b2 with frequencies of 60% and 40%, 
the expected frequencies of haplotypes would be a lbl = 0.42, alb2 = 0.28, 
a2bl = 0.18, and a2b2 = 0.12. Even if the two loci were closely linked, 
unrestricted recombination would result in allelic combinations that are 
close to the frequencies given above. When a particular combination occurs 
at a higher frequency, for example, a2b2 at a frequency of 25%, this is called 
linkage disequilibrium, and is a powerful tool for genetic mapping. When 
a disease mutation arises on a founder chromosome and not much time has 
elapsed since the mutational event, the disease mutation will be in linkage 
disequilibrium with alleles from loci close to the gene. At the population 
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level, linkage disequilibrium can be used to investigate processes such as 
mutation, recombination, admixture, and selection. 

In order to study association, allele frequencies in unrelated cases 
have to be determined and compared with the allele frequencies found 
in controls. For association studies, it is imperative to repeat the analyses 
in different patient populations to minimise effects attributable to popula
tion stratification, particularly when individuals with the disease belong 
to a genetically distinct subset of the population. The use of parents as con
trols can circumvent this problem (transmission disequilibrium test). The 
transmission of specific parental alleles to affected offspring is scored and 
statistically analysed.7 

Association studies may point to genetic factors involved in the patho
genesis or susceptibility of a disease. Well known examples of genetic 
association studies are the involvement of certain apolipoprotein E (ApoE) 
alleles in Alzheimer's disease and of tau alleles in PSP.8,9 PSP Association 
studies are very powerful for the detection of alleles that have a relatively 
small effect, but also require that the tested polymorphism be relatively 
close to the genetic variant that is responsible for the phenotypic variation. 
This often means that the polymorphism itself has a causative effect or is 
at least located within the gene of interest. 

MUTATIONAL SPECTRUM 

Mutations (heritable changes) and polymorphisms in DNA are the basis 
of genetic variation. Types of mutations range from changes of a single 
base pair change in a gene, to deletions or duplications of exons or entire 
genes. Some mutations involve large alterations of parts of a chromo
some or involve an entire chromosome such as a trisomy for chromo
some 21. Chromosomal abnormalities cause a significant proportion of 
genetic diseases. They are the leading cause of pregnancy loss and mental 
retardation. Structural chromosomal abnormalities usually affect several 
genes and cause phenotypes involving malformations and dysfunction 
of several organ systems. With the exception of chromosomal translo
cations, structural chromosomal abnormalities would be a rare cause of 
a phenotype dominated by a dysfunction in a single neurological sys
tem without dysmorphological features or involvement of other organ 
systems. 
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Mutations that affect single genes are most commonly located in 
the coding region of genes, at intron-exon boundaries, or in regulatory 
sequences. These changes can be due to changes of single base pairs, or 
insertions/deletions of one or multiple base pairs. Single base pair sub
stitutions, also called point mutations, result when a single base pair is 
replaced by another. Many single base pair mutations, even when located 
in the coding region of a gene, may not change the amino acid sequence 
owing to the redundancy of the genetic code. These are often located in 
the third position of a codon, and are called silent substitutions. Although 
a base pair substitution may not change the amino acid sequence, it may 
nevertheless cause disease by introducing cryptic splice signals. 

Most amino acid changes are not pathogenic. In particular, when the 
amino acid change is conservative (substitution with a similar amino acid), 
the resulting protein may represent a normal variant and have normal 
function. At times, it may be difficult to distinguish a normal variant from a 
sequence change causing disease, especially when the function of a protein 
is poorly understood. 

Deletions or insertions of one or several base pairs of DNA rep
resent another mutation type. If the change involves three base pairs 
or a multiple thereof, amino acids are added or deleted from the pro
tein, but the reading frame and the remainder of the protein remain 
intact. Deletion of a single GAG codon in torsin is sufficient to cause 
dystonia type I (DYT1).10 Deletions/insertions that are not a multi
ple of three will alter the reading frame and the resulting amino acid 
sequence downstream of the deletion/insertion. This change in the reading 
frame (frameshift mutations) usually results in a shortened polypeptide, 
because the frameshift will result in the recognition of a premature stop 
codon. 

MOLECULAR GENETIC TOOLS 

The array of tools and techniques used in molecular genetics could fill 
many book volumes.11,12 For the purpose of this review, we will focus on 
two basic techniques that are regularly used for DNA-based diagnosis, the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing. Genetic tests are 
certainly not limited to the analysis of DNA; metabolic disorders have long 
been diagnosed by determination of enzyme activity. 
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Polymerase Chain Reaction 

Molecular biology was revolutionised by the introduction of PCR.13,14 In 
an ingeniously simple procedure, PCR combines the sequence specificity 
of restriction enzymes with amplification of DNA fragments, previously 
only possible by cloning of restriction fragments. Sequence specificity is 
provided by the annealing of oligonucleotide probes complementary to 
the DNA sequence of interest (also called a DNA oligonucleotide primer). 
Amplification is achieved by repeated rounds of oligonucleotide primed 
DNA synthesis (Fig. 2). The specificity of PCR is primarily determined by 
the annealing temperature. When the annealing temperature is lowered, 
the primers will anneal to DNA sequences that are not perfectly matched, 
and other fragments may be amplified. 

Cycle 1 

Annealing 

Extension 

Cycle 2 

Annealing 

Extension 

t t 

Fig. 2 Schematic of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Annealing of primers 
and extension of DNA fragments are shown for two cycles. Note that the DNA 
fragments shown between the arrows have a length defined by the spacing of the 
oligonucleotide primers. (Reproduced with permission.5) 
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Almost all DNA-based testing involves PCR. Deletion or insertion 
mutations can be detected as a variation in amplicon length. This approach 
is typically used for disorders involving DNA repeats such as the polyglu-
tamine (polyQ) disorders; for Friedreich ataxia; or for myotonic dystrophy. 
PCR is also used for mutation analysis that involves sequencing of the gene 
of interest. 

Although PCR is a highly specific and sensitive method, it has technical 
limitations that need to be recognised when interpreting DNA test results. 
Any setting that results in non-amplification of the mutant allele may result 
in a false negative DNA test, because amplification from the wild type allele 
will proceed normally. Thus, non-amplification of the mutant allele may 
appear as homozygosity for the wild type allele. For example, elongation of 
the PCR product may be impeded by a secondary structure of the interven
ing DNA sequence or by large insertions. This is particularly relevant for 
mutations caused by large DNA repeats. If a mutation disrupts annealing 
of the oligonucleotide primer, an amplicon from the mutant allele is not 
generated, and thus will escape detection. Similarly, if a genomic deletion 
involves the entire length of DNA that is to be amplified (such as an entire 
exon) it will not be detected, because the homologous DNA on the other 
chromosome will generate an amplicon. 

DNA Sequencing 

Several sequencing methods exist. Only the chain termination method 
will be further described, because it is the method currently being used 
for automated sequencing. In this method, a DNA fragment is pro
vided as a template for the synthesis of new DNA strands using a 
DNA polymerase.15 The reaction is primed by a sequencing primer usu
ally 17-22-bp in length that specifically binds to the region of interest. 
In addition to regular deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs), smaller 
amounts of dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs) are added to the 
reaction mix. Although ddNTPs are incorporated into the newly syn-
thesised DNA chain, they cause abrupt termination of the chain due 
to lack of the 3'-hydroxyl group, preventing formation of the phospho-
diester bond. Chain termination will occur randomly whenever a ddNTP 
is incorporated into the growing chain instead of dNTP. The length of the 
fragments can be determined using polyacrylamide gel or by capillary 
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electrophoresis and the fragments visualised by labelling with radioiso
topes or fluorophores. 

Although sequence-based mutation detection may appear straightfor
ward, technical difficulties can occur. DNA structure may interfere with the 
abundance of a particular fragment (seen as a weak band in a radioactive 
gel or a decreased peak in automated sequencing). As most sequencing 
for mutations occurs on genomic DNA (with two alleles present except 
for X chromosomal sequences in males), detection of sequence differences 
occurs in the heterozygous state. A weak peak marking a single base muta
tion may be masked by the presence of a normal sized peak from the normal 
allele. This can be circumvented by adjustments in sequence analysis soft
ware, sequencing in forward and reverse directions, and using different 
sequencing primers. 

MOLECULAR GENETIC TESTING 

DNA-based diagnosis falls into two broad categories: direct mutation 
detection and indirect detection of a mutated gene using the analysis of 
polymorphic genetic markers that flank the gene of interest or lie within 
it. When the disease gene has been identified and the types of mutations 
are limited, direct mutational analysis is possible. For some diseases, how
ever, a large number of different mutations exist without mutational "hot 
spots," so that indirect testing is technically more feasible than direct muta
tional analysis. A similar situation arises when the chromosomal location 
of a disease gene is known, but the gene itself has not been identified. In 
the above two scenarios, DNA diagnosis can be performed using polymor
phic DNA markers, which are used to track the disease chromosome in a 
given family. With ever improving sequencing technology, even genes with 
multiple nonrecurring mutations distributed over many exons, such as the 
CACNA1A gene, are now amenable to direct mutation analysis. Genetic 
diagnostic tests involving the sequence analysis of an entire gene (connexin 
32 for CMTX, MECP2 for Rett syndrome) are now commercially available. 

Direct Mutation Detection 

For diseases caused by a specific mutation, direct detection of the mutation 

is simple and inexpensive. The direct genetic test more closely resembles a 
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conventional laboratory test. A blood sample is taken from a patient and the 
test is used to determine whether the individual carries a specific mutation 
in a given gene, with a yes/no answer. Barring technical problems or a 
sample switch resulting in false positive results, a positive test indicates that 
a symptomatic individual has the disease. A positive result is independent 
of the accuracy of the clinical assessment. 

Examples of direct mutation testing include diseases caused by DNA 
repeats. The repeat is amplified by PCR and the allele with the expansion 
can be detected as a larger than normal fragment by gel electrophoresis. 
The same is true for other mutations that result in deletion or additions 
of DNA codons. Despite the fact that all mutation detection is in the end 
sequence based, various technologies and strategies are employed depend
ing on the nature and frequency of mutations and the size of the gene to 
be analysed. 

As with all laboratory tests, clinical judgement is the final arbiter. It is 
possible that a patient has symptomatic multiple sclerosis and an inherited 
ataxia as indicated by a DNA test for which she is pre-symptomatic. Two 
recent examples may illustrate this point. A 5-year-old boy presented with 
dysarthria and a very severe hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. On molecular 
analysis, he was found to have a double mutation in two distinct genes, 
the frataxin gene and the cardiac troponin T gene.16 In a family segregating 
an autosomal dominant trait for tremor, one child developed a dystonic 
tremor. This proband was found to have Wilson disease, which obviously 
had significant implications for therapy.17 

A negative test in a symptomatic individual needs to be interpreted, 
realising its limitations. Phenotype and gene test need to be correctly 
matched. If a patient with a dominant spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA) has 
a negative test for SCA1 or SCA3, this does not mean that this individ
ual does not have a dominant SCA, because the mutation could be in 
one of the other SCA loci. Alternatively, the mutation could be in the 
respective gene, but it was not assayed by the gene test that was per
formed. For example, a progressive ataxia can be caused by expansion 
of a polyglutamine repeat in the ot\A voltage dependent calcium chan
nel subunit encoded by the CACNL1A gene on chromosome 19p. Specific 
missense mutations in this gene, which would not be detected by a PCR-
based test for CAG repeat length, can also be associated with a progressive 
ataxia.18'19 
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Direct sequence analysis is increasingly used to analyse genes for point 
mutations. It is particularly useful when several different mutations are 
clustered in one exon and can be analysed by sequencing of a single PCR 
product. The availability of newer sequencing technologies will undoubt
edly broaden the applicability of sequence analysis to larger genes with 
multiple different mutations.20 Sequence analysis of entire genes, initially 
only available in research laboratories, is now also performed commercially. 

As it is unknown where the mutation might occur, the quality of 
the sequence has to be high throughout the entire region that is being 
sequenced. Less than 100% sensitivity of mutation detection by sequenc
ing has its causes in these technical limitations, but it can also be due to 
the presence of mutations outside the sequenced regions (such as intronic 
or promoter mutations or large scale deletions). Another cause for a false 
negative test may be the result of non-allelic heterogeneity (identical phe-
notypes caused by mutations in different genes). 

The differentiation of non-disease causing DNA polymorphisms from 
pathogenic mutations may not be straightforward. This is illustrated by 
the fact that changes in the DRD2 receptor were found in patients with 
myoclonus dystonia, but it is not yet resolved whether these DNA changes 
are indeed disease-causing.21 Similarly, some alleles may represent muta
tions associated with reduced penetrance. Examples include HD and SCA2 

alleles with intermediate expansion, or Friedreich alleles associated with 
very late onset. Widespread application of sequence analysis to disease 
genes will undoubtedly result in the detection of sequence variants that at 
the time of detection may be of unknown biological significance. 

ANIMAL MODELS 

Genetic technologies have provided the tools to create animal models 
resembling human diseases, even if the respective diseases do not natu
rally occur in these animals. In principle, these technologies can be applied 
to any animal, but the mouse (Mus musculus), zebra fish (Danio rerio), fruit 
fly (Drosophila melanogaster), and nematode OK; more precise than 'worm'? 
(Cenorhabditis elegans) are most commonly used. For phenotypes involving 
cognitive dysfunction, we will increasingly see the use of the rat.22 Two 
main approaches are used to alter the genetic constitution of animals. The 
first involves insertion of a novel, often mutated gene into the germline, 
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the second an alteration of endogenous genes by gene targeting or random 
mutagenesis. 

Expression of Foreign Transgenes 

Transgenes can be injected into fertilised oocytes or introduced into embry
onic stem cells. The expression of transgenes in mice does not necessarily 
mirror the expression of a mutated allele in human disease conditions. 
Firstly, the transgene is expressed in addition to the two endogenous mouse 
alleles, often from multiple copies of the transgene. Secondly, unless the 
endogenous promoter is used, expression may be higher than under phys
iological conditions, may occur in different sets of cell types, and may not 
have the correct temporal profile. Even if the physiological promoter is 
used, the transgene construct may lack all the appropriate regulatory ele
ments. Finally, by chance the transgene can integrate into an endogenous 
mouse gene and disrupt proper functioning of this gene (so-called inser-
tional mutagenesis). 

Despite these shortcomings, expression of transgenes with mutated 
human cDNAs can replicate important morphological and functional 
aspects of human movement disorders as shown by animal models 
of polyglutamine diseases.23,24 It is important to compare phenotypes 
obtained by expression of the wild type gene with those obtained by expres
sion of a mutant gene to discern effects of the mutation v those of overex-
pression of a normal protein. 

Gene Targeting (Knockout, Knockin) 

Using homologous recombination, a cloned gene or gene segment can be 
exchanged for the endogenous gene.25,26 The cloned gene can contain inacti
vating mutations (knockout) or missense mutations (knockin). In this fash
ion, heterozygous animals can be generated that when mated can generate 
homozygous offspring. Knockout animals are models for human recessive 
diseases. Knockin mice are potentially closer models of human disease than 
mice expressing a transgene, because the proper endogenous promoter is 
used, and gene dosage is not disturbed.27,28 

A problem with homozygous knockouts for many genes is that embry
onic lethality results, because the respective genes have a function not 
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only in adult tissues but also during embryogenesis. This can be circum
vented by generating chimeric animals that carry a mixture of wild type and 
homozygous deficient cells. For instance, by using the Cre-loxP recombina
tion system, mice containing alleles with inserted loxP sites can be mated 
with mice expressing a Cre recombinase transgene under the control of a 
tissue specific promoter so that function of a gene is only abolished in a 
specific tissue.29 

WEB-BASED INFORMATION FOR GENETIC 
DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING 

A large amount of information is contained in publicly available databases. 
Box 2 lists examples of different kinds of databases that in turn provide 
links to other relevant sites. For the clinician, a classic resource has existed 
in the form of Mendelian Inheritance in Man.30 It is now available as a web 
based version called Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM). OMIM 
is easily searchable by disease name, symptom or sign, gene symbol, or 
name of a protein. Its advantages are that it is comprehensive and very 
well updated. Several editors regularly perform literature searches and 
add information to disease categories. This is also one of its disadvantages, 
in that information for some entries is lengthy and not revised in its entirety. 
Entries identified by searches of the PubMed database are often linked to 
corresponding entries in OMIM. 

BOX 2 SITES ON THE INTERNET WITH MOLECULAR 
GENETIC DATABASES 

• http://www.Geneclinics.org — Online textbook of selected diseases and 
information on commercial and research laboratories 

• http://www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/ — Online Mendelian Inheritance in 
Man 

• http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/hugo — Human Genome Organization 
• http://www4.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/medline.html — Online search 

of the medical literature 
• Http://www.neuro.wustl.edu/neuromuscular — Clinical and research 

data on neuromuscular syndromes including ataxias 

(Continued) 

http://www.Geneclinics.org
http://www3.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/
http://www.gene.ucl.ac.uk/hugo
http://www4.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/medline.html
Http://www.neuro.wustl.edu/neuromuscular
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(Continued) 

• http://www.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmdO.html — Human Gene Muta
tion Database 

• http://hgbase.interactiva.de — Human gene polymorphisms 
• http://www.botany.uwc.ac.za/mirrors/MIT-bio/bio/7001main — MIT 

biology hypertext book 
• http://www.biology.arizona.edu — The Biology Project (site for basics in 

biology and genetics) 
• http://www.orpha.net — European site in several languages for rare dis

eases and orphan drugs 
• http://averyrutgers.edu/index.php?topic=welcome — A well illustrated 

genetics tutorial 

A site primarily dedicated to neuromuscular diseases and inher
ited ataxias is maintained by the neurology department at Washington 
University. This site has useful tabular information for classifications and 
diagnosis based on typical phenotypic features. The site is not primar
ily focused on genetic causes of neuromuscular disorders and ataxia syn
dromes, and this feature makes the site useful for the evaluation of patients 
without a clear family history. 

The GeneTests web site (formerly called GeneClinics) is a site main
tained by the University of Washington through funding from the National 
Institutes of Health (USA). It provides information on genetic diseases and 
associated tests including academic and commercial laboratories. It has 
four main sections: GeneReviews, a laboratory directory, a clinic direc
tory, and a section with educational materials that includes a Microsoft 
PowerPoint presentation. GeneReviews is an on-line review of currently 
195 genetic syndromes and diseases, many of which are neurological. Dis
ease reviews in the site are well-organised, and updated on a frequent basis. 
It now provides several new features that facilitate the choice of a partic
ular genetic test for the diagnosis of disease and links to genetic testing 
laboratories and specialty clinics for genetic diseases. Using the site search 
engine, a particular disease entry can be identified with links to "testing," 
"research," and "reviews." The diagnosis section has a clinical and a test
ing subsection. If applicable, the testing section provides a list of different 
molecular tests that can be used for the diagnosis of a particular disorder. 

http://www.uwcm.ac.uk/uwcm/mg/hgmdO.html
http://hgbase.interactiva.de
http://www.botany.uwc.ac.za/mirrors/MIT-bio/bio/7001main
http://www.biology.arizona.edu
http://www.orpha.net
http://averyrutgers.edu/index.php?topic=welcome
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In the author's opinion, GeneTests is rapidly becoming the most relevant 
online resource for clinicians to choose a genetic test and to aid in the inter
pretation. 

OUTLOOK 

Neuroscience has undergone an inexorable transition toward a molecular 
discipline.31 The availability of the human genome sequence will further 
accelerate this process. The conservation of many genes involved in specific 
cellular pathways throughout evolution will unite neuroscientists work
ing in different model systems.32 Similarly, many human disease genes are 
conserved in lower species.33 This provides the opportunity to model the 
normal or mutant functions of these genes, making use of the unique advan
tages of each species. Genome comparisons will help to identify those DNA 
sequences that represent gene control regions as well as DNA domains 
important in alternative splicing, and will lead to novel ways to analyse 
development and differentiation of the brain. Comparisons of human and 
chimpanzee genomes, which differ by only 1 %, will provide novel direc
tions for cognitive neurosciences. 

How will this impact be felt in the practice of neurology? Neuroscience 
and neurology have been transformed by the ability to chromosomally 
map and subsequently isolate disease genes. Both of these steps will be 
drastically accelerated. Once a gene has been mapped to a chromosomal 
region, the previously time-consuming tasks of identifying and isolating 
genes in the candidate region are now greatly shortened. Novel mapping 
techniques and large scale sequencing can now be applied to the study of 
complex diseases. 

The collection of DNAs from participants in clinical trials will become 
commonplace with the goal of genetic stratification, identification of risk 
alleles, and pharmacogenomic analysis. Once drugs tested in trials are 
approved for clinical use, the genomic data obtained during the clinical 
trial will probably follow the drug into neurological practice and will aid 
in patient selection and drug choice. Preventive medication choices will 
be tailored to a disease risk profile specific for the individual patient. It is 
likely that the decision matrix will be computer-aided, but if counselling 
for Mendelian disorders is any guide, the physician-patient interaction will 
remain central to this decision-making process in the end. 
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Advances on the technological front will have to be paralleled by major 
educational efforts for physicians and patients with regard to the genome 
project and genetic testing. These tasks have traditionally been assumed 
by medical geneticists and genetic counsellors. Unless major changes in 
the number of these professionals are made in the immediate future, it is 
probable that neurologists will have to deliver the majority of neurogenetic 
care. Curricula for medical students and neurology residents will need to 
reflect these changes. 

In addition to dealing with single causative alleles that greatly increase 
susceptibility to a disorder, the neurologist will need to interpret the effect 
of alleles that each may have only a relatively small effect on a phenotype 
and often act in concert with environmental stressors. Both patients and 
physicians will have to adjust to dealing with this changed scenario. To 
keep the physician-patient interaction free and unencumbered, privacy of 
genetic data has to be guaranteed at the local and national levels. The use 
of information obtained through DNA testing by other family members, 
employers, insurance companies, and governmental agencies requires soci
etal discussion. The realisation that we all carry deleterious alleles should 
foster compassion, and knowledge of these alleles could ideally lead to 
enlightened choices for lifestyles and medical interventions. 
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Neurogenetics II: 
Complex Disorders 

A F Wright* 

The genetic analysis of common neurological disorders will be a difficult 
and protracted endeavour. Genetics is only one of many disciplines that will 
be required, but it has already thrown considerable light on the aetiology of 
several major neurological disorders through the analysis of rare inherited 
subgroups. Identification of individual susceptibility genes with variants 
of smaller effect will be a hard and difficult road, but there is no sharp 
demarcation between large and small genetic effects, so that many new 
and important insights will emerge using existing and new technologies. 
The availability of improved neuroimaging, better animal models of dis
ease, and new genetic tools, such as high-throughput gene chips, expression 
microarrays, and proteomics, are extending the range of traditional genetic 
mapping tools. Finally, an understanding of the genetic and epigenetic 
mechanisms that restrain the differentiation and integration of human neu
ral stem cells into mature neuronal networks could have an enormous 
impact on clinical practice. These approaches will be illustrated in the 
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context of Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, and synucleinopathies, 
tauopathies, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and stroke. 

The sequencing of the human genome signalled a major shift in the 
Human Genome Project from gene discovery in monogenic disorders 
towards the "post genome challenge" of gene characterisation and the 
genetic analysis of complex disorders. This change was largely driven by 
the increasing facility of gene identification, which led to the identifica
tion of >1200 predominantly Mendelian disease genes. An important con
ceptual development was the common disease/common variant (CD/CV) 
hypothesis as a model for complex disorders1'2 (see Appendix A, Human 
genetic variation). This model proposed that the genetic basis of common, 
genetically complex disorders is principally due to genetic variants that 
are common in the population. In contrast, the common disease/rare vari
ant (CD/RV) model argued that in complex disorders there is a significant 
contribution from rare variants, which include most of those with the most 
significant individual effects.3,4 Although the debate continues, the heri-
tability of a complex trait almost certainly results from both common and 
rare variants. One estimate, based on more than two decades of research on 
such traits in the experimentally tractable organism Drosophila melanogaster, 

suggested that between one third and two thirds of the typical variation in a 
complex trait, with at least some effect on reproductive fitness, results from 
rare variants with adverse effects.4 The remainder is due to common vari
ants, many of them with opposite effects on different traits (some benefi
cial, others detrimental) allowing them to be maintained in the population. 
The motivation for finding common variants is currently greater than for 
finding rare variants, for three main reasons. First, they provide potential 
mechanistic insights; second, they are easier to identify than rare variants; 
third, and most important, they may be of public health importance and 
allow identification of subpopulations at increased risk of disease.5 

The success in finding both common and rare genetic variants influenc
ing susceptibility to Alzheimer disease (see below) shows that both CD/CV 
and CD/RV models are "correct", but it is a matter of debate as to which 
will provide the most useful insights. This is perhaps the biggest issue at 
stake, since the majority of complex traits are polygenic — resulting from 
the combined action of many different genes, in combination with often 
proportionately greater environmental effects. In addition, recent evidence 
suggests that interaction effects — gene-gene and gene-environment — are 
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common, even in experimental organisms where genotype and environ
ment are well controlled.6 

The methods currently being used to unravel the genetics of com
mon neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer disease and stroke, are 
essentially the same as those used in the early phase of the Human 
Genome Project, namely low resolution genetic mapping by linkage analy
sis in families with multiple affected individuals, followed by high resolu
tion mapping using case-control association studies. However, increasing 
emphasis is being placed on the latter, fuelled by technological advances 
using single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) chips (see below). However, 
the large scale use of candidate gene association studies has led to a serious 
problem, with many unreplicated and, in many cases, spurious associations 
being published. As an example, out of 127 candidate gene associations 
with Alzheimer disease reported in a single year, only three were found to 
have been replicated in three or more independent studies.8 

A number of principles which have emerged to guide researchers 
through the maze of complex genetic disorders are discussed below. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

Large Sample Sizes 

Most individual genetic effects on complex traits or diseases are small, 
emphasising the need for large sample sizes to reliably detect them.9 Very 
few genes are capable of exerting large effects, but many genes can exert 
small marginal effects. A widely accepted model for the distribution of 
effect sizes of genetic variants influencing complex traits is an L shaped 
distribution — many genes with variants showing small and peripheral 
effects on disease (both rare and common) and a smaller number with 
variants showing moderate to large effects (which tend to be rare).4 The 
effect of individual variants will therefore often be obscured by those of 
other genes and by large environmental and interaction effects. 

Quantitatively Varying Intermediate Disease Endpoints 

Quantitative traits (QTs) which influence disease risk are used whenever 
possible to increase study power. In a recent review, it was commented that 
"studies using a single clinical endpoint are akin to a shot at the moon", and 
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compare unfavourably with studies focusing on genetically and physio
logically simpler intermediate traits.5 All individuals with QT information 
are informative in genetic mapping studies, in contrast to studies focusing 
on disease, where most of the power comes from the comparatively few 
affected individuals. It has been difficult to find useful QTs in neurological 
disorders, compared with cardiovascular or metabolic diseases. The use of 
disease age of onset or severity, plasma amyloid /342 in Alzheimer disease, 
well validated questionnaires, and structural brain imaging may facilitate 
this process. 

Ascertainment Strategies 

It is relatively easy to study "typical" patients with disease, but other ascer
tainment schemes are more powerful. Families of individuals with complex 
disorders do not generally have multiple affected members, since the inci
dence in relatives declines exponentially with decreasing relationship to 
the proband, as expected under a polygenic model. The identification of 
individuals at the extremes of the QT distribution is helpful in contributing 
to study power. Extreme individuals may show large genetic effects, with
out necessarily developing overt disease (for example, because they lack 
other risk factors). Screening of large samples may therefore be required to 
detect such extreme individuals. For example, a study of personality traits 
targeted 88 000 individuals to fill in a postal questionnaire, which identified 
over 34 000 sib pairs including many with extreme or contrasting trait val
ues. A genetic linkage analysis of extreme or discordant sib pairs led to the 
identification of several significant linkage peaks.10 Similarly, the ascertain
ment of rare individuals with early onset Parkinson disease was necessary 
for the identification of a major gene (DJ-1) causing this disorder.11 

Genetic Linkage and Case-Control Association Designs 

These two methods form the core of the genetic mapping effort. Linkage 
analysis is carried out using extended or small nuclear families (for exam
ple, affected sib pairs) (Fig. 1). The term "genetic linkage" refers to the 
finding of an association between disease and genetic marker within a 
series of families, each containing affected individuals, after carrying out a 
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M1M2 L>rO M3M4 

4 1 
Expected alleles Observed alleles 
shared IBD shared IBD 
(no linkage) (linkage) 

M1 M3 M2 M4 0 (25%) 0 (20%) 
M1 M3 M1 M4 1 (50%) 1 (45%) 
M1 M4 M1 M4 2 (25%) 2 (35%) 

Age of Onset (years) 

Fig. 1 The principles underlying genetic linkage analysis of a common neurolog
ical disorder, (a) Affected sib pairs (ASPs) are first genotyped for several hundred 
genetic markers. For late onset disorders the parents are usually unavailable, but 
allele sharing between ASPs can still be inferred. In the absence of linkage, the extent 
of genetic marker allele (Ml-4) sharing between ASPs is zero, one, or two alleles 
shared (identical by descent or IBD) as a result of common ancestry. This is expected 
to occur 25% (no sharing), 50% (one allele shared), or 25% (both alleles shared) of 
the time, under the null hypothesis of no linkage (shared alleles are shaded in 
grey). In the presence of linkage, there is an increase in allele sharing over the null 
hypothesis, as shown. This method is robust when the precise mode of inheritance 
is unknown. Large numbers of ASPs (for example, 500-1000) are often required to 
accumulate significant evidence of linkage to a common disorder. Affected individ
uals are shown as filled boxes (males) or circles (females) and unaffected individuals 
are unfilled, (b) Linkage to a late onset disorder may vary according to age of onset. 
These LOD score data are from Hall et al.62 who reported stronger evidence for 
linkage to the BRCAl gene on chromosome 17 in early compared with late onset 
familial breast cancer families. An LOD score just over 3 is significant for a complex 
disorder. The cumulative LOD scores are shown for all families in which the mean 
age of onset is less than or equal to the age shown on the x axis. 
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whole genome scan. The latter involves genotyping many "genetic mark
ers" — variant sites unrelated to gene function which show common vari
ation in the general population — situated at regular intervals throughout 
the genome (see Appendix B, Genetic linkage and association analyses). 
If successful, genetic linkage can identify a large genomic region, often 
containing several hundred genes, in which the disease gene is sought. 
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) implies a failure of markers that are close to 
one another to recombine freely, even over long periods of time, and hence 
these markers are associated with each other in the population. The pres
ence of LD between SNP markers makes it possible to infer the location of 
a disease gene that is in LD with a genotyped SNP. Fine mapping is carried 
out using the more familiar case-control association study design (Fig. 2) in 
which excess marker sharing is sought within cases compared to controls, 
following a more dense marker genotyping effort within the identified 
region. In fine mapping a broad region of genetic linkage, often containing 
about 100 genes, is narrowed by carrying out dense SNP marker geno
typing across the region in cases and controls. This identifies small shared 
ancestral regions that are associated either with cases or controls. Since the 
common ancestor is remote, genomic regions that are shared IBD (shown in 
black in Fig. 2) become progressively smaller over successive generations 
as a result of recombination. The number of genes in the identified region 
of association now contains a finite number of candidate genes which can 
be analysed for sequence variation. 

Choice of Study Population 

Modern urban populations are often extremely diverse and are far from 

ideal for gene mapping studies because of genetic heterogeneity.12 How

ever, there is a trade off between obtaining large well characterised study 

cohorts, which are generally available in urban contexts, and smaller but 

more homogeneous cohorts from less diverse population groups. The 

Icelandic population was chosen to study complex diseases to minimise 

both genetic and environmental heterogeneity, which led to the discovery 

of several susceptibility genes, including the PDE4D gene in stroke (see 

below).13 
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Region of genetic linkage (-100 genes) 
A 

Recombination 
acting over 
many 
generations 

Region of genetic association (-10 genes) 

Distance (kb) 

Fig. 2 (a) Genetic fine mapping using association studies. Genomic regions shared 
IBD are shown in black, (b) Allelic association between Alzheimer disease and SNPs 
across the region flanking the APOE gene on chromosome 19.63 Distance in kilo-
bases (kb) is from APOE. As cases are only very distantly related, the region of 
shared genome is greatest within ~40kb of APOE and falls off steeply beyond this, 
impling a very dense genome scan would have been required to identify APOE. 
The association was originally identified by genetic linkage to a broad region on 
chromosome 19q followed by candidate gene association studies, (c) Linkage dise
quilibrium (LD) map of the DPP10 gene associated with asthma64 showing regions 
that are associated or in LD with each other as a result of non-random association 
between pairs of markers. The chromosomal region runs from left to right on the 
x axis at the bottom of the figure. The strength of association to asthma (red) and the 
QT immunoglobulin E levels (log,, IgE) (yellow) is plotted as -log(P) against posi
tion. The markers showing strongest association correspond to the highest peaks. 
The graph is superimposed on the distribution of LD between markers (measured 
as D'), which are colour coded and plotted at the marker locations with red (high 
LD) and dark blue (low LD) at opposite ends of the scale. The four initial exons of 
the causal DPP10 gene are shown as white bars. 
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Fig. 2 (Continued) 

Choice of Research Strategy 

The research strategy should be specifically designed to answer the ques
tion posed. If the aim is to identify common variants with predominantly 
small genetic effects on a categorical endpoint, such as disease, a broadly 
based candidate gene screening approach may be appropriate, using com
mon genetic variants (SNPs) (see Appendix A, Human genetic variation) 
and a hierarchical case-control strategy. For example, a moderate number 
of cases (for example, n = 500) and matched controls could be systemati
cally screened for association between disease and candidate gene SNPs (at 
an appropriate density per gene). Candidate genes could be selected on the 
basis of (a) expression within a tissue of interest (for example, hippocam
pus or substantia nigra), (b) functional criteria, such as membership of a 
known disease pathway, or (c) localisation to an implicated chromosomal 
region, on the basis of previous genetic linkage studies. Positive associa
tions could then be followed up using an independent and preferably larger 
cohort, to eliminate false positives. Alternatively, if the goal is to identify 
rarer genetic variants of intermediate effect, the strategy could be quite dif
ferent. A genetic linkage analysis using a large set of families segregating 
for a QT or disease would be an appropriate initial strategy, as used to 
identify the chromosomal locations of the APOE, aT-catenin, and GST01 

genes (see below). Fine mapping could follow using a case-control associ
ation study, and a dense set of SNPs confined to the implicated region(s) 
(Fig. 2). 
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Nature of Disease Susceptibility Variants 

Susceptibility genes in complex diseases are often expressed in a wide 
range of tissues and may contain only subtle variants or combinations of 
variants, some or all of which lie outside protein coding sites. This makes 
identification of susceptibility variants difficult. Overall, about 5% of the 
human genome has functional significance and so is potentially involved 
in disease.14 About 1.5% of the genome contains the protein or RNA coding 
regions of the 20 000-30 000 human genes, in which lie an estimated 20 000 
coding or cSNPs.5 These represent an important initial target for whole 
genome association studies. Firstly, they are more likely to influence dis
ease than non-coding SNPs and, secondly, a genome scan could be carried 
out using substantially fewer markers than the estimated 600 000-1000 000 
non-coding SNPs required to provide coverage of the entire genome.5 A 
further 1% of the human genome lies within genes and is transcribed but 
is not translated into protein. Finally, an additional 2.5% of the genome lies 
outside of the genes altogether but is conserved across species, suggesting 
that these regions also have functional importance. Proving that such subtle 
non-coding variants influence a complex disease is difficult. In monogenic 
disorders, the situation is quite different, with 99% of mutations occurring 
in protein coding or splice sites, and only 1% within non-coding regulatory 
regions.15 The best evidence that a gene influences disease susceptibility 
comes from the identification of several different genetic variants within 
its coding or splice sites in different affected (or extreme QT value) indi
viduals, coupled with the demonstration that variants affect gene function 
and show relevant tissue expression. 

APPLICATIONS TO CLINICAL NEUROLOGY 

Alzheimer Disease 

Alzheimer disease provides an excellent paradigm for the genetic basis 
of a complex disorder, with contributions from both common modifier 
genes and rare variants of large effect.16 Heritability estimates in Alzheimer 
disease are in the region of 60%,17 suggesting that genetic variation plays 
a significant role in the disease process. However, the major insights into 
disease mechanisms to date have come from mutations in genes that are 
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so rare that they make essentially no contribution to the heritability of the 
disease as a whole. 

One of the best paradigms for the CD/CV hypothesis was the discov
ery of common variants in the APOE gene which influence susceptibility 
to Alzheimer disease. There are three common APOE alleles (E2, E3, E4) in 
human populations, resulting from differences at two amino acid residues 
(residues 112,158).18 Associations between the E4 allele, which is present 
in about one third of Caucasians, and Alzheimer disease have been widely 
confirmed, but associations have also been found with several other dis
orders — the Lewy body variant of Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, 
susceptibility to herpes simplex virus infection, poor recovery from head 
injury, intracerebral haemorrhage, and elective cardiac bypass surgery.19 A 
protective effect of the E2 allele in Alzheimer disease has also been reported. 
APOE is the primary cholesterol transporter in the brain and is a component 
of both amyloid (senile) plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. The mecha
nism for the effects of APOE isoforms on brain damage and dementia is 
unclear, although transgenic ApoE deficient mice (Apoe~ /_) engineered 
to express a human APOE E4 allele showed age related spatial learning 
and memory defects, in contrast to Apoe~/'~ controls or mice carrying the 
E3 allele.20 Lipid carrying apoE3 binds amyloid /} (A/3) peptide, the major 
constituent of amyloid plaques, with 20-fold higher affinity than lipidated 
apoE4, which may enhance the clearance of A/?.21 The close relationship 
between APOE and Alzheimer disease risk is highlighted by the finding 
that transgenic mice overexpressing familial Alzheimer disease mutations 
on an Apoe_ /~ null background show very little A/S amyloid deposition, 
compared with those on a normal (wildtype) Apoe + / + background.22 This 
suggests that APOE is essential for A/3 deposition in transgenic models of 
familial Alzheimer disease (FAD). It remains unclear whether this effect is 
mediated by increased formation or decreased clearance of Afi amyloid. 

The effect of the APOE E4 allele is dosage dependent, so that carri
ers of a single E4 copy have a twofold increased risk of Alzheimer dis
ease compared with a fivefold risk for homozygotes with two copies. The 
E4 allele appears to be a disease modifier, exerting its effect on disease 
risk by influencing age of onset in both Alzheimer disease and Parkinson 
disease, rather than disease risk per se. Despite the relatively large effects of 
these variants, the use of APOE genotype information in disease prediction 
remains limited, since its diagnostic sensitivity is only 0.65 and specificity 
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0.68, compared with clinical diagnosis, which has a reported sensitivity of 
0.93 and specificity of 0.55.23 

A number of Alzheimer disease modifier loci have recently been pro
posed, none of which have yet been consistently replicated, but they 
illustrate some of the approaches taken and difficulties encountered. The 
glutathione-S-transferase (GST01) gene was proposed to be a determi
nant of age of onset, here used as a QT, in both Alzheimer disease and 
Parkinson disease.24 GST01 is widely expressed and is thought to be con
cerned with the biotransformation of compounds such as free radicals 
and interleukin-1/6. The gene was identified by narrowing the number of 
genes in the large region of chromosome 10 implicated by linkage analy
sis from several hundred genes to only four, on the basis that only these 
genes showed altered expression in the hippocampus of Alzheimer disease 
compared with control subjects. This is an interesting but potentially mis
leading assumption. Using a case-control strategy, and large sample sizes, 
the authors found a significant association with one of the three genes, 
GST01.24 One of the common variants analysed, SNP7, was associated with 
the substitution of aspartic acid for alanine at residue 140 (Alal 40Asp) in the 
GST01 product. However, since about 90% of the population carry one or 
two copies of this early onset "risk" allele (Alal40), it remains unclear how 
much of the original linkage signal is explained by this (and the associated 
SNP9) variant, or how useful the resultant mechanistic insights will be. 

The identification of another proposed genetic modifier in Alzheimer 
disease followed the discovery of an association between the insulin 
degrading enzyme (IDE) gene and Alzheimer disease itself,25,26 age at onset 
in both Alzheimer and Parkinson disease,27 and plasma amyloid A/642, 
sometimes used as a QT risk factor for Alzheimer disease.28-30 The A/642 
peptide is a secreted cleavage product of the amyloid /6 protein precursor 
(APP), which is strongly expressed in brain and cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). 
A/S42 is present in CSF at 50 times its concentration in plasma, but, in a 
longitudinal study, individuals who developed Alzheimer disease showed 
higher levels of plasma A/}42, suggesting its use as a surrogate for brain A/642 
production. Plasma A/342 is elevated in individuals with familial late onset 
Alzheimer disease, in early onset FAD, and in Down syndrome (since the 
APP gene is carried on chromosome 21). It remains unclear which variants 
in or close to the IDE gene are directly concerned with Alzheimer disease 
risk, age of onset, and plasma A/642 levels. IDE is an interesting candidate 
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gene since it has been shown to regulate A£42 levels in brain neurons 
and microglial cells.29'30 Increased degradation of A/?42 by transgenic mice 
overexpressing IDE or another A/3-degrading protease, neprilysin, slows 
A/J42 deposition and reduces Alzheimer-like pathology in mouse models 
of FAD.31 

The most significant advances in the genetics of Alzheimer disease 
and Parkinson disease to date have come not from the identification of the 
common variants discussed above, but from the study of genes which have 
virtually no role in common forms of these disorders. Mutations in three 
genes account for about half of all cases of FAD,32 which is an extremely 
rare disease, with fewer than 200 confirmed FAD families worldwide, 
compared with an estimated 4-5 million Alzheimer disease individuals 
in the USA alone.33 FAD is clinically and pathologically indistinguishable 
from Alzheimer disease except for age of onset. The most common cause 
is a mutation in the presenilin-1 (PSl) gene, which is found in about half 
of all FAD families. Mutations in the related presenilin-2 (PSl) gene and 
in the APP gene account for <1% and <5% of FAD families, respectively.32 

Mutations in all three genes give rise to increased A/542 formation since the 
presenilins form part of a protein complex concerned with the processing 
and release of the neurotoxic Aj642 peptide from APR16 Mutations in the 
APP and PSl genes give rise to a fully penetrant autosomal dominant dis
order with onset in the age range 35-55 years, while PSl mutations are more 
variable, often showing later onset (age range 40-85 years) and occasional 
non-penetrance. 

The importance of these rare mutations lies in the identification of 
a pathogenetic pathway, involving the endoproteolytic cleavage of the 
transmembrane APP protein by the enzymes BACE1 and the y-secretase 
complex.16 The common factor in Alzheimer disease arising from Down 
syndrome and mutations in the APP, PSl, and PSl genes is an excess pro
duction of the neurotoxic A/J42 peptide or an increased ratio of A^42 to the 
less toxic A/?4o peptide. Paradoxically, the pathogenetic sequence in the 
transition from old age through mild cognitive impairment to Alzheimer 
disease emphases the role of neurofibrillary degeneration (NFD), associ
ated with paired helical filament (PHF)-tau deposition, rather than amyloid 
plaque formation.34'35 Amyloid deposits are deposited randomly through
out the entire cerebral cortex, and tend to appear subsequent to NFD and 
PHF-tau deposits in any one region. NFD progresses hierarchically along 
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specific neuronal pathways (starting in the trans-entorhinal cortex and pro
gressing to the temporal cortex), suggesting a specific vulnerability in these 
pathways. It has been suggested that this vulnerability may be enhanced 
in the presence of increased A/J42 formation, which can result from genetic 
mutations or environmental events such as head injury or stroke. There is 
an apparent progression in the extent of both NFD and amyloid deposits 
from normal ageing to Alzheimer disease. For example, in one study, 100% 
of individuals over age 75 showed NFD in the hippocampus, often in the 
absence of amyloid plaques or dementia, whereas those with Alzheimer 
disease (by definition) also have both significant neuronal loss and amy
loid plaques.34 

TAUOPATHIES 

The discovery of mutations in the Tau gene in a subset of patients with 
fronto-temporal lobe dementia (FTD) linked to chromosome 17 (FTDP-17) 
throws further light on Alzheimer disease mechanisms.36 FTD is an early 
onset (< 65 years) disorder associated with prominent frontal lobe symp
toms, such as behavioural disinhibition, with fronto-temporal atrophy due 
to neuronal loss, spongiform degeneration, and gliosis, sometimes extend
ing to the substantia nigra (SN), amygdala, and spinal cord. Clinical pre
sentation can be accordingly varied. There are no amyloid or Lewy bodies 
and a small proportion of patients have Tau gene mutations.37 Tau is a 
phosphoprotein expressed in peripheral and central nervous systems, pre
dominantly in neurons, where it is associated with axons and concerned 
with the microtubule binding and assembly that is necessary for axoplas-
mic transport.37 Hyperphosphorylated Tau deposits are associated with 
PHF and the NFD found in Alzheimer disease. In FTDP-17, both loss of 
function mutations and mis-expression of the Tau gene, which is normally 
processed into different isoforms, are found. The precise disease sequence 
and mechanism remains unclear, but amyloid A/?42 overexpression appears 
to exacerbate Tau pathology. One possibility is that APP mis-processing 
in Alzheimer disease leads to post-translational modification of the Tau 
protein and subsequent neurodegeneration. The observation that amyloid 
deposition follows rather than precedes Tau mis-processing could how
ever also be explained by the proposal that A/?42 neurotoxicity results from 
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formation of the more toxic soluble protofibrils rather than the later appear
ing insoluble fibrillar aggregates.38 

Parkinson Disease and Synucleinopathies 

The presence of neuronal loss and insoluble aggregates of a-synuclein, 
called Lewy bodies, in the SN are the major pathological features of 
Parkinson disease.39 Surprisingly, the prevalence of SN Lewy bodies in the 
general population is ten times greater than the prevalence of Parkinson 
disease, but there appears to be a threshold, so that those with SN neuronal 
loss exceeding about 60% show symptoms of Parkinson disease. This may 
be because in disorders of protein aggregation, the characteristic aggregates 
are actually protective but when present in large numbers are indicative 
of a more sinister underlying process or extent of disease. Post mortem 
studies show that SN cell loss in the normal population follows an expo
nential distribution, with 4.4% of cells lost per decade.40 In contrast, cell 
loss in Parkinson disease appears to occur ten times faster, at a rate of 
45% per decade, with onset about 4-5 years before symptomatic disease.40 

Lewy bodies are also a prominent feature in other neurological disor
ders — dementia with Lewy bodies, multiple system atrophy, Down syn
drome, and neurodegeneration with brain iron accumulation I.41 Ten genes 
have been mapped by genetic linkage to rare monogenic forms of familial 
Parkinson disease (FPD), four of which have been isolated: the a-synuclein 
(SNCA), ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase like 1 (UCH-L1), parkin (.PRKN), 

and D/-2 genes.42 These have again provided mechanistic insights into com
mon forms of Parkinson disease. Firstly, mutations in the a-synuclein gene 
result in early onset autosomal dominant FPD.43 Autosomal dominant FPD 
families showing triplication or duplication of the SNCA gene present FPD 
symptoms in the fourth and fifth decades respectively, implying that over-
expression even of normal a-synuclein is sufficient to cause disease. Genetic 
variability in the SNCA promoter region was associated with increased risk 
of sporadic Parkinson disease. This is consistent with the possibility that, 
like overexpression of A/842 in Alzheimer disease and Down syndrome, 
increased formation of normal a-synuclein can be disease causing. 

Mutation in the PRKN gene causes juvenile or early adult (<45 years) 
onset autosomal recessive PD.44 Complete loss of parkin due to 
homozygous deletion of the PRKN gene is associated with severe loss of 
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dopaminergic neurons in the SN and locus coeruleus but a notable absence 
of Lewy bodies. Some amino acid changing (missense) mutations in PRKN 

do show both Lewy bodies and abnormal tau deposits (NFD), suggesting a 
possible gain of function. One explanation is that since parkin is an E3 ubi-
quitin ligase, it is a component of the ubiquitin proteasome system, which 
may be required to produce Lewy bodies. The ubiquitin protease system 
is involved with the degradation of misfolded proteins, some of which — 
such as a-synuclein and perhaps some types of mutant parkin itself — 
can give rise to aggregation and neurodegeneration. The importance of 
this pathway is reinforced by the finding of mutations in the UCHL1 gene, 
coding for ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydrolase LI, one of the most abun
dant proteins in the brain, in rare autosomal dominant FPD families.45 The 
UCHL1 enzyme is found in Lewy bodies and is also concerned with pro
tein degradation. UCHL1 mutations lead to accumulation of a-synuclein 
in cells and may influence susceptibility to Parkinson disease by altering 
the balance of ubiquitin hydrolase and ligase activities, both of which are 
present in UCHL1, impairing the degradation of a-synuclein.46 

DJ-1 is another component of the ubiquitin/proteasome protein degra
dation pathway which is mutated in a rare autosomal recessive form of 
early onset Parkinson disease.11 The gene was identified by genetic link
age analysis in a large inbred Dutch community in which the mutant gene 
appeared to be more common as a result of a founder effect and cultural 
isolation of this population. Since both Parkin and DJ-1 are components 
of the ubiquitin proteasome pathway, and are concerned with the degra
dation of fibrillogenic proteins within the SN, these rare genes have again 
identified an important pathogenetic pathway in all forms of Parkinson 
disease, despite making essentially no contribution to heritability in the 
common form. 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

ALS is a progressive disease associated with degeneration of motor neurons 
in the brain stem and spinal cord. Surviving neurons contain inclusions of 
neurofilament components and ubiquitin. It is generally sporadic but rare 
familial forms of ALS occur in about 10% of patients, about 20% of which 
are associated with missense mutations in the cytoplasmic enzyme Cu/Zn 
superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1), which is also present in the inclusions.47,48 
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It is unclear whether the disease results from a gain of function, such as 
protofibril toxicity, or loss of function and oxidative stress. SOD1 catalyses 
the dismutation of the superoxide radical to form hydrogen peroxide and 
oxygen. One possibility is that an oxidising environment (due to reduced 
SOD1 activity) causes protein instability, aggregation, and neurotoxicity, 
since mutant SOD1 aggregates have been seen under such conditions. 

Cerebrovascular Disease and Stroke 

Stroke is a heterogeneous group of ischaemic and, less commonly, haem-
orrhagic disorders, which are associated with atherosclerosis of large 
blood vessels or occlusion of small penetrating arteries in the brain. All 
forms of stroke share common risk factors, including hypertension, hyper-
lipidaemia, diabetes, and smoking. Family history is an independent risk 
factor, suggesting that genetic factors may contribute to susceptibility49 

Genetic linkage analysis of Icelandic families segregating for stroke pro
vided the initial evidence for a susceptibility gene on chromosome 5. 
Fine mapping was carried out in a case-control study of 864 affected indi
viduals from the Icelandic population and 908 controls, using 98 mark
ers spanning the implicated chromosomal region. A broad definition of 
stroke was employed, including both cardiogenic and carotid stroke, and 
common variants within the phosphodiesterase 4D (PDE4D) gene were 
found to be associated.13 The highest risk haplotype (present in 9% of con
trols) conferred a twofold relative risk. A protective haplotype (present 
in 21 % of controls) was also identified, with a relative risk of 0.7. How
ever, none of the associated variants were present in protein coding or 
gene splicing regions, suggesting that the identified and/or associated 
variants affect gene regulation (such as expression level) rather than hav
ing a direct functional effect on the protein. Some protein isoforms asso
ciated with the risk haplotype may be expressed at a lower level in 
patients than in controls. The PDE4D risk haplotype has an effect that 
is largely independent of known risk factors. The PDE4D gene encodes 
a cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase which degrades cyclic AMP and 
regulates signal transduction in a wide variety of cells. One possibility 
is that PDE4D variants cause low cyclic AMP levels, increasing the ten
dency for proliferation and migration of vascular smooth muscle cells, 
although similar effects in the immune system are also possible. These 
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findings and their pathogenic significance remain to be confirmed and 
elucidated. 

A similar approach led to the identification of another gene, ALOX5AP, 

coding for 5-lipoxygenase activating protein, in which certain common 
haplotypes double the risk of both stroke and myocardial infarction.50 The 
initial finding was a suggestive linkage to a region of chromosome 13 in 
a series of 296 Icelandic families with multiple affected members. A case-
control association study was carried out using a high density of markers 
across the implicated region (containing 40 known genes) which led to 
the identification of the ALOX5AP susceptibility gene. This was confirmed 
in a UK population, although the associated haplotype was different. The 
individual or combination of variants associated with disease risk remain to 
be identified. ALOX5AP and 5-lipoxygenase together convert unesterined 
arachidonic acid to the leukotriene LTA4, which is further converted to 
LTB4 or LTC4.50 These are important proinflammatory mediators which 
are active in macrophages and leukocytes invading atherosclerotic lesions. 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES 

Increasing access to powerful new technologies will facilitate the discovery 
of genetic influences in neurological disorders. Perhaps the most impor
tant ones are those concerned with refining the clinical phenotype, such 
as brain imaging techniques, and developing quantitative intermediate 
disease endpoints. The goal of reliably defining simpler phenotypes than 
disease itself, such as carotid intima media thickness, instead of more com
plex and categorical traits such as stroke, is particularly important. Other 
enabling technologies are allowing high throughput analysis of genes and 
their products in health and disease, which is beginning to influence neu
rological research. The new technologies are discussed below. 

Microarrays 

High density arrays of DNA sequences, such as SNP alleles or expressed 
gene sequences (cDNA), can be immobilised on miniaturised grids (chips), 
in order to perform large scale screening experiments.51 For example, the 
messenger RNA (mRNA) from both normal and diseased neurological 
tissues can be extracted, converted to DNA (cDNA) and labelled prior 
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to hybridisation to the chip, in order to identify genes that are differen
tially expressed in disease. Alternatively, genomic DNA from an individ
ual could be labelled and hybridised to an SNP chip containing tens or 
hundreds of thousands of SNP variants, to search for a disease association. 
Finally, if a candidate gene for a disease has been mapped to a specific 
genomic region containing a few hundred genes, it may be useful to know 
which genes from that region are expressed in the diseased region using 
microarrays. 

This technology has been used to investigate neurological disorders.52 

In one study, cDNA microarrays containing 18000 genes were hybridised 
to cDNA from hippocampal CA1 neurons with or without neurofibrillary 
tangles in Alzheimer and control brains.53 Similarly, prefrontal cortex from 
schizophrenic versus control brains was screened using arrays contain
ing 7000 genes to detect differences in gene expression, which showed 
decreased expression of genes regulating presynaptic function.54 It is 
important to confirm changes in gene expression shown by microarray 
using other methods, such as immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridisation, 
or reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. A final example is the 
use of microarrays in the transcriptional analysis of brain plaques from 
multiple sclerosis (MS) samples compared with control brain samples.55 

This type of study identified osteopontin (OPN) gene expression exclu
sively in MS plaques, which led to the proposal that this proinflamma
tory molecule is expressed by infiltrating T lymphocytes, microglia, and 
macrophages, and promotes damage to the myelin sheath as a result of an 
autoimmune process. Polymorphisms in OPN also appear to influence the 
disease course.56,57 

Proteomics 

Gene expression profiles provide little information on genetic variation and 
may give misleading information on the function or expression of their pro
tein products. The proteome, which is the sum of all expressed proteins in a 
tissue or cell, is regulated at different levels, including synthesis, degrada
tion, and a wide variety of post-translational modifications, such as phos
phorylation. The abundance of the mRNA coding for a specific protein may 
be poorly correlated with protein abundance. However, the variety and 
different physico-chemical properties of proteins complicates the "protein 
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chip" approach, although the entire yeast proteome has now been arrayed 
on a chip. Instead, the techniques of two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, 
in-gel digestion, and peptide identification by microsequencing or mass 
spectrometry, are together enabling the high throughput analysis and 
identification of unknown proteins dissected from healthy or diseased tis
sues. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis allows the separation of sev
eral hundred proteins by molecular size and net charge while techniques 
such as MALDI-TOF or tandem (q-TOF) mass spectrometry facilitate their 
identification.58 For example, over 300 proteins were identified from sub
cellular fractions of human frontal cortex using such an approach.58 Cur
rent limitations include the difficulty of analysing hydrophobic proteins, 
such as membrane receptors, and the identification of post-translational 
modifications in a high throughput manner. These techniques however 
have the potential for refining the analysis of cells and tissues in neurologi
cal disorders. Firstly, they can provide critical information on the structure 
and function of specific proteins, such as disease related post-translational 
modifications. Secondly, they can provide an overview of the collective 
changes occurring within a brain region which can help to subdivide and 
refine molecular subtypes of disease. 

Neural Stem Cells 

There is considerable interest in the possibility of inducing resident human 
neural stem cells, that are known to be present in the subependymal zone 
and hippocampus, to differentiate into and replace neurons damaged by 
ischaemia, trauma, or neurodegeneration.59-61 This property is retained in 
the brains of some simpler non-mammalian vertebrates but appears to have 
been progressively lost with the evolution of increasing brain complexity 
from amphibians through to rodents and primates. The precise number of 
human neural stem cells is unknown but <1% of human subependymal 
cells display the Ki-67 marker that is associated with a capacity for cell 
division.60 In human bone marrow, only about 1 in 106 cells show the prop
erties of haematopoietic stem cells. Human neural stem cells display glial 
astrocyte but not neuronal markers, although they are able to generate both 
neuronal and glial cells in culture. It therefore appears that there is an inher
ent resistance of such cells to undergo neurogenesis in vivo, perhaps because 
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of the need to retain the complex neuronal networks built up by experi
ence and learning. The goal of replacing cells from the temporal or parietal 
association cortex which are lost in Alzheimer disease therefore currently 
seems remote. The more limited goal of understanding the restraints on 
neural differentiation that limit the neurogenic potential of subependymal 
neural stem cells in vivo compared with in vitro may well be achievable. 
This knowledge could ultimately lead to replacement of specific motor or 
sensory neurons serving less advanced brain functions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The neurogenetic analysis of complex disorders will be a difficult and pro
tracted endeavour. Genetics is only one of many disciplines that will be 
required to elucidate disorders like epilepsy and dementia. However, it 
is a very powerful tool for dissecting such complex phenotypes. Histor
ically, the power of the genetic approach has come from the analysis of 
relatively simple and rare Mendelian disorders which resemble complex 
traits or diseases and elucidate key disease mechanisms and pathways. 
This is well illustrated by the analysis of genes responsible for early onset 
forms of Alzheimer disease and Parkinson disease. The identification of 
individual susceptibility genes with variants of smaller effect will be a 
hard and difficult road, but there is no sharp demarcation between large 
and small genetic effects so that many new and important insights will 
inevitably emerge using existing technologies. The increased availability 
of animal models of inherited neurological diseases, and of high through
put gene based technologies, such as microarrays and proteomic analyses, 
extend the range of traditional genetic tools, such as gene mapping. Finally, 
an understanding of the genetic and epigenetic mechanisms that restrain 
the differentiation and integration of human neural stem cells into mature 
neuronal networks could have an enormous impact on clinical practice. 

APPENDIX A 

HUMAN GENETIC VARIATION 

Humans are on average 99.9% identical, with one variant base every 1300 

base pairs.7 Most of the genetic differences between any two individuals 

consist of SNPs, which are single base changes present in at least 2% of 
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the population (allele frequency >0.01). There are probably over 10 mil
lion SNPs and an almost unlimited number of rare variants in the human 
population.7 Most common variants are extremely ancient, pre-dating the 
divergence of human racial groups > 100 000 years ago. They survive in 
the human genome because the majority are "neutral" in their effects on 
reproductive fitness. They therefore confer no reproductive advantage or 
disadvantage. Some common variants have arisen or become common 
within more recent times (for example, <10 000 years) as a result of selec
tion for some favourable characteristic. In contrast, genetic variants with 
intermediate or large effects on disease are predicted to be at low popu
lation frequency, since they tend to have adverse effects both on disease 
related traits and on reproductive fitness (which are usually correlated).4 

Collectively, however, there are many more rare variants than common 
ones in the human population and these are the ones with large functional 
effects that contribute most to human Mendelian diseases. It remains to 
be seen to what extent these rather than common variants provide most 
insights into common disorders. 

APPENDIX B 

GENETIC LINKAGE AND ASSOCIATION ANALYSES 

A genetic linkage analysis (Fig. la) aims to identify a gene of moderate 
effect by scanning the genome with several hundred evenly spaced genetic 
markers to find one or more that segregates with the trait or disease. An 
association is first sought between each marker and the trait or disease 
within each family. The probability of the observed data, assuming either 
linkage or the null hypothesis of no linkage, are summarised in a LOD 
score table or graph (Fig. lb). In some late onset disorders, the LOD score 
declines with age of onset, indicating that other factors, such as polygenic 
or environmental influences, obscure the effect of single genes (Fig. lb). Sig
nificant evidence of linkage can occur either by chance or because genetic 
marker and susceptibility gene are adjacent to one another on the same 
chromosome (true genetic linkage). Different families may have different 
mutations, but in linkage analysis it is assumed that these occur predomi
nantly within a single gene, and account for much of the variation in disease 
susceptibility. 
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A case-control association study compares the frequency of a single 
SNP marker or more usually a combination of SNPs on a single chromo
some (SNP haplotype) in cases and controls (Fig. 2). An excess of marker 
alleles or haplotypes in cases compared with controls may occur by chance 
or as a result of genetic association. A true association occurs when appar
ently unrelated individuals share a region of the genome as a result of 
distant common ancestry (Fig. 2a). In order to identify such regions, a high 
density of genetic markers is required, which is often restricted to the vicin
ity of a linkage peak (Fig. 2b). Association can occur between a disease or 
QT and genetic marker even if the genetic variant(s) conferring disease 
susceptibility is not tested directly, provided it is associated with adja
cent (tested) markers, due to common ancestry (linkage disequilibrium) 
(Fig. 2c). Regions of association between SNP markers are being defined 
in the HapMap project, which aims to determine the most efficient combi
nations and density of marker SNPs for disease gene mapping. The aim is 
to use sufficient well chosen SNPs so that any untested but disease asso
ciated SNP will still be detectable in an association study, as a result of its 
association with adjacent (tested) SNPs (Fig. 2c).5 

Genetic association methods work well for fine mapping within a (link
age) defined region, but their use in screening the entire genome for disease 
susceptibility genes requires very high marker densities — in the region of 
hundreds of thousands of SNPs, since only a small segment of genome is 
shared between distantly related individuals (Fig. 2a). This generates many 
false positive associations. A second problem is the underlying assumption 
in association studies that a significant fraction of the variation in disease 
susceptibility results from not only a single gene, but a single variant within 
a single gene, making it more restrictive than the linkage approach. It is 
however a powerful approach for identifying common, small effect vari
ants in large population samples, for example using candidate genes. 
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" The Blind Man and the Elephant" 
And so these men of Indostan 
Disputed loud and long, 
Each in his own opinion ~ Exceeding stiff and strong, 

Though each was partly in the right ~ And all were in the wrong! 
John Godfrey Saxe 

Many of the currently used methods for the analysis of function in 
a cell or tissue rely on measuring one single analyte at a time, with the 
analysis being based on a prior hypothesis of mechanisms of action or biol
ogy. By measuring only one analyte, only a limited picture is gained of the 
complexities of an often very dynamic situation. Rather like the tale of the 
six blind men and the elephant, by observing only one facet at a time, a 
distorted view of the situation can be achieved, and the real answer to the 
problem remains hidden. With the advent of whole genome maps for sev
eral key organisms including man, and the use of methods for profiling all 
the changes that occur in cells or tissues, it is now possible to stand back and 
take an unbiased view of biological processes. This is particularly the case 
for neuropsychiatric disease, where the complexities of the brain, its multi
tude of connections, and the dynamic interplay between neurones and glia 
make an unbiased view of disease processes particularly important.1 Two 
emerging fields are now coming into general use where the global approach 
to gaining insight into brain function can be applied. Functional genomics 
is the generic term used to describe methods that analyse the various genes 
expressed by a cell or tissue, while proteomics aims to define the protein 
complement. These technologies now allow an almost complete examina
tion of gene and protein expression using single techniques. Our aim in 
this article is to provide an overview of the specialised methodologies and 
to point out the potential pitfalls and limitations of these techniques, with 
particular reference to investigations on human postmortem brain samples. 

FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS 

Cellular function is mediated through gene expression involving the pro
duction of messenger RNA. Several methods can be employed to profile 
gene expression in neurological and psychiatric disorders, including differ
ential display and microarrays, ideally coupled with real time quantitative 
polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR) cross validation. These technologies 
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can be used independently or in parallel, where they investigate mRNA 
transcripts quantitatively by amplification of RNA from disease and con
trol samples, and then detection of specific complementary DNA (cDNA) 
or antisense RNA (aRNA) species. It is hoped that pathologically relevant 
pathways and disease mechanisms involved in neurological and psychi
atric disorders can be revealed with these techniques. 

RNA PREPARATION 

Essential to any gene expression studies is RNA of the highest quality.2 

While this is easily possible for RNA isolated from cells in tissue culture, or 
from animal tissues, it could be a problem for human studies where — cer
tainly for brain derived RNA — there will be potential delays in obtaining 
the tissue sample, and for postmortem brain RNA this can be lengthy and 
also be affected by the agonal state.3 It is, however, clear that high quality 
RNA can be obtained from postmortem brain and, moreover, useful results 
can be obtained in gene expression studies.1 

Standard methods of RNA extraction from tissues or cells are based 
on rapid extraction into guanidine-phenol containing solutions providing 
total RNA.4 Further purification into mRNA is not usually necessary for 
gene expression studies, as mRNAis easily worked on by preparing cDNA 
in a standard reverse transcription reaction. Column purification can also 
assist in removing potential contaminants such as extraction buffers, DNA 
and so on, or in concentrating small RNA samples.5,6 The standard assess
ment of RNA quality is the use of the A260/ A280 absorbance ratio, which be 
greater than 1.8; additionally, RNA should be visually examined by agarose 
gel electrophoresis or ideally in microfluidic systems,6 which employ much 
smaller samples and provide a better visual representation of RNA quality. 
On visual inspection good quality RNA normally shows twice the amount 
of 28S compared with 18S ribosomal RNA bands. 

Production of cDNA is a prerequisite for any functional genomics 
study. High temperature reverse transcriptase (RT) can improve the yields 
of cDNA produced, by melting secondary RNA structure, and for low lev
els of RNA, cDNA yields can be improved by use of nucleotide binding 
proteins.7 The final assessment of RNA quality, however, can be more read
ily obtained by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based assessment. Ampli
fication of various housekeeping transcripts such as /S actin, GAPDH, and 
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so on can determine transcript length and amount. Using standard PCR, the 
first of these measures will give an indication of the amount of degradation 
of the transcripts in the mRNA pool, partly degraded RNA samples hav
ing shorter transcripts owing to the absence of the 5' portions of the RNA, 
and subsequently reduced quantities of long transcripts are identified com
pared with optimally prepared RNA. Similar results are also obtained from 
using real time PCR with reduced transcript levels indicating either RNA 
degradation or the presence of RT or PCR inhibitors. 

DIFFERENTIAL DISPLAY 

Initial approaches to differential gene expression include subtractive 
cloning,8 serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE),9 and subtractive 
hybridisation techniques.10 Differential display is a less laborious and 
more widely used approach,11 and has yielded promising results, particu
larly with an adapted indexing based differential display PCR (DD-PCR) 
technique.12 Standard differential display techniques involve conversion 
of RNA to cDNA, which is then split into a series of reactions involving 
a specific reverse primer and a random forward primer. Amplification of 
only a limited subset of the RNA present produces a specific RNA lad
der for a given primer combination and tissue. By comparing the RNA 
ladder between test and control, it is possible to identify transcripts that 
are differentially expressed. For indexing based DD-PCR, cDNAs from 
disease and control tissue are digested with class II restriction enzymes 
(for example, Bbvl), followed by amplification of the internal fragments 
by adaptor primer PCR and visualisation by non-denaturing polyacry-
lamide gel electrophoresis, thus producing a representation of the RNA 
transcripts present in the samples. The fragments are cloned and identi
fied by comparison with database entries. The main advantage of the DD-
PCR technique is its sensitivity in detecting low expression fragments and 
the identification of unknown differentially expressed genes, particularly 
intragenic fragments. Its main disadvantage is a low throughput of sam
ples. This technique and its modified forms have been successfully applied 
to investigating neurological and psychiatric disorders13-15 — for example, 
in Alzheimer's disease, downregulation of genes involved in synaptic for
mation and organisation,13 tau phosphorylation,13 or protein targeting.15 
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SAGE 

Serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) uses the principle that a 10-14 
base pair (bp) stretch of RNA can identify a transcript, and these short 
sequences can be ligated before PCR. SAGE combines cDNA library pro
duction with high throughput sequencing,9 where double stranded cDNA 
is prepared using poly-dT priming and digested with a restriction enzyme 
which cuts at relatively high frequency (for example, Nlalll). Ligation 
of an adapter to the cDNA is then done, the adapter having a type IIS 
restriction enzyme site (such as BsmFI) which allows the cDNA to be cut 
again, but at a site up to 20 bp away from the recognition sequence. Fol
lowing digestion, the short fragments are then blunt ended and ligated, 
and the subsequent products amplified by adaptor specific PCR. These 
PCR products can then be cleaved with the original restriction enzyme 
and ligated to give concatamers of these short fragments which are then 
cloned. These clones are composed of the various mRNA species initially 
present, and the frequency of each individual sequence will be propor
tional to the frequency of the mRNA in the starting material.9 Sequencing 
and analysis of these clones provides a measure of gene expression in the 
tissue, and comparison of results between test and control allows com
parison of gene expression. Several major projects have been based on the 
use of SAGE, most notably involving analysis of cancer gene expression 
(see cgap.nci.nih.gov/SAGE/). Drawbacks of SAGE are, however, the large 
scale sequencing that is required to build up sufficient expression informa
tion, and the bioinformatics support required to interpret the sequencing 
results, making it only suitable for larger laboratories. The use of poly-
dT to prime synthesis may also reduce representation of certain mRNA 
species. 

MICROARRAYS 

It is probably fair to say that differential display and other methods have 
been superseded by microarrays as the technique of choice to investigate 
differential gene expression in large sample sets. Depending on the array 
used, microarrays can now give an almost global picture of gene expres
sion status in one experiment. The key value of current microarray technol
ogy lies in its use as a high throughput, initial screen to identify potential 

http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/SAGE/
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disease related genes that can then be cross validated using more accurate 
semiquantitative methods, such as real time PCR.16 

Microarrays encompass various different technologies that have devel
oped over the past few years. Two principal methods exist: cDNA arrays 
and oligonucleotide arrays. cDNA arrays were first developed where the 
genes of interest as cDNA clones or PCR products are printed onto mem
branes (macroarrays) or microscope slides (microarrays) using a robotic 
arraying device. To compare the expression of the gene in the different sam
ples, mRNA isolated from each of these samples is labelled with radioac
tive isotopes (33P) or with different fluorescent dyes such as Cy3 (green) 
and Cy5 (red), by reverse transcription. Radioactively labelled samples are 
scanned using a phosphoimager, and results are compared after standard 
normalisation procedures — for example, housekeeping controls. For flu
orescent labelling, the two pools of labelled cDNA probes (test and control 
labelled with a different CyDye) are mixed and hybridised to a microar-
ray. After hybridisation, measurements are made with a high resolution 
laser scanner that illuminates each DNA spot (at two wavelengths) and 
measures the fluorescent intensity of each dye separately. A ratio measure
ment of the absolute and relative abundance of each specific gene in both 
samples is obtained. Numerous studies of neuropsychiatric diseases such 
as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and schizophrenia have pro
duced promising results using these techniques.17-21 

Oligonucleotide probe arrays are designed by printing the gene of 
interest directly onto a glass slide as a single stranded polynucleotide, or 
by direct synthesis of oligonucleotides on the substrate. These arrays are 
almost exclusively probed using fluorescently labelled cDNAor aRNA, and 
have become a popular choice as they have superior specificity over cDNA 
arrays.22 Additionally, the cost of commercially available as well as custom 
designed oligonucleotide arrays has decreased recently. Several oligonu
cleotide arrays representing part or most of the genes in the human genome 
have been designed and used to investigate gene expression in neurological 
and psychiatric disorders. Companies such as Affymetrix, MWG Biotech 
and others have developed high throughput screening procedures, which 
include optimised protocols that minimise the variation generated within 
experiments. The current Affymetrix array for instance represents approx
imately 39000 transcripts including 33000 fully annotated genes (Fig. 1) 
on two GeneChips (HG-U133A and B chips). Each gene is represented by 
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Fig. 1 Typical image derived from an Affymetrix microarray probed with CyeDye 
labelled antisense mRNA. Each point on the array represents one unique oligonu
cleotide that has been directly synthesised on the microarray surface, with each 
array capable of representing over 30 000 transcripts. Image courtesy of Dr Heiko 
Peters, Institute of Human Genetics, Newcastle. 

a Probe set which consists of 11 probe pairs typically designed with a bias 
towards the 3' end of each gene. These probe pairs are distributed across the 
array and consist of a perfect match and a mismatch oligonucleotide (each 
averaging 25 base pairs in length). The mismatch oligonucleotide contains 
a single base pair mismatch in the centre of the probe and is used to quan
tify and subtract non-specific hybridisation and background signals. Each 
chip also includes E coli internal spike control probes (bioB, bioC, bioD, 
ere) to determine hybridisation efficiency. To investigate gene expression, 
total RNA is used to prepare complementary aRNA from cDNA, which is 
then fragmented and hybridised to the array. Following washing, the array 
is then scanned and data are analysed by specific software. The data can 
be further mined using a number of software tools, such as GeneSpring or 
Bioconductor. 
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A major consideration for microarray based gene expression profil
ing is data analysis. Given the ability to analyse thousands of genes at 
once, the potential to identify false positives is large. In order to over
come this, several approaches have been applied to maximise the likely 
hood of identifying true changes without losing significant effects owing 
to overstringent statistical analysis. In general, once the array background 
and background hybridisation to non-specific genes (often plant genes for 
mammalian arrays) has been subtracted from data, data are normalised to 
the mean expression of all genes on an array, or are normalised to house
keeping genes, for example GAPDH. As a general rule, genes showing a 
fold difference of ±1.5 in mean expression levels between the test and con
trol, and where p = 0.005, are considered to be differentially expressed, 
and to be further analysed by a more stringent method such as Q-PCR. All 
software packages for array analysis provide these analysis routines, with 
each package being tailored, often to individual arrays. 

Various microarray experiments and other methodologies using RNA 
from postmortem human brain tissue have been published, including 
studies exploring expression profiles of complex neuropsychiatric disor
ders such as schizophrenia, bipolar affective disorder, and Alzheimer's 
disease.19,20,23-25 For example, in order to understand the some of the early 
biochemical changes in Parkinson's disease, microarray based gene expres
sion profiling has been applied to animal models of the disease, rather than 
studying end stage disease material where there may be changes in gene 
expression because of common pathological responses or neurone loss.26 

Here, using a membrane array containing over 1000 expressed genes, the 
investigators identified changes in striatal gene expression associated with 
transcription factors (for example, downregulated Nur-77) indicating a 
coordinated change in gene expression, changes in cell-cell communica
tion (such as upregulated synapsin 1A), and altered kinase dependent cell 
signalling (downregulation of c-src).26 

There are several potential limitations to array based methods of 
expression profiling. A limitation of array based methods in general is 
that low abundance transcripts are often not detected, simply because of 
limiting amounts of target RNA. However, linear amplification methods 
may allow improved sensitivity in detecting low abundance transcripts.27 

As with any determination of transcript levels there is the problem that 
RNA levels do not always correlate with protein levels owing to the 
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post-transcriptional regulation that affects many RNA species.28 Macroar
rays, as an array method, almost exclusively use radiolabeled cDNA for 
interrogation, and only one membrane can be interrogated at a time, mak
ing experimental variation more likely. For macroarrays, another limitation 
is the number of probe sequences that are available on any one array which 
is usually no more than a few thousand; this means that for any RNA sample 
several macroarrays need to be hybridised, and on a sample with limited 
RNA this may prove difficult without RNA amplification. Macroarrays can, 
however, prove to be an advantage where a relatively focused approach to 
a problem is being investigated, for instance by using an array which only 
has genes involved in apoptosis printed onto it. Here a limited "hypothesis 
driven" array experiment can prove to be extremely powerful, providing 
a comprehensive overview of only the system under investigation (see, for 
example, Weinreb et alP). Macroarrays are, however, highly suited to small 
laboratories as the equipment requirements are slight. 

REALTIME Q-PCR 

High throughput gene profiling techniques can only be regarded, at best, 
as being semiquantitative as they only determine relative expression lev
els, and have only a limited dynamic range. Methods are therefore required 
that can provide validation of expression results derived from gene expres
sion profiling, and which can provide semiquantitative data for levels of 
gene expression such as northern blotting or Q-PCR. Q-PCR is now con
sidered the method of choice for validating gene expression.30 Q-PCR uses 
fluorescence detection of the PCR product by combining a thermal cycler 
with a fluorescent spectrophotometer.31 Two basic assay systems are avail
able. As the PCR reaction proceeds and double stranded DNAis generated, 
this is detected by either binding a fluorescent dye to the double stranded 
DNA or release of a fluorescent reporter molecule. A relatively inexpensive 
and rapid method, it also provides a high degree of sensitivity, allowing 
the determination of low abundance genes that may not be detected by 
microarray.32 With most Q-PCR methods, levels of specific transcripts are 
related to levels of specific housekeeping transcripts to provide a means of 
normalisation, thereby providing accurate relative quantitation (Fig. 2). 

The most inexpensive Q-PCR method in relies on DNA intercalating 
dyes, perhaps the most popular of these being SYBR green I (SYBR green I 
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Fig. 2 Real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) output of serially diluted input 
cDNA showing displacement of curves to the right with increasing dilution of 
RNA. PCR was generated using 1.0 /xg of total RNA to make cDNA using oligo-
dT primers, and 1:1000 and 1:10000 dilution of cDNA and negative control with 
primers to amplify the GAPDH housekeeping transcript. 

is a double stranded DNA intercalating dye that fluoresces upon laser light 
excitation), where an internal passive reference dye (ROX) is automati
cally detected by the machine to normalise for inconsistent pipetting. PCR 
product amplification is measured in real time by SYBR green I fluores
cence emission upon binding to amplified PCR products after each PCR 
cycle. After 40 cycles, an end point or plateau is reached whereby no fur
ther amplification can take place owing to competitive PCR effects.33-35 

SYBR green assays provide a cheaper alternative to the more expensive 
5' endonuclease TAMRA probes (Taqman™), minor groove binder (MGB) 
probes, and Molecular Beacon detection chemistries.17 These methods use 
primers where the fluorescent detection molecule is incorporated to the 
PCR primer and is quenched by the presence of either secondary structure 
or an additional quencher molecule.16 MGB probe assays represent a new 
type of 5' nuclease assay incorporating a different probe design and fluo
rescent detection to that of the more traditional TAMRA probe assays. A 
non-specific MGB is incorporated at the probe 3' end leading to an increase 
in melting temperature (Tm)36 allowing for shorter probes, typically 12-
14 bp in length. Anon-fluorescent quencher molecule (NFQ) is also situated 
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at the MGB probe 3' end in close proximity to the 6-FAM™ fluorophore. 
Q-PCR clearly is a robust method of verifying initial gene expression results 
from microarrays and of investigating novel genes that may be involved 
in neurological disease.30,37'38 

While q-PCR is a common approach to validation of microarray data 
and is suited to high throughput, alternative methods of validation of data 
are also available. As many arrays are based on cloned cDNA sequences, 
the availability of these clones makes in situ hybridisation possible for 
determining not only levels of transcripts, but also cellular localisation, 
which is vital in neuroscience given the numerous cell types present in 
the CNS. Similarly, if antibodies are available to the particular gene, west
ern or slot blotting for quantitation, and immunocytochemistry for cellular 
localisation are methods of analysis, the use of protein methods providing 
the ultimate validation that a gene change is accompanied by a protein 
change. 

PROTEOMICS 

Proteomics is the analysis of the protein complement of a given cell or tissue 
at a given point in time, and as such represents the natural extension of func
tional genomic analysis. While there are about 30 000 genes in the human 
genome (see http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/human/ for 
a list of human gene resources), the protein complement of a cell or tis
sue, the proteome, is much larger and also much more dynamic in nature. 
This is because most mammalian genes show alternative splicing of tran
scripts, leading to different isoforms of a given protein. This, coupled with 
post-translational modification such as glycosylation, myristoylation, and 
phosphorylation, leads to two or more effectively different proteins per 
gene. Proteomics can therefore generate much larger datasets requiring 
more resources to handle and analyse the data effectively. 

It is doubtful whether one single method in a single pass will be able 
to identify accurately all the proteins that are expressed by a cell or tissue, 
owing to the huge numbers of protein isoforms that are present and their 
highly variable physical and chemical properties. The biggest problem is 
undoubtedly the large number of proteins that are expressed as this gives 
enormous analytical problems, and tissues or cells therefore need to be 
divided into manageable sized chunks. Proteomic approaches normally use 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/guide/human/
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fractionation of the sample into, for example, plasma membrane, nuclear, 
cytoplasmic, mitochondrial, lysosomal, and endoplasmic reticulum/Golgi 
fractions, to generate the maximum amount of protein information for a 
given cell or tissue. This can be achieved by various centrifugation methods, 
such as using increasing centrifugal forces or by centrifuging over media of 
different buoyant densities. Cocktails of protease and phosphatase/kinase 
inhibitors allow the various constituent proteins to be maintained in an 
intact state ready for analysis. Additionally, the use of various detergents 
and chaotropes can be applied to the samples to extract insoluble proteins 
(such as those proteins integrated into the cell membrane) for analysis. By 
this route, it is possible to generate a series of fractions that are sufficiently 
refined to allow analysis. 

TWO DIMENSIONAL GEL ELECTROPHORESIS 

Two dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D-PAGE) is the 
most popular technique employed in proteomic studies as it can simulta
neously resolve thousands of proteins with one format. Despite first being 
described in the mid-1970s,39,40 the basic principles of separating proteins 
first according to charge (isoelectric point), and then according to mass 
remain unchanged. As isoelectric focusing can resolve 70 proteins while 
SDS-PAGE on a gradient gel is capable of separating out around 100 pro
tein spots, 2D-PAGE should be able to resolve a "spot map" of around 7000 
proteins, though the first use of 2D-PAGE only resolved 1100 E coli pro
teins on a single gel.39 Recent advances have greatly increased this original 
number and it is now possible to distinguish up to 10 000 individual protein 
spots on a single large format gel.41 

The technologies employed in 2D-PAGE have evolved rapidly. The first 
stage involves isoelectric focusing, where proteins are separated accord
ing to pi, using immobilised pH gradients (IPG) that result in ampholytes 
(charged carrier molecules) being incorporated into a thin gel strip. Proteins 
applied to these IPG strips migrate in an electric field and, owing to the pH 
gradient effect created by the ampholytes, stop migrating through the IPG 
strip when their charge is net neutral. These IPG strips are widely available 
in various formats, from wide range covering many pH units, to narrow pH 
ranges covering just one or two pH units. These narrow range strips pro
vide much greater resolution and can be overlapped. This stretching of the 
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protein pattern allows visualisation of proteins within the same pH range 
as a standard wide range gel yet at a much greater resolution.40 This was 
demonstrated by the use of eight overlapping pH gradients to define the 
proteome of the Mycoplasma genitalium.Al Studies of Sacchromyces cerevisiae 

proteins have compared overlapping narrow IPG strips between pH 4 and 
pH 9 with one pH 3-10 strip, producing patterns of 2286 and 755 distinct 
spots, respectively.42 Despite these advances in first dimension technology, 
the method is unsuitable for highly acidic or basic proteins as separation 
below pH 3 and above pH 11 is poor because of lack of good ampholytes. 
This has often led to poor separation for membrane bound proteins (as 
they are often very acidic) owing to poor solubility in the absence of deter
gents. Additional preseparation methods are therefore needed to solubilise 
membrane proteins before separation. 

After completion of first dimension separation by pi, proteins are sep
arated by molecular weight in polyacrylamide gels containing sodium 
dodecyl sulphate (SDS-PAGE). SDS is an anionic detergent which dena
tures the proteins, converting them to a linear molecule by relaxing sec
ondary structure, and because of its anionic nature it gives proteins a net 
negative charge. When combined with a reducing agent such as dithio-
threitol (DTT), proteins are therefore separated exclusively by mass. Once 
the protein spots are separated they can be visualised using a variety of 
stains. Silver and Coomassie stains are relatively simple, require little spe
cialist equipment, and are therefore the most frequently used methods. 
Silver staining is the most common method and has a higher sensitiv
ity than traditional radiolabelling or Coomassie brilliant blue staining. 
Coomassie staining typically detects 8-10 ng of protein, while silver stain
ing can be 100 times more sensitive.43 Both methods, however, work by the 
stains reacting with functional groups on the proteins and therefore some 
polypeptides are not effectively stained. Recently developments in fluores
cence technologies have led to the production of fluorescent protein dyes 
such as SYPRO and CyDyes with sensitivity similar to silver stains, though 
specialist equipment is required for their detection. These fluorescent dyes 
are also more compatible with peptide identification by mass spectrometry, 
silver and Coomassie stained gels often requiring destaining before mass 
spectrometry.43-45 

Silver and Coomassie stains are routinely used in many laboratories, 
providing a simple method for building up proteome databases of various 
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organisms or tissues (see http://ca.expasy.org/ch2d/). For example, two 
dimensional gels of protein samples from Alzheimer's disease and control 
brains have been described recently using silver staining to visualise the 
spot map of over 1500 proteins, and quadrupole time of flight tandem mass 
spectrometry (Q-TOF MS/MS) for protein identification (see the section on 
mass spectrometry below).43 The proteome of human cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) has also been analysed, producing a list of over 480 proteins.44,45 Such 
studies have identified variations in apolipoprotein E in the CSF between 
patients with sporadic or variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease,46 and between 
patients with Alzheimer's disease and schizophrenia.47 Nuclear proteins 
from human blood lymphocytes have been identified, showing that the 
method can be applied to any tissue,48 including protein expression in the 
mouse cerebellum.49 

A new development in two dimensional technology is fluorescence 2D 
difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE), where up to three different samples 
are separated on a single gel because they have each been labelled before 2D 
electrophoresis with a different fluorescent cyanine dye (Cy2, Cy3, Cy5). 
Each dye can then be visualised under a different wavelength and the 
images overlayed, giving a combined image that can be analysed using 
various software packages (Fig. 3).50/51 This technique allows direct com
parison between samples to show the presence of a particular protein — for 
instance, in a test sample compared with control — reducing the effects of 
inter-gel variation and improving reproducibility, which has traditionally 
been one of the major problems associated with 2D-PAGE.52 For example, 
a control sample is labelled with Cy3 and disease sample with Cy5; a pool 
of all samples is created and labelled with a third label, Cy2, and this is 
included in all gels as an internal standard; the three protein samples are 
then combined and run on a single gel. The three different spot maps can 
be directly overlayed to allow comparison of the two protein samples, and 
reference to the internal standard will confirm actual protein changes or 
experimental artefacts.52,53 

2D-PAGE is %lso a flexible technique in terms of the format of the gels, 
as in some cases mini 2D gels may be preferable to large format gels — for 
example, in experiments involving large numbers of samples. Thus 7 cm 
gels have been used to investigate protein oxidation in Alzheimer's disease 
brain tissue,54 where proteins in the 2D gels were transferred to a PVDF 
membrane for western blotting and the spot map visualised by SYPRO 

http://ca.expasy.org/ch2d/
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Fig. 3 Two dimensional difference gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE), demonstrating 
the use of new "sat-dye" thiol group reactive labelling reagents on small samples 
(transgenic and control rat hippocampus). There are approximately 5000 different 
protein/peptide spots, and the identification of differences in protein expression is 
shown by the presence of differences in fluorescence of protein spots (a few very 
clear examples are arrowed). 

ruby fluorescent stain, followed by probing with an antibody against oxi
dised protein groups. This method demonstrated over 100 proteins on these 
"oxyblots," with many showing significant changes in Alzheimer's disease 
compared with controls.54,55 

ICAT — ISOTOPE CODED AFFINITY TAGS 

Isotope coded affinity tagging (ICAT) is a relatively recent advance in 
proteomic analysis first reported in 1999 by Gygi and colleagues.56 The 
technique, coupled with mass spectrometry, allows both identification and 
quantitation of proteins within complex mixtures and, as with DIGE, per
mits simultaneous analysis of two protein samples. In ICAT, one sample is 
labelled with a reagent which contains normal hydrogen while the other 
sample is labelled with a reagent containing deuterium, and both samples 
are then mixed together. Following separation, application of the samples to 
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a mass spectrometer allows the differences of a few Daltons to be resolved, 
with direct quantitation of both mass peaks. 

The two isotopic forms of the ICAT labelling reagent contain an iso-
topically light or heavy linker region, a protein reactive group, and a biotin 
affinity tag. The reactive group of the commercially available ICAT reagents 
and those first described by Gygi57 are specific for cysteine residues through 
the third group. The linker region contains eight hydrogen atoms (dO) for 
the light (H) chain reagent, or eight deuterium (D) atoms (d8) for the heavy 
chain. In a standard ICAT experiment two protein samples, such as control 
and disease, are labelled with light or heavy reagents, respectively. The 
two are then combined and subjected to proteolytic digestion, typically 
by trypsin. The resulting peptide mixture is then fractionated by avidin 
affinity chromatography, which isolates only the cysteine containing pep
tides by binding to the biotin moiety on the ICAT reagent. This step results 
in 10-fold fewer peptides than in the original mixture, simplifying subse
quent analysis. Identification and quantitation is then determined by liquid 
chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry.56,58,59 However, the orig
inal ICAT reagents are relatively large and therefore identifying the pep
tide fragments is complicated by their presence, which causes substantial 
shifts in the peptide mass. Current reagents for ICAT have been improved 
by incorporating an acid cleavable linker, allowing removal of the biotin 
affinity tag before mass spectrometry, but leaving the peptide isotopically 
labelled (http://appliedbiosystems.com). This simplifies the analysis so 
that greater numbers of peptides can be identified and quantified.60 

ICAT labelling has been employed to study protein changes induced in 
cultures of cortical neurones by the chemotherapeutic agent camptothecin. 
ICAT labelled peptides were purified on an avidin affinity column and anal
ysed by liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry, with 129 proteins 
identified and their relative abundance quantified. This has demonstrated 
ICAT's usefulness in detecting low abundance proteins from many dif
ferent subcellular compartments, including those involved in protein syn
thesis, transcription regulation, and signal transduction.61 This technique 
is also suited to the study of relatively insoluble proteins such as mem
brane proteins which are often not compatible with 2D-PAGE, as these 
proteins can be extracted with strong ionic detergents and then labelled, 
the digestion step also creating peptides that are also more soluble than 
whole proteins.59 

http://appliedbiosystems.com
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A problem with ICAT is that not only does it require proteins to contain 
cysteine residues, but these residues must be in the region of a peptide that 
is produced during proteolytic cleavage. This was highlighted recently in 
a study of a multi-subunit membrane protein of E coli,62 which revealed 
that a high proportion (10-15%) of proteins lack cysteine residues. This 
problem may be overcome by the development of ICAT reagents reactive 
for different amino acid residues or by incorporating isotopic tags during 
the proteolytic step. For example, Glu-C proteolysis has been described 
using regular water (H2

160) and heavy water (H2180). This results in two 
1 6 0 or two 1 8 0 atoms being incorporated into the peptide fragments, giv
ing a 4 Da difference. Likewise, different affinity matrices can be used to 
isolate different peptides, for example nickel immobilised metal affinity 
chromatography for histidine containing peptides, or a lectin affinity col
umn for selectively isolating glycoproteins.58 ICAT also fails to identify 
post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation and glycosyla-
tion unless these changes occur on the peptide containing the cysteine 
residue. 

Recently a hybrid method for using ICAT in conjunction with two 
dimensional electrophoresis has been described.63 Two protein samples 
were labelled with light and heavy ICAT reagents, pooled, and separated 
on the same 2D gel. The gel was then stained to visualise the protein spots, 
which were then excised from the gel and enzymatically digested, pro
viding the peptide mixture for identification by mass spectrometry. The 
8 Da difference, while not detectable on the 2D gel, was still identifiable 
on the peptide mass fingerprint obtained by mass spectrometry, providing 
quantitative data on the differences in protein expression. The potential 
for ICAT to become comparable with 2D-PAGE for identification of pro
tein differences without the need for time consuming gel analysis is likely 
to be an emerging technique in the next few years which will allow the 
high throughput analysis of complex protein patterns provided by CNS 
samples. 

PROTEIN MICROARRAYS 

DNA and oligonucleotide based microarrays have been routinely used for 
many years now, and more recently their protein counterparts have been 
developed. Protein microarrays or "chips" are gaining in popularity as 
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miniaturised ligand binding assays which can be used for complex pro
tein samples, because they allow simultaneous detection and quantitation 
of biomolecules. In this instance, capture molecules such as antibodies are 
immobilised at a high density in a small area on a solid support such as 
a treated glass microscope slide. When exposed, each individual antibody 
captures its target protein from, for instance, a cell lysate or a serum sam
ple. This technique allows large scale and high throughput analysis, using 
small sample volumes and relatively low protein concentrations. For these 
reasons microarrays are likely to find routine applications in basic research, 
disease diagnosis, and the identification of therapeutic targets.64,65 Protein 
microarrays effectively allow quantitation of several hundred to several 
thousand analytes with one system (Fig. 4). 

Antibody microarrays are the most accessible medium used in pro-
teomics. In one of the first papers reporting the use of protein microarrays, 
115 antibodies or antigens were immobilised using a robotic arrayer and 
probed with the corresponding ligands in mixtures of varying but known 
concentrations. Interactions were visualised by labelling the protein mix
tures with Cy3 or Cy5 fluorescent dyes, and the relative intensities pro
vide data on relative abundance.64 For the production of antibody based 
microarrays there is a vast library of antibodies that are relatively stable and 
well characterised and are already routinely used in various techniques. 
The disadvantages with the use of antibodies include a large molecular 

Fig. 4 Protein antibody microarray showing separate colour channels of the same 
array labelled with Cy3 (green; control sample) and Cy5 (red; test sample). By 
running two samples at once, differences in expression can be determined in only 
a few experiments. 
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size, and in the case of polyclonal antibodies, a possible lack of speci
ficity and limited resource. Commercial companies are, however, devel
oping methods for overcoming these problems using antibody fragments 
or phage technology, the latter using phage (bacterial viruses) which have 
been genetically modified to express immunoglobulin fragments on their 
surface.66 Antibody function may also vary between assay types; therefore 
in a clinical setting it is important that antibody performance can be vali
dated. A recent assessment of protein microarrays reports that, of over 100 
commercially available antibodies tested, as few as 5% are suitable for use 
in microarray based analyses.67 To overcome the problem it may be neces
sary to select antibodies specifically for a particular protocol, which in turn 
requires some knowledge of the system being studied.68 This will, how
ever, allow specific systems to be studied, such as apoptosis or inflamma
tion, providing a better understating of certain pathways — for example, 
signal transduction. Alternatively it is possible to simplify complex pro
tein samples such as cell lysates using chromatographic methods like ion 
exchange or affinity chromatography, liquid phase isoelectric focusing, or 
ID-PAGE.69 Synthetic alternatives to antibodies have been described which 
show high specificity and affinity and are stable; this may be a future route 
for protein microarrays.70 Antibody based microarrays are, however, likely 
to have potential for clinical applications such as detection of diagnostic 
proteins in serum or CSF, as well as being of use in a research setting. The 
microarray format has been described for high throughput detection of 
clinical analytes, albeit in a low density, 6 x 6 (36 analytes), format.71 

Variations on the antibody array format that have been described 
include tissue arrays, peptide arrays, and carbohydrate arrays where these 
molecules (or tissue) are arrayed and probed with single or multiple ana
lytes to determine their binding partner on the array. For instance, tissue 
arrays have small sections of normal or pathological tissue from various 
organs gridded onto their surface, which are probed with antibodies to 
novel proteins to determine expression patterns. Protein-protein interac
tions in yeast have been described whereby 80% of the proteome was 
cloned and purified and then spotted onto a glass slide, forming a proteome 
array. Probing with protein extracts then provided information on protein-
protein and protein-phospholipid interactions.72 These protein arrays may 
be more likely to become the method of choice for determining protein bind
ing partners to identify cellular pathways. In the future it should be possible 
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to make cDNA expression libraries using the human genome database as a 
resource, and to spot all known proteins producing a proteome microarray. 
For example, if a particular neuronal protein is being studied, application 
of the recombinant or isolated protein to the array labelled with a suitable 
reporter would then allow potential interacting partners. Sequential anal
ysis of these binding partners will permit such protein-protein pathways 
to be generated. 

The use of microarrays in proteomic studies is still very much in its 
infancy but it is clear from the few publications there are on this subject that 
it will one day be an invaluable tool in the clinical setting, particularly where 
protein concentrations or sample quantity may be limited. A recent report 
identified five serum proteins which differed significantly between prostate 
cancer and control samples,73 while a second study used small amounts of 
oral cancer material obtained using laser capture microdissection.74 Here 
differences in protein expression could be quantified for a number of pro
teins during tumour progression. 

MASS SPECTROMETRY 

Mass spectrometry is the preferred method for the identification of pro
teins, forming an essential part of proteomic analysis. Mass spectrometry 
measures the mass to charge ratio (m/z) of gaseous ions produced by accel
erating an ionised particle, in this case the protein or peptide, through a 
rarefied atmosphere to a detector. By providing structural information such 
as peptide mass and amino acid sequence, as well as information on pro
tein modifications, the data obtained can then be used to identify a protein 
by searching various databases available. 

Because with a large protein—for instance, albumin at (~65 kDa) — the 
mass charge ratio could be derived from multiple combinations of amino 
acids, and as the accuracy of mass spectrometers is reduced at higher molec
ular mass, methods are required that improve the accuracy of detection. The 
protein to be analysed is purified, often by 2D-PAGE although chromato
graphic methods can be used, and digested enzymatically (for example 
by trypsin or Lys-C) to cleave the protein at specific bonds, giving a repro
ducible pattern of digestion. Mass spectrometry is then used on the complex 
peptide mixture, giving peptide masses with high accuracy — a peptide 
mass fingerprint (PMF) (Fig. 5). With this information the likely amino acid 
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Fig. 5 Typical MALDI-TOF spectrum or "peptide mass fingerprint" for a pro
tein excised from a preparative 2-D PAGE gel and trypsin digested, showing the 
individual peptide mass peaks that contribute to the whole protein and allow its 
identification by database searches. 

composition of each peptide from the protein digest can be derived, which 
is then compared with databases containing theoretical protein cleavage 
data using sophisticated computer search engines, producing a list of the 
closest matching proteins. For this reason PMF is ideally suited to those 
species for which the genome has been completely sequenced, such as man 
and mouse, but is less useful in those cases where the genome sequence has 
not been fully determined. In such cases additional peptide sequence infor
mation can be obtained using, for instance, traditional Edman sequencing, 
where amino acids are sequentially removed from the peptide and analysed 
by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with electrochemical 
detection or by mass spectrometry, or more directly by using tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS/MS), which combines two mass analysers — for exam
ple, a quadrupole with a TOF analyser.75 

All mass spectrometers have three main components: the ionisation 
source, the mass detector, and the ion detector. Ionisation sources include 
matrix associated laser desorption/ionisation (MALDI) and electrospray 
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ionisation (ESI). Both are ideal for detecting low protein concentrations and 
can be used with complex protein/peptide mixtures or with prefraction-
ated samples. Both are "soft" ionisation techniques allowing ion formation 
without altering the native protein or peptide, thereby providing more 
accurate mass information. 

MALDI requires picomoles or less of sample, is relatively insensitive 
to contaminants such as salts and non-ionic detergents, and samples can 
be in the solid, liquid, or gaseous phase. The analyte is co-crystalised with 
an ultraviolet absorbing matrix solution on a target plate. A laser beam is 
fired at the target which is absorbed by the matrix, transferring energy to the 
analyte and causing it to transfer into the gas phase.76 Traditionally MALDI 
instruments are coupled to TOF mass analysers, which measure the time 
lag between the point at which ions are accelerated to the point at which 
they reach the ion detector, ions with a smaller mass reaching the detector 
before those with a greater mass. Other analysers include the commonly 
used quadrupole which consists of four parallel metal rods which can act 
as a filter to allow only the passage of ions with a certain m/z. By placing 
multiple quadrupoles in series the amino acid sequence of a peptide can 
be determined.76 

ESI requires the analyte to be in solution and therefore is ideally cou
pled to liquid chromatographic separation methods. As the sample is 
injected into the mass spectrometer it is sprayed across a high potential dif
ference, resulting in the formation of a fine mist of charged droplets. More 
recent advances in ESI include nanospray ionisation in which the micro-
capillary tube used for injection of the sample has a diameter as small as 
1-2 /itm, allowing flow rates as low as 5 nl/min,77 which greatly reduces th 
e amount of sample needed for analysis. 

As previously mentioned, MALDI-TOF is a commonly used combina
tion for PMF, but the MALDI-Q-TOF hybrid allows the amino acid sequence 
to be determined for any peptide that is not identified by PMF.77 These 
newer mass spectrometry instruments allow greater sensitivity and high 
mass accuracy, and offer high throughput analysis by being coupled to 
automated systems for either robotic sampling of 2D gels or direct capil
lary based separation of protein/peptide mixtures. They are also able to 
detect and characterise post-translational modifications and identify dif
ferent isomers.78 
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There are numerous examples of the use of mass spectrometry in neu-
roscience — for example, increased platelet activating factor in the plasma 
and CSF in multiple sclerosis was identified using HPLC with tandem mass 
spectrometry,79 and the processing of neuropeptide Y in the CSF of patients 
with depression has been monitored using MALDI-TOF.80 The structural 
variants of /8-amyloid in brain tissue from patients with Alzheimer's dis
ease compared with healthy controls was determined by ESI-MS, and other 
neuropeptides such as substance P and dynorphin A have been analysed 
in plasma, CSF, and brain in various conditions, using mass spectrometry 
techniques (see Nilsson et al. for a review81). 

SELDI 

Recently, SELDI (surface enhanced laser desorption/ionisation) has 
increased in popularity. First detailed in 1993,82 the principles behind SELDI 
are similar to MALDI in that it uses a laser beam to desorb analy te ions from 
a solid for analysis by mass spectrometry.83 Sample preparation is simpli
fied compared with MALDI as proteins are captured onto a solid phase 
chromatographic surface.84 For example, the sample is applied to strong 
cationic support and washed with an appropriate buffer so that only pro
teins and peptides with affinity for the support are retained. Analysis with 
SELDI therefore produces a series of mass peaks for each affinity matrix, 
effectively a protein peptide signature for each tissue or cell type. By using 
different types of support, it is thus possible to analyse different subsets of 
proteins to build up a picture of the proteins present. The technique has 
been used in various studies and is particularly suited to analysis of diag
nostic biomarkers in plasma or CSF. For example, cystatin C — a secreted 
cysteine protease inhibitor — has been identified in CSF as a marker of 
chronic pain,85 and /6-amyloid has been identified in the lens of Alzheimer's 
disease patients, suggesting that the pathological features of the disease 
overlap between brain and lens.86 Recently SELDI has been used to anal
yse plasma samples from individuals with ovarian tumours compared with 
normal individuals and individuals with benign ovarian cysts.87 By com
paring the peptide profile, a series of peptide peaks was identified which 
together provided 99% sensitivity and 99% specificity in the diagnosis of 
ovarian tumour. The identification of prostate cancer associated biomarkers 
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has also shown the value of SELDI for rapid discovery of potential clinical 
markers,88 suggesting that its application to samples such as CSF may have 
considerable utility. 

One drawback of SELDI is that it is most suited to the analysis of pep
tides and proteins of less than 20 kDa, as these are more likely to be retained 
by the affinity support and are more likely to fly when hit by the laser. This 
can be overcome by simple prefractionation by size before affinity separa
tion, so that only proteins greater than 20 kDa are applied to the affinity 
support. Also, as SELDI uses a mild ionisation procedure, it has a limited 
capacity to identify the peptide unless it is less than about 10 kDa. A pep
tide identified in this way requires further purification regimens and ana
lytical methods for precise identification. SELDI is therefore more suited 
to high throughput prescreening of large sample numbers, but nonethe
less provides an effective tool for identifying the presence of differentially 
expressed proteins. Advances in MALDI-TOF to provide high throughput, 
along with different isolation and enrichment strategies, will possibly make 
the principles of SELDI-TOF much more amenable to protein identification. 

FUTURE PROSPECTS 

One of the major hurdles to the application of genomics in neuroscience is 
the complexity of the brain itself and the numerous different cell types, even 
within a relatively small area. As genomics and proteomics aim to define 
the complement of a given cell, this poses major problems in attempting 
to decipher which genes and proteins are associated with a particular cell 
type. To overcome this, techniques such as laser capture microdissection 
are available, where an individual cell type such as a pyramidal neurone in 
the hippocampus can be isolated from its neighbours by very focused laser 
light.89 The use of cells isolated in this way will allow these technologies to 
be applied to individual cell types, and enable comparison of, for instance, 
the proteomes of pools of neurones affected by degenerative pathology 
compared with their unaffected neighbours. With advances in sensitivity 
in fluorescent detection and mass spectrometry, it may even be possible 
to analyse the expression of a single cell.90 No one single technique will 
be capable of analysing the entire genome or proteome of a given cell or 
tissue, but with selective use of various methods it should be possible to 
determine the gene and protein expression patterns of key brain regions 
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in health and disease. Ultimately, these global profiling technologies will 
help to unravel both the genetic and environmental factors that predispose 
to and precipitate complex neuropsychiatric disorders. 
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Mitochondria 

Patrick F Chinnery* and Eric A Schon 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

It is over forty years since the first human mitochondrial disease was 
described in a patient with non-thyroidal hypermetabolism (Luft disease).1 

Although this disorder is exceptionally rare (in fact, only two cases have 
been described), the clinical description and biochemical studies paved 
the way for three decades of clinical and pathological research on patients 
with suspected mitochondrial disease. Patients were classified into groups 
based upon the pattern of clinical involvement, histological and ultrastruc-
tural abnormalities of mitochondria, and biochemical assays of mitochon
drial function. It was clear that there were clinical similarities among some 
patients, allowing for the definition of syndromes such as the Kearns-Sayre 
syndrome (KSS) or chronic progressive external ophthalmoplegia (CPEO), 
but it was recognised that there was considerable phenotypic diversity 
and that many patients did not fit neatly into a specific diagnostic group. 
The inheritance pattern also varied. Some patients appeared to be sporadic 
cases, whereas others were clearly familial. It was known for some time that 
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mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) was maternally inherited, and whilst some 
families displayed a clear maternal inheritance pattern, others did not. 
There were attempts to classify based upon the number and size of mito
chondria in skeletal muscle, leading to terms such as pleoconial or megaco-
nial myopathies,2 and also on the pattern of respiratory chain involvement. 
There were those who wanted to sub-divide suspected mitochondrial dis
ease into discrete categories (the "splitters"3) and those who thought of 
all mitochondrial disease as a single, if wide, spectrum of disorders (the 
"lumpers"4). At this early stage it was apparent that mitochondrial disor
ders were a heterogeneous group: clinically, histologically, biochemically, 
and probably genetically. 

Following the discovery in the early 1960's that mitochondria con
tain their own DNA (mtDNA),5 there were two major advances, both in 
the 1980s: the human mtDNA sequence was published in 1981,6 and in 
1988 the first pathogenic mtDNA mutations were identified.7,8 The flood
gates were opened, and the 1990s became the decade of the mitochondrial 
genome. Over 150 different pathogenic point mutations and a larger num
ber of different rearrangements (i.e. partial deletions and duplications) of 
mtDNA were associated with disease,9 and there were major advances in 
our understanding of the molecular pathophysiology.10,11 There has been a 
change of emphasis in the first few years of the new millennium, away from 
the "magic circle" of mtDNA and back to the nuclear genome.12 A num
ber of nuclear genes have been identified that are fundamentally impor
tant for mitochondrial homeostasis, and when these genes are disrupted, 
they cause autosomally inherited mitochondrial disease.13 Moreover, mito
chondrial dysfunction plays an important role in the pathophysiology of 
a number of well-established nuclear genetic disorders, such as dominant 
optic atrophy (mutations in OPAl),u Friedreich's ataxia (FRDA)}5 heredi
tary spastic paraplegia (SPG7)U and Wilson's disease {ATP7B).17 The next 
major challenge is to define the more subtle interactions between nuclear 
and mitochondrial genes in health and disease. It is likely that these mecha
nisms will have broader relevance for our understanding of many inherited 
and sporadic neurological disorders. 

In this article we will review the basic scientific principles that under
pin our understanding of mitochondrial pathology. Rather than giving 
a comprehensive description of mitochondrial biology, we will focus on 
the bare essential facts that will help the practicing general neurologist to 
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understand, identify, investigate, and manage patients with primary mito
chondrial disease (by which we mean disorders that result directly from 
mutations either in mtDNA or in nuclear genes affecting mtDNA home
ostasis). Mitochondrial abnormalities have been identified in more com
mon sporadic neurological disorders, including Alzheimer's disease and 
Parkinson's disease, and they also occur as part of normal aging.18 The role 
of these secondary mitochondrial abnormalities is uncertain, and they will 
be discussed in other articles in this series. 

WHAT ARE MITOCHONDRIA AND WHAT 
DO THEY DO? 

Mitochondria are a sub-compartment of the cell bound by a double mem
brane. Although some mitochondria probably do look like the traditional 
cigar-shaped structures that appear in standard textbooks, it is more accu
rate to think of mitochondria as a budding and fusing network similar to 
the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 1). Mitochondria are intimately involved 
in cellular homeostasis. They play a part in intracellular signalling and 
apoptosis, intermediate metabolism, and in the metabolism of amino acids, 

Fig. 1 Human mitochondria. Scanning fluorescence confocal micrograph of a 
cultured human myoblasts stained with the Mitotracker, which is a fluorescent 
potentiometric dye taken up specifically by living mitochondria because of their 
membrane potential. Some mitochondria form discrete organelles (short arrow), 
but others form a reticulate network (long arrow). 
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lipids, cholesterol, steroids, and nucleotides, among other functions. Apop-
tosis has been discussed in other chapters in this book and will not be 
considered here. Perhaps most importantly, mitochondria have a funda
mental role in cellular energy metabolism. This includes fatty acid /3 oxida
tion, the urea cycle and the final common pathway for ATP production — 
the respiratory chain. 

The mitochondrial respiratory chain is a group of five enzyme com
plexes situated on the inner mitochondrial membrane (Fig. 2). Each 
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Fig. 2 The respiratory chain. Schematic diagram of the respiratory chain. Reduced 
cofactors (NADH and FADH2) are produced from the intermediary metabolism of 
carbohydrates, proteins, and fats. These co-factors donate electrons to (e~) to com
plex I (NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase) and complex II (succinate-ubiquinone 
oxidoreductase). These electrons flow between the complexes down an electro
chemical gradient (black arrow), shuttled by ubiquinone (Q) and cytochrome c (C), 
involving complex III (ubiquinol-cytochrome c oxidase reductase) and complex IV 
(cytochrome c oxidase, or COX). Complex IV donates an electron to oxygen which 
results in the formation of water. Protons (H+) are pumped from the mitochondrial 
matrix into the inter-membrane space (red-arrows). This proton gradient gener
ates the mitochondrial membrane potential which is harnessed by complex V to 
synthesise adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and 
inorganic phosphate (Pi). ANT = adenine nucleotide translocator which exchanges 
ADP for ATP across the mitochondrial membrane. 
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complex is composed of multiple subunits, the largest being complex I with 
over 40 polypeptide components. Reduced co-factors (NADH and FADH2) 
generated from the intermediary metabolism of carbohydrates, proteins, 
and fats donate electrons to complex I and complex II. These electrons 
flow between the complexes down an electrochemical gradient, shuttled 
by complexes III and IV and by two mobile electron carriers, ubiquinone 
(ubiquinol, co-enzyme Q10) and cytochrome c. The electron-transfer func
tion of complexes I-IV is accomplished via subunits harbouring prosthetic 
groups (e.g. iron-sulfur groups in complexes I, II, and III, and heme iron in 
cytochrome c and in complex IV). The liberated energy is used by complexes 
I, III, and IV to pump protons (H+) out of the mitochondrial matrix into 
the inter-membrane space. This proton gradient, which generates the bulk 
of the mitochondrial membrane potential (the asymmetric distribution of 
ions, such as Na+ , K+, and Ca+ + , across the inner membrane makes up 
the "chemical" portion of the gradient), is harnessed by complex V to syn-
thesise adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine diphosphate (ADP) 
and inorganic phosphate. The overall process is called oxidative phospho
rylation (OXPHOS). ATP is the high energy source used for essentially all 
active metabolic processes within the cell, and it must be released from 
the mitochondrion in exchange for cytosolic ADP. This is carried out by 
the adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT), which has a number of tissue 
specific isoforms. 

Thus, the respiratory chain is an elaborate system that must respond 
to the energy requirements of the cell. While these requirements may be 
constant (e.g. in hepatocytes), the energy requirements may also change 
dramatically over short periods of time (e.g. in skeletal muscle). We are only 
just beginning to understand the mechanisms that maintain and regulate 
a healthy respiratory chain, and it is likely that many additional unknown 
genetic and environmental factors will be involved. 

THE GENETIC BASIS OF MITOCHONDRIAL 
BIOGENESIS 

Two distinct genetic systems encode mitochondrial proteins: mitochon
drial DNA (mtDNA) and nuclear DNA (nDNA). MtDNA is a small 16.6-kb 
circle of double stranded DNA that specifies 13 respiratory chain polypep
tides and 24 nucleic acids (2 ribosomal RNAs [rRNAs] and 22 transfer 
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Fig. 3 The human mitochondrial genome. The human mitochondrial genome 
(mtDNA) is a small 16,569 kb molecule of double stranded DNA. MtDNA encodes 
for 13 essential components of the respiratory chain. ND1-ND6, and ND4L encode 
7 subunits of complex I (NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase). Cyt b is the only 
mtDNA encoded complex III subunit (ubiquinol-cytochrome c oxidase reductase). 
COX I to III encode for three of the complex IV (cytochrome c oxidase, or COX) 
subunits, and the ATP 6 and ATP 8 genes encode for two subunits of complex V 
(ATP synthase). Two ribosomal RNA genes (12S and 16S rRNA), and 22 transfer 
RNA genes are interspaced between the protein-encoding genes. These provide the 
necessary RNA components for intra-mitochondrial protein synthesis. D-loop = 
the 1.1 kb non-coding region which is involved in the regulation of transcription 
and replication of the molecule, and is the only region not directly involved in the 
synthesis of respiratory chain polypeptides. O H and O L are the origins of heavy 
and light strand mtDNA replication. 

RNAS [tRNAs]) that are needed for intra-mitochondrial protein synthesis 

(Fig. 3).6 Nuclear genes code for the majority of mitochondrial respira

tory chain polypept ides . 1 3 These polypept ides are synthesised in the cyto

plasm with a mitochondrial targeting sequence that directs them through 

the translocation machinery spanning the outer and inner membranes . The 
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targeting sequence is then cleaved before the subunit is assembled with its 
counterparts on the inner mitochondrial membrane. The components of 
the import machinery ("TIM" and "TOM" proteins), the importation pro
cessing enzymes, and the respiratory chain assembly proteins are all the 
products of nuclear genes. 

Nuclear genes are also important for maintaining the mitochondrial 
genome, including those encoding the mitochondrial DNA polymerase 
Y (POLGiy9 and products that maintain an appropriate balance of free 
nucleotides within the mitochondrion (TP, TK, DGK and ANT1).20~23 A 

recently described gene, ClOorfl, codes for a helicase-like protein called 
Twinkle that also appears to be important for mtDNA maintenance.24 

Nuclear DNA also codes for essential factors needed for intra-
mitochondrial transcription and translation, including TFAM, TFBM1 and 

TFBM2.25,26 A disruption of both nuclear and mitochondrial genes can 
therefore cause mitochondrial dysfunction and human disease (Table 1). 

MITOCHONDRIAL DISEASE: GENOTYPE AND 
PHENOTYPE 

A neurologist who has seen a few patients with mitochondrial disease will 
be puzzled by a number of questions. If mitochondria are so important, 
why don't mitochondrial diseases affect every tissue in the body, and if 
primary mitochondrial disorders are all genetically determined, why do 
they have such a varied clinical phenotype, even within the same family? 
Recent advances in our understanding of the molecular pathology of mito
chondrial disease have provided us with some explanations and also raised 
new questions. 

The clinical features of mitochondrial disease have been discussed 
widely elsewhere,27-29 and they will not be considered in detail here (see 
Table 2 and Fig. 4 for an overview). In general terms, tissues and organs that 
are heavily dependent upon oxidative phosphorylation bear the brunt of 
the pathology. This means that neurological features are common, but car
diac, endocrine and ophthalmological features are often prominent. Other 
tissues are less dependent upon sustained oxidative phosphorylation, so 
they are less likely to be involved in mitochondrial disease, but there are 
some notable exceptions. 
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Table 1 Genetic classification of human mitochondrial disorders. 

Mitochondrial genetic disorders (mtDNA nucleotide positions Inheritance 
refer to the L-chain, and are taken from the "standard pattern 
Cambridge" sequence) 

Rearrangements (large-scale partial deletions and duplications) 
Chronic progressive external ophthalmoplegia (CPEO) S 
Kearn's Sayre syndrome S 
Diabetes and deafness S 
Pearson marrow-pancreas syndrome S 
Sporadic tubulopathy S 

Point mutations 
Protein-encoding genes 

LHON (G11778A, T14484C, G3460A) M 
NARP/Leigh syndrome (T8993G/C) M 

tRNA genes 
MELAS (A3243G, T3271C, A3251G) M 
MERRF (A8344G, T8356C) M 
CPEO (A3243G, T4274C) M 
Myopathy (T14709C, Al 2320G) M 
Cardiomyopathy (A3243G, A4269G, A4300G) M 
Diabetes and deafness (A3243G, C12258A) M 
Encephalomyopathy (G1606A, T10010C) M 

rRNA genes 
Non-syndromic sensorineural deafness (A7445G) M 
Aminoglycoside induced non-syndromic deafness M 

(A1555G) 

Nuclear genetic disorders Inheritance 
pattern 

Disorders of mtDNA maintenance 
Autosomal dominant progressive external ophthalmoplegia 

(with 2° multiple mtDNA deletions) 
Mutations in adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT1) AD 
Mutations in DNA polymerase y (POLG) AD or AR 
Mutations in Twinkle helicase (ClOorfl) AD 

Mitochondrial neuro-gastrointestinal encephalomyopathy 
(with 2° multiple mtDNA deletions) 

Mutations in thymidine phosphorylase (TP) AR 
Myopathy with mtDNA depletion 

Mutations in thymidine kinase (TK2) AR 
Encephalopathy with liver failure 

Mutations in deoxyguanosine kinase (DGK) AR 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Primary disorders of the respiratory chain 
Leigh syndrome 

Complex I deficiency — mutations in complex I subunits AR 
(NDUFS2,4,7,8 and NDUFV1) 

Complex II deficiency — mutations in complex II AR 
flavoprotein subunit (SDHA) 

Leukodystrophy and myoclonic epilepsy 
Complex I deficiency — mutations in complex I subunit AR 

(NDUFV1) 
Cardioencephalomyopathy 

Complex I deficiency — mutations in complex I subunit AR 
(NDUFS2) 

Optic atrophy and ataxia 
Complex II deficiency — mutations in complex II AD 

flavoprotein subunit (SDHA) 
Disorders of mitochondrial protein import 

Dystonia-deafness 
Mutations in deafness-dystonia protein DDP1 (TIMM8A) XLR 

Disorders of assembly of the respiratory chain 
Leigh syndrome 

Complex IV deficiency — mutations in COX assembly AR 
protein (SURFI) 

Complex IV deficiency — mutations in COX assembly AR 
protein (COX10) 

Cardioencephalomyopathy 
Complex IV deficiency — mutations in COX assembly AR 

protein (SC02) 
Hepatic failure and encephalopathy 

Complex IV deficiency — mutations in COX assembly AR 
protein (SCOl) 

Complex IV deficiency — mutations in protein affecting AR 
COX mRNA stability (LRPPRC) 

Tubulopathy encephalopathy and liver failure 
Complex III deficiency — mutations in complex III AR 

assembly (BCS1L) 

(AD = autosomal dominant, AR = autosomal recessive, M = maternal, S = sporadic, 
XLR = X linked recessive) 

Whilst this general rule is helpful, it can only be par t of the explanation. 

Mitochondrial disease is ul t imately d u e to a defect of oxidative phosphory

lation within a cell, bu t the pa t tern of cellular involvement will de termine 

the clinical features of the disease. On the one hand , there m u s t be com

m o n mechanisms explaining w h y patients wi th mutat ions in n D N A and 



Table 2 Clinical syndromes associated with mitochond 

Primary features 

Chronic progressive external 
ophthalmoplegia (CPEO) 

Infantile myopathy and lactic 
acidosis (fatal and non-fatal forms) 

Kearns-Sayre syndrome (KSS) 

Leber hereditary optic neuropathy 
(LHON) 

Leigh syndrome (LS) 

Mitochondrial 
encephalomyopathy with lactic 
acidosis and stroke-like episodes 
(MELAS) 

External ophthalmoplegia and bilateral 
ptosis 

Hypotonia in the first year of life. 
Feeding and respiratory difficulties 

PEO onset before age 20 with pigmentary 
retinopathy 
Plus one of the following: CSF protein greater 
than 1 g/1, cerebellar ataxia, heart block. 

Subacute painless bilateral visual failure 
Males:females approx. 4:1 
Median age of onset 24 years 

Subacute relapsing encephalopathy with 
cerebellar and brain-stem signs presenting 
during infancy 

Stroke-like episodes before age 40 years 
Seizures and/or dementia 
Ragged-red fibres and /or lactic acidosis 



Table 2 (Continued) 

Primary features Ad 

Myoclonic epilepsy with 
ragged-red fibers (MERRF) 

Neurogenic weakness with ataxia 
and retinitis pigmentosa (NARP) 

Pearson Syndome 

Myoclonus 
Seizures 
Cerebellar ataxia Myopathy 

Late childhood or adult onset peripheral 
neuropathy with associated ataxia and 
pigmentary retinopathy 

Sideroblastic anemia of childhood 
Pancytopenia 
Exocrine pancreatic failure 
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Central nervous system 
Encephalopathy 

Stroke like episodes 
Seizures and dementia 

Psychosis and depression 
Ataxia 

Migraine 

Cardiac 
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 

Dilated cardiomyopathy 
Heart block 

Pre-excitation syndrome 

Renal 
Renal tubular defects 
Toni-Fancomi-Debre 

syndrome 

Muscle 
Myopathy 

Gastrointestinal 
Dysphagia 

Pseudo-obstruction 
Constipation 

Hepatic failure 

Fig. 4 Clinical features of mitochondrial disease Mitochondrial disease may 
present with single organ involvement (sensorineural deafness, diabetes, visual 
failure, myopathy or cardiomyopathy), or multi-system involvement. It may be 
possible to recognize a specific clinical syndrome (Table 2), but often patients do 
not fit neatly into one particular category. The combination of neurological disease 
and extra-neurological involvement should raise the suspicion of a mitochondrial 
disorder. 

m t D N A can have a similar clinical pheno type (for example, clinically indis

t inguishable Leigh s y n d r o m e can b e d u e to muta t ions bo th in the nuclear 

COX assembly gene SURF1 and the m t D N A ATPase 6 gene30-31). On the 

other hand , there mus t be different mechanisms to explain w h y the same 

genetic defect can cause very different clinical phenotypes (for example, 

the A3243G m t D N A muta t ion in the tRNAL e u ( U U R ) gene can present wi th 

classical mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with /actic acidosis and stroke 

like episodes (MELAS), with CPEO, or wi th diabetes and deafness3 2 - 3 4) . It 

is also puzzl ing that many mitochondrial disorders affect mult iple organ 

Eye 
External ophthalmoplegia 
Ptosis 
Cataract 
Pigmentary retinopathy 
Optic atrophy 

Hearing 
Bilateral sensorineural deafness 

Skin 
Palmoplanar keratoderma 

Endocrine 
Diabetes mellitus 
Hypoparathyroidism 
Hypothyroidism 
Gonadal failure 

Peripheral nervous system 
Axonal sensorimotor neuropathy 
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systems, whereas others have a highly stereotyped and organ-specific phe-
notype (such as Leber hereditary optic neuropathy and aminoglycoside 
induced deafness).35'36 Nuclear genetic mechanisms have been discussed 
in the preceding articles in this series, so this article will concentrate on 
mitochondrial genetic factors. 

MITOCHONDRIAL GENETIC FACTORS 

MtDNA has unusual properties that are important for our understanding 
of mitochondrial disease due to mtDNA mutations. 

Heteroplasmy and the threshold effect. Whilst most human cells contain 
two copies of nuclear DNA, they contain many more copies of mtDNA 
(from 1,000 to 100,000, depending on the cell type). These are all iden
tical in a healthy individual at birth {homoplasmy). By contrast, patients 
harbouring pathogenic mtDNA defects often have a mixture of mutated 
and wild-type mtDNA {heteroplasmy)?0 The percentage of mutated mtDNA 
can vary widely among different patients, and also from organ to organ, 
and even between cells within the same individual. In vitro studies using 
"transmitochondrial cytoplasmic hybrid (cybrid)" cells37 containing dif
ferent amounts of mutated mtDNA have shown that most mtDNA muta
tions are highly recessive. In other words, the cells were able to tolerate 
high percentage levels of mutated mtDNA (typically 70-90%) before they 
developed a biochemical respiratory chain defect. The precise threshold for 
biochemical expression varies from mutation to mutation, and from tissue 
to tissue. Large retrospective studies have shown that the percentage level 
of mutated mtDNA in clinically relevant tissues does correlate with the 
severity of disease.38,39 

Maternal inheritance and the genetic bottleneck. Although it has been 
known for some time that mtDNA is transmitted from mother to 
offspring,40 the mechanisms are only just becoming clear. Sperm con
tain ~100mtDNAs which enter the zygote on fertilization before being 
actively degraded.41 There has been a recent report of a pathogenic mtDNA 
microdeletion in a patient with a sporadic muscle-specific mitochondrial 
disorder.42 The mutated mtDNA arose on a mitochondrial genome that was 
paternal in origin, bringing in to question the traditional dogma of strict 
maternal inheritance. However, many families with mtDNA disease have 
been studied in detail over the last decade, and there are no other reports of 
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paternal mtDNA transmission. Based upon the available evidence, paternal 
leakage is unlikely to be clinically significant. 

One of the most remarkable features of mitochondrial disease due to 
mtDNA defects is the clinical variability amongst siblings. This is thought 
to be due to the mitochondrial "genetic bottleneck".43 Our understanding 
of the transmission of mtDNA heteroplasmy has been greatly advanced by 
detailed studies of heteroplasmic mice generated by karyoplast transfer.44,45 

These mice transmit heteroplasmic mtDNA polymorphisms (see Table 3). 
By measuring the variation in heteroplasmy between the offspring of a 
single female, and comparing this to the variation between oocytes at 
different stages of development, it was shown that the transmitted per
centage level of heteroplasmy is determined at an early stage during 
oogenesis in a heteroplasmic female developing in utero.44 It is likely 
that there is a restriction in the number of mitochondrial genomes dur
ing early oogenesis, creating a functional "genetic bottleneck". This cre
ates a sampling effect, akin to taking a small handful of marbles from a 
bag containing a large number of well-mixed black and white marbles 
whilst wearing a blindfold. Each independent sample will contain differ
ent proportions of the two types, corresponding to mutated and wild-type 
mtDNA in the offspring. Recent work suggests that the same random mech
anism operates during the transmission of pathogenic mtDNA mutations 
in humans.46'47 Whilst this generates variability in the transmitted muta
tion load to the offspring, this occurs within a given confidence interval, 
explaining why retrospective family studies have shown a relationship 
between the level of mutated mtDNA in the mother and the outcome of 
pregnancy.39,48 

Although differences in the transmitted mutation load provide some 
explanation for the difference in severity between different family mem
bers, it does not explain why one sibling might present with neurological 
disease, whilst another might develop heart failure. Clearly additional fac
tors must come in to play. 

The percentage level of mutated mtDNA in individual tissues may also 
change during development and throughout adult life, potentially influ
encing the phenotype within an individual. Two mechanisms contribute to 
this process: relaxed replication and mitotic segregation. 

Relaxed replication. Unlike nuclear DNA which replicates only once dur
ing each cell cycle, mtDNA is continuously recycled, even in non-dividing 



Table 3 Animal models of mitochondrial disease. Adapt 

Type 

Nuclear gene 
knockouts 

Mitochondrial 
DNA 

Spontaneous 

Mouse model 

Adenosine nucleotide 
translocase 

Mitochondrial superoxide 
dismutase 

Mitochondrial transcription 
factor A 

Germ line 

Heart specific 

Pancreatic /J-cell specific 

COX assembly protein SURF1 
Thymidine phosphorylase 

BALB/NZB heteroplasmic 

Chloramphenicol resistance 

AmtDNA 

Defect of 

Gene(s)ref 

ANT198 

SOD2" 

TFAM, germ 
line25 

TFAM, tissue 
specific100 

TFAM, tissue 
specific101 

SURF1W2 

jpW3 

NZB/BALB 
mtDNA44 

CAP-RT2443C 
mtDNA104 

4.7 kb mtDNA 
deletion96 

Not known105 

Biochemical abnorma 

Defect of coupled 
respiration 

Mitochondrial 
superoxide deficienc 

Respiratory chain defe 

Respiratory chain defe 

Respiratory chain defe 

Respiratory chain defe 
Reduction in liver TP 

activity 
None 

None 

Respiratory chain defe 

None 
mutants nuclear-mitochondrial 

communication 
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tissues such as skeletal muscle and brain.49'50 MtDNA replication is there
fore independent of the cell cycle (i.e. it is relaxed). In a heteroplasmic cell, it 
is possible that mutated and wild-type mtDNA replicate at subtly different 
rates — either because one type was selected for destruction or replication 
by chance, or because of a subtle selective effect in favour of one particular 
type. In theory, this mechanism could lead to changes in the proportion of 
mutated mtDNA that have been described in patients with mtDNA dis
ease, providing an explanation for the late onset and progression of some 
mtDNA disorders.51 

Mitotic (vegetative) segregation. When a heteroplasmic cell divides, sub
tle differences in the proportion of mutated mtDNA may be passed on to the 
daughter cells, leading to changes in the level of mutated mtDNA within 
a dividing tissue.50,52 The unequal partitioning may be a purely random 
process, independent of any selection due to an effect of the mutation on 
mitochondrial function. On the other hand, presumed shifts due to func
tional selection may explain why the level of some pathogenic mtDNA 
mutations decreases in blood during life (e.g. 0.5 to 1% per annum for 
A3243G53). 

MtDNA "background," nuclear genes, and the environment 

Whilst there are a great many different heteroplasmic mtDNA muta
tions, in epidemiological terms most patients harbouring a pathogenic 
mtDNA defect harbour only mutated mtDNA (i.e. they are homoplas
mic mutated).54 The most common example is Leber hereditary optic 
neuropathy (LHON).54 LHON is a mitochondrial genetic disorder that is 
primarily due to mutations in mtDNA complex I (ND) genes and is charac
terised by sub-acute bilateral visual failure presenting in early adult life.55 

LHON is intriguing because it is essentially an organ-specific disease that 
principally affects the retinal ganglion cells and the optic nerve.56 LHON 
also has a markedly reduced penetrance with a clear gender bias, with only 
~50% of males and ~10% of females developing visual failure.35'57,58 Most 
patients with LHON are homoplasmic mutated for one of three mtDNA 
ND gene mutations (Fig. 4),59 so heteroplasmy cannot explain the varied 
disease penetrance, and a number of unknown additional factors appear 
to be important. 
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Wild-type (normal) mtDNA can be subdivided into different 
genetic groups (haplogroups) based upon a characteristic pattern of 
polymorphisms that occur within the normal population.60 Two of the 
three principal LHON mtDNA mutations (T14484C in the ND6 gene and 
G11778A in the ND4 gene) are preferentially associated with haplogroup J 
which is found in ~15% of northern Europeans.61 The reason for this asso
ciation is not known, but it seems likely that haplogroup J increases the 
penetrance of the T14484C and G11778A mutations.62 It therefore appears 
that the mitochondrial genetic background can influence disease expres
sion — but this cannot explain the gender bias in LHON. 

The segregation pattern of disease in some LHON families suggests 
that there may be a nuclear genetic modifier locus modulating the clin
ical expression of the LHON mtDNA mutations. A recessive visual loss 
susceptibility locus on the X-chromosome would explain the gender bias 
in LHON,63 but attempts to identify the locus have not been successful.64 

Environmental factors may also play a part in LHON. There are many 
anecdotal reports of visual failure following alcohol intoxication, starva
tion, heavy smoking, and head trauma,58 but large studies have yielded 
conflicting results.65,66 

In many ways LHON is best considered as a complex trait, where the 
disease phenotype arises through multiple genetic factors (bothmitochon-
drial and nuclear) interacting with the environment. A similar mechanism 
might explain the variable penetrance of other homoplasmic mtDNA muta
tions that cause organ-specific disease — such as the A1555G mtDNA muta
tion in the 12S rRNA gene that causes maternally inherited susceptibility 
to aminoglycoside-induced deafness, and possibly the A4300G mtDNA 
mutation in tRNAIle that causes maternally-inherited cardiomyopathy (see 
Table 1). Similar nuclear-mitochondrial interactions are also likely to con
tribute to the varied phenotype seen in other mitochondrial disorders — 
be they due to primary nDNA or primary mtDNA defects. 

Nuclear genes and mtDNA heteroplasmy 

After heteroplasmic mice were generated from laboratory strains with two 
different mtDNA genotypes in the mid-'90's (see Table 3),44 it became clear 
that a particular mitochondrial genome was favoured in some tissues, and 
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the other mitochondrial genome was favoured in others.67 Detailed exper
iments showed that this selective effect was not due to detectable differ
ences in respiratory chain activity or rates of mtDNA replication, and that 
the selection appeared to be controlled at the level of the mtDNA molecule 
itself.68 Recent work has identified three specific nuclear genetic loci that 
influence this process.69 This has important implications for our under
standing of mtDNA diseases because the equivalent genes in humans might 
influence the level of heteroplasmy in different tissues and organs, and 
therefore modulate the clinical phenotype. 

Conclusion 

The last five years has seen major advances in our understanding of mito
chondrial genetics and how mtDNA mutations cause disease. Clinical 
expression is influenced by heteroplasmy, mtDNA background, nuclear 
genes and their interaction with the environment. Evolutionary studies 
are casting light on this complex relationship. For example, in the char (a 
fish), different environments, and particularly the water temperature, have 
selected in favour of a particular mitochondrial genotype.70 Recent work 
on humans suggests that the same phenomenon may have occurred dur
ing population migrations throughout the world.71 Understanding these 
processes is of fundamental importance for the clinical management of 
patients — from genetic counselling to developing new treatments. 

CONFIRMING SUSPECTED MITOCHONDRIAL 
DISEASE 

Our understanding of mitochondrial biochemistry and genetics has impor
tant implication for the investigation of suspected mitochondrial disease. 
In patients with a clearly defined clinical syndrome it may be possible to 
confirm the diagnosis with a simple molecular genetic test carried out on 
DNA extracted from blood. A good example of this is Leber hereditary 
optic neuropathy, where over 97% of cases are due to one three defined 
mtDNA point mutations that are usually homoplasmic in blood.72 A similar 
approach may also be possible for nuclear genetic mitochondrial disorders 
(see Table 1, although most of these genetic tests are still within the realms 
of research and are not part of a routine diagnostic service). Investigating 
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the remaining patients is more complex, partly because many disorders 
may mimic mitochondrial disease and also because there is no one single 
test that will prove or disprove that a patient has a mitochondrial disorder. 
Many different genetic defects in both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA 
can cause similar neurological disorders, so rather than carry out a series 
of random genetic tests, it is better to approach the problem systematically 
to identify and characterise the underlying metabolic defect. 

Heteroplasmy is the main problem when investigating mtDNA disor
ders. Pathogenic mtDNA mutations may not be detectable in blood using 
conventional techniques, and, almost counter-intuitively, direct sequenc
ing of mtDNA is the least robust technique of all. This means that a neg
ative blood test result does not exclude a particular genetic diagnosis (for 
example see73). If mitochondrial disease is suspected, and the blood DNA 
tests are negative, the patient should have a muscle biopsy (usually the 
first choice in adults) or a skin biopsy (usually the first choice in children). 
Urine sediment, and to a lesser degree hair follicles, are excellent sources 
for non-invasive mtDNA testing.74 

Fresh muscle can be analysed histologically and histochemically for 
evidence of mitochondrial disease. Characteristic features include ragged-
red fibres which can be seen with the Gomori-trichrome stain.75 or with 
succinate dehydrogenase histochemistry.76 The ragged-red appearance is 
due to the sub-sarcolemmal accumulation of mitochondria and is thought 
to be a response to metabolic stress within a diseased muscle cell.77 There 
may also be a reduction in cytochrome c oxidase activity (COX, complex 
IV) either within some of the fibres (a mosaic defect, suggestive of a mtDNA 
disorder78 but see79) or affecting all the fibres within the entire biopsy (sug
gestive of a nuclear genetic defect). 

Specialist centres carry out measurements of the individual respiratory 
chain complexes, which may also provide a clue to the underlying genetic 
defect. These can be carried out on fresh muscle or cultured fibroblasts 
grown from a skin biopsy. If a single complex is deficient, this points to a 
genetic defect in the relevant coding region of mtDNA or nuclear DNA, 
or a gene involved in the assembly of that particular complex. If there are 
multiple complex defects, that suggests a generalised defect of protein syn
thesis, and an underlying mtDNA defect involving a tRNA gene (including 
deletions that remove tRNA genes), or perhaps a nuclear gene defect with 
secondary effects on mtDNA. It is worth remembering that mitochondrial 
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biochemical tests carried out on muscle and fibroblasts in the laboratory 
measure mitochondrial function under optimal conditions. It is therefore 
possible that there is a functional defect of mitochondrial metabolism that 
is not detectable in the laboratory (mutations in the ATPase 6 gene causing 
NARP are a good example of this pitfall). Evidence of impaired mitochon
drial function may only be apparent on clinical testing using techniques 
such as exercise testing with lactate measurements,80 magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy,81 or infrared spectroscopy.82 

A structured approach to investigation allows targeted genetic anal
ysis, which often means a Southern blot of muscle mtDNA looking for a 
mtDNA rearrangement, a series of allele-specific assays looking for com
mon point mutations of mtDNA or nuclear DNA, and direct sequencing of 
the relevant genes. A significant proportion of adults have rare or unique 
mtDNA defects (i.e. "private" mutations). These are identified by mtDNA 
sequencing which should also be carried out on DNA extracted from mus
cle (but with the caveat noted above). 

Proving a mtDNA mutation is pathogenic 

MtDNA is highly polymorphic, with any two individuals differing at up to 
60 base pairs (see the mtDNA sequence databases in the websites box). The 
variation is so great that it is not unusual to find unique base changes in 
control individuals. This presents a particular problem when investigating 
patients with suspected mtDNA disorders — when is the base change a 
neutral polymorphism and when is it pathogenic? 

Five "canonical" criteria suggest that a novel base change is 

pathogenic29: 

1. The mutation must not be a known polymorphism (as described on one 
of the established sequence data bases, see the websites box). 

2. The base change must affect a site that has been conserved during evo
lution. If the site is conserved across species then it implies that it is func
tionally important, and a mutation at this site is likely to be deleterious. 
The mutation must also be in a region that is functionally important. This 
essentially means anywhere in the tRNA genes, certain regions of the 
rRNA genes, or causing an amino acid change in the protein encoding 
genes. 
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BOX 1 AREAS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

• GENETIC COUNSELLING — There are currently no statistically-derived 
genetic counselling guidelines for mtDNA disease. A multi-national con
sortium is currently collecting data, and robust guidelines should become 
available in the next few years when a large cohort has been assembled. 

• NUCLEAR-MITOCHONDRIAL INTERACTIONS — By studying rela
tively rare mitochondrial disorders we will increase our understanding of 
the way that mitochondria interact with cellular metabolism and particu
larly the cell nucleus. It is likely that this will have a broader relevance for 
other neurological diseases. 

• ANIMAL MODELS — We currently do not have a good model for 
heteroplasmic mtDNA point mutation disorders (such as "MELAS" or 
"MERRF" — see Table 2), but there is considerable effort world wide to 
generate the model. Many of the unanswered questions about genotype 
and phenotype can be addressed when the model becomes available, and 
it may be used to test new treatments. 

• NOVEL TREATMENTS — There are currently no treatments for mitochon
drial disease, but a number of avenues show promise, and are likely to enter 
clinical practice within the next decade (see text). 

• ENVIRONMENTAL/EXTERNAL FACTORS — Although it is gener
ally accepted that exogenous factors influence mitochondrial function in 
humans, identifying them is proving difficult. Population based studies and 
the further investigation of animal models are likely to provide some insight. 
If these exogenous factors can be changed (by dietary or pharmacological 
manipulation), this approach may open up avenues for new treatments. 

3. Deleterious mutations are usually (but not exclusively) heteroplasmic. 
This implies that the mutation occurred recently and it has not had time 
to "fix" in the female line, or that there has been selection against fixation 
acting at the level of the organism. 

4. The mutation segregates with the disease clinically. For heteroplasmic 
mutations this means that severely affected individuals have a high per
centage level of mutated mtDNA, and unaffected individuals have a 
lower percentage level of mutated mtDNA. 

5. The mutation segregates with the disease biochemically. This is usually 
achieved by single cell mtDNA analysis.83 Individual muscle fibres are 
micro-dissected from thick cross sections of muscle and the percent
age level of mutated mtDNA is measured in histochemically normal 
and abnormal muscle fibres (either because they are ragged-red or COX 
deficient). For a pathogenic mutation, the percentage level of mutated 
mtDNA will be higher in the pathologically abnormal fibres. 
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BOX 2 MITOCHONDRIA O N THE WORLD WIDE WEB 

Information 

Information for 
patients 

Clinical and 
molecular 
information for 
clinicians and 
scientists 

Clinical and genetic 
information for 
clinicians and 
patients 

Molecular data for 
scientists 

Biochemical and 
molecular data for 
scientists 

Name 

United Mitochondrial 
Diseases Foundation 
(USA) 

Mitolinks (UK) 

Leber hereditary optic 
neuropathy trust 
(UK) 

On-line Mendelian 
Inheritance in Man 

Mitomap 

Geneclinics 

Uppsala 

Mitop 

Mitodat 

URL 

www.umdf.org 

http: / / www. communiga te. 
co .uk / ne / mi tolinks / 
index.phtml 

www.leberstrust. 
btinternet.co.uk 

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 

www.mitomap.org 

www.geneclinics.org 

http: / / www.genpat.uu.se/ 
mtDB/index.html 

mips.gsf.de/proj/medgen/ 
mitop 

http:/ /www-lecb. 
ncifcrf.gov / mitoDat / 

Managing Mitochondrial Disease — the Future 

Making a specific genetic diagnosis is helpful in a number of ways. It allows 
a comparison of that individual with other patients described in the liter
ature, providing some guide to prognosis and highlighting complications 
that may evolve over time (Table 2). It also has implications for genetic coun
selling (Table l).84 Nuclear defects may be autosomal recessive, autosomal 
dominant, or sex-linked. MtDNA defects may be sporadic or maternally 
transmitted. There are no statistically-based robust counselling guidelines 
for mtDNA disease,85 but data collection is underway, and they should 
become available over the next five years. Retrospective studies suggest 

http://www.umdf.org
http://www.leberstrust
http://btinternet.co.uk
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
http://www.mitomap.org
http://www.geneclinics.org
http://www.genpat.uu.se/
http://mips.gsf.de/proj/medgen/
http://ncifcrf.gov
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that measuring the percentage level of mutated mtDNA in the mother will 
provide some guidance.39,48 

At present the management of mitochondrial disease is largely sup
portive and aimed at identifying, preventing and treating complications 
wherever possible. A number of pharmacological treatments have been 
used with varying degrees of success (recently reviewed in86). Limited clin
ical trials have been carried out, but no consistent clinical improvements 
have been demonstrated. A multi-centre trial is currently underway for 
dichloracetate to reduce lactic acidosis in MELAS patients. 

Our understanding of the basic biology of mitochondrial disease pro
vides a basis for developing new treatments. A number of strategies have 
been employed to try and correct the underlying genetic defect. The overall 
aim is to reduce the proportion of mutated mtDNA to sub-threshold levels. 
This could be achieved by adding more wild-type mtDNA, or by removing 
mutated mtDNA. 

1. Adding wild-type mtDNA. Despite initial promise,87 attempts to deliver 
synthetic wild-type mtDNA into cells have not been successful. A more 
attractive strategy is to move wild-type mitochondrial genomes from 
one compartment to another — an approach called "gene shifting".88-90 

Healthy skeletal muscle contains small precursors called satellite cells. 
Satellite cells proliferate and fuse with the juxtapositionary mature 
skeletal fibres in response to stress and exercise. In some patients with 
mtDNA myopathy the percentage level of mutated mtDNA in satel
lite cells is lower that the level in affected skeletal muscle. It is possi
ble to induce satellite cell proliferation by injecting a toxin into muscle 
(such as bupivacaine)88,89 or by exercising the muscle.90 Both techniques 
have been shown to deliver wild-type mtDNA from the satellite cell 
compartment into mature muscle fibres, to reduce the proportion of 
mutated mtDNA within affected tissues, and to correct the biochemical 
defect. Exercise also improves the strength and stamina of patients with 
mtDNA myopathy91 — but there are concerns that it may also increase 
the amount of mutated mtDNA in the muscle, leading to short term 
improvements that may be detrimental in the longer term.92 

2. Removing mutated mtDNA. Two strategies have been employed to 
remove mutated mtDNA. Both are at the experimental stage, and both 
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require considerable development before they can be used on patients. 
One approach has been to develop synthetic molecules that bind to 
mutated mtDNA molecules and prevent them from replicating, but 
allowing wild-type mtDNA replication to continue unimpeded.93 Whilst 
this strategy works in vitro, and it appears that the "antigenomic" 
molecules can be delivered into mitochondria,94 so far it has not been 
possible to influence the level of heteroplasmy in living cells. An alter
native approach is to use drugs that select against mutated mtDNA in 
dividing cells, allowing wild-type mtDNA levels to increase.95 

All of these approaches have the same drawback — even if they are 
effective, how can the treatments be delivered to the nervous system and 
alter the mtDNA levels in non-dividing cells? For this reason perhaps the 
best strategy is to remove all mutated mtDNA at an early stage in devel
opment — by nuclear transfer. By removing the nucleus from an affected 
zygote with a mtDNA mutation, and inserting it into a healthy enucleated 
donor with normal mtDNA, it should be possible to form healthy offspring 
that do not harbour the mtDNA defect, thereby preventing the disease in 
that individual, and also preventing further transmission of the disease. 
This approach is currently at an experimental stage, but provides some 
hope for the future. 

ANIMAL MODELS 

A number of mouse models for mitochondrial disease have been devel
oped over the last five years. It is hoped that these models will advance our 
understanding of the pathophysiology and will also be useful for devel
oping new treatments (Table 3). Most of the models were produced by 
nuclear gene manipulation, and some bear clinical or pathological resem
blances to human mitochondrial diseases. Developing a good model for 
human mtDNA disorders is proving difficult because it is currently not 
possible to transfect mammalian mitochondria with exogenous DNA. To 
get around this problem, Hayashi and colleagues fused synaptic nerve ter
minals (synaptosomes) from aged mice harbouring low levels of mtDNA 
deletions with cybrid cells.96 They screened the cybrid clones for detectable 
levels of mtDNA deletions and fused one with a mouse zygote that was 
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implanted into a foster mother. The offspring contained a mixture of 
wild-type mtDNA and mtDNA with a 4.7-kb deletion. These mice share 
some clinical features with human mtDNA deletion disorders, but they 
were remarkable in two respects. First, the mice developed a nephropathy 
(a feature not typically found in KSS), and second, the female offspring also 
harboured deleted mtDNA (also not typical of KSS). Thus, like many other 
mouse models, there is not a complete correspondence between the human 
and the murine phenotype. To some extent this is inevitable — human 
mtDNA disorders are late-onset diseases, and it is difficult to mimic the 
effects of aging in other shorter-lived mammals. Attempts to generate mice 
transmitting mtDNA point mutations similar to those found in humans 
have not yet been forthcoming. 

CONCLUSION 

Mitochondria have an essential role in maintaining cellular homeostasis, 
and their many functions integrate closely with the cellular metabolic 
network. It is therefore naive to think of mitochondria in isolation, and 
although we recognise primary disorders of mitochondrial function, the 
cellular and clinical consequences will depend on many other genetic and 
environmental factors. Precisely how the jigsaw fits together will vary from 
person to person. This presents a unique challenge to neurologists wanting 
to identify, diagnose and manage patients and families with mitochondrial 
disease. 

These are not rare disorders. Recent epidemiological studies have 
shown that as a group primary mitochondrial disorders affect at least one 
in 8,000 of the general population,86 and that number is likely to increase 
as the genotypic and phenotypic spectrum expands. It is also becoming 
clear that mitochondrial dysfunction occurs in many common sporadic 
neurological disorders, and there may be common mitochondrial mecha
nisms associated with certain neurological phenotypes (a good example 
being the various forms of hereditary spastic paraplegia). Our grasp of 
primary mitochondrial disorders will therefore have a much broader rele
vance, helping us to understand many other diseases and hopefully leading 
to novel generic treatments for neurological diseases. 
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Glossary 

Term Definition 

ANT 

Apoptosis 

ATP 

Cybrid cell 

Cytoplasmic 
transfer 

Genetic 

bottleneck 
(mitochondrial) 

Adenine nucleotide translocator. A transporter protein 
that exchanges ADP for ATP across the mitochondrial 
inner membrane. There are a number of tissue specific 
isoforms of ANT. Mutations in the nuclear gene ANT1 
cause autosomal dominant chronic progressive external 
ophthalmoplegia with secondary mtDNA deletion 
formation (see Table 1). There is a mouse knockout 
model for the cardiac isoform of ANT (see Table 3). 

Programmed cell death. A critical process essential for 
normal development and cell turnover. The release of 
cytochrome c from the inner mitochondrial membrane 
is one mechanism that can trigger apoptosis. This is 
discussed in detail in other articles in this series. 

Adenosine triphosphate. A high energy phosphate 
molecule produced by the respiratory chain from ADP. 
ATP is required for all active cellular processes. 

Cultured cell generated by fusing the cytoplasm of one 
cell (cytoplast) with that of another. This technique can 
be used to generate cell lines with different levels of 
heteroplasmy on a specific nuclear genetic background. 

Technique used to generate heteroplasmic mice. 
Cytoplasm containing mitochondria from one inbred 
mouse strain (e.g. NZB) are transferred and fused with 
an early embryonic cell from another cell inbred mouse 
strain (e.g. BALB). 

A restriction in the number of mitochondrial genomes 
during early development of the female germ line 
causes a "sampling effect" which results in great 
variation in the level of heteroplasmy amongst the 
offspring of a heteroplasmic mother. 
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Term Definition 

Haplogroup 

(mtDNA) 

Haplotype 
(mtDNA) 

Heteroplasmy 

Homoplasmy 

Knockout 

Mitotic 
(vegetative) 
segregation 

mtDNA 

Oxidative phos
phorylation 
(OXPHOS) 

MtDNA is highly polymorphic within the general 

population. There are certain groups of polymorphisms 

that reflect the maternal ancestry of a particular 

individual. These large groups are called haplogroups, 

and they contain individual haplotypes. 

A specific mitochondrial genotype defined by a 
characteristic collection of mtDNA polymorphisms 

Mammalian cells contain many copies of mtDNA. 
Patients with mtDNA disease often harbour a mixture 
of mutated and wild-type mtDNA — a situation known 
as heteroplasmy. The proportion of mutated mtDNA 
can vary between 0 and 100%. 

Mammalian cells contain many copies of mtDNA. 
Usually all of these copies are identical — a situation 
known as homoplasmy. 

Type of mouse model where a specific nuclear gene is 
removed. 

When a heteroplasmic cell divides, the daughter cells 
may receive different amounts of mutated mtDNA by 
chance 

Mitochondrial DNA. The 16,569 base pair circular 
mitochondrial genome. Each cell contains thousands of 
copies. 

Electrochemical process carried out by the respiratory 
chain. Electrons received from reduced co-factors are 
passed between the different respiratory chain 
complexes, protons are pumped from the 
mitochondrial matrix into the inter-membrane space 
generating the mitochondrial membrane potential. The 
influx of protons through complex V is used to generate 
ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate. 
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Term Definition 

Polymorphism 

POLG Polymerase y — the only mitochondrial DNA 
polymerase. Mutations in the nuclear gene POLGl are a 
common cause of autosomal dominant and recessive 
chronic progressive external ophthalmoplegia with 
secondary mtDNA deletions (see Table 1). 

A phenotypically neutral natural variation in DNA code 
at a particular site. In strict terms a particular sequence 
change must be present in 1% of the population to be a 
polymorphism, but the term is often used to describe 
any phenotypically neutral sequence variant. 

Unlike nuclear DNA which is only copied during cell 
division, mtDNA is continuously recycled within the 
cell (whilst the overall amount is maintained at roughly 
constant levels). 

A group of four enzyme complexes (I-IV) situated on 
the inner mitochondrial membrane. Together with ATP 
synthase (complex V), the respiratory chain is the final 
common pathway for aerobic energy metabolism and 
the production of ATP 

Muscle cell precursor situated adjacent to the mature 
muscle fibre. Satellite cells proliferate in response to 
muscle stress and fuse with the mature muscle fibre. 

Threshold effect Most mtDNA mutations only cause a biochemical 
defect of the respiratory chain when the proportion 
exceeds a critical threshold level. This threshold varies 
from tissue to tissue, and from mutation to mutation. 

Relaxed 

replication 

Respiratory 
chain 

Satellite cell 

Wild-type Normal DNA found in the outbred population 
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Nanotechnology for Neuronal 
Ion Channels 

F Lehmann-Horn* and KJurkat-Rott 

Ion channels provide the basis for the regulation of electrical excitability 
in the central and peripheral nervous systems. This review deals with the 
techniques that make the study of structure and function of single chan
nel molecules in living cells possible. These are the patch clamp technique, 
which was derived from the conventional voltage clamp method and is cur
rently being developed for automated and high throughput measurements; 
and fluorescence and nano-techniques, which were originally applied to 
non-biological surfaces and are only recently being used to study cell mem
branes and their proteins, especially in combination with the patch clamp 
technique. The characterisation of the membrane channels by techniques 
that resolve their morphological and physical properties and dynamics in 
space and time in the nano range is termed nanoscopy. 

*Professor Frank Lehmann-Horn, Abteilung Angewandte Physiologie, Universitat 
Ulm, D-89081 Ulm, Germany; frank.lehmann-horn@medizin.uni-ulm.de 
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CHANNELS — ESSENTIAL FOR NEURONAL 
EXCITABILITY 

Ion channels are proteins that are equipped with a membrane spanning 
ion conducting pore. Most channels possess gates and voltage or ligand 
sensors. They activate — that is, open — in response to ligands, especially 
neurotransmitters, or voltage changes, and desensitise or inactivate — that 
is, close — by a normally intrinsic inactivation process. They are the molec
ular basis for intracellular signal transduction, maintenance of the resting 
potential, and the generation of excitatory and inhibitory potentials, par
ticularly the action potential, the basic element of information in the brain. 

Ion channels are integral proteins in the outer and inner membranes 
of excitable and non-excitable cells. Their essential property is a mem
brane spanning pore that acts as a conducting pathway for the flow of 
ions between the intracellular and extracellular spaces (Fig. 1). As a spe
cial feature, ion channels are opened and closed by gates. Channel opening 
(activation) may be effected by ligands, transmitters, a force directly acting 
on the channel, or changes of the transmembrane voltage. The ensuing clo
sure (inactivation) is usually an intrinsic process. Special voltage sensing 
transmembrane segments of the protein control the gates in those channels 
that are responsible for the generation of excitatory and inhibitory subsy-
naptic potentials and the action potentials. They provide the basis for the 
regulation of excitability in the central and peripheral nervous system and 
the skeletal muscle (Fig. 2). 

Structures of importance like those determining selectivity filters, volt
age sensors, ligand binding sites, and gates have been highly conserved for 
more than 600 million years. Thus by creating closely related channel sib
lings, evolution has developed on the basis of a few mechanisms a way 
to generate a host of physiological functions, including possibilities for 
compensating for functional defects. 

HISTORY OF THE VOLTAGE CLAMP TECHNIQUE 

Modern research into the properties of ionic channels was initiated by 
the pioneering work of Hodgkin and Huxley,3 who employed the volt
age clamp technique using intracellular microelectrodes to provide the first 
detailed description of the ionic basis of the action potential in nerve axons. 
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Fig. 1 Diversity of domains forming cation channel a-subunits. The most simple 
domain, typically used for ingoing rectifier potassium channel a-subunits, is a pore 
unit (2T/1P) that consists of two transmembrane segments Ml and M2, an extracel
lular loop dipping into the membrane and lining the pore, and intracellular N- and 
C-terminals. The transmembrane segments are thought to be a-helices. All voltage 
gated a-subunit domains are 6T/1P domains as they contain a four transmembrane 
segment unit, SI to S4, acting as voltage sensor, and the two transmembrane pore 
unit. S4 is the particular voltage sensing segment that contains positive charges at 
each third amino acid residue. Ligand gated cation channel a-subunit domains usu
ally possess a C-terminal binding site in addition to the 6T/1P domain. Although 
some ligand gated channels — for example, the calcium activated SK potassium 
channel — contain a positively charged S4 segment, they are not voltage sensitive 
at all, maybe because of uncoupling of sensor and activation gate. BK (big con
ductance K+) potassium channels possess an additional SO segment. The following 
channels complete the classification of the a-subunit domains: HERG, a potassium 
channel encoded by the human ether-a-go-go related gene that is similar to the 
drosophila ether-a-go-go gene (eag); IK, a calcium activated potassium channel with 
intermediate conductance; cNMP or CNG, sodium or calcium channels that are 
cyclo-nucleotide monophosphates gated such as cGMP; and voltage insensitive 
sodium channels of epithelial cells (ENaC) and in free nerve terminals of the brain 
(BNaC). BNaC was later found to conduct calcium. Not shown is another group of 
a-subunit domains, 4T/2P, which contain four transmembrane segments and two 
pore units. 
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Fig. 2 Scheme of three potential states of voltage gated cation channels such 
as those for sodium, calcium, and potassium ions. The resting closed channel state 
(upper left panel) is activated by membrane depolarisation which causes a fast tran
sition to the open state (upper right). Owing to an intrinsic inactivation as present 
in sodium and calcium channels and also in some potassium channels, the channel 
closes (lower panel) and reopens very rarely. Repolarisation of the membrane leads 
to recovery from the inactivated (refractory) state back to the resting state (upper 
left) from activation is again possible. There are probably more than one open and 
at least two inactivated (fast and slow) states (not shown). Note that transition from 
the resting to the inactivated state is also possible without channel opening, par
ticularly during slow depolarisation (so called accommodation). Note also that the 
amphipathic voltage sensor helices move within the lipid bilayer when the mem
brane polarity changes. The voltage sensors are formed by the S3/S4 segments (see 
Fig. 6) and act as a "paddle" in the membrane. Modified after Jiang et ah, 2003.1-2 

Their work provided our first look at some of the functional properties of 

voltage gated sodium and potassium membrane particles before the first 

proof of the existence of channel proteins. For the following 50 years, the 

voltage clamp became the principal tool for the study of channels. Three 

more recent developments have revolutionised this field. The first is the 

patch clamp technique, developed by Neher and colleagues,4 which is a 

specific application of voltage clamping developed to record the current 

through a membrane patch conducted by a single channel molecule. The 

second is the use of molecular cloning techniques to isolate channel genes, 
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thereby determining the primary structure of the channel. The third is flu
orescence microscopy, which makes functional analysis of channel ensem
bles and single channel molecules possible. 

The patch clamp technique allows direct electrical measurement of 
ion channel currents while simultaneously controlling the cell's membrane 
potential. It relies on the use of a fine tipped glass capillary to make con
tact with a patch of a cell membrane in order to form a giga-ohm seal. 
This high resistance seal was originally applied to skeletal muscle fibres 
by enzymatic treatment that removed the basal membrane, glycocalix, and 
connective tissue. The treated preparation allowed Neher und Sakmann 
to attach the glass pipette to the plasma membrane with a leak resistance 
of 10 to 50 megohm. Suction resulted in a giga-ohm seal and enabled the 
measurements of currents in the 50 pA range with little noise. 

Current variants of this technique make possible the application of 
solution on the exterior and interior of whole cells and on membrane 
patches torn from the cell (outside-out or inside-out) — every conceivable 
configuration of solution and ion channel orientation that the heart of ion 
channel researcher craves (Fig. 3). Usually, primary cultured cells or cell 
lines are preferred as they reveal a relatively clean surface membrane5 and 
require no enzymatic treatment likely to damage the plasma membrane. 
The patch clamp technique is now the gold standard measurement for 
characterising and studying ion channels, and one of the most important 
methods applied to neurophysiology. 

Single channel recordings have shown that many channels — for exam
ple, the voltage gated sodium channel — possess only two conductance 
levels: zero when the channel is closed, and a constant conductance when 
the channel is open (Fig. 4A, 4B). Following depolarisation, there is a brief 
delay before channels open. The intervals are not identical during each 
depolarisation; in fact, the opening and closing of a given single channel is 
a random process, even though the open probability depends on the volt
age and is more sensitive to the voltage than an electronic device such as a 
transistor. After a subsequent short interval — the open time — the current 
jumps back to zero as the channels close. 

The stochastic nature can be understood by certain energy barriers that 
must be overcome before a channel can flip from one conformation (for 
example, open) to another (closed). The energy needed for this purpose 
comes from the random thermal energy of the system. One can imagine 
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the procedures for various recording configu
rations. A fine tipped (about 0.5 to 5 /zm in tip diameter) glass patch electrode is used 
as a current monitor and the voltage in the pipette is held at a desired level. The first 
step in applying the technique is the formation of a high resistance seal between 
the patch electrode and the surface of the cell. Once the seal is established, several 
recording configurations are available to the investigator, and these fall into two 
broad categories. On the one hand, current flow through the patch of membrane 
under the electrode tip can be monitored, in which case single channel currents are 
usually recorded. Alternatively, for whole cell recording, the patch of membrane 
can be disrupted so that the electrode monitors current flow through the entire cell 
surface. The symbol 1 f is inserted for easier recognition of the orientation of the 
membrane and the channels. Modified after Sakmann and Neher, 1985.6 

that each time the channel molecule vibrates, bends , or stretches, it has a 

chance to su rmoun t the energy barrier. Each motion is like a binomial trial 

wi th a certain probability of success. As the protein movemen t s are on a 

picosecond time scale, bu t the channel stays open for milliseconds, clearly 
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Fig. 4 Single channel recordings of sodium currents on two membrane patches, 
one from an adult muscle fibre from a healthy control (left), the other from a fibre 
from a patient with hyperkalaemic periodic paralysis, a sodium channelopathy. 
Both patches contained four sodium channels in the bleb attached mode. (A), (C): 
Superposition of 500 depolarisation steps from —100 mV to — 30 mV, as indicated 
by the upper rectangular pulse, leads to a "macroscopic" sodium current peak. 
(B), (D): Six of the 500 original current traces were selected to show the downward 
deflections corresponding to channel openings. Note that channel bursts and late 
reopenings in the original traces occur much more often in the mutant channels than 
in the normal channels and lead to a persistent current in the averaged curve as 
long as the membrane is depolarised by the artificial voltage step, or — for example, 
in vivo — by increased extracellular potassium (hence the name myotonia, namely 
potassium aggravated myotonia).7 

the chance of success at each trial mus t be small, and a large n u m b e r of 

trials will be needed before the channel shuts. 

Usually, a normal sodium channel does not reopen even though the 

depolarisat ion may be maintained by the voltage c lamp step for a certain 

time (Fig. 4B). Remarkably, the average behaviour of a single channel is 

identical in t ime course to the macroscopic, whole cell sod ium current (not 

shown). 

By combining the patch clamp with molecular cloning techniques, the 

function and significance of potentially impor tant amino acid residues are 

rapidly being elucidated. A common approach in these studies is as follows. 
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The gene of interest is cloned and then a designed or naturally occurring 
mutation is inserted into the clone by mutagenesis in the hope that the 
mutation will produce measurable changes in channel function. Then a 
heterologous expression system — for example, a cell line of a different 
tissue which does not endogenously express the gene of interest — is used 
to express the gene. This expression can either be transient, as in RNA 
injected Xenopus oocytes, or stable, as in virus infected or transfected cells. 
Finally, the patch clamp technique is used to characterise the function of a 
channel ensemble or a single protein molecule. 

By combining this functional expression with fluorescence microscopy 
or other microscope techniques such as atomic force microscopy, structure-
function correlations can be determined (see below). 

APPLICATION TO CLINICAL NEUROLOGY 

Molecular Biology and Patch Clamping Combined: The Key 
to Identifying Pathogenesis 

In the last 10 years, the combination of electrophysiological and molecu
lar genetic investigations has led to the exploration of the growing family 
of diseases caused by mutations in genes encoding voltage and ligand 
gated ion channels, the so called channelopathies. Most channelopathies 
require a non-normal situation, a so called trigger, before they present with 
recognisable symptoms, and only a few lead to permanent disability — 
for example, episodic ataxia type 2 or hypokalaemic periodic paralysis. 
Typically the symptoms occur as episodic attacks lasting from minutes to 
days, which show spontaneous and complete remission, onset in the first 
or second decade of life, and — for an unknown reason — amelioration 
after the age of 40 or 50. Channelopathies are found in very different tis
sues such as brain, muscle, and secretory tissue.9 Skeletal muscle was the 
first tissue in which such diseases — namely the myotonias and periodic 
paralyses — were recognised as ion channelopathies. Examples of neuronal 
channelopathies are episodic ataxia, familial hemiplegic migraine, and var
ious types of epilepsy (see Table 1). Channelopathies are also important 
models for more frequent disorders of non-monogenic aetiology. 

For an understanding of the pathology of a given hereditary disorder, 
knowledge of the mutated gene is only a first step. More revealing is the 



Table 1 Hereditary Channelopathies of the Central and Periphera 

Table width = E 

Gene 

Cardiac muscle 

KCNQ1 

HERG 

SCN5A 

KCNE1 

KCNE2 

RYR2 

CASQ2 

Locus 

l lpl5.5 

7q35-36 

3p21 

21q22 

lq42-43 

lp l3- l l 

Channel protein 

Potassium channel a 
subunit, KCNQ1, 

Potassium channel a 
subunit, HERG, eag 
related, Ikr 

Sodium channel a 
subunit 

ft subunit of KVLQT1, 
MinK 

fi subunit of HERG, 
MiRPl 

Ryanodine receptor 1, 
calcium release channel 
type 2 

Calsequestrin type 2, 
fast twitch 

Disease 

Long QT syndrome 1 
Jervell and Lange-Ni 

Long QT syndrome 2 

Long QT syndrome 3 
Brugada syndrome 

Long QT syndrome 5 

Long QT syndrome 
inducible 

Catecholaminergic 
ventricular fibrillatio 

Catecholaminergic 
ventricular fibrillatio 



Table 1 (Continued) 

Gene Locus 

Skeletal muscle 

SCN4A 17q23.1-
25.3 

CACNA1S lq31-32 

jRYiU 19ql3.1 

XCN/2 17q23-24 

CLCN2 7q32-qter 

Channel protein 

Voltage gated sodium 
channel Navl .4 
a subunit 

Voltage gated L-type 
calcium channel 
a 1 subunit, 
dihydropyridine (DHP) 
receptor 

Ryanodine receptor 1, 
calcium release channel 

Voltage insensitive 
potassium channel 
a subunit Kir2.1 

Voltage gated chloride 
channel C1C1 
Altered splicing 

Disease 

Hyperkalaemic perio 
paralysis 

Paramyotonia conge 
Potassium aggravate 

myotonia 
Hypokalaemic perio 

paralysis 2 

Hypokalaemic perio 
paralysis type 1 
Malignant hyperther 

type 5 

Malignant hyperther 
type 1 

Central core disease 

Andersen's syndrom 
long QT syndrome 7 

Thomsen myotonia 
Becker myotonia 
Myotonic dystrophy 
Myotonic dystrophy 
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Gene Locus 

ATP2A1 16pl2 

Endplate 

CHRNA1 2q24-32 
CHRNB1 17pl2-ll 
CHRND 2q33-34 
CHKNE 17 
&4PSN l l p l l 

Central nervous system 

SCN2A 2q24 

SCMB 19ql3.1 
SCN2A 2q23 

SCN2/1 2q23 

KCNA1 12pl3 

Channel protein 

SERCA la, Ca-ATPase 
of sarcoplasmic 
reticulum, fast twitch 1 

nAChR a l subunit 
nAChR fil subunit 
nAChR S subunit 
nAChR el subunit 
Rapsyn, AChR 
associated protein 

Navl.l sodium channel 
a subunit 1 

fi\ subunit 
Navl .2 sodium channel 
a subunit 2 

Navl .2 sodium channel 
a subunit 2 

Potassium ch a l 
subunit, A-type, Kvl.l 

Disease 

Brody's syndrome 

Congenital myasthenic 
syndrome 
(nAChR=nicotinic 
acetylcholine receptor) 
Congenital myasthenic 
syndrome 

Generalised epilepsy w 
febrile seizures plus 
(GEFS+2) 

Benign familial 
neonatal/infantile 
convulsions 

Episodic ataxia type 1, 
partial epilepsy (?) 



Table 1 (Continued) 

Gene Locus 

KCNQ2 20ql3.3 

KCNQ3 8q?? 

CACNA1A 19pl3.1 

CACNA1F Xpll.23 

CLCN2 3q26 

CACNB4 2q22-23 

CHRNA4 20ql3.3 

GLRA2 5q31.2 

Channel protein 

Voltage gated 
potassium channel 
a subunit Kv7.2 

Voltage gated 
potassium channel 
a subunit Kv7.3 

Calcium channel 
P/Q-type a l subunit 

Calcium channel retinal 

L-type al subunit 

Voltage gated chloride 
channel C1C-2 

Calcium channel 
L-type /J4 subunit 

Nicotinic acetylcholine 
receptor a4 subunit 

Glycine receptor al 
subunit 

Disease 

Benign familial neona 
convulsions 

Neuromyotonia 

Benign familial neona 
convulsions 

Episodic ataxia type 2 
Familial hemiplegic 

migraine 1 
Spinocerebellar ataxia 

type 6 
Absence epilepsy 

Congenital stationary 
night 
blindness (CSNB2) 

Idiopathic generalised 
epilepsies 

Generalised epilepsy 
Episodic ataxia 3 

Nocturnal frontal lobe 
ADNFLE 

Hyperekplexia=startl 
disease=stiff baby 
syndrome (STHE) 
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detection of the functional defect that is brought about by the disease caus
ing mutation. Much progress on the road to this aim was achieved by the 
combination of molecular biology and electrophysiological patch clamp 
techniques. 

The channel pathology of two diseases is given as an example, one 
caused by gain-of-function mutations in a sodium channel, the other by 
loss-of-function mutations. 

Myotonia 

An example of a gain-of-function mutation is myotonia. The term "myoto
nia" designates involuntary muscle contractions that are caused by mem
brane hyperexcitability of skeletal muscle and which lead clinically to 
slowed muscle relaxation following voluntary muscle contractions. Myoto
nia is felt as uncontrolled temporary muscle stiffness by the patient. 

The voltage gated sodium channel is essential for the generation of an 
action potential. Its upstroke is mediated by opening the channels that pas
sively conduct a fast sodium inward current in a feed forward mechanism 
along both an electrical and a concentration gradient. Owing to the result
ing high conductance of the membrane for sodium ions, the membrane 
suddenly depolarises from the resting value of —84 mV to approximately 
+25 mV. Immediate repolarisation of the membrane to the highly negative 
resting value is made possible by fast inactivation of the sodium chan
nels, resulting in the usual predominance of the membrane conductance 
for potassium ions that may be further supported by opening of additional 
voltage gated potassium channels (see second example). Gain-of-function 
sodium channel mutations — for example, those situated in the inactivation 
gate that is shown in Fig. 2 at the intracellular side of the channel protein — 
lead to an incomplete and destabilised channel inactivation that results in 
frequent channel reopenings and channel bursts, and hence in a patholog
ically increased sodium current (Fig. 4C, 4D). This persistent sodium ion 
influx generates repetitive muscle action potentials and thus myotonia. 

If the sodium ion influx through mutant channels is large, an associated 
sustained membrane depolarisation may lead to a secondary loss of func
tion of the 50% of sodium channels that are genetically normal. This loss of 
function can result in episodic weakness potentially occurring in myotonic 
conditions such as hyperkalaemic periodic paralysis and paramyotonia 
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congenita. The patients are heterozygous for mutant and wild-type chan
nels, but by dictating a change in cell excitability, the mutation results in a 
dominantly inherited disease. 

Benign neonatal familial convulsions 

Benign neonatal familial convulsions (BNFC) is the second example. BFNC 
is a rare dominantly inherited epileptic syndrome characterised by frequent 
brief seizures within the first days of life that typically disappear sponta
neously after weeks to months. The disease is caused by various mutations 
in KCNQ2 or KCNQ3 — voltage gated potassium channels that form a 
heterotetrameric channel complex which is slowly activated by membrane 
depolarisation.10,11 Once opened, both channels conduct potassium ions 
from inside to outside along the concentration gradient and against the 
electric field. This outward current is the so-called "M-current" known to 
play an important role in the regulation of the firing rate of neurones.12 It 
stabilises the highly negative membrane potential and reduces the neuronal 
excitability. 

BFNC-causing mutations in KCNQ channels are clustered in two 
regions of the protein: in the P loop between segments S5 and S6 con
stituting the pore region, and in the C-terminus that is unusually long in 
all KCNQ channels (see Fig. 1). All mutations drastically reduce or abolish 
the M current, the pore mutations probably by affecting the ionic conduc
tance, and the C-terminus mutations by reduced assembly to heteromeric 
channels. Although it is now clear that the mutations exert loss-of-function 
at the channel level (see Fig. 5A, 5B) and thereby increase the excitability 
of the neurones that express the mutant genes, the question remains as 
to why the mutations result in seizures preferentially during the neona
tal period. One possibility is that the premature brain is generally more 
likely to develop seizures than later in life.13 Another explanation might 
be a differential expression of potassium channels during maturation in 
the hippocampus, leading to a dominant role of KCNQ channels in central 
neurones within the first days to weeks of life.14 

As a result of the discovery of the pathogenesis of BNFC, a novel 
approach to the treatment of epilepsies emerged from identifying retiga-
bine as an activator of M currents. Retigabine shifts the voltage dependence 
of steady state activation of these channels by about 20 mV in the negative 
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WT 2513deIG 

Fig. 5 Functional consequences of a mutation in KCNQ2, the Kv7.2 voltage 
gated potassium channel a subunit domain formed by 6T/1P. Several mutations 
in this domain cause benign neonatal familial convulsions (BNFC). The mutation, 
2513delG, is a single base pair deletion that is located just seven codons before the 
regular stop codon and induces a frame shift, thereby resulting in a change in the 
last seven amino acids of the normal protein and in a prolongation of the mutant 
protein by another 56 amino acids before the new stop codon. The mutant KCNQ2 
cDNA was functionally expressed in Xenopus oocytes. The mutation reduces the 
potassium current to less than 10%, as seen in the raw current traces in (A) (note the 
10-fold higher current resolution of the mutant channel compared with the wild 
type channel, WT) and for the average of many such experiments in (B). Coexpres-
sion of both normal (WT) and mutant channels did not result in significantly less 
than 50% of WT current, suggesting there was no dominant negative effect of the 
mutation.11 

direction, so that they are open at the resting membrane potential. This 
high channel-open probability "clamps" the neurones to resting potentials 
near to the potassium reversal potential.15 

Knowledge of the functional defect that is brought about by the dis
ease causing mutation is essential for an understanding of the aetiology 
and diagnosis of a given hereditary disorder. A unique feature is the avail
ability of technical possibilities to study precisely the pathology of channel 
proteins by combining modern molecular biology with the patch clamp 
technique. 

PRINCIPLES BEHINDTHETECHNIQUES 

Channel Specific Techniques 

Classical voltage clamp is done with two intracellular "sharp" microelec-
trodes (tip diameter <0.1 jxm, resistance ~10 megohm when filled with 
3M KC1), one for clamping the membrane potential to values according 
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to various pulse protocols for activation, inactivation, and so on; the other 
measuring the current conducted during the voltage steps. The advantage 
of this technique, which is still used, particularly for oocytes, is its sim
plicity. The disadvantage is that the membrane of larger cells and oocytes 
may not be homogeneously clamped to a certain value, which is especially 
problematic if rapidly activating ionic currents are studied. 

Whole cell recordings are done with a glass pipette pulled as a "patch 
clamp microelectrode" (Fig. 6 left; tip diameter of ~1 /xm, resistance of 
~1 megohm when filled with 100 mM KC1). Once the seal is established, a 
brief suction is applied to the interior of the electrode in order to rupture the 
patch of membrane under the electrode tip. After this break in, there will 
be a low resistance pathway for current and diffusional flow between the 
electrode and the cell interior. The cell membrane is voltage clamped at the 
pipette potential by virtue of this low resistance pathway, and the electrode 
monitors the current flowing across the entire cell surface. The ionic com
position of the cell cytoplasm rapidly equilibrates with the pipette contents, 

Fig. 6 Typical microelectrode suited for patch clamping (left panel, courtesy of 
Dr Ebert) and its attachment to either a membrane bleb formed from a native human 
skeletal muscle fibre (middle panel) or an HEK cell (right panel). The upper left 
panel shows the glass microelectrode, the lower part the tip, with a diameter of 
about 700 nm. The plasmalemmal bleb in the middle panel was formed by careful 
stretching of native muscle fibres at >10_5M [Ca2+] in the bathing solution. The 
membrane of native HEK and other cultured cells is so clean that giga-ohm seals 
can easily be produced without additional measures. 
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offering a pathway for the control of cellular constituents. Although whole 
cell recording can be highly accurate, two important limitations are associ
ated with the technique. The first is connected with the resistance in series 
with the membrane (Rs), which in whole cell recording is the access resis
tance between the interior of the pipette and the cell cytoplasm.16 Another 
limitation of the whole cell configuration is that important intracellular 
regulatory molecules — such as cAMP, Ca2+, or GTP — can diffuse out of 
the cell through the patch electrode; thus the physiological regulation of 
these important second messenger substances is disrupted during whole 
cell recording. The perforated patch technique17 provides a solution to this 
problem by making it possible to record macroscopic currents with a cell-
intact recording configuration. This configuration is obtained by including 
a pore forming antibiotic, such as nystatin or amphotericin B, in the pipette 
solution. After a seal is formed on the cell, the antibiotic channels insert in 
the patch of membrane under the electrode tip, thereby providing electrical 
continuity between the pipette and the cell interior. 

In conclusion, the whole cell mode measures the current through the 
total cell membrane superimposed with noise. This "macroscopic" current 
corresponds to the average of many simultaneously conducting channels 
and therefore resembles the intracellular recordings. Because of the simple 
and fast analysis, it is the configuration that is most frequently used. 

Cell attached, inside-out, and outside-out modes allow the measurement 
of a small number of channel proteins or even a single channel in the elec
trically isolated membrane patch, depending on how many channels are 
embedded in the patch. The various configurations are available to the 
investigator once the seal is established (see Fig. 3). The cell attached mode 
is already made as soon as a giga-ohm seal between the patch electrode and 
the cell membrane is established (Fig. 6, left: same electrode as for whole 
cell recordings, but filled with an "extracellular" solution). The background 
noise can be sufficiently attenuated so that the current flowing through a 
single ionic channel can be resolved (single channel recordings).4 A spe
cial form is the bleb attached mode that enables the measurement of adult 
native cells without enzymatic treatment (Fig. 6, middle). Blebs (or blisters) 
can be formed — for example, by stretching skeletal muscle fibres in a high 
calcium bath solution.18,19 The advantage is that the plasma membrane is 
absolutely clean so that a giga-ohm seal can be achieved relatively easily. 
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If the recording electrode is withdrawn from the cell after a cell-
attached patch is formed, the patch of membrane can be excised from the 
cell with the inside surface of the membrane facing the bath solution; this 
is called the inside-out configuration. An outside-out patch can be formed by 
removing the electrode after entering the whole cell configuration. One 
advantage of these cell-free patch recordings is that they provide more 
accurate control of the membrane potential. In the cell attached mode, the 
membrane potential of the patch is equal to the resting potential of the cell 
minus the pipette potential. As the resting potential may not be known with 
certainty or might vary during an experiment, there will be uncertainty in 
the value of the patch membrane potential. However, in the isolated patch 
configurations, the magnitude of the patch potential is equal to the pipette 
potential and is therefore known with precision. A second advantage is 
that the solution bathing one surface of the patch can rapidly be changed 
simply by changing the bath solution. 

Once a recording mode is established the recordings can be made 
with a typical patch clamp circuit which uses the electrode both to con
trol the potential and to measure the currents conducted by the channels 
(Fig. 7, top). 

Additional Cloning Techniques 

Transient and permanent expression in oocytes and other 
heterologous cells 

Oocytes from Xenopus laevis have become a widely used preparation for 
the expression of cloned ion channel genes. A series of recent papers 
has reviewed many of the technical aspects of the use of this expression 
system.20-25 Isolated Xenopus oocytes are capable of translating injected 
mRNA from a variety of sources and of leading to a high channel den
sity in the membrane and large ion currents. The mRNA can be extracted 
from the tissue of interest23 or it can be synthesised from an isolated clone 
(cDNA) which codes for the channel protein.24 The isolated mRNA is pres
sure injected into the oocyte or its nucleus through a relatively large diam
eter (10 /nm) microelectrode. Within a few days, functional channels will 
be present in the surface membrane of the oocyte and can be studied with 
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Fig. 7 Patch clamp arrangements. Upper panel: classical whole cell configuration 
and circuit using a glass microelectrode. Lower panel: patch clamp chip and circuit. 
This arrangement can be multiplied and automated for high throughput screening. 
In addition, the arrangement allows the scientist to install a second technique — 
for example, fluorescence or force microscopy — from the upside of the setup. 

various voltage clamp techniques, including a conventional two micro-
electrode voltage clamp or single channel patch clamp recording.25 Several 
types of ionic channel have now been expressed in oocytes using these 
techniques.26,27 

In contrast to transient expression systems, stable expression involves 
the introduction of exogenous DNA into the genome of a cell so that it 
is transcribed with the cell's DNA and inherited by offspring cells during 
cell division. One of the obvious advantages of this type of system is that 
once the cell line is established, studies can be performed on a uniform cell 
population without re-establishing expression for each experiment (for an 
example see a patched HEK cell in Fig. 6, right panel). The foreign DNA can 
be introduced by microinjection, electroporation, viral expression vectors, 
or transfection using various techniques.28 
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POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF THE TECHNOLOGIES 
IN THE FUTURE 

High throughput Screening for Neuroscience 
and Pharmaceutical Industry 

Although very powerful, the patch clamp technique is extremely labour 
intensive and thereby limited to a throughput of 10-20 individual cell 
measurements a day. Thus several firms are trying to develop technolo
gies for high throughput screening. Achieving this goal requires more 
than just the automation of existing patch clamp techniques; it requires 
the development of an entirely new paradigm for making electrophysio
logical measurements. All developments are based on positioning a cell 
on a small pore separating two isolated fluid chambers in a manner that 
requires no manual intervention or micromanipulation (Fig. 7, bottom). 
In order to perform whole cell electrophysiological measurements within 
this geometry, two criteria must be met. First, a high resistance seal must 
form between the cell membrane and peripheral region of the substrate 
pore. As in the case of patch clamp electrophysiology, this ensures that 
the current measured between the two electrodes passes through the cell 
membrane. Second, in order to be able to control the cell's membrane 
potential, a low resistance electrical pathway must form through the cell 
wall that covers the pore. This latter requirement in effect places the asso
ciated electrode at the interior of the cell and allows one to clamp the 
membrane potential over the rest of the cell membrane. Once these cri
teria have been met, and assuming no manual intervention, it is then pos
sible to conceive a parallel format where many wells can be measured 
simultaneously. 

Functional Testing of Tissue Specific Channel Splice Variants 

Even though the human genome has been sequenced, it is not completely 
clear which genes are expressed in neurones and how these are tissue specif
ically spliced. In particular, the functional alterations of the splice products 
are almost unknown up to now. It may still take several years before more 
precise knowledge of the exact interplay between these proteins and other 
regulatory or signalling pathways is available. 
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Pharmaceuticals and Patch Clamping Combined 

In vitro testing of drugs for channelopathies 

The electrophysiological study of mutant channels expressed in cell sys
tems allows one to characterise the functional alterations and to develop 
new strategies for the treatment of ion channelopathies — for example, by 
testing drugs that are already on the market for other indications; or by 
testing drugs that could be designed specifically either to block mutant 
channels that reveal a gain-of-function, or to activate non-mutant channels 
that could compensate for channels functionally lost by a mutation. 

In vitro testing of drugs for neuroprotection 

Part of the energy demand of neurones is required for active ionic 
pumps that compensate for the passive flux of ions through specific and 
non-specific ion channels along the diffusion gradients. A reduction of the 
transmembrane ionic flow diminishes the energy demand of neurones con
siderably. The pharmacological modification of the state of voltage or lig-
and activated ion channels thus provides potentially powerful strategies 
for neuroprotection. 

TIRF Microscopy and Patch Clamping Combined: Improving 
Structure-Function Relations 

Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy is a powerful 
technique for visualising fluorescently labelled membrane proteins. The 
evanescent wave can selectively excite fluorescent molecules in or near to 
the cell membrane. TIRF microscopy is particularly suited for the combined 
study of voltage sensor movements and the resulting transmembranous 
gating and ion currents (Fig. 8A). Structural changes of channel ensem
bles can be studied in real time using a photomultiplier. Conformational 
changes of several single channels can be detected simultaneously by spot
like signals in the cell membrane changing their fluorescence intensity. The 
temporal and spatial resolutions of the changes are restricted by the char
acteristics of the detecting ccd camera. 

In studies undertaken by Sonnleitner et al.,29 a structural change of the 
gating subunit of an ion channel results in a change in the fluorescence 
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Fig. 8 Imaging of single gating charge movements. (A) Principle of TIRFM on 
channel proteins. (B), (C) CCD images off fluorescence signal from a 20 x 20 /<m 
membrane patch from a Xenopus oocyte transfected with a shaker potassium chan
nel labelled with a tetra-methyl-rhodarnine-maleimide (TMRM) at the voltage sens
ing S4 domain. Individual spots correspond to single TMRM molecules attached 
to S4. Upon membrane depolarisation, an increase in fluorescence can be observed. 
(D), (F) Typical time traces of individual spots showing the response of a single 
voltage sensing S4 domain to depolarisation and subsequent photobleaching (red 
arrow) during the first depolarisation (an indication for a single flurophore attached 
to a single S4) (D). (E) Example of another spot, where bleaching of one TMR occurs 
during the first depolarisation, while the second flurophore bleaches only after the 
second depolarisation. Measurements of single gating charges are not possible by 
electrical means because of the low signal. Therefore the attachment of TMRM to the 
voltage sensing S4 domain presents the only practical way to detect single gating 
charge movements.29 
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intensity of the attached fluorophore (Fig. 8B v 8C). Hence the attached flu-
orophore acts as a sensor for structural changes in the ion channel that can 
be directly related to ion channel function through electrical measurements 
(Fig. 8D, 8E). TIRF microscopy can also be used in conjunction with FRET 
or other methods to detect relative movements between channel parts. This 
innovative combination of techniques allows molecular resolution of small 
motions underlying ion channel activation — for example, by ligands — 
and will probably find widespread use in the study of membrane associ
ated molecules.30 TIRF can also be combined with FRAP, a method that 
allows one to study the mobility of transmembrane proteins. 

Atomic Force Microscopy and Patch Clamping: 
Characterisation of Mechanosensitive Channels 

Formerly, atomic force microscopy (AFM31) and other scanning probe 
microscopies were applied exclusively to hard materials where the sur
face needed to be analysed — for example, for topographical, electrical, 
magnetic, thermal, and elastic properties and friction. About 10 years ago, 
these modern nanotechnologies also began to be used for the character
isation of soft and moist surfaces, such as the surface of living cells and 
biomembranes.32-34 AFM is increasingly used to study the elastic and plas
tic properties of the cytoskeleton of cultured cells,35-38 to image neurones 
and glia directly,39 and even to study the binding forces between individ
ual molecules and their respective subunits.40,41 Studies of docking and 
fusion of synaptic secretory vesicles at the neurone membrane allow us to 
determine the proteins that make a principal contribution to the interac
tive binding force between the two membranes.42 By using atomic force 
microscopy, laser confocal microscopy, electrical recording, and biochemi
cal assays, the molecular conformations of reconstituted globular amyloid 
P protein (AbetaP) as well as their real time and acute effects on neuritic 
degeneration have been studied. AFM of AbetaPl-42 reconstituted in a 
planar lipid bilayer revealed multimeric channel-like structures, and elec
trophysiological recordings demonstrated the presence of multiple single 
channel currents of different sizes.43 

AFM has also been combined directly with the patch clamp technique 
for the characterisation of biological mechanoelectrical transduction chan
nels in living inner and outer hair cells of the cochlea.44-46 Using an AFM 
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Fig. 9 Force and current responses to displacement of single stereociiia of post
natal rats. Upper left panel: eight adjacent stereociiia of a cochlear hair bundle are 
individually displaced, scanning an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip in excita
tory direction. Interaction between each stereocilium of the tallest row of stereociiia 
with the AFM tip results in an increasing force bending the AFM cantilever upward. 
After losing contact, the AFM force sensor moves down to its initial position. An 
additional sinusoidal modulation (f = 357 Hz) is added to the lateral movement 
of the AFM force sensor. Upper right panel: an in-phase current response (open
ing and closing) of the mechanosensitive transduction channel was observed for 
stereociiia Nos 1 and 2 until the transduction current through the channel pore 
reaches saturation where the channel is in the maximum open state (see traces 1 
and 2). Although the maximum forces for the remaining six stereociiia are of the 
same magnitude, no clear response was observed. The last trace (No 8) shows an 
increased noise level, which is caused by an increased leak between patch clamp 
pipette and cell membrane. Lower panel: experimental setup showing the anatomy 
of the AFM cantilever, a partition of an organotypic culture of the organ of Corti 
with the three rows of outer hair cells (OHC), and the patch clamp electrode.44,46 
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stylus with a tip diameter of only a few nanometres, it was possible to dis
place individual stereocilia of cochlear hair cells, resulting in opening of 
single transduction channels. In contrast to the outside-out and the inside-
out patch clamp configuration, this technique allows investigation of single 
mechanosensitive ion channels in entire cells (Fig. 9). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Methods that help to determine the electrical properties and the structure-
function relations of neuronal channels are becoming increasingly adapted 
to study single proteins in their native environment. This is the basis for 
understanding the pathological mechanisms of the channelopathies and 
for developing new treatment strategies in the future. 
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APPENDIX 1 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Terms Related to Channel 

• Channelomics is the short term for proteomics of voltage and ligand gated 
ion channel proteins of a cell and includes all aspects of an ion channel 
protein such as transcription, expression, and imprinting of the channel 
encoding genes; splicing and editing of the RNA; translational and post-
translational effects on proteins and subunit composition; selectivity and 
gating of the channel pores; and modulatory effects of mutations, drugs, 
and toxins on the structure and function of the channels. 
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• Channelopathies are defined as disorders caused by pathology of ion chan
nel function. These may be due to mutations in the corresponding genes 
or to binding of antibodies and toxins to the channel protein. 

Terms Related to Patch Clamping 

• Cell attached patch: recording microelectrode sealed onto the cell, current 
flowing through the channels (usually one to 10) situated in the mem
brane patch can be resolved. 

• Whole cell patch: after a cell attached patch is formed, a brief suction is 
applied to the interior of the electrode in order to rupture the patch of 
membrane under the electrode tip; after this break in, there is a low 
resistance pathway for current and diffusional flow between the elec
trode and the cell interior; the cell membrane is voltage clamped at the 
pipette potential by virtue of this low resistance pathway, and the elec
trode monitors the current flowing across the entire cell surface; the ionic 
composition of the cell cytoplasm rapidly equilibrates with the pipette 
contents, offering a pathway for the control of cellular constituents. 

• Inside-out patch: electrode is withdrawn from the cell after a cell attached 
patch is formed; the patch can be excised from the cell with the inside 
surface of the membrane facing the bath solution. 

• Outside-out patch: electrode removed after entering whole cell 
configuration. 

Terms Related to Force Microscopy 

• AFM (atomic force microscopy) uses a mechanical probe to magnify sur
face features up to 100 000 000 times, and produces three dimensional 
images of the surface of rigid and soft materials. A fine microfabricated 
tip (<30nm diameter) of a cantilever is brought into contact with the 
sample and scanned. The forces between the tip and the sample are used 
to image the surface. The interaction forces can be as low as the force 
needed to unwind a single coiled molecule. The dynamic modes allow 
visualisation of processes with a time resolution in the millisecond range. 

Terms Related to Fluorescence Microscopy 

• Emission: All fluorescent dyes emit light of one wave length (for exam
ple, green) after they have absorbed light of another wave length (for 
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example, blue). However, if a very high intensity blue light is delivered 
to the dye, the dye will "photobleach," meaning that the high intensity 
light has rendered the dye unable to fluoresce. 

• FRET (fluorescent resonance energy transfer): non-radiative transfer of 
photon energy from an excited fluorophore (the donor) to another flu-
orophore (the acceptor) when both are located within close proximity 
(1-10 nm); the technique can resolve the relative proximity of molecules 
beyond the optical limit of a light microscope. 

• FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching): after high intensity 
light had rendered the dye unable to fluoresce, surrounding molecules 
that have not been photobleached migrate into this blackened area and 
can be made visible. Used to determine whether a protein is able to move 
within a membrane or is tethered to structural components of the cell. 

• TIRF (total internal reflection fluorescence): microscopy allows visuali
sation of fluorescently labelled membrane proteins. The excitation light 
beam penetrates only a short distance when totally internally reflected 
at the interface plane. Depending on the angle of the excitation beam 
and the refractive index ratio, the penetration depth may vary between 
50 and 300 nm. This surface electromagnetic field, called the "evanes
cent wave," can selectively excite fluorescent molecules in or near to the 
cell membrane. Background fluorescence from fluorophores either in the 
extracellular solution or inside the cells is suppressed. Also, because TIRF 
minimises the exposure of the cell interior to light, the survival of the cell 
during imaging procedures is much enhanced relative to standard illu
mination, which penetrates the cell (epi- or transillumination). 

APPENDIX 2 

ASSOCIATED WEBSITES OF INTEREST 

http://www.essen-instruments.com 

http://www.zeiss.de 

http://www.uar.at 

http: //www.bio.davidson.edu 

http://www.channelopathies.org/ 

http: / /beam.to/ calcium_quark 

http://www.essen-instruments.com
http://www.zeiss.de
http://www.uar.at
http://www.bio.davidson.edu
http://www.channelopathies.org/
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Motor neurone disease (MND), known in many countries as amy
otrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), is the commonest adult onset disorder of 
motor neurones, and among the most common of adult onset neurodegen
erative diseases. The incidence of the disease is 1-2 per 100 000 and is fairly 
uniform throughout the world, with the exception of several high inci
dence foci, for example on the island of Guam in the Western Pacific and 
on the Kii peninsula of Japan. The lifetime risk of developing ALS/MND 
is approximately 1 in 2000. At any one time there are approximately 5000 
individuals suffering from MND in the United Kingdom. Some epidemi
ological studies indicate that the incidence of MND may be increasing, 
though the contribution to this of population aging and better developed 
neurological diagnostic services is currently unknown.1 The disease is pre
dominantly a condition of middle age and elderly life, with an average age 
of onset between 50 and 60 years, though rare juvenile onset forms of the 
condition also exist. For reasons that are not currently understood, MND 
affects men more commonly than women, with a male to female ratio of 
approximately 1.6/1.2 

The pathology accompanying the clinical phenotype was first 
described by Jean-Martin Charcot in 1869.3 The salient pathological fea
ture is progressive injury and cell death of lower motor neurone groups in 
the spinal cord and brain stem and of upper motor neurones in the motor 
cortex. Characteristic cytopathological features in motor neurones not yet 
eliminated during the disease process are the presence of ubiquinitated pro-
teinaceous inclusions within motor neurone cell bodies, and neurofilament 
accumulations within motor neurone axons.4 

The person afflicted by MND typically develops a combination of 
upper and lower motor neurone signs, with progressive muscle weak
ness and wasting, usually accompanied by pathologically brisk reflexes, 
eventually involving the limb and bulbar muscles. Clinical variants of the 
disease may initially affect only the spinal lower motor neurones (progres
sive muscular atrophy variant); only the upper motor neurones (primary 
lateral sclerosis variant); or only the bulbar musculature (progressive bul
bar palsy variant). With disease progression, the majority of patients will 
develop features of ALS. Certain motor neurone groups are less vulnera
ble to the pathological process, including those in upper brain stem nuclei 
controlling eye movements, and those in Onuf's nucleus within the sacral 
spinal cord controlling the pelvic floor musculature.5 The rate of disease 
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progression varies between individuals, but the average survival is only 
of the order of three years from symptom onset.6 However, approximately 
10% of patients will have a slower disease course with survival beyond 10 
years.7 Death in most patients results from neuromuscular respiratory fail
ure. The World Federation of Neurology diagnostic criteria for ALS/MND 
require the presence of signs of upper and lower motor neurone degen
eration, with evidence of progression in the absence of evidence of other 
disease processes.8 

The selectivity of the pathological process for the motor system is now 
recognised to be relative rather than absolute. Detailed investigation has 
revealed involvement of extramotor parts of the CNS, including changes 
in other long tract systems — for example, sensory and spinocerebellar 
pathways — and cellular injury of neuronal groups including the sub
stantia nigra neurones and dentate granule cells within the hippocampus.9 

Overt dementia is found in approximately 2-3% of MND patients,10 and 
detailed neuropsychological testing shows more subtle neurophysiologi-
cal changes, particularly affecting frontal function, in approximately 30% 
of patients.11 Thus MND is now regarded as a multisystem disease in which 
motor neurones tend to be affected earliest and most prominently.4 

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE CAUSES OF 
MOTOR NEURONE DEGENERATION? 

The primary pathogenic processes underlying MND are likely to be multi
factorial, and the precise mechanisms underlying selective cell death in the 
disease are at present unknown. Current understanding of the neurode
generative process in MND suggests that there mav be a complex inter
play between multiple mechanisms including genetic factors, oxidative 
stress, excitotoxicity, protein aggregation, and damage to critical cellular 
processes, including axonal transport and organelles such as mitochondria 
(Table 1). Recently there has been growing interest in the role play by non-
neuronal neighbourhood cells in the pathogenesis of motor neurone injury 
and in dysfunction of particular molecular signalling pathways (Fig. 1). 
The relative importance of these different pathways may well vary in dif
ferent subgroups of patients, and a very important task for clinicians and 
scientists in the future is to further delineate the subcategories of MND. 
Evidence has also accumulated that the final process of motor neurone 
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Table 1 Pathogenic mechanisms which may contribute to 
motor neurone injury and cell death in motor neurone disease. 
A 

• 1. Genetic factors 
• 2. Oxidative stress 
• 3. Protein aggregation 
• 4. Glutamatergic toxicity 
• 5. Mitochondrial dysfunction 
• 6. Impairment of axonal transport 
• 7. Inflammatory cascades/contribution of non-neuronal 

cells 
• 8. Dysfunctional signalling pathways, e.g. through VEGF, 

Nrf2 

The above factors alone or in combination may lead to a 
programmed cell death mechanism similar to apoptosis 

death is likely to occur through a caspase dependent programmed cell 
death pathway resembling apoptosis. 

GENETICS OF ALS/MND 

MND is sporadic in 90-95% of cases and familial in approximately 5-10%. 
Inheritance in familial MND is usually autosomal dominant, though auto
somal recessive and X-linked inheritance may be seen in some pedigrees. 
It is apparent that multiple abnormal gene products can set the scene for 
motor neurone degeneration. There are at least six dominantly inherited 
adult onset ALS genes (Table 2), of which only three have so far been 
identified. 

Copper-Zinc Superoxide Dismutase (SOD1) 

Amajor research breakthrough 11 years ago came from the finding that 20% 
of families with autosomal dominant MND showed mutations in the gene 
on chromosome 21q22.1 which encodes the free radical scavenging enzyme 
superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1).12 More than 100 different mutations have 
been identified throughout the SOD1 gene.13'14 The majority of mutations 
in SOD1 are missense mutations, with a small number of deletion and 
insertion mutations resulting in truncated SOD1 polypeptides. SOD1 is a 
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Fig. 1 Molecular mechanisms that may contribute to motor neurone injury in 
motor neurone disease. 
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Table 2 Genetic sub types of ALS / M N D . 

Subtype of ALS/MND 
ALS1 
ALS2 
ALS3 
ALS4 
ALS5 

ALS6 
ALS7 

ALS8 

ALS-FTD 
ALS-X 
ALS with parkinsonism 
and dementia 

Progressive LMN 
disease 

Gene 
SODl 
ALSIN 
— 
Senataxin (SETX) 
— 

— 
— 

Vesicle 
associated 
membrane 
protein (VAPB) 
— 
— 
Microtubule 
associated 
protein tau 
(MAPT) 
Dynactin pl50 
subunit 
(DCTNl) 

Inheritance, chromosome 
Dominant-adult onset, 21q22.1 
Recessive-juvenile onset, 2q33 
Dominant-adult onset, 18q21 
Dominant-juvenile onset, 9q34 
Recessive-juvenile onset, 
15ql5.1-q21.1 
Dominant-adult onset, 16ql2 
Dominant-adult onset, 
20ptel-pl3 
Dominant-adult onset, 20ql3.33 

Dominant-adult onset, 9q21-22 
Dominant-adult onset, Xpl l -q l2 
Dominant-adult onset, 17q21 

Dominant-adult onset, 2pl3 

ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; LMN, lower motor neurone; MND, motor neurone 
disease. 

metalloenzyme of 153 amino acids which functions as a homodimer whose 
major function is to convert intracellular superoxide free radicals — a toxic 
waste product of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation — to hydrogen 
peroxide which is in turn removed by the action of other free radical scav
enging enzymes. The SODl enzyme contains an essential copper atom at 
the active site which is alternately reduced and oxidised by superoxide. 
The presence of zinc is thought to stabilise the protein structure. SODl is 
an abundant protein in the CNS, accounting for about 1% of brain protein, 
but it is also ubiquitously expressed in all other tissues. SODl was initially 
thought to be confined to the cytosolic compartment of cells but it is now 
recognised that a small proportion of the protein is located in the inter-
membrane space of the mitochondria.15 The reasons why motor neurones 
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are especially vulnerable to injury in the presence of SODl mutations are 
not yet clear. 

Despite 11 years of intensive research effort, the pathways leading to 
the cell death of motor neurones in the presence of SODl mutations have 
not yet been fully identified, though there is a convincing body of evidence 
that the mutant SODl protein exerts its detrimental effects through a toxic 
gain of function rather than a loss of function. Most of our current level 
of understanding of disease mechanisms in ALS/MND has come from the 
study of the effects of SODl mutations, but even in this defined genetic sub
group of disease the pathways to neurodegeneration appear to be complex 
and multifactorial.16 

There is considerable variation in disease phenotype in terms of age 
of onset and rate of disease progression in human SODl related MND. It 
is apparent that the clinical phenotype must be modified by other genetic 
or environmental factors, or both. There has been much interest in the 
D90A SODl mutation, which has a dominant inheritance in some genetic 
backgrounds but is recessively inherited, with two mutated copies of the 
gene required to cause disease, in Scandinavian populations, implying a 
co-inherited protective factor.17 Some intensively studied SODl mutations 
such as the A4V mutation do not show 100% penetrance18 and the dis
ease phenotype in mice can vary significantly according to the background 
strain of mouse employed.19 

Mutant SODl transgenic mice that develop a disease which clinically 
and pathologically resembles human MND have been developed. The most 
extensively studied are SODl G93A, SODl G37R, and SODl G85R.20-22 

Transgenic rats, carrying G93A or H46R SODl, also develop an MND 
phenotype.23,24 In addition, cellular models of SODl related MND have 
been generated which have helped to elucidate cellular mechanisms of 
disease.25-27 

The toxic gain of function of mutant SODl has not yet been fully 
defined, but several pathophysiological processes may be involved, includ
ing oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, excitotoxicity, protein 
aggregation, and inflammation. These mechanisms are not mutually exclu
sive and it is possible that all of them play a role in the development of 
motor neurone injury. These potential mechanisms will be discussed in 
subsequent sections. 
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The genetic alterations underlying the remaining 80% of cases of 
autosomal dominant MND at present remain unknown. However, three 
other genes have recently been identified as causative in rare cases of 
familial MND. 

ALS 2: Alsin 

In 2001, two groups identified alsin as the causative gene for an autoso
mal recessive form of juvenile ALS linked to chromosome 2q33.28,29 Muta
tions in alsin can also cause a motor neurone degenerative disorder with 
a predominant upper motor neurone phenotype, infantile onset ascending 
hereditary spastic paralysis,30,31 and one family has been described with 
autosomal recessive complicated hereditary spastic paraplegia.32 Thus, 
ALS2 mutations account for several juvenile onset autosomal recessive neu
rodegenerative disorders of motor neurones. 

ALS2 encodes a 184 kDa protein which contains three putative guanine 
nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) domains. GEFs are known to activate 
small GTPase proteins by stimulating the release of guanosine diphos
phate (GDP) in exchange for guanosine triphosphate (GTP).33 Given the 
conserved GEF domains of ALS2, it is predicted to function as an acti
vator of particular small GTPases. The small GTPases control a range of 
important cellular processes including nuclear transport, cytoskeletal reor
ganisation, transcription, cell migration, and membrane trafficking. They 
function as binary switches — alternating between inactive GDP bound 
and active GTP bound states. The alsin protein is widely expressed, but 
enriched within the CNS, where it is localised to the cytoplasmic face of 
endosomal membranes.34 The functions of alsin are still being worked out, 
but to date it has been shown to bind specifically to the small GTPase, 
Rab5, and to function as a guanine nucleotide exchange factor or activa
tor of Rab5.35/36 This implies that alsin is important in endosomal dynam
ics, and the working hypothesis is that it normally regulates trafficking 
of signalling molecules important for proper development or mainte
nance of the health of motor neurones. ALS2 knockout mice have been 
generated but no major motor system disease phenotype has yet been 
reported.37'38 

Alsin/ALS2 is alternatively spliced to generate a short and a long 
transcript. It has recently been reported that the long isoform of alsin 
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specifically binds, through its RhoGEF domain, to mutant SOD1 and pro
tects cultured motor neurones from mutant SOD1 mediated toxicity.39 Fur
ther examination of this interaction may help elucidate motor neurone spe
cific pathways of neurodegeneration. 

ALS4: Senataxin 

The ALS4 locus linked to chromosome 9q34 was originally identified in a 
single large pedigree with juvenile onset, autosomal dominant ALS/MND. 
The disease course in this family was indolent and did not reduce life 
expectancy. Chen and colleagues identified three different missense muta
tions (L3095, R2136H, and T3I) in three families with this subtype of 
ALS/MND.40 The SETX gene encodes senataxin, a large 302.8 kDa protein 
of unknown function. Much of the protein has no homology with other 
known proteins, but there is one DNA/RNA helicase domain. DNA/RNA 
helicase proteins are known to have roles in processes such as repair, 
replication, recombination or transcription of DNA and RNA processing, 
RNA transcript stability, and the initiation of translation. Recessive loss of 
function mutations in SETX are associated with ataxia-oculomotor apraxia 
type 2.41 It is predicted that the different phenotype of dominantly inher
ited ALS4 is likely to be caused by a toxic gain of function of the mutated 
senataxin protein. 

ALS8: VAPB (Vesicle Associated Membrane 
Protein/Synaptobrevin Associated Membrane Protein) 

Very recently Nishimura and coworkers described a novel missense muta
tion (P565) in the VAPB gene at chromosome 20q 13.3 in a Brazilian family 
with ALS8, an autosomal dominant slowly progressive disorder charac
terised by fasciculation, cramps, and postural tremor.42 They subsequently 
found the same mutation in six further families with different clinical phe-
notypes, including late onset spinal muscular atrophy and classical rapidly 
progressive ALS/MND. Thus, modifier genes or environmental factors are 
likely to play an important role in modulating the clinical course of disease 
in individuals carrying the same mutation. Vesicle associated proteins are 
intracellular membrane proteins that can associate with microtubules and 
have been shown to function in membrane transport. The VAPB protein 
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has three identifiable structural domains. The first 150 residues form an 
MSP domain conserved between all members of this protein family; the 
central region contains an amphipathic helical structure predicted to form 
a coiled/coil protein-protein interaction motif and at the carboxy terminus 
is a hydrophobic region that acts as a membrane anchor. Preliminary cell 
biological studies have indicated that the wild-type VAPB protein localises 
predominantly to the endoplasmic reticulum. The P56S mutation dramat
ically disrupts the subcellular distribution and induces the formation of 
intracellular protein aggregates.42 

Dynactin Mutation 

Puis and colleagues identified a mutation (G595) substitution in the gene 
encoding the P150 subunit of dynactin (DCTN1) in a single family with 
a slowly progressive lower motor neurone degenerative disorder.43 The 
described family had a highly unusual and characteristic phenotype, pre
senting in early adulthood with respiratory difficulties from vocal cord 
paralysis, progressive facial weakness, weakness and atrophy of the hands, 
and the later development of lower motor neurone signs distally in the 
lower limbs. The amino acid change caused by the mutation would be pre
dicted to distort the folding of the microtubule binding domain of dynactin. 

The dynactin-protein complex is required for dynein mediated retro
grade axonal transport of vesicles and organelles along the microtubule 
system. It provides the link between the specific cargo, the microtubule, 
and cytoplasmic dynein during vesicle transport. Interestingly, it has also 
been shown that overexpression of the P50 subunit of dynactin also dis
rupts the function of this protein complex and causes late onset progressive 
motor neurone degeneration in genetically engineered mice.44 

Other ALS/MND Loci 

The genes for several other subtypes of ALS remain to be identified, 
as indicated in Table 2. Three separate families have shown linkage to 
chromosome 16, allowing significant refinement of the region of inter
est. ALS/MND with fronto-temporal dementia has been mapped to a 
17-cM interval chromosome 9q21,45 and one Swedish family with a similar 
phenotype without linkage to the chromosome 9 locus has recently been 
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identified, suggesting genetic heterogeneity for this subtype of disease.46 

Motor neurone degeneration may sometimes occur in patients with fronto-
temporal dementia and Parkinson's disease, associated with mutations in 
the microtubule associated protein tau.47'48 The mutant tau protein forms 
filamentous inclusions and insoluble aggregates that are associated with 
neurodegeneration. Some patients with familial fronto-temporal dementia, 
parkinsonism, and ALS/MND do not have identified mutations in tau,49'50 

suggesting that further genes causing this triad of features remain to be 
identified. 

Possible Genetic Risk Factors in Sporadic ALS/MND 

There have been reports of genetic variants found in individuals with 
apparently sporadic MND (Table 3). Deletions or insertions have been 

Table 3 Potential genetic risk factors in sporadic ALS/MND and genetic modi
fiers in familial ALS/MND. 
D 

Gene 

Neurofilament heavy 
(NEFH) 

Apolipoprotein E 
(Apo E E4) 

Cytochrome c oxidase 
subunit 1 

Excitatory amino acid 
transporter 2 
(EAAT2) 

AMPA receptor subunit 
(GluR2) 

? Survival motor 
neurone 1 (SMN1) 

? Survival motor 
neurone 2 (SMN2) 

Ciliary neurotrophic 
factor (CNTF) 

Vascular endothelial 
growth factor (VEGF) 

Chromosome 

22ql2.1-ql3.1 

19ql3.2 

Mt 

I lp l3 -p l2 

4q32-q33 

5ql2.2-ql3.3 

5ql2.2-ql3.3 

l l q 12.2 

6pl2 

Genetic variant 

KSP deletion/ 
insertion 
E4 genotype 

Microdeletion 

Decreased 
expression 

Altered RNA 
editing 

Copy number 

Copy number 

Null allele 

Promotor 
polymorphisms 

ALS 
association 

Sporadic 

Sporadic 

Sporadic 

Familial/ 
sporadic 

Sporadic 

Sporadic 

Sporadic 

Familial 

Sporadic 

ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; MND, motor neurone disease. 
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described in the KSP repeat region of the gene encoding the neuro
filament heavy protein, which is a major component of the neuronal 
cytoskeleton.51-52 The apolipoprotein E £4 genotype, which correlates with 
an earlier age of onset in Alzheimer's disease, has been examined in 
ALS/MND and the results obtained are not clear. Some studies have indi
cated that the apolipoprotein £4 genotype may be a risk factor for the 
development of bulbar onset ALS.53 Another study provided evidence 
that this genotype correlates with a shortened survival in patients with 
ALS, though it did not obviously influence age of onset.54 However, sev
eral other groups have been unable to confirm these findings. A single 
patient with an ALS/MND phenotype has been described with a muta
tion in the mitochondrially encoded subunit 1 of cytochrome C oxidase, 
which is an important component of the mitochondrial respiratory chain.55 

Decreased expression of the glial glutamate transporter EAAT2 is observed 
in the spinal cord of human ALS/MND patients and in mouse and rat 
SOD1 transgenic murine models.24 '56-58 Initially it was suggested that aber
rant splicing of EAAT2 RNA might underlie this alteration in transporter 
expression,59 but subsequent studies have indicated that EAAT2 splice vari
ants are observed as frequently in the CNS of controls as in patients with 
ALS/MND.60'61 A single individual with sporadic ALS/MND has been 
found to have a mutation (N2065) within a putative glycosylation site of 
EAAT2, which appeared functionally significant in causing aberrant tar
geting to the cell membrane and reduced glutamate transport.62 A further 
component of the glutamate neurotransmitter system has been found to be 
altered in ALS/MND. Kawahara and colleagues reported that the editing 
of the GluR2 AMPA receptor subunit appeared defective in motor neurones 
isolated from ALS spinal cord.63 The normal RNA editing process of this 
receptor subunit changes a glutamine to an arginine residue in almost 100% 
of transcripts, with the important functional consequence that the encoded 
AMPA receptor channel is impermeable to calcium. 

Homozygous deletions of the survival motor neurone gene (SMN1) 
located on chromosome 5 cause autosomal recessive proximal spinal mus
cular atrophy, usually of childhood onset. A second adjacent gene, SMN2, 
has five nucleotide differences between intron 6 and exon 8 which dis
tinguish it from SMN1. One of these polymorphic variants causes fre
quent skipping of exon 7, which in turn results in low expression of full 
length SMN2 protein. Two early studies failed to provide evidence for 
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homozygous deletion of SMNl in sporadic ALS.64'65 Several studies have 
been conducted to determine whether alterations of SMNl or SMN2 are 
associated as genetic risk factors for ALS. The results are conflicting. Veldink 
and coworkers found that SMN2 gene deletions were overrepresented in 
patients with sporadic ALS (16% ALS patients v 4% of controls).66 Corcia 
et al. reported no difference in SMN2 copy number, but that patients with 
ALS were significantly more likely to have an abnormal copy number 
of SMNl (one or three copies).67 Further work is necessary to determine 
whether alterations in SMN copy number are true risk factors for the devel
opment of ALS. 

Ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) is a potent survival factor for motor 
neurones. Inactivation of the CNTF gene causes mild progressive motor 
neurone loss in adult mice but does not result in an ALS/MND phenotype. 
A splice site acceptor mutation in the CNTF gene causes a null mutant 
allele lacking biological activity, and 1-2% of the normal human popula
tion are homozygous for this null allele. A study of SOD1 related famil
ial ALS/MND with a V148G mutation and marked intrafamilial variation 
in the clinical phenotype indicated that a homozygous null mutation in 
CNTF might correlate with early onset and rapid disease progression.68 In 
addition, G93A SOD1 mice crossed with CNTF knockout mice developed 
disease at a significantly earlier age. 

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is an angiogenic factor 
essential for the formation of new blood vessels during embryogenesis and 
in many pathological conditions, and has also recently been found to have 
a significant role as a neurotrophic factor.69 The expression of VEGF is nor
mally upregulated as a response to tissue hypoxia. Lambrechts et al. have 
recently shown that VEGF is a modifier of ALS/MND in both humans and 
mice.70 Deletion of the hypoxia response element (HRE) from the VEGF 
promoter in mice unexpectedly caused a late onset motor neurone dis
ease which resembled ALS.71 Cross breeding of these VEGF mice with 
G93A SOD1 transgenic mice resulted in a worsening of the phenotype 
with earlier onset of disease. No mutations of the HRE of VEGF have 
been identified in human ALS/MND.70 In a meta-analysis of a pooled 
population of 1900 individuals from four different European populations, 
two "at risk" haplotypes of promoter (5') polymorphisms were identified 
which conferred an overall 1.8-fold increased risk of ALS/MND. These 
haplotypes were associated with lower serum VEGF levels in both control 
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and ALS/MND populations and with reduced in vitro transcription of a 
luciferase reporter gene.68 There was substantial heterogeneity in terms of 
the risk of ALS/MND associated with VEGF promoter polymorphisms 
between the different geographical groups of patients included in this 
study, and some studies with smaller numbers of patients and controls 
have shown that these polymorphisms do not confer an increased risk of 
ALS/MND.72-73 Thus further exploration of the role of VEGF in the patho
genesis of human ALS/MND is required. 

OXIDATIVE STRESS 

The effects of oxidative stress within non-dividing cells such as neurones 
may be cumulative, and cellular injury by free radical species is a major 
potential cause of the age related deterioration in neuronal function that 
occurs in neurodegenerative diseases. There has been particular inter
est in the role of oxidative stress in ALS/MND, given that mutations in 
SOD1 — which encodes a key cellular antioxidant defence protein — under
lie around 20% of familial ALS/MND cases. The close clinical and patho
logical similarity between sporadic and SOD1 related familial subtypes of 
MND suggest that common pathophysiological mechanisms may be oper
ating. Studies of CSF and human postmortem CNS tissue have shown the 
presence of biochemical changes which represent the effects of free rad
ical damage or abnormal free radical metabolism, and these changes are 
more pronounced in ALS/MND cases than in controls.74-77 Fibroblasts cul
tured from the skin of patients with both familial and sporadic MND show 
increased sensitivity to oxidative insults compared with those from control 
cases.78 

In relation to the toxic gain of function of the mutant SOD1 protein, 
oxidative damage or metal mishandling, or both, have been strongly impli
cated. The main hypotheses have been that mutations alter the structure 
of the SOD1 protein, allowing greater access of abnormal substrates to the 
active copper site of the dimeric enzyme, resulting in the production of 
damaging free radical species including peroxynitrite and hydroxyl radi
cals. Nitration of tyrosine residues on cellular proteins by peroxynitrite can 
have damaging consequences.79 Some mutations in SOD1 render the pro
tein more likely to form a zinc deficient variant,80,81 which in turn makes 
the copper site more accessible to abnormal substrates. In vitro studies 
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have shown that zinc deficient SOD1 causes peroxynitrite dependent cell 
death.81 However, several experiments have raised questions as to whether 
the toxicity of mutant SOD1 can be explained by copper dependent oxida
tive mechanisms. Thus SOD1 that has been engineered not to bind cop
per by mutating the four histidine residues for copper binding still causes 
ALS/MND in transgenic mice.82 Also, knock out of the gene encoding the 
copper chaperone protein normally required for insertion of copper into 
SOD1 has no effect on the disease phenotype in SOD1 transgenic mice.83 

Finally, reduction in nitric oxide (NO) synthesis by pharmacological inhi
bition of neuronal nitric oxide synthase (nNOS) or genetic manipulation of 
nNOS would be expected to ameliorate the disease phenotype in mutant 
SOD1 transgenic mice if peroxynitrite is indeed a key contributor to motor 
neurone injury. However, these interventions have not been shown to have 
a significant effect on the murine disease,84,85 nor did deletion of inducible 
NOS, which is normally expressed within astrocytes and microglia.86 

EXCITOTOXICITY 

Glutamate is the major excitatory transmitter in the human CNS, and 
tremendous complexity has been uncovered in the molecular structure of 
the repertoire of receptors for this neurotransmitter system. Excitotoxicity 
is the term coined for neuronal injury induced by excessive stimulation of 
glutamate receptors, by mechanisms which include derangement of intra
cellular calcium homeostasis and excessive free radical production. Motor 
neurones are particularly susceptible to toxicity through activation of cell 
surface AMPA receptors.87 A body of evidence, which is still circumstan
tial, has implicated glutamatergic toxicity as a contributory factor to motor 
neurone injury (reviewed by Heath and Shaw88). The key findings are that 
the expression and function of the major glial glutamate reuptake trans
porter protein EAAT2 may be impaired in the CNS of MND patients and 
that CSF (and therefore CNS extracellular fluid) levels of glutamate appear 
to be abnormally raised at least in a proportion of MND patients.56,58,89,90 

The balance of evidence does not favour RNA mis-splicing as the cause of 
reduced EAAT2 expression as discussed above. 

Excitotoxicity has provided one of the few examples of a mechanis
tic link between mutant SOD1 mediated MND and the sporadic form of 
the disease. The presence of mutant SOD1 increases the sensitivity of motor 
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neurones to glutamate toxicity,27'91 causes alteration in AMPA receptor sub-
unit expression,92 and causes reduced expression of the major glutamate 
reuptake transporter EAAT2.24'93 

Whether as a primary or a propagating process, it appears that glu
tamate toxicity plays a contributory role to the injury of motor neurones 
in ALS/MND. This is supported by the finding that anti-glutamate treat
ment with riluzole has some effect, albeit modest, in prolonging survival 
in human ALS patients and in mutant SODl mouse models.94,95 

MITOCHONDRIAL DYSFUNCTION 

Important properties of mitochondria include the generation of intracellu
lar ATP, the buffering of intracellular calcium, the generation of intracellular 
free radicals, and involvement in the initiation of apoptotic cell death. Age 
related deterioration in mitochondrial function is considered a potentially 
important factor contributing to late onset neurodegenerative diseases. 

There is a body of evidence emerging from investigation of human 
material and cellular and animal models indicating that mitochondrial dys
function may contribute to motor neurone injury in ALS/MND, and this 
has been reviewed.96'97 The key evidence for mitochondrial dysfunction in 
human ALS/MND includes the following: 

• alteration in the morphology of mitochondria in hepatocytes, muscle, 
and motor neurones; 

• increased mitochondrial volume and calcium levels within motor axon 
terminals in muscle biopsies from sporadic ALS/MND cases98; 

• reduced complex IV activity in spinal motor neurones in sporadic ALS99; 

• high frequency of mitochondrial DNA mutations in motor cortex tissue 
in sporadic ALS100; 

• multiple mutations and decreased mitochondrial DNA in muscle and 
spinal cord in sporadic ALS101; 

• ALS-like phenotype in one patient with a deletion in the cytochrome 
oxidase c subunit/gene.55 

Further evidence for the role of mitochondrial dysfunction as a con
tributory factor to motor neurone injury has come from the examination of 
cellular models of SODl related ALS/MND. Expression of mutant (G93A) 
SODl in the NSC34 motor neurone cell line results in the development of 
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morphologically swollen mitochondria, impaired activity of complexes II 
and IV of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, impaired cellular bioener-
getic status, and alteration in the mitochondrial proteome.102,103 Takeuchi 
and colleagues showed that molecular targeting of mutant SODl to the 
mitochondria but not to the nucleus or endoplasmic reticulum leads to 
activation of the apoptosis cascade and cell death.104 

Mitochondrial dysfunction has also been studied in mutant SODl 
transgenic mice. At least in some strains (for example, G93A) mitochondrial 
vacuolation within motor neurones is an early feature of the pathology.20 

Whereas SODl was previously considered to be an exclusively cytosolic 
protein, it is now recognised also to reside in the intermembrane space of 
mitochondria.105 SODl has been shown to accumulate in vacuolated mito
chondria in mutant SODl mice.106 It has been shown that the activities 
of several complexes of the mitochondrial respiratory chain are reduced 
before disease onset and that these changes increase with age.107 Mattiazzi 
and colleagues reported the presence of oxidative damage to mitochondrial 
protein and lipids and decreased ATP synthesis at the onset of the murine 
disease.108 Several groups have shown translocation of cytochrome C, an 
initiator of apoptosis, from the mitochondrial to the cytosol during disease 
progression in the mouse.109,110 Partial deficiency of the mitochondrial form 
of SOD (MnSOD) exacerbates disease in transgenic SODl mice.111 Recently 
Lui et al. reported that mutant SODl is selectively and aberrantly recruited 
to the cytoplasmic face of mitochondria in spinal cord tissue from mutant 
SODl transgenic mice. Covalently damaged adducts of mutant SOD accu
mulated on the cytoplasmic face of mitochondria in the spinal cord.112 

This tissue specific recruitment raises the possibility that mitochondrial 
abnormalities may be involved in the initiation of motor neurone injury. 
Pasinelli et al. also recently showed that the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl2 may 
be entrapped within large protein aggregates of SODl in spinal cord tissue, 
which may result in reduction of the availability of this protein to regulate 
apoptosis.113 

Therapeutic effects of compounds which modulate mitochondrial 
function have begun to be investigated in SODl transgenic mouse mod
els. Creatine buffers energy levels within the cell, maintains ATP levels, and 
stabilises mitochondrial creatine kinase, which inhibits opening of the mito
chondrial permeability transition pore. Administration of creatine to G93A 
transgenic mice improved motor function and extended survival in a dose 
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dependent manner, as well as causing a reduction in biochemical indices of 
oxidative damage in the spinal cord.114 Minocycline, a tetracycline deriva
tive which inhibits microglial activation and blocks release of cytochrome c 
from mitochondria, also slows disease in mutant SOD1 mice.110 

CYTOSKELETAL ELEMENTS AND AXONAL 
TRANSPORT 

Neurofilament proteins form a major component of the cytoskeleton of 
neurones, and important functions include maintenance of cell shape and 
axonal calibre, as well as axonal transport. Neurofilaments are the most 
abundant structural proteins in large cells with long axons such as motor 
neurones. Neurofilament subunits are assembled in the motor neurone cell 
body, and transported down the axon by slow axonal transport, with pro
gressive phosphorylation during movement down the axon. 

Neurofilament proteins are potential subcellular targets for injury in 
ALS/MND and other forms of motor neurone degeneration. Accumula
tion and abnormal assembly of neurofilaments are common pathological 
hallmarks of ALS/MND. Ubiquitinated inclusions with compact or Lewy 
body-like morphology within surviving motor neurones in ALS/MND 
may show immunoreactivity for neurofilament epitopes. In some cases 
of SOD1 related ALS, large argryophilic hyaline conglomerate inclusions 
expressing both phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated neurofilament 
epitopes have been observed in the cell bodies and axons of motor 
neurones.4 The importance of neurofilaments in the normal functioning 
of motor neurones is demonstrated by the finding that approximately 1 % 
of sporadic ALS/MND cases have deletions of insertions in the KSP repeat 
region of the neurofilament heavy (NFH) gene.51'52 In addition, patholog
ical changes within motor neurones develop in mice overexpressing NF-
light or NF-heavy subunits, or in mice expressing mutations in the NF-light 
gene.115-117 Transgenic mice which carry mutations in SOD1 also show 
alterations in neurofilament organisation, with the development of neuro
filament spheroids, as well as reduced neurofilament protein and decreased 
transport rate in the ventral root axons.1 '8119 Genetic manipulations to alter 
the expression of neurofilament proteins have been shown to alter the dis
ease course in SOD1 transgenic mice. Increased expression of NF-heavy, 
which traps most neurofilaments within the cell body, robustly improves 
the disease course — by as much as six months in mutant SOD1 mice.120 
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The reasons for this somewhat counterintuitive effect are not understood, 
though it has been suggested that excess neurofilaments within the cell 
body may function as a buffer for some other deleterious process, for exam
ple offering phosphorylation sites for dysregulated intracellular kinases, or 
reducing the burden of axonal transport. 

Another intermediate filament protein, peripherin, may play a role 
in motor neurone degeneration. Genetically engineered mice which over-
express the major peripherin isoform (peripherin 58) develop late onset 
motor neurone degeneration accompanied by disruption of neurofilament 
assembly.121 Another isoform, peripherin 61, is toxic when expressed in 
primary motor neurones and this toxic isoform is detectable in the spinal 
cord of sporadic ALS/MND cases.122 However, manipulating the level of 
expression of peripherin in SOD1 transgenic mice does not appear to have 
any effect on the disease phenotype.123 

Motor neurones, which in the human nervous system may have axons 
up to one metre in length, are highly reliant on an efficient intracellu
lar transport system with anterograde and retrograde components. It is 
interesting that in SOD1 mutant mice, axonal transport is demonstrably 
impaired several months before clinical disease onset.124 The kinesin com
plex of proteins are important molecular motors for anterograde axonal 
transport on the microtubule system. Mutations of genes encoding several 
kinesin proteins have been shown to cause various types of motor neurone 
degeneration including hereditary spastic paraplegia (SPGIO) and type 2A 
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease,125,126 though they have not yet been asso
ciated with ALS/MND. The dynein-dynactin complex is the important 
motor for retrograde transport on the microtubule system, returning com
ponents (for example, multivesicular bodies and neurotrophic factors) back 
to the cell body. Mutations in dynein and the dynactin complex, which is an 
activator of cytoplasmic dynein, cause progressive motor neurone disease 
in mice.44,127 As discussed in the genetics section, a dominant point muta
tion is the PI 50 subunit of dynactin, which causes a lower motor neurone 
disorder with vocal cord paresis in human subjects.43 

PROTEIN AGGREGATION 

A recurring theme highlighted in research into neurodegenerative diseases 
has been the misfolding of mutant proteins with the formation of intracel
lular aggregates. There is continuing debate as to whether such aggregated 
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proteins play a key role in disease pathogenesis, whether they represent 
harmless bystanders, or whether they could be beneficial to the cell by 
sequestering potentially toxic abnormal proteins. In the SODl transgenic 
mouse model of familial ALS, the mutant SODl protein forms conspicu
ous cytoplasmic inclusions in motor neurones and sometimes in astrocytes, 
which develop before the onset of motor dysfunction. Several hypotheses 
have been put forward to explain how mutant SODl aggregates could 
produce cellular toxicity. First, there might be sequestration of other pro
teins required for normal motor neurone function. Several additional pro
teins have been found present in SODl aggregates including CCS (copper 
chaperone for SODl), ubiquitin neurofilaments, glial fibrillary acidic pro
tein, two neuronal glutamate transporters, BC12, and proteins involved 
in chaperone and proteosome functions.113,128 Second, by repeatedly mis-
folding, the SODl aggregates may reduce the availability of chaperone 
proteins required for the folding and function of other essential intracel
lular proteins.129 Third, the SODl mutant protein aggregates may reduce 
proteasome activity needed for normal protein turnover.130,131 Fourth, there 
could be inhibition of the function of specific organelles (for example, mito
chondria) by aggregation on or within these organelles. Overexpression of 
chaperone proteins can reduce mutant SODl aggregation and enhances 
the survival and function of motor neurones in culture.132 In addition, 
arimoclamol — a drug which enhances the expression of heat shock pro
teins — increases the life span of G93A SODl mice by 22%.133 Clearly pro
tein aggregates, which can be identified by ubiquitin immunostaining, are 
a feature of sporadic as well as familial SODl related ALS. SODl con
taining aggregates are not a characteristic feature of sporadic ALS, and 
determining the nature of the protein inclusions in sporadic ALS is a key 
research goal. 

INFLAMMATORY CASCADES AND THE ROLE 
OF NON-NEURONAL CELLS 

Recently there has been increasing interest in the possibility that non-
neuronal cells, including activated microglia and astrocytes, may con
tribute to the pathogenesis or propagation of the disease process in 
ALS/MND. Several studies in genetically engineered mouse models have 
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indicated that expression of mutant SODl in neurones alone is insufficient 
to cause motor neurone degeneration and that participation of non-
neuronal cells may be required.134'135 More recently Clement and col
leagues produced several sets of chimeric mice which have both normal 
and mutant SODl expressing cells.136 Motor neurones expressing mutant 
SODl could escape disease if surrounded by a sufficient number of nor
mal non-neuronal cells. Conversely normal motor neurones surrounded 
by mutant SODl containing non-neuronal cells developed signs of abnor
mality, with the development of ubiquitinated intraneuronal deposits. Thus 
mutant SODl may cause neurotoxicity indirectly by disturbing the function 
of non-neuronal cells, for example microglia. Microglia play a critical role as 
resident immunocompetent and phagocytic cells within the CNS. Activa
tion is associated with transformation to phagocytic cells capable of releas
ing potentially cytotoxic molecules including reactive oxygen species, nitric 
oxide, proteases, and proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-lB, 
tumour necrosis factor a (TNFa), and interleukin 6 (IL-6).137 Given this, 
there is little doubt that activated microglia can inflict significant damage 
on neurones, but their role is complex and they are capable of stimulating 
neuroprotective as well as neurotoxic effects. 

Proliferation of activated microglia is a prominent histological feature 
in the spinal ventral horn both in mutant SODl transgenic mice and in 
human ALS/MND.138'139 In the mice, microglial activation is present before 
the onset of significant motor neurone loss or motor weakness. Various 
inflammatory cytokines or enzymes are upregulated in the spinal cord or 
CSF of ALS/MND patients (IL-6, IL-1/3, cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX2), and 
prostaglandin E2 (PGE2)) or, in the spinal cord of mutant SODl mice 
(IL-1/3, TNFa, COX2, PGE2).14°-143 Microglia appear to mediate the toxi
city to neurones in culture of CSF from patients with ALS/MND by releas
ing factors that enhance glutamate toxicity.144 Minocycline, which inhibits 
microglial activation, ameliorates disease progression in mutant SODl 
mice.110-145 

There is a tendency in ALS/MND for the disease to start focally and 
to spread "like a bush fire" to contiguous groups of motor neurones.146 It 
would be very relevant to identify molecules that contribute to this propa
gation and those released from activated microglia would clearly be plau
sible candidates. 
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APOPTOSIS 

Apoptosis describes the controlled removal of cells by an energy dependent 
cell death programme. Key molecular players contributing to the control of 
apoptosis include: the caspase family of proteolytic enzymes which orches
trate cell destruction by destroying several intracellular targets including 
structural and regulatory proteins; the Bcl2 family of oncoproteins, where 
the balance and subcellular distribution between pro- and anti-apoptotic 
members is important in regulating cell survival or destruction; and the 
apoptosis inhibitor family of proteins which suppress apoptosis by pre
venting proteolytic activation of specific caspases. Three main pathways 
triggering caspase activation have been identified including: release of 
proapoptotic factors (for example cytochrome c) from mitochondria; acti
vation of cell surface ligand receptor systems of the tumour necrosis factor 
family including Fas-Fas ligand, with subsequent recruitment of cytosotic 
adaptor proteins; and stress to the endoplasmic reticulum with activation 
of caspase 12. 

The evidence that motor neurones may die in ALS/MND by a pro
grammed cell death pathway has been reviewed.147,148 Key evidence from 
investigation of human necropsy material includes the following: 

• evidence of structural morphology of degenerating motor neurones com
patible with the apoptosis as well as internucleosomal DNA fragmenta
tion detected by TUNEL staining149; 

• increased expression of specific apoptosis related molecules, for example 
Lev antigen and prostate apoptosis response-4 protein in spinal cord; 

• alteration in the balance of expression and subcellular compartmental 
localisation of pro- and anti-apoptotic members of the Bcl2 family in a 
direction favouring apoptosis149,150; 

• significant increases in the activities of caspases 1 and 3 in the spinal 
cord.149 

Study of cellular models of SOD1 related ALS/MND has indicated that 
motor neuronal cells expressing mutant SOD1 are more likely to die 
by apoptosis when oxidatively stressed.25 In addition, under unstressed 
basal culture conditions, these mutant SOD1 containing cells appear to 
be "primed" for apoptosis by expressing increased amounts compared 
with control cells of phosphatidyl serine on the cell surface and increased 
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cleavage/activation of the initiator caspase 9.151 In the mutant SODl mouse 
model, there is evidence of DNA laddering, increased expression and acti
vation of caspase 1 and caspase 3 in the spinal cord of symptomatic mice, 
and alterations in the balance of key members of the Bcl2 protein fam
ily in a direction favouring apoptosis.152,153 Cross breeding experiments 
between G93A SODl transgenic mice and mice genetically engineered to 
overexpress antiapopototic molecules results in amelioration of the murine 
disease. The administration of caspase inhibitors has a partial neuropro
tective effect in cellular models,151 and intraventricular administration of a 
broad spectrum caspase inhibitor to mutant SODl mice prolongs life span 
by approximately 20%.152 

CELL SPECIFIC FEATURES OF MOTOR 
NEURONES WHICH MAY PREDISPOSE 
TO NEURODEGENERATION 

One of the unsolved enigmas in neurodegenerative diseases in general, and 
in motor neurone degeneration in particular, is the selective vulnerability 
of certain neuronal groups to the neurodegenerative process. This vulner
ability is relative rather than absolute. SODl is a ubiquitously distributed 
antioxidant defence protein, yet when the protein is mutated, it is motor 
neurones that are most susceptible to injury. The cell specific features of 
motor neurones that may predispose to age related degeneration have 
been reviewed154,155 and are outlined in Table 4. Key features are likely 
to include the cell size of motor neurones, which has consequences for 
intracellular transport, energy metabolism, and neurofilament content. The 
neurones vulnerable to degeneration in ALS have a particular sensitivity to 
glutamatergic toxicity through AMPA receptor activation and differ from 
most other neuronal groups in expressing a high preponderance of calcium 
permeable AMPA receptors, which lack the GluR2 subunit.156 Motor neu
rones also have a relative lack of expression of calcium buffering proteins157 

and appear to have a high threshold for mounting a protective heat shock 
response.158 Recent studies suggest that the properties of mitochondria 
from the spinal cord may differ from those of mitochondria from other 
tissues.112,159 
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Table 4 Cell specific features of motor neurones predisposing to 
neurodegeneration. 
E 

1 • Cell size and axonal length 
2 • High metabolic rate 
3 • ? Specific features of motor neurone mitochondria 
4 • Cytoskeleton, neurofilament content and reliance on efficient 

intracellular transport system 
5 • Characteristic profile of cell surface glutamate receptors, with 

high relative expression of calcium permeable AMPA recep
tors, lacking the GluR2 subunit 

6 • High expression of glutamate transporters in the vicinity of 
vulnerable motor neurone groups 

7 • Low expression of specific calcium binding proteins 
8 • High expression of SOD1 protein 
9 • High threshold for mounting a heat shock response/ 

upregulation of chaperone proteins 

CONCLUSIONS 

The process of motor neurone degeneration in ALS/MND is complex and 
mutifactorial. Several genetic alterations can set the scene for motor neu
rone injury in familial ALS, but much remains to be learned about the 
genetic and environmental factors predisposing to the commoner sporadic 
form of the disease. Most has been learned about the mechanisms of motor 
neurone degeneration in the subtype of disease caused by SOD1 mutations, 
but even here there appears to be a complex interplay between multiple 
pathogenic processes including oxidative stress, protein aggregation, mito
chondrial dysfunction excitotoxicity, and impaired axonal transport. New 
evidence is emerging that non-neuronal cells in the vicinity of motor neu
rones may contribute to neuronal injury. Evidence has accumulated that 
the final demise of motor neurones is likely to occur by a programmed cell 
death pathway resembling apoptosis. 

To date only the antiglutamate agent riluzole has been shown repro-
ducibly to prolong the survival of patients with ALS/MND, and this is 
a modest effect. In the recent past, robust cellular and animal models 
of motor neurone degeneration have emerged which are being used to 
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evaluate new potential therapeutic strategies. New technologies includ
ing gene expression profiling using microarray platforms,160,161 analysis of 
the repertoire of cellular proteins using proteomic approaches,103,130 and 
the ability to subdissect motor neurones from complex tissues using laser 
capture microdissection162 are likely to lead to clarification of our knowl
edge of the cellular mechanisms of disease in ALS/MND over the next few 
years. Important priorities for future research include the search for other 
genes associated with familial MND and for genetic and environmental 
factors predisposing to the sporadic form of the disease. In addition, fur
ther probing for insights into the cell specific biochemistry and physiology 
of motor neurones and the cellular pathways deranged during motor neu
rone degeneration are likely to lead to the development of more effective 
neuroprotective treatments for patients. The space constraints of this arti
cle have not permitted a detailed discussion of potential therapies targeted 
to the outlined molecular mechanisms of motor neurone injury. This topic 
has recently been reviewed in relation both to experimental models and 
to human MND.16,163 Future treatment of ALS/MND is likely to involve 
a cocktail of neuroprotective compounds akin to chemotherapeutic com
binations for malignant disease, which interfere with several molecular 
pathways that lead to neuronal injury. 
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Neurodegenerative Disorders: 
Parkinson's Disease and 

Huntington's Disease 
S M Hague, S Klaffke and O Bandmann* 

Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease are both model diseases. 
Parkinson's disease is obviously only one of several akinetic-rigid syn
dromes (albeit by far the most common one) and Huntington's disease 
is only one of an ever growing number of trinucleotide repeat disorders. 
Molecular genetic studies and subsequent molecular biological studies 
have provided fascinating new insights into the pathogenesis of both dis
orders and there is now real hope for disease modifying treatment in the 
not too distant future for patients with Parkinson's disease or Huntington's 
disease. 

PARKINSON'S DISEASE 

Parkinson's disease is the second most common neurodegenerative disor
der after Alzheimer's disease. The age adjusted prevalence for Parkinson's 
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disease and other types of parkinsonism in the United Kingdom is 254/ 
100 000, but the prevalence rises with age from 0.143 % in the 50 to 59 year old 
population to 1.75% in the population aged 80 years or older.1 The patho
logical hallmarks are dopaminergic cell loss in the substantia nigra and the 
presence of Lewy bodies and Lewy neurites. Lewy bodies and dystrophic 
Lewy neurites are cytoplasmic accumulations of aggregated proteins. 

Research into the pathogenesis of this disorder in the 1980s and early 
1990s predominantly focused on oxidative stress and impaired function of 
the mitochondrial respiratory chain. Since the mid-1990s, scientific progress 
has been mainly the result of molecular genetic research and further stud
ies investigating the physiological role of the mutated genes/proteins, the 
functional consequences of the disease causing mutations, and a subse
quent investigation of the affected pathways in sporadic Parkinson's dis
ease (Table 1). 

Table 1 Familial forms of Parkinson's disease: genes, chromosomal loci, and 
mode of inheritance. 

Locus/gene 

PARK-1 /a-synuclein 

PARK-2/parkin 

PARK-3 
Formerly PARK-4/a-
synuclein triplication 

PARK-5//UCHL-1 
PARK-6/PINK-1 

PARK-7/DJ-1 

PARK-8/LRRK-2 
PARK-10/unknown 
PARK-11/unknown 
NA/synphilin-1 
NA/NR4A2 

Chromosomal 
location 

4q21-q23 

6q25.2-q27 

2pl3 
4q21-q23 

4pl4 
Ip35-p36 

lp36 

12pll.2-ql3.1 
lp32 
2q36-q37 
5q23.1-q23.3 
2q22-q23 

Inheritance 
pattern 

AD 

AR 

AD 
AD 

AD 
AR 

AR 

AD 

AD 
AD 

Clinical features 

Early onset, rapid 
progression, cognitive 
impairment 
Juvenile onset, slow 
progression, focal dystonia 
Late onset 
Early onset, rapid 
progression, postural 
tremor, late dementia 
Late onset 
Early onset, slow 
progression 
Early onset, slow 
progression 
Late onset 
Late onset 
Late onset 
Late onset 
Late onset 

AD, autosomal dominant; AR, autosomal recessive. 
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a-Synuclein (A-S) was the first identified Parkinson's disease gene 
(PARK1). To date, only three autosomal dominantly inherited point muta
tions (Ala53Thr, Ala30Pro, and Glu46Lys) have been described.2-4 The 
Ala53Thr mutation has been detected in several families of Mediterranean 
origin with autosomal dominantly inherited Parkinson's disease, but the 
Ala30Pro mutation has been discovered only in one small German family.2'3 

Within the families with either the Ala53Thr or the Ala30Pro mutation, the 
ratio of normal (wild type) to mutant A-S correlates with the disease sever
ity: the more severely patients are affected, the less mutant A-S is expressed 
(because PARK1 is autosomal dominantly inherited, both a normal and a 
mutant copy of the gene (allele) are present). Thus the ratio between nor
mal and mutant A-S (haploinsufficiency) may be important for disease 
progression and severity.5 The average age of onset in the famous Con-
tursi kindred (in which the Ala53Thr mutation was first identified) was 
45.6 years. Affected family members presented with typical parkinsonian 
features such as resting tremor, bradykinesia, and gait disturbance, but 
progressed more rapidly than typical Parkinson patients.6 Subsequently, 
additional features such as central hypoventilation, orthostatic hypoten
sion, prominent myoclonus, and urinary incontinence have been described 
in a different Ala53Thr family, indicating a wide range of phenotypes for 
Ala53Thr mutation carriers.7 Cognitive impairment is a frequent and early 
symptom in Ala30Pro mutation carriers, but the phenotype is otherwise 
similar to sporadic Parkinson's disease, with an age of onset ranging from 
54 to 76 years.8 The most recently discovered Glu46Lys mutation not only 
causes parkinsonism but also results in clinical and pathological features 
characteristic of Lewy body dementia.4 It has been suggested that single 
A-S polymorphisms or haplotypes formed by a combination of several A-S 
sequence variants may be a risk factor for isolated Parkinson's disease, 
but this has not been consistently confirmed by others.9-11 A-S, but not 
the closely related /3 and y synucleins, is consistently found in Lewy bod
ies, not only in those rare families with a genomic A-S mutation but in all 
cases of Lewy-body Parkinson's disease.12 A-S is also present in the glial 
cytoplasmic inclusion bodies typical for multiple system atrophy.13 

The physiological role of A-S is still largely unknown, but its localisa
tion at presynaptic terminals and some functional studies indicate a possi
ble role in synaptic plasticity and vesicular transport.12 A-S knockout mice 
have a defect in dopamine release and reuptake, supporting a role for A-S in 
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the regulation of dopamine transmission.14 How does A-S contribute to the 
cell death observed in Parkinson's disease and how does it fit in with pre
viously recognised pathogenic mechanisms such as oxidative stress? Wild 
type A-S expression confers an increased resistance to various apoptotic 
insults, whereas mutant A-S results in increased apoptotic response and 
enhanced susceptibility to oxidative stress.12 More importantly, different 
mechanisms lead to the aggregation of A-S with subsequent formation of 
protofibrils, fibrils, and eventually conversion to Lewy bodies.15 Wild type 
A-S is natively unfolded but forms fibrils at increasing concentrations, and 
its overexpression in marmosets results in dopaminergic cell loss as well 
as A-S positive cytoplasmic inclusions.12,16 Fibril formation is accelerated 
by the A53T mutation of A-S, but also by oxidative stress, heavy metals, 
pesticides, and l-methyl-4-pheny 1-1,2,3,6 tetrahydropyridine (MPTP).12'15 

Fascinatingly, A-S knockout mice show resistance to MPTP but increased 
susceptibility to a different neurotoxin, rotenone.17 Aggregation is also 
facilitated by nitration, indicating the relevance of post-translational mod
ification processes.18 Why does A-S cause selective neurodegeneration in 
Parkinson's disease? This may at least partly reflect the fact that A-S ren
ders endogenous levels of dopamine toxic in cultured human dopaminergic 
neurones, this toxicity being mediated by reactive oxygen species. In con
trast, A-S is not toxic in non-dopaminergic human cortical neurones, but 
rather shows neuroprotective activity.19 The recent discovery of A-S trip
lication as a further cause for Parkinson's disease indicates that not only 
mutated but also non-physiological amounts of A-S can lead to nigral cell 
death.20 

Parkin is the second Parkinson's disease gene (PARK2). Parkin muta
tions are typically detected in autosomal recessively inherited young onset 
parkinsonism with dystonia, sleep benefit, and the tendency to develop 
L-dopa induced dyskinesias,21 but some patients with Parkin mutations 
have a later age of onset (up to 65 years) and are clinically indistinguishable 
from patients with idiopathic Parkinson's disease.21,22 Disease progression 
is considerably slower in patients with parkin mutations than in idiopathic, 
Lewy body Parkinson's disease.23 Parkin localises to the Lewy bodies 
of Parkinson's disease in those patients who do not carry Parkin muta
tions. In contrast, Lewy bodies are absent in patients with homozygous 
Parkin mutations. Unusual presentations such as levodopa unresponsive 
parkinsonism combined with cerebellar and pyramidal tract dysfunction 
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have also been reported.24 Interestingly, heterozygote mutations can also 
be found in some patients with young onset parkinsonism, and some 
asymptomatic heterozygote mutation carriers also show significant stri
atal dopaminergic dysfunction on 18F-dopa positron emission tomogra
phy (PET).23 A polymorphism (—258 T/G) in the promoter region of the 
parkin gene may be associated with idiopathic Parkinson's disease, but this 
finding awaits confirmation by others.25 

A mutation in the gene encoding ubiquitin carboxy-terminal hydro
lase 1 (UCHLl) has been described in a single small German kindred with 
autosomal dominantly inherited Parkinson's disease (PARK5) and the S18Y 
polymorphism in the UCHLl gene may be associated with decreased risk 
for Parkinson's disease.26,27 

Both parkin and UCHLl are involved in the ubiquitin dependent 
degradation of intracellular misfolded, unassembled, or damaged pro
teins by the proteasome, a multicatalytic complex. Parkin is an E3 ligase 
responsible for the attachment of ubiquitin to substrates, whereas UCHL-1 
removes polyubiquitin chains once the substrate has been attached to the 
proteasome.28 Glycosylated A-S and the A-S interacting protein synphilin-1 
are among the recognised substrates of parkin (Fig. 1). Mutations in either 
the parkin gene or UCHLl lead to impaired protein degradation.29 Expres
sion of A53T mutant A-S also induces disruption of the ubiquitin depen
dent proteolytic system in cell culture models.30 Subsequent work showed 
reduced enzymatic activity and impaired structural integrity of the protea
some in the substantia nigra of patients with sporadic Parkinson's disease.31 

These findings suggest that failure of the ubiquitin-proteasome system to 
achieve adequate clearance of unwanted proteins may underlie vulnerabil
ity and degeneration of the substantia nigra, even in sporadic Parkinson's 
disease. The expression of proteasome subunits in the mesencephalon of 
rats declines with age. One could therefore speculate that the age dependent 
prevalence of Parkinson's disease reflects a lifetime accumulation of abnor
mal intracellular proteins (for example, from oxidative damage) and an 
increasingly incompetent ubiquitin-proteasomal complex. However, pro
teasome subunits are also selectively vulnerable to oxidative stress, and 
the structural and functional integrity of the proteasome depends on suffi
cient ATP production. Thus the observed impairment of the proteasome in 
Parkinson's disease may merely be secondary, because of oxidative stress 
and impaired complex I activity of the mitochondrial respiratory chain (see 
McNaught et a/.31 for more detailed discussion). 
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Fig. 1 The ubiquitin-proteasome system. Parkin, shown in green, consists of 
several of distinct domains, a ubiquitin-like domain (Ubl) and two RING fingers 
at the C-terminus, separated by an in between ring (IBR) domain. Parkin has been 
shown to bind to several substrates (shown in red), which are oriented with the 
PARKIN domains to which they bind. The RING-IBR-RING domain also binds 
various non-substrate interactors (yellow), namely the heat shock protein Hsp 70, 
theC-terminal HSP interacting protein CHIP, and hsellO. Additional non-substrate 
interactors bind to the C-terminus of Parkin, including, CASK/linlO, and a protein 
in the cap of the proteasome, RpnlO. The N terminus of Parkin is responsible for 
binding to the proteasome. RING2 recruits E2 enzymes (blue), which themselves 
carry ubiquitin. Several rounds of ubiquitin addition build a polyubiquitin chain on 
the substrate, which is subsequently degraded by the proteasome. Mutant and wild 
type a-synuclein (to a lesser degree) inhibit the proteasome. (Reproduced with kind 
permission of Mark Cookson and Sage Publications, Beverly Hills, California, USA). 
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Autosomal recessive mutations in the DJ-1 gene (PARK7) were origi
nally identified in two consanguineous families from genetically isolated 
communities in the Netherlands and Italy, but subsequently also in other 
populations.32 Behavioural and psychiatric disturbances at onset or early 
in the disease course, and focal dystonia including blepharospasm, were 
noticed in both families.33 DJ-1 mutations lead to reduced DJ-1 protein sta
bility, and the mutant protein is rapidly degraded through the ubiquitin-
proteasome system.34 Knockdown of DJ-1 in cell culture systems leads to 
increased susceptibility to oxidative stress and proteasome inhibition.35 

DJ-1 co-localises with tau inclusions, but Lewy bodies are DJ-1 nega
tive and necropsy reports on patients with a DJ-1 mutation are not yet 
available.36'37 

Autosomal recessively inherited mutations in the PTEN induced 
kinase 1 on chromosome lp36 (PARK6) were also initially discovered 
in Parkinson patients from consanguineous families, but subsequently 
reported in sporadic patients with early onset Parkinson's disease as 
well.38,39 PINKl is localised to the mitochondria. Wild type, but not mutant, 
PINKl protein protects against stress induced mitochondrial dysfunction 
and apoptosis.38 Neither DJ-1 nor PINKl polymorphisms (naturally occur
ring DNA sequence variants) confer increased susceptibility to sporadic 
Parkinson's disease.40,41 

Most recently, leucine-rich repeat kinase 2 (LRRK2) or dardarin was 
identified as the causative gene in families linked to the autosomal domi-
nantly inherited PARK8 locus on chromosome 12pll.2-ql3.1.42,43 The pre
dicted product of the LRRK2 gene is a large protein with 2527 amino 
acids; sequence comparison suggests that it may function as a protein 
kinase. Necropsy diagnoses of six mutation carriers included abnormal
ities consistent with Lewy body Parkinson's disease, diffuse Lewy body 
Parkinson's disease, nigral degeneration without distinctive histopathol-
ogy, progressive supranuclear palsy-like pathology, and clinical diagnoses 
of parkinsonism with dementia or amyotrophy, or both, with their associ
ated pathology, were also noted.43 Thus LRRK2 may not only play a role in 
the pathogenesis of Parkinson's disease as such, but also of other neurode
generative disorders. Subsequent studies have described the Gly2019Ser 
mutations in both familial and sporadic forms of Parkinson's disease in 
several distinct populations, with a frequency ranging from 1% to 6%.44-46 

More information about the penetrance and other clinically relevant 
aspects of this mutation are needed, but genetic testing for the Gly2019Ser 
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mutation may be the first diagnostic genetic test for Parkinson's disease to 
enter clinical practice. 

The NR4A2 (also known as NURR1) gene encodes a member of the 
nuclear receptor superfamily and is essential for the differentiation of 
nigral dopaminergic neurones. Heterozygote mutations in NR4A2 have 
been detected in 10 of 107 patients with autosomal dominantly inher
ited Parkinson's disease, but not in sporadic disease or controls. Age of 
onset and clinical features were not different from typical Parkinson's dis
ease. The mutations result in a marked decrease of NR4A2 mRNA levels 
and downregulate the transcription of the tyrosine hydroxylase gene.47 

Numerous subsequent studies failed to detect any sequence variants in 
other Parkinson patient cohorts, and there is now at least the suspicion 
that the observed sequence changes of NR4A2 in the original study may 
simply reflect a haplotype co-segregating with the disease in that particular 
population rather than a disease causing mutation as such. 

In addition to genetic factors, exposure to toxins is the only other 
universally recognised risk factor for Parkinson's disease. Systemic appli
cation of the herbicide paraquat has been shown to kill dopaminergic neu
rones in the substantia nigra in rodents.48 The pesticide rotenone, a specific 
inhibitor of mitochondrial complex I, is highly lipophilic, easily crosses 
biological membranes, and does not selectively accumulate in nigral neu
rones. Nevertheless, chronic systemic administration of rotenone has been 
reported to result in selective nigral degeneration.49 Others have, how
ever, described a multisystem degeneration in rats treated with rotenone, 
indicating non-selective neurotoxicity.50 Interestingly, non-toxic concen
trations of rotenone and the inflammogen lipopolysaccharide synergis-
tically induced cell death in a dopaminergic mesencephalic cell culture 
model.51 Microglial generation of reactive oxygen species appeared to 
be a key contributor to this synergistic neurotoxicity. Other microglia 
originated factors such as nitric oxide, tumour necrosis factor a, and 
interleukin 1/J may further contribute to the neurodegenerative process 
observed in Parkinson's disease.52 Inflammatory processes associated with 
an increased expression of cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX2), the rate limiting 
enzyme in prostaglandin E2 synthesis, and raised levels of prostaglandin E2 
have been implicated in the pathogenesis of several neurodegenerative dis
orders, and upregulation of COX2 has now also been observed in dopamin
ergic neurones of both Parkinson's disease and MPTP mice. Interestingly, 
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COX-2 inhibition does not protect against MPTP induced dopaminergic 
neurodegeneration by mitigating inflammation. Rather, COX2 inhibition 
prevents the formation of the oxidant species dopamine-quinone. COX-2 
inhibitors can penetrate the blood-brain barrier and it was thus initially 
hoped that these drugs might be of future therapeutic use in Parkinson's 
disease.53 The recently reported side effect profile of COX-2 inhibitors, how
ever, has obviously cast some doubt on this. 

The discovery of the different gene defects described above high
lighted the relevance of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway for neuronal 
cell death in Parkinson's disease. The function of this pathway can, how
ever, also be influenced by naturally or synthetic proteasome inhibitors. 
Treatment of rats with proteasome inhibitors closely mimics Parkinson's 
disease in rodents.54 The treated rats develop progressive parkinsonism 
with dykinesia, rigidity, and tremor. Necropsy analysis showed striatal 
dopamine depletion, dopaminergic cell death with inflammation, and 
apoptosis in the substantia nigra pars compacta. Lewy bodies were addi
tionally described in a subset of the remaining neurones. This model 
potentially offers a substantial improvement over the previously described 
model systems as it appears to resemble the cardinal features of Parkinson's 
disease more closely. 

Currently, only symptomatic treatment is available for Parkinson's dis
ease. The study of the underlying genetic and cellular defects in both famil
ial and sporadic disease provides an opportunity to identify novel targets 
and tools to ameliorate disease progression and possibly even provide a 
cure. Overexpression of molecular chaperones such as HSP40 or HSP70 
markedly reduces the formation of inclusion bodies.55 Administration of 
galdenamycin induces the expression of heat shock proteins and protects 
against A-S toxicity in Drosophila Parkinson's disease models.56 Thus the 
induction of such molecular chaperones may become an exciting new type 
of disease modifying treatment for Parkinson's disease. 

Too much A-S may not only lead to Parkinson's disease in those com
paratively rare families with duplication or triplication of the A-S gene, 
but also in those sporadic patients who produce too much A-S because 
of the presence of a particular sequence variant in the promoter region 
of A-S.57 A reduction of the A-S protein levels in the affected individuals 
may be a further promising therapeutic avenue. Indeed, a reduction in A-S 
protein levels has been achieved in a rodent model with overexpression of 
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virus delivered parkin.58 The common mutations of Gly2019 and Ile2020 in 
PARK8/LRRK2 may alter the kinase activity of this protein. The modifica
tion of kinase activity with specific inhibitors provides a very attractive and 
achievable treatment strategy, which could become useful in the treatment 
of both familial and sporadic disease. 

HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE 

Polyglutamine diseases such as Huntington's disease, Kennedy's disease, 
dentatorubro-pallidoluysian atrophy (DRPLA), and some of the autoso
mal dominantly inherited spinocerebellar ataxias result from an increased 
number of CAG nucleotide repeats that encode polyglutamine tracts within 
the corresponding gene products. The various proteins show no sequence 
homology outside the polyglutamine tract, span different lengths, have 
different cellular localisations and, where known, different functions.59 A 
relatively modest quantitative change of approx 10-20% in repeat length 
differentiates between normal (in Huntington's disease up to 35 repeats) 
and progressive neurodegeneration (in Huntington's disease 40 repeats 
or more). Subjects with 36-39 repeats have reduced penetrance for Hunt
ington's disease. Longer expansions correlate with earlier onset and more 
severe disease. Rare cases of Huntington patients homozygous for an 
expansion (pathological expansion on both alleles) develop a more severe 
phenotype, but the presence of two expanded alleles rather than one does 
not seem to influence the age of onset.60 

Proteins with elongated polyglutamine tract misfolds aggregate as 
antiparallel /? strands termed "polar zippers" and form intranuclear inclu
sions. These inclusions are typically but not exclusively found in those 
brain regions that are predominantly affected. They are not limited to 
those neurones that are most likely to degenerate and can also be found 
in non-neuronal tissue.61 Furthermore, nuclear and cytosolic aggregates of 
huntingtin, the protein product of the Huntington's disease gene IT15, can 
also be found in non-neuronal tissue. This indicates that these aggregates 
are neither specific nor sufficient for cell death. Very recent evidence actu
ally suggests that inclusion body formation reduces the levels of mutant 
huntingtin and the risk of neuronal cell death. Thus inclusion body forma
tion could be interpreted as a "coping response" of the cell to toxic mutant 
huntingtin.62 
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Oligomerisation of expanded polyglutamine is not only a critical step 
in the formation of these inclusions, but it also stimulates different impor
tant cell death mechanisms previously identified in Huntington's disease, 
such as apoptosis and disturbed energy metabolism. Proapoptotic enzymes 
such as caspase 1 or 8 are activated in Huntington's disease and required 
for polyglutamine toxicity in cell culture models. Caspases can be inhibited 
pharmacologically by minocycline, and an influence of minocycline treat
ment on disease progression in Huntington mice was initially reported but 
subsequently not confirmed by others.63,64 Lactate levels are raised and 
mitochondrial respiratory chain function is impaired in Huntington brain 
tissue, whereas creatine administration — which increases phosphocrea-
tine levels and normalises mitochondrial function — leads to increased 
survival and delays motor symptoms in Huntington mice.65 Inhibition of 
the oligomerisation of expanded huntingtin by Congo red prevents ATP 
depletion and caspase activation, preserves normal cellular protein syn
thesis and degradation functions in vitro, and promotes the clearance of 
expanded huntingtin in vivo.66 

Mutant huntingtin is more resistant to proteolysis, and aggregation of 
abnormal huntingtin is thus further promoted by insufficient breakdown 
of this protein by the proteasome pathway.67 Impaired function of the ubiq-
uitin proteasome system cannot only be observed in brain tissue, but also 
in skin fibroblasts of Huntington's disease patients.68 Altered proteaso-
mal function is also associated with disrupted mitochondrial membrane 
potential, released cytochrome c from mitochondria into the cytosol, and 
caspase activation.69 Normal function of the proteasome is closely linked 
to the machinery of molecular chaperones which mediate proper folding 
of other proteins and facilitate the transfer of misfolded proteins to the 
proteasome for degradation. Overexpression of chaperones such as Hsp 70 
and Hsp 40 suppresses the aggregation and toxicity of polyglutamine con
taining proteins. For example, overexpression of Hsp 70 in a mouse model 
of spinocerebellar ataxia 1 (SCA1) not only reduced pathological changes 
but also ameliorated the phenotype.67 

A further "toxic gain of function" of mutant huntingtin is its interac
tion with transcriptional factors such as Spl and its coactivator TAFII130 
which in turn bind to a whole variety of genes such as neurotransmit
ter receptors and intracellular signalling systems. Coexpression of Spl 
and TAFII130 in cultured striatal cells from wild type and Huntington 
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transgenic mice reverses the transcriptional inhibition of the dopamine 
D2 receptor gene caused by mutant huntingtin and protects neurones 
from huntingtin induced cellular toxicity.62 Huntingtin, as well as other 
polyglutamine containing proteins, can also interact directly with other 
transcription factors such as the CREB binding protein (CBP), rendering 
them inactive.61 CBP is one of several histone acetylases sequestered by 
polyglutamine inclusions. Histone acetylases are important gene expres
sion regulators, and acetylation leads to increased mRNA transcription. 
CBP regulates the nuclear responses to a variety of cell signalling cascades 
including the neuronal response to neurotrophins, and overexpression of 
CBP rescues cells from polyglutamine toxicity. The incorporation of CBP 
into nuclear inclusions and resulting inactivation might therefore lead to a 
reduced capacity of the cells to respond to trophic factors essential for their 

Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 

survival. The incorporation and subsequent inactivation of other histone 
acetylases in the Huntington inclusions will further disturb the compli
cated gene expression network vital for the normal function and survival 
on neuronal cells.71 Histone acetyla tion itself can not currently be promoted 
pharmacologically but inhibitors of the physiological antagonist histone 
deacetylase markedly reduce polyglutamine induced toxicity.72 

Loss of physiological function of huntingtin might also contribute to 
the pathogenesis of Huntington's disease, and increasing expression of 
wild type huntingtin in transgenic mice protects against the toxic effects of 
mutant huntingtin. Wild type huntingtin also shows antiapoptotic proper
ties, which may be because wild type but not mutant huntingtin interacts 
with the proapoptotic protein HIP1.72 Wild type huntingtin also increases 
vesicular transport of brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) along 
microtubules, but BDNF transport is impaired in the presence of mutant 
huntingtin or if the levels of wild type huntingtin are reduced. 
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Fig. 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

Molecular genetic studies of familial Parkinson's disease have identified 
misfolding of proteins and failure of the proteasome to degrade such 
proteins as being key events in the pathogenesis of Parkinson's disease. 
Significant challenges remain — namely, to extrapolate these findings 
to encompass the possible role of these identified genes and their gene 
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products in the more common sporadic forms of the disease, bu t increas

ing knowledge and under s t and ing of the identified genes and pa thways 

are already being used to develop novel strategies for the t reatment of 

this disease. As tound ing progress has also been m a d e in our unders t and

ing of the under ly ing mechanisms leading to cell dea th in Hunt ing ton ' s 

disease. A European-wide network, EURO-Hunt ington ' s disease, has n o w 

been established which will facilitate d r u g trials a iming to identify disease 

modifying compounds . 
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Molecular Pathogenesis of 
Neuroinflammation 

M Bradl* and R Hohlfeld 

The last few years have seen significant progress towards understanding 
the mechanisms of immune surveillance and inflammation in the nervous 
system. In this review, the milestones of scientific discovery in this field 
are discussed, and the strengths and limitations of the different ways of 
examining the molecular pathogenesis of neuroinflammation examined. 
The review is limited to the inflammatory reactions of the central ner
vous system that occur in multiple sclerosis and experimental autoimmune 
encephalomyelitis. 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF IMMUNE PRIVILEGE 

Today we are well aware that there is substantial communication between 
the immune system and the central nervous system (CNS), and that inter
actions between these two systems occur both in the healthy organism and 
in pathological situations.1 However, this was not always the case. 
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Some 20 to 30 years ago, the CNS and the immune system were 
considered strictly separate structures, and the CNS was viewed as the 
classical example of an "immunoprivileged site." This assumption was 
based on the prolonged survival of tissue grafts within the CNS,2 the pres
ence of the blood-brain barrier (an endothelial barrier between blood and 
brain which forms tight junctions and prevents an uncontrolled influx of 
molecules and cells into the CNS3), the lack of classical lymphatic drainage 
pathways,3 the lack of professional antigen presenting cells such as den
dritic cells,4 and the infrequent expression of MHC (major histocompati
bility complex) molecules needed to present CNS antigens to infiltrating 
T cells.4 

All these observations seemed to indicate that the immune system 
and the CNS are separate domains. However, over the years novel exper
imental evidence challenged this traditional viewpoint: the intact CNS 
parenchyma regularly contains small numbers of T cells,5,6 T cells may 
also enter the CNS in the course of CNS inflammation and degeneration,7,8 

and interstitial/cerebrospinal fluid and proteins drain from the brain 
to the blood and may affect immune responses in the draining lymph 
nodes.9 

It is now clear that the CNS is under constant immune surveillance, 
and that it interacts with cells of the immune system in both health and 
disease. 

EXPERIMENTAL AUTOIMMUNE 
ENCEPHALOMYELITIS —AN ANIMAL MODEL TO 
STUDY INTERACTIONS OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM 
WITH THE CNS 

Most of our current knowledge about neuroinflammation has been 
obtained from experimental autoimmune encephalitis (EAE), which for 
decades has served as the best animal model to study the aspects of CNS 
inflammation and demyelination seen in human patients with multiple 
sclerosis. It is quite bizarre that this invaluable animal model had its origin 
in a series of neuroparalytic accidents in humans receiving anti-rabies treat
ments with killed carbolised virus isolated from infected animal brains. The 
discovery that brain material contaminating the vaccine was responsible 
for paralysis10 paved the way for pioneering experiments in which CNS 
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inflammation and demyelination were induced in experimental animals 
by immunisation with brain material.11 The resulting disease model was 
termed EAE, and has been markedly refined over the years. At the start, 
crude spinal cord or brain extracts were used for immunisation12; later, 
purified CNS proteins were used, such as myelin basic protein (MBP),13 pro-
teolipid protein (PLP),14 myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG),15 

S100/J,16 and now often only small peptides (of about 20 amino acids in 
length) derived from CNS proteins.7 

A breakthrough came when it was observed that EAE can be trans
ferred between animals by lymph node cells,17 that pure CNS antigen spe
cific T cells can be cultured and activated in vitro,ls and that these cells 
were also able to initiate EAE upon transfer in naive recipient animals.18 In 
fact, T cell transferred EAE has considerable advantages over immunisa
tion induced EAE in that it starts earlier and shows less variation between 
animals.7 

Other refinements of the EAE model applied to the choice of ani
mals. As seen in human patients with multiple sclerosis, different strains of 
animal display different types of disease course, different symptoms, and 
different pathological changes within the CNS.7 The most recent develop
ments in the field are: 

• the use of genetically modified animals with defined changes in cells of 
the immune or central nervous systems; 

• the production and transfer of fluorescent CNS antigen specific T cells 
to trace their migration and cellular changes in the course of the 
disease; 

• microdissection and molecular analyses of single cells involved in the 
disease process; 

• spectratyping of disease relevant T cell receptors; 
• the search for antigens recognised by CNS infiltrating T cells in 

biopsy/necropsy material from patients suffering from inflammatory 
CNS disease; 

• the use of DNA microarrays to study simultaneously the interactions 
between many different genes in CNS inflammation; 

• the development of new treatments based on the unique property 
of activated CNS antigen specific T cells to cross the blood-brain 
barrier. 
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HOW MODERN TECHNIQUES CONTRIBUTED TO 
OUR UNDERSTANDING OF NEUROINFLAMMATION 
IN EAE AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 

Genetically Manipulated Animals 

Probably the most fruitful — and currently most popular — technology is 
the genetic manipulation of experimental animals so that factors or even 
entire cell populations are missing ("knock-out animals"), or so that pro
teins under investigation are produced in a temporally or spatially con
trollable way (conditionally "transgenic" animals). Such strategies have 
furthered our understanding of the different phases of autoimmune CNS 
inflammation. 

The initiation of inflammatory lesions in the CNS 

It is well established that CNS antigen specific T cells are normal compo
nents of the immune system of every healthy organism.19,20 However, spon
taneous CNS inflammation provoked by these cells is exceedingly rare. 
Why? To answer this question, transgenic mice were constructed which 
carry receptors for myelin basic protein — a major component of the myelin 
sheath in the CNS — on essentially all their T cells. Furthermore, the (rear
ranged) genes for these particular T cell receptors had been isolated from 
T cells that were found to be highly pathogenic in EAE experiments.21 The 
first surprising observation was that the animals did not get sick as long 
as they were kept under specific pathogen-free (SPF) conditions. However, 
they did develop spontaneous autoimmune CNS inflammation when they 
were exposed to the ubiquitous pathogens of the environment. These exper
iments clearly showed that it is the activation and not the mere presence 
of CNS antigen specific T cells in the immune system that provokes the 
induction of neuroinflammation. As these animals had not been immu
nised with the CNS antigen recognised by the transgenic T cell receptor, 
T cell activation must have resulted from the contact with bacterial or viral 
proteins. Four recent observations suggest that this observation is not just 
intrinsic to the animal model of EAE, but may also be highly significant 
for human patients with multiple sclerosis. First, and perhaps trivially, 
the onset of disease or exacerbations of its course in human patients with 
multiple sclerosis or other disorders with an autoimmune component is 
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sometimes associated with infections.22 Second, some human MBP spe
cific T cell clones can be activated by peptides derived from herpes sim
plex virus, Epstein-Barr virus, or influenza virus, which are presented by 
the same MHC molecule.22 Third, even different MHC molecules loaded 
with different peptides may show such a high degree of structural equiva
lence that they are recognised by the same T cell receptor of a patient with 
multiple sclerosis (for example DRB1 * 1501 loaded with an MBP peptide 
and DRB5 * 0101 loaded with an Epstein-Barr virus peptide).23 Finally, a 
"humanised mouse model" of multiple sclerosis has been developed using 
multiply transgenic mice.24 These mice express three human components 
involved in T cell recognition of the multiple sclerosis related autoantigen 
MBP: HLA-DR2, an MHC class II antigen associated with multiple scle
rosis in north Europeans; a T cell receptor from a T cell clone specific for 
the MBP peptide 84-102 derived from a multiple sclerosis patient; and the 
human coreceptor CD4. When backcrossed to Rag2 deficient mice, these 
transgenic humanised mice spontaneously develop inflammatory disease 
of the CNS.24 

The EAE experiments described above clearly show that CNS antigen 
specific T cells which had been activated somewhere in the body — whether 
by direct antigen contact in the course of immunisation or by the antigen 
independent action of certain bacterial or viral proteins — are able to cross 
the intact blood-brain barrier and enter the CNS parenchyma. It is assumed 
that these cells find "their" specific antigen upon entry into the CNS, are 
further activated, and then interact with local glial cells, leading to a locally 
confined release of chemokines and cytokines. These proteins activate the 
blood-brain barrier and attract further cells from the immune system. A 
second wave of immune cell infiltration into the CNS follows, which seems 
to be independent of the antigen recognition or the activation status of the 
recruited cells. Inflammatory lesions develop.1 

Progression of CNS inflammation and the resulting tissue damage 

Like multiple sclerosis, EAE can take different clinical courses. In some ani
mal strain or antigen combinations the course is monophasic; in others it is 
fulminant/lethal, relapsing/remitting, or chronically progressive. In ani
mals with relapsing/remitting or chronically progressive types of EAE, 
and in human patients with isolated monosymptomatic demyelinating 
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syndrome (IMDS), the proliferative response of T cells to the "priming" 
myelin protein often declines with time, while T cells with specificities for 
other parts of the same myelin protein or even for other myelin proteins 
increase in numbers. This effect is called "epitope spreading" and has been 
held responsible for the progression of chronic CNS inflammation in ani
mals with EAE and for the progression of IMDS to clinically definite mul
tiple sclerosis.25 Moreover, the phenomenon of epitope spreading could 
present an obstacle to experimental "T cell vaccination treatments" aiming 
at the selective elimination of certain CNS antigen specific T cell clones 
from the immune repertoire of patients with multiple sclerosis.26 How
ever, a more recent study suggests that the possible relation between epi
tope spreading and disease progression may be more complicated.27 To test 
whether progressive courses of EAE can also occur in the absence of epitope 
spreading, transgenic mice were created which carried T cells with only one 
defined CNS antigen specificity — which effectively excluded T cell reac
tivity to other CNS proteins. Despite a monospecific T cell response, these 
mice developed progressive and relapsing/remitting disease courses. This 
indicates that under certain conditions disease initiating T cells may also 
drive the subsequent progressive phase.27 

CNS inflammation is commonly associated with some degree of tissue 
damage — that is, loss of myelin sheaths or loss of axons. This is observed 
in animal models of EAE and is a central theme in human patients with 
multiple sclerosis. Again, EAE models were instrumental in elucidating 
the different cellular and molecular pathways resulting in demyelination. 
One pathway was discovered in knock-out mice which had been rendered 
deficient in B cells by genetic disruption of the membrane bound anti
body n chain. When these animals were immunised with a myelin protein 
to induce EAE, they developed both inflammatory lesions and primary 
demyelination.28 These data indicated that in mice, antibodies and B cells 
are not necessary for myelin loss, or that T cells and their products are 
sufficient for demyelination. What are these T cells products? 

It is well established that not only macrophages but also T cells can pro
duce tumour necrosis factor a (TNFa), and that activated T cells may also 
secrete y interferon (IFNy). Both these cytokines are found in inflamma
tory lesions of EAE animals. To learn more about the role of these cytokines 
in myelin loss, transgenic mice were created which overexpressed either 
TNFa29 or IFNy30 in their CNS. Both types of transgenic animal developed 
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demyelination in the absence of immunisation, which clearly showed that 
the presence of these cytokines in the CNS of mice is sufficient to trigger 
myelin loss.29,30 

Another pathway leading to demyelination in the course of CNS 
inflammation was identified in rats. In these animals, T cells themselves are 
not capable of causing noticeable damage to myelin sheaths. Instead, loss of 
myelin is only observed when activated CNS antigen specific T cells open 
the blood-brain barrier and antibodies specifically recognising epitopes of 
proteins on the surface of myelin sheaths gain access to the inflammatory 
lesions.31 

Yet another pathway to demyelination could be initiated by primary 
changes in the myelin sheaths themselves, as seen in transgenic mice and 
rats overexpressing PLP in their myelin forming oligodendrocytes.32-34 

When the PLP overdose exceeded a certain threshold, myelin sheaths were 
not produced at all owing to early oligodendrocyte death. Below the thresh
old, myelin sheaths were formed but were unstable. The resulting subclin
ical myelin degeneration paved the way for spontaneous demyelination in 
transgenic mice,32,33 and for an increase in demyelination in EAE induced 
by T cells and antibodies directed against myelin proteins in transgenic rats 
(Bradl M, unpublished data). In summary, demyelination in the course of 
CNS inflammation may be caused by T cells and T cell products, by anti
bodies, and by an instability of myelin sheaths. 

As mentioned above, multiple sclerosis and EAE are not only char
acterised by loss of myelin sheaths, but also by damage to axons. Tran
sections of axons, axonal swellings, and spheroid formations in the CNS 
had already been described at the turn of last century, but were neglected 
for many decades and only recently attracted renewed attention.35 These 
pathological changes are held responsible for the permanent clinical deficits 
in multiple sclerosis.36 They can be caused by cytotoxic T cells37 or by the 
action of inflammatory mediators such as nitric oxide.38 

The resolution of inflammatory lesions within the CNS 

Genetically modified animals are also essential for studying the termi
nation of CNS inflammation — that is, the resolution of inflammatory 
lesions. Studies in conventional EAE models revealed unusually large num
bers of apoptotic T cells in the late phases of CNS inflammation and it 
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was concluded from these observations that inflammatory CNS lesions 
may resolve through the induction of apoptosis in T cells.39,40 However, it 
remained unclear whether the induction of programmed cell death only 
affects autoantigen specific and hence disease initiating T cells, or whether 
it also affects recruited T cells non-specifically, and whether it occurs at 
some sites rather more often than at others. To address these questions, 
EAE was induced by injections of CNS antigen specific transgenic T cells 
into wild-type (non-transgenic) recipients. The transgenic T cells carried 
a nuclear marker and could therefore be easily identified in histological 
specimen of inflamed CNS tissue. It was found that apoptotic T cells are 
preferentially located within the CNS parenchyma, and almost never in 
the meninges or perivascular spaces. Moreover, all T cells are cleared from 
the CNS parenchyma, no matter whether they were disease initiating or 
non-specifically recruited, or whether they had previously been activated 
or were resting.41 

Fluorescent T Cells 

Based on the experiments described above it became firmly established 
that CNS antigen specific T cells have to be maximally activated before 
their transfer into naive recipients in order to induce EAE. Nevertheless, 
there was a need to explain the curious time window of about 72 hours 
between T cell transfer and clinical disease, and consequently to address the 
following questions. What happens to the disease inducing T cells during 
that time? Where do they reside? Is there a way of tracing and characterising 
such cells, and of discriminating them from lymphocytes with other antigen 
specificities which will never participate in the disease process? 

In brief, there is indeed an elegant way to follow the fate of autoreactive 
T cells in vivo. This relies on the introduction of the gene for a green fluores
cent protein (GFP) into CNS antigen specific T cells which can be achieved 
by retroviral gene transfer (Fig. 1) and which leads to highly fluorescent 
T cells with a stable, self replenishing, and selectable marker.42 When such 
cells were injected into recipient animals to cause EAE, they could be reiso-
lated for further studies at any time between disease induction (that is, T cell 
transfer) and CNS inflammation. These analyses provided very interesting 
information: it turns out that in the preclinical phase of EAE, freshly injected 
CNS antigen specific T cells migrate first to the perithymic lymph nodes 
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Fig. 1 Fluorescent T cells.41-43 Viruses are genetically modified so that disease 
inducing viral genes are replaced by the gene encoding the green fluorescent protein 
derived from the jellyfish.43 These viruses are then used to infect T cells and to 
introduce the GFP gene. In some cells the gene is expressed, the fluorescent protein 
produced, and the T cells turn green. Green fluorescent CNS antigen specific T cells 
can be selected, activated, and transferred to naive recipient animals. At different 
time points after T cell transfer, they can be isolated from the CNS, spleen, or lymph 
nodes for further analyses. 

and then to the spleen, where they acquire a new "migra tory" phenotype, 

characterised by downregula t ion of activation markers , upregulat ion of 

chemokine receptors, and an increase in M H C class II molecules on the cell 

surface. These T cells then change pheno type a second t ime w h e n they enter 
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the CNS. Here they are reactivated on encountering their specific antigen, 
which is presented by activated antigen presenting cells of the CNS.44 

MICRODISSECTION AND MOLECULAR ANALYSES 
OF SINGLE CELLS INVOLVED IN THE 
DISEASE PROCESS 

As mentioned above, T cells injected to induce EAE can easily be reiso-
lated from the CNS or from lymphoid organs of the recipient animals. 
Their phenotype can be determined and their encephalitogenic potential 
can even be tested by further transfer into naive recipients. In humans 
the situation is quite different, for obvious reasons. Here, information 
must be gathered from the few T cells found in inflammatory lesions in 
necropsy or biopsy material, which demands more refined techniques such 
as microdissection and molecular analysis of individual T cells. The feasi
bility of this approach was recently demonstrated by Babbe and cowork
ers, when they analysed multiple sclerosis plaques.45 They first stained 
frozen tissue sections for the presence of CD4 or CD8 positive T lym
phocytes, and then mobilised and isolated single T cells from the sur
rounding tissue with the help of a micromanipulator. Afterwards, they 
analysed the T cell receptors of these cells by polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR). This approach revealed interesting differences between CD8+ and 
CD4+ T cells. CD8+ T cells were the dominant T cell population in multi
ple sclerosis lesions but represented the descendents of only a few differ
ent T cell clones. In contrast, CD4+ T cells were much less numerous but 
much more heterogeneous, representing progeny of many different T cell 
clones.45 

The dominance of T cell clones in inflammatory lesions could have at 
least two different causes. It could reflect a preferential infiltration of certain 
clones into the affected area, or a random recruitment of clones which are 
overrepresented in the peripheral immune repertoire. One way to address 
this problem involves the isolation, cellular cloning, and characterisation 
of T cells in vitro, and the molecular cloning and characterisation of their 
receptors by sequencing analyses, which would be a rather laborious task. 
Instead, it is significantly more efficient to use a different technique that 
is especially suited to screening T cell receptor repertoires. This is called 
"CDR3 spectratyping." 
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CDR3 Spectratyping 

This technique is based on the fact that individual T cells and their clonal 
descendants carry unique T cell receptors with which they recognise "their" 
specific antigen. The high degree of diversity of T cell receptors is caused by 
a random combination of gene segments and by inaccuracy in the joining 
process of these segments. This leads to the arbitrary addition or deletion 
of nucleotides and to the formation within each T cell receptor gene of 
areas which are hypervariable both in their length and in their molec
ular sequence. One of these regions of the T cell receptor is called the 
complementary determining (CDR)-3 region. For each T cell receptor gene 
segment, amplification of this region by PCR yields a spectrum of PCR 
products of differing lengths (the "spectratype"), which reveals the expan
sion of T cell clones in the peripheral blood,46 or the persistence of CNS 
antigen specific T cells in blood47 and cerebrospinal fluid of patients as 
strong signals ("peaks"). 

NOVEL TECHNIQUES AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION 
TO CLINICAL NEUROLOGY — A FUTURE 
PERSPECTIVE 

The Search for the Autoantigen of CNS Inflammation 

As mentioned above, in the animal model of EAE, activated T cells with 
specificity for neural antigens were shown to initiate CNS inflammation 
and autoimmune disease. However, the antigen specificity of CNS infil
trating T cells in multiple sclerosis lesions remains largely unknown. What 
do these T cells recognise? 

If the (auto)antigens are unknown, the unique (clonotypic) T cell recep
tor of the presumably autoaggressive T cells might provide a clue. A poten
tially promising approach combines the cloning of T cell receptors found 
on individual cells within inflammatory lesions, and the expression of 
the cloned receptors in cells which contain the complete machinery for 
signalling through T cell receptors, but do not themselves express full 
receptors. If such cells are grafted with a cloned receptor derived from 
an autoaggressive T cell, they will secrete cytokines, and possibly even 
proliferate upon recognition of an antigen for which the T cell receptor is 
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specific. The feasibility of this approach was recently demonstrated with 
autoreactive T cells derived from polymyositis lesions.48 Once the anti
gen is known, antigen specific T cells can be tracked with soluble MHC-
peptide tetramers. These synthetic structures behave in a similar way to 
the natural MHC-peptide complexes presented on the surface of antigen 
presenting cells: They are recognised by T cells carrying the corresponding 
specific T cell receptors, and bind only to these specific cells. Principally, 
tetramers can be constructed using MHC class I49 or class II50 molecules 
and peptides, thus allowing the tracking of CD8+ and CD4+ T cells. This 
approach works in FACS (fluorescent antibody cell sorting) analyses of 
peripheral blood cells, where it was used to visualise antigen specific T cells, 
for example in Epstein-Barr virus infected49 or HIV infected patients,51 

or in cancer patients.52,53 Unfortunately, it does not yet work reliably on 
histological sections. However, as there are ongoing efforts in many dif
ferent laboratories to optimise the MHC-peptide tetramer techniques (see 
for example54,55), it is probably just a matter of time until this problem 
is solved. 

The Search for Therapeutic Target Structures with 
DNA Microarrays 

As stated earlier, inflammation of the CNS is a very complex process, 
requiring the spatial and temporal regulation of T cell activation, coor
dinated interaction between T lymphocytes and other components of the 
immune system, and intercellular interactions between T cells and local 
glial cells within the CNS parenchyma. Hence it is not surprising that 
there is also a complex interaction between many different genes and 
gene products of individual cell populations. To study these interactions 
and to identify novel molecules involved in the different phases of neu-
roinflammation, DNA microarrays (also called DNA chips) are increas
ingly used. They consist of hundreds or thousands of DNA sequences 
representing defined genes, which are attached to a glass surface and 
can be hybridised to the complete RNA (or cDNA) from cells of inter
est (Fig. 2). The RNA (or cDNA) probes bind to matching gene spots on 
the DNA microarray and identify all expressed genes of a given sam
ple. To date, microarrays have been used to investigate multiple sclerosis 
or EAE tissue samples57-59 to characterise molecules involved in specific 
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Fig. 2 DNA microarrays.56 Messenger RNA is isolated from T cells found within 
the CNS or the spleen and is converted to fluorescence labelled, and hence coloured, 
cDNA. The cDNA of CNS derived T cells is labelled green, the cDNA of spleen 
derived T cells red. The two different sets of cDNA are mixed and hybridised to 
the microarray. A microarray (also called DNA chip) contains spots of thousands 
of DNA sequences which all represent different genes and which can be simultane
ously tested with the labelled cDNA. If the cDNA finds corresponding sequences 
on the microarray, it will bind to it. Unbound cDNA is washed off. The microarray is 
analysed with laser light (red and green). The resulting images are analysed. Green 
spots represent genes that are expressed in CNS derived T cells only; red spots 
represent genes that are only expressed in spleen resident T cells; yellow spots rep
resent genes that are expressed in both sets of T cells, and the absence of coloured 
spots indicates that a particular gene is not expressed at all. 

biological processes (such as cellular activation, intercellular signalling, 

cell adhesion, t ransmigrat ion, or cell-cell interactions), wi th the aim of 

ultimately identifying new targets for therapeut ic intervention of CNS 

inflammation. 
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T Cells as Therapeutic Agents 

All the scenarios described above clearly show that T cells and their prod
ucts may provoke damage or even loss of myelin sheaths and axons. Other 
observations, however, indicate that the role of inflammatory cells, espe
cially T cells, might be considerably more complex. For example, T cells 
were found to produce neuroprotective molecules such as neurotrophin-3 
(NT-3)60 or brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF).61 Neurotrophins and 
neuroprotective factors promote neuronal survival and may also mediate 
anti-inflammatory effects.62 In addition, depending on the subset studied 
T cells may also produce cytokines such as interleukin-4 or interleukin-10, 
which can also suppress autoimmune responses.63 

These examples clearly show that T cells may also have beneficial func
tions in CNS inflammation.1 Under natural conditions this "beneficial" 
side of inflammation might be too weak to outweigh the harmful and toxic 
effects. In certain experimental systems, however, the neuroprotective and 
anti-inflammatory effects of inflammation can be strengthened so that they 
become clinically apparent. An especially appealing approach is based on 
the following reasoning. If activated T cells can cross the endothelial blood-
brain barrier whereas other factors are efficiently excluded from the CNS,3 

and if these cells accumulate at sites of neuronal degeneration8 and can 
easily be manipulated to express foreign genes while maintaining all other 
cellular functions,42,44,64,65 then why not use them as vehicles to transport 
therapeutic agents across the blood-brain barrier?66 The feasibility of such 
an approach was demonstrated in animal models of EAE and experimen
tal autoimmune neuritis (EAN). The gene for nerve growth factor (NGF) 
was retrovirally transduced into neural antigen specific T cells. When these 
T cells were transferred to experimental animals, an attenuation of the dis
ease process was observed in the animal models of both EAE65 and EAN.64 

These promising results encourage further efforts to refine and optimise 
this technique and to create better tools for the treatment of inflammatory 
CNS disease. Furthermore, it appears that some of the existing treatments67 

might — at least in part — even rely on the beneficial role of inflammation. 
For example, it is known that Copaxone (glatiramer acetate (GA)), which 
is approved for the treatment of multiple sclerosis,67 induces a Thl to Th2 
cytokine shift in GA reactive T cells,68 possibly because of its action on 
dendritic cells.69 These findings indicate that activated GA-reactive T cells 
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migrate into the CNS and p roduce i m m u n o m o d u l a t o r y cytokines6 8 or even 

BDNF7 0 locally. 

CONCLUSION 

As w e have discussed in this brief review, our unde r s t and ing of the molecu

lar pathogenesis of neuroinf lammation is growing steadily. Several recent 

s tudies have revealed unexpected insights — for example, by provid ing 

hints of a potentially protective role of inflammation. N e w techniques are 

provid ing increasingly powerful research tools. Progress in different areas 

of basic research will he lp further to improve the t reatment of pat ients wi th 

neuroimmunologica l diseases. 
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Neurovirology 

Peter Ge Kennedy* 

INTRODUCTION 

Neurovirology has emerged over the last 30 years as a major discipline 
which embraces a range of subject areas including virology, neurosciences 
and clinical neurology, molecular biology and immunology.1 As Richard T 
Johnson, one of the pioneers in this field, has explained, the term Neurovi
rology is a broad one, and is used to cover the studies of the pathogenesis 
of viral infections of the nervous system, both in humans and experimental 
animal models, in vitro studies of the effects of viruses on defined neural cell 
types, the use of viruses as tools in neuroanatomical and developmental 
studies, and the use of genetically engineered viruses as vectors to deliver 
therapeutic genes into the human central nervous system (CNS).1 It also 
includes the diagnosis and epidemiology of viral infections of the CNS, as 
well as the developmental of specific anti-viral agents to treat disease. The 
use of acyclovir for the effective treatment of herpes simplex encephalitis 
is a very good example of the latter.2 Thus it is a discipline which has much 
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relevance to both human disease and many aspects of neuroscience. Clin
ical and basic neurovirological studies sometimes reveal complementary 
information. 

Historically much of Neurovirology research has focused on Herpes 
Simplex Virus 1 and 2 (especially Herpes Simplex encephalitis [HSE] and 
herpesvirus latency), Varicella-Zoster Virus, Human Immunodeficiency 
Virus (both basic and clinical aspects), HTLV-1, JC Virus the cause of 
Progressive Multifocal Leukoencephalopathy [PML] in humans), Measles 
Virus, Poliovirus, Rabies Virus, Borna Disease virus, and animal models 
of demyelinating disease such as Theiler's virus, Semliki Forest Virus, 
Corona viruses, and visna-maedi virus.3 More recently there has been much 
interest in "emerging" viral infections of the nervous system such as Nipah 
virus and West Nile virus.4,5 Research has also f ocussed on the host immune 
response to CNS virus infection, and work on virus-associated apoptosis, 
cytokines and chemokines is also flourishing.3,6 The disease and financial 
burden of Neurovirological disease worldwide is considerable. For exam
ple, nervous system involvement in HIV infection is very common with 
10% of AIDS patients presenting with neurological features and over 80% 
being neurologically affected at autopsy.7 With the introduction of highly 
active retroviral therapy (HAART) clinicians have also had to deal with 
the challenge of a changing neurological disease profile of HIV infection. 
There are also a number of common viruses which affect the CNS such as 
influenza whose neuropathogenesis is not well understood. In addition, 
increasing immunosuppression with more effective anti-bacterial therapy 
has increased interest in better treatment of neurovirological disease, while 
more widespread international air travel have also raised the profile of 
viral infections of the nervous system arising in African and Asia such as 
Japanese Encephalitis.8 Thus both host and viral factors may be contribut
ing to the changing pattern of neurovirological disease. 

Fortunately these changes in disease patterns have been accompanied 
by increasingly sophisticated investigative tools including the molecular 
analysis of both the virus and the host response to viral infection. In this 
brief overview of the field the approach will be to define briefly most of 
the major neurovirological techniques, both "classical" and more recent 
(Table 1), and then to indicate how these have been used to gain knowl
edge pertaining to pathogenesis, clinical investigation and in some cases 
treatment of viral infections of the CNS. The coverage is not exhaustive, but 
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Table 1 Summary of techniques described in this article. 

Classical Modern 

Tissue culture of the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
nervous system 
Virus isolation Molecular hybridisation methods 

including in situ hybridisation 
Serological studies Gene microarrays 
Viral antigen detection Molecular analysis of viral isolates 

Use of viral mutants in neuropathogenesis 
studies 
Viral vectors for gene therapy in the CNS. 

emphasis will be given to the newer approaches such as advanced molecu
lar hybridisation techniques, gene microarrays and viral vectors to deliver 
therapeutic genes to the CNS. 

SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

Classical Techniques 

For many years what I refer to as "classical" techniques have been used in 
Neurovirology, which will be mentioned here briefly. 

(i) Tissue culture of the nervous system. Cultures of dissociated or 
explanted CNS or PNS tissues containing identifiable neural cells pro
vide a useful in vitro tool for investigating the virus-neural cell interac
tion where the environmental conditions can be precisely controlled. 
While such a system can never mimic the complexities of the in vivo 

situation, such studies have provided a wealth of useful information. 
For example, the differential susceptibility of human glial cells and 
neurons to HSV-1 infection has been defined in this way,9'10 infection 
of dissociated neural cells by HIV has been investigated,11 in vitro mod
els of HSV latency have been devised,12 and the effects of either toxic 
viral products or drugs on neural cells can be assessed. 

(ii) Virus isolation. Isolation of viruses from human tissues and body fluids 
is a classical method of establishing the viral aetiology of a neurological 
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condition. Viruses can be isolated through their production of a char
acteristic cytopathic effect on susceptible indicator cells, or the virus 
can be identified using electron microscopy. The latter was used, for 
example, to demonstrate the papovavirus virus cause of PML,13 and 
such methods have also been used to demonstrate HSV in brain biop
sies of patients with HSE.3'14 More recently molecular analysis of viral 
isolates has been important but this will be discussed below. Potential 
problems with interpretation of virus isolation results include the pos
sibility that they may represent an irrelevant and/or co-existing virus 
infection, the presence of asymptomatic virus secretion by the patient, 
accidental viral contamination, or the presence of a viral reactivation 
rather than a primary infection.15 Numerous different viruses have 
been isolated over the course of many years from the tissues of patients 
with Multiple Sclerosis (MS).16 However, while there may well be a 
viral aetiology of MS, these reports have generally been viewed with 
considerable scepticism and there is, in the author's opinion, no hard 
evidence to date for there being a direct viral cause of MS.17 It is quite 
possible, however, that this question may be clarified in the future by 
the use of recently developed molecular technology, and the current 
interest in the possible role of HHV-6 in MS18 is certainly intriguing 
and worthy of further detailed study. 

(iii) Serological analyses. A significantly rising viral antibody titre in paired 
serum or CSF samples provides convincing evidence of a recent virus 
infection as being the cause of a neurological illness, and has also 
been a useful tool in epidemiological studies. While the Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (PCR) (see below) has to a large extent superseded 
serology for CNS viral diagnosis, nevertheless the latter is still widely 
employed. Potential problems with interpretation of antibody mea
surements include non-specific polyclonal activation of virus result
ing from a generalised immune response to infection, persisting viral 
antibody levels from a previous infection, inadequate test sensitivity 
and specificity, and the practical problems of obtaining the specimens 
and making important decisions in an acutely ill patient many days 
before the antibody results are available.15 

(iv) Viral antigen detection. Identification of viral antigens in tissues and 
body fluids of patients provides strong evidence of the involvement 
of a virus in an illness, although some of the caveats mentioned in 
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(ii) and (iii) above also pertain here, especially the potential prob
lems of viral contamination and a co-existing and aetiologically irrel
evant viral infection. The techniques used include enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assays (ELISA), Western blotting for viral proteins, 
immunofluorescence and immunocytochemistry.15 Some of these tech
niques have been used, for example, for the diagnosis of HIV and HSV 
infections, and also in viral pathogenetic studies.15'19,20 Particularly 
useful is double-label immunofluorescence or immunocytochemistry 
whereby two viral antigens can be co-localised within the same tissue 
region or cell or where a viral antigen can be visualised within an anti
genic marker-identified neural cell type eg an HSV antigen within a 
human astrocyte during natural or experimental viral infection.9 Evi
dence of viral protein expression is critical in assessing the nature of 
the infection such as a latent (with no or restricted protein expression) 
versus a productive infection.21 Also, a knowledge of which viral pro
teins are expressed during infection may allow the development of 
non-live or subunit vaccines directed against those proteins in order 
to generate anti-viral immunity. 

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

PCR has revolutionised both CNS viral diagnosis and pathogenetic stud
ies (see article by Morrison in ref-22 for detailed description). PCR uses 
oligonucleotide primers, an ingenious thermal cycling method and a spe
cific thermostable DNA polymerase to provide rapid and massive ampli
fication of target nucleic acid (DNA or cDNA) PCR can identify a single 
viral genome in a tissue specimen containing many thousands of cells, 
and the specificity and sensitivity can be even further increased by vari
ous modifications.22 A significant problem, however, with PCR is potential 
contamination during the procedure, and there are also a number of techni
cal problems related to choice of the most appropriate primer sequences.22 

A further advantage is that reverse-transcription (RT)-PCR can be used to 
detect viral RNA which can also be quantitated as in the case of measur
ing viral load in patients with HIV infection.23 A recently developed and 
extremely sensitive technique known as real-time PCR uses a special Taq-
Man PCR system to quantitate viral DNA or RNA in terms of viral copies.24 

High-throughput real-time RT-PCR is also proving of value in diagnostic 
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studies where a range of viruses can be looked for in patient samples. PCR 
is also used in other molecular techniques relevant to Neurovirology such 
as DNA sequencing and cloning of genomic DNA.22 

PCR has proved to be of great value in the rapid and specific diagnosis 
of CNS viral infections such as HSV-1, Cytomegalovirus (CMV), VZV and 
enteroviruses, and is now the viral diagnostic method of choice in such 
diseases. The utility of CSF PCR in the diagnosis of HSE has been partic
ularly well studied with a specificity in experienced laboratories of over 
95%.19,25 False negative results are most likely to occur if the CSF sample is 
obtained within the first 2 4 ^ 8 hours or after 10-14 days from the onset of 
the illness, but the sensitivity of the test is otherwise about 95%.25,26 PCR 
has also been a frequently used tool for examining patients' tissue sam
ples for the possible presence of viruses.3,20 While such an approach can 
reveal potentially valuable information about a possible viral component 
to pathogenesis, care must be taken to avoid contamination, and caution is 
also required in the interpretation of either negative or positive results. 

Molecular Hybridisation Studies 

Several techniques which are used in conventional molecular biology have 
also been of great value in Neurovirological studies, and these will be briefly 
summarised here. 

(i) Southern and Northern blots. These techniques detect DNA and RNA 
respectively. In both cases target nucleic acids are prepared from 
the relevant tissues under test, then immobilised on a hybridisa
tion membrane e.g. a nylon filter, and the nucleic acid fragments 
hybridised with a radiolabelled molecular probe, with the result visu
alised autoradiographically.20,27 Quantitation of nucleic acids is pos
sible with the use of careful controls; however, but Northern blots 
require relatively large quantities of RNA and both techniques are 
more research than clinical tools. 

(ii) In situ hybridisation (ISH). This is one of the most useful techniques 
currently used in viral pathogenesis studies. Nucleic acid probes, 
either radiolabelled e.g. with35S, or chemically labelled e.g. with digox-
igenin, are pre-treated and hybridised in situ with sections of rel
evant tissues and/or cell cultures fixed onto glass slides.27'28 After 
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rigorous washing, the hybridised tissues or cells are processed autora-
diographically so that the presence, cellular distribution and location 
of viral DNA or RNA (depending on the particular ISH methodol
ogy) within the specimen can be determined. ISH is more sensitive 
than Southern and Northern blotting, being able to detect a few copies 
(typically 10 or less) of the viral genome per cell.27 However, the tech
nique is labour-intensive, difficult, and very prone to sampling error 
and artefacts so that both care and experience are necessary when 
interpreting the results. ISH has been used extensively in attempts 
to identify particular viral nucleic acid sequences e.g. for VZV and 
measles viruses,28,29 within nervous tissues from both normal indi
viduals and patients with neurological conditions. It has also been 
particularly useful in studies of VZV latency in both humans30,31 and 
animals.32 

(iii) PCR in situ amplification. This is a recently developed technique which 
combines the exquisite sensitivity of PCR with the cell localising ability 
of ISH. The technique uses a specially modified PCR machine which 
carries out thermocycling on glass slides. Due to increased sensitivity, 
tissues which are negative for the DNA of a particular virus using 
conventional ISH may test positive when analysed by PCR in situ as 
has recently been demonstrated in the case of latent VZV in human 
trigeminal ganglia.28 Although the technique is far more sensitive than 
ISH alone, a major drawback with PCR in situ is that it is very prone to 
artefacts so that great caution must be taken to include rigorous control 
procedures. RT-PCR in situ amplification to detect RNA in specific 
tissue areas has also been described. In our experience both of these 
techniques are capricious and difficult, but when rigorously controlled 
may reveal very useful information. 

(iv) Combined ISH and immunocytochemistry. This is another useful but 
technically difficult technique in which tissues or cells under test are 
first labelled immunocytochemically with specific antibodies against 
eg viral proteins or cellular constituents, and are then processed for 
ISH as described above.33 Using this technique it is possible to co-
localise viral nucleic acids and proteins in the same cell, and also to 
identify nucleic acids in marker-identified neural cell types. Both types 
of information can contribute to our understanding of the possible 
ways in which the virus produces neurological damage. 
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Gene Microarrays 

The advent of gene microarrays for analysing thousands of different genes 
simultaneously represents one of the most exciting and promising advances 
in basic and applied molecular biology in recent years. The detailed tech
nology and potential applications of microarrays will be covered in another 
article in this series, and has been the subject of extensive recent reviews 
(see for example Refs. 34 and 35), so only a brief outline of this will be 
given here, concentrating on its application to Neurovirology. Whereas 
the molecular hybridisation techniques described above are designed to 
use a single probe to detect one target gene at a time, the microarray 
system contains thousands of different test genes, consisting of virus or 
host-specific nucleic acid sequences, contained on a single and very small 
silica or glass slide.34,35 The two main types of microarrays are (i) oligonu
cleotide arrays consisting of thousands of viral or other oligonucleotides 
corresponding to specific open reading frames (ORF's), representing dif
ferent genes, which are printed onto a solid e.g. silica, slide, and (ii) DNA 
microarrays in which DNA in the form of cDNA, PCR products, or oligonu
cleotides, are spotted onto either glass slides or nylon membranes.34,35 Dur
ing this procedure, RNA is extracted from the tissue or other test sample, 
labelled with a fluorescent dye, and then exposed to the microarrays to 
allow hybridisation with the various target spots. The method includes a 
sophisticated computer-assisted analysis of the intensity of each array spot 
after hybridisation so that a quantitative read-out is obtained. Significant 
fold increases in array spot intensity are then computed allowing an anal
ysis of the expression of thousands of different genes simultaneously. The 
potential applications of this methodology are numerous and array tech
nology is rapidly becoming more sophisticated in its efficiency and scope.35 

In Neurovirology, there are several important applications of microarrays. 
Since the entire genome of a virus can be represented by hundreds or thou
sands of probe spots on a microarray, it is possible to study the function 
of multiple genes during various types of viral infection. For example, in 
the case of HSV-1, the expression of all the viral genes can be studied dur
ing different stages of an acute lytic infection of neural or other susceptible 
cells allowing a detailed transcriptional analysis leading to advances in our 
understanding of viral gene function. During a latent viral infection due 
to e.g. HSV-1 or VZV it should be possible to determine the full extent of 
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viral gene expression using microarrays. Until the present time this had 
only been possible using conventional molecular hybridisation techniques 
to detect single viral genes at a time.28,30 Knowledge of which viral genes 
are expressed during a latent infection should facilitate the development of 
anti-viral strategies against specific viral target genes and their products.36 

Microarrays can also be used to study multiple host cell functions during 
lytic and latent viral infections. The expression of many thousands of dif
ferent host genes subserving a myriad of functions e.g. genes encoding cell 
replication and degradation, various neural functions, signal transduction, 
stress responses, and immune responses, can be studied simultaneously on 
the same specimen using microarrays. For example it has recently been pos
sible to use arrays to analyse in great detail host cell gene transcription dur
ing acute VZV infection of human T cells and fibroblasts using a 40 000-spot 
human cDNA microarray system.37 Similar experiments should be possible 
in lytic infection of neural cells and latent viral infections. Microarrays also 
have great promise in the diagnosis of infectious diseases including those 
caused in the CNS by viruses. A number of pathogen arrays have already 
been constructed including those for bacteria and viruses.35 Using virus 
pathogen "chips" it should be possible to screen patients' sera and CSF for 
many different viruses simultaneously and quickly. At present array tech
nology is extremely expensive, but over time it is to be hoped that the cost-
effectiveness of this technology will increase and the basic costs decrease. 
Many advances in our understanding of the host and viral responses dur
ing viral infection of the CNS can be expected over the next decade (see also 
later). In addition, rapid advances in "proteomics", including the develop
ment of protein microarrays, are likely to greatly clarify many host-virus 
interactions and will also provide valuable information on a variety of 
protein-protein interactions35 which will help us to understand in more 
detail how viruses affect neural cells. In a wider sense this technology 
should allow the detection of genetic and environmental factors which 
influence human susceptibility to viral infections of the nervous system. 
Further, in the future, microarray-based PCR analysis of samples obtained 
from, for example, encephalitis of unknown origin, may prove a previously 
unsuspected, or confirm a suspected, virus link to that condition-a form 
of "virus discovery" that can be applied to many different neurological 
conditions. 
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Molecular Analysis of Viral Isolates 

The molecular analysis of viral isolates from patient's tissues has for many 
years been a useful tool in both viral diagnosis and pathogenesis. A seminal 
example was provided by the Whitley and colleagues38 who used restric
tion enzyme analysis to characterise paired HSV-1 isolates from oral-labial 
and brain sites in patients with HSE. By comparing the molecular profiles 
of isolates from the two sites they were able to conclude that HSE can 
result from a primary HSV-1 infection, a reinfection with a second HSV-1 
or a reactivation of latent HSV-1. Another remarkable study in this area 
was reported by Evans et ah who sequenced the genomes of daily faecal 
poliovirus isolates from infants who had received oral Sabin type 3 vaccine 
virus.39 As the vaccine strain passed through the infant's gut it was found 
to be rapidly mutated to a neurovirulent strain which was attributed to a 
single nucleotide change of uridine to cytidine in the 5' non-coding region 
of the genome which presumably altered the secondary structure of the 
virus.39 Thus a very small change in the viral genome had a profound 
effect on the neurovirulence of the virus.20 This type of approach has also 
been used to study the "molecular epidemiology" of virus infections. A very 
recent and elegant example of this was provided by the study by Quinlivan 
et al.A0 in which restriction enzyme analysis (using the Bgll site of gene 54) 
of VZV isolates was carried out in patients from the UK, North and South 
America, Africa, Asia and the Far East. Significant differences were found 
in the positivity for this particular site in the various patient populations, 
with, for example, <22% of VZV strains from UK and American patients 
being positive compared with a positivity rate of 98.6% for patients in the 
other areas. Thus this analysis proved that there is strong evidence for geo
graphical segregation of different VZV strains. Clearly this might account 
for differences in the clinical presentations of varicella and herpes zoster 
in different parts of the world. Restriction enzyme analysis has also been 
used to characterise viral isolates in the trigeminal and autonomic ganglia 
in individuals latently infected with HSV-1,41 allowing conclusions to be 
made regarding viral neuropathogenesis. 

Use of Viral Mutants in Pathogenesis Studies 

The use of specially constructed or naturally occurring viral mutants 

has been a highly productive method of studying viral determinants of 
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neuropathogenesis. Such mutants have included temperature-sensitive 
mutants which replicate at 31 °C but not 38.5°C, deletion mutants with 
larger changes in their genomic structure, and viral antigenic variants pro
duced by exposure to monoclonal antibodies of varying specificities.20,27 

A few examples will be given briefly here to indicate their utility. In all 
cases a general principle is that a specific molecularly characterised viral 
mutation is correlated with a loss or alteration of a neurological disease 
phenotype such as neurovirulence or latency, thereby allowing the attri
bution of the particular impaired or absent function to the deleted gene 
sequence.20 It should then be possible to reinsert the missing viral gene to 
restore the specific biological function to prove a cause- and effect relation
ship. Such mutants have been very useful in studying HSV-1 latency. For 
example, HSV-1 mutants which have had the LAT (latency-associated tran
scripts) gene deleted show an altered phenotype in which the virus takes 
longer than usual to reactivate from latency in experimental mouse ganglia, 
this indicating the importance of the LAT gene in viral reactivation from 
latency.42 In human latency, Brown et al.i3 used a number of temperature-
sensitive HSV mutants to "superinfect" explanted human ganglionic tis
sues in order to detect latent HSV genetic information in the ganglia. This 
was due to interactions between the input superinfecting virus and the 
genome of the latent virus within the ganglia. Deletion mutants of cer
tain strains of polioviruses have been used to show that the 5' non-coding 
region of the viral genome is important in producing poliovirus neurovir
ulence in experimental monkeys.27'44 Monoclonal antibody-derived viral 
variants of rabies virus have been used to show that the presence of a pos
itively charged amino acid (arginine or lysine) in position 333 of the rabies 
virus glycoprotein is necessary for viral neurovirulence in mice.27,45 It is 
remarkable how such small alterations in the viral genome can result in 
such a disrupted neurological phenotype. Fields et al. carried out exten
sive studies in the nervous system using reassortant mutants containing 
segmented gene regions from reovirus types 1 and 3.46 The generation of 
these mutants with reassorted genomes allowed the correlation of defined 
genomic regions with particular neuropathogenic effects. For example, the 
reovirus SI gene, which encodes the viral cell attachment protein known 
as sigma-1, is the key determinant of whether the virus spreads via neu
ral or haematogenous pathways, and whether the virus infects neurons or 
ependymal cells in mouse brain.46'47 A general principle which has emerged 
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from this type of study, and others, is that the basis of viral neurotropism is 
the interaction of viral attachment proteins to specific cell surface receptors 
on the target neural cell.27 

Viral Vectors for Gene Therapy in the CNS 

This is one of the most important and rapidly developing areas in Neurovi-
rolgy and some general principles and examples will be given (see Ref. 48 
for a detailed discussion). The enormous advances in molecular genetics 
and biochemistry, virology and our understanding of the molecular basis of 
neurological diseases that have occurred over the last two decades underly 
the current interest and feasibility of gene therapy. Viral vectors represent 
one of the most prevalent methods of delivering exogenous genes into the 
nervous system because of the ability of certain viruses to spread along neu
ral pathways to infect particular regions of the CNS. The general principle 
is to disable the virus using targeted gene deletions so that the virus retains 
its "useful" functions such as the ability to spread along neurons and attach 
to and enter target neural tissues, but is sufficiently "disabled" by the gene 
deletion to lose its ability to replicate in those cells, elicit an immunological 
response, and to produce disease. The viral vector, as it is called, is able 
to cross the cell membrane of the target cell to which the delivered foreign 
gene is inserted, something which enzymes by themselves cannot typically 
do. The foreign gene must then be transiently or stably expressed, with both 
transcription and translation of the genome occurring producing RNA and 
protein respectively. In this way the hope is that a therapeutic effect can 
be produced. There are various potential strategies for gene therapy which 
are summarised in Table 2, and some are probably more feasible than oth
ers. It is important to mention that some forms of what is termed "gene 
therapy" consist of direct cell killing of a tumour by a disabled virus which 
only grows in rapidly dividing tumour cells (see later). In some cases a 
viral vector can be used to insert a drug susceptibility gene into a tumour 
which is then killed when the drug is administered systemically. A good 
example of this is the insertion of the HSV-1 thymidine kinase gene into 
a tumour which is then destroyed after treatment with the anti-HSV drug 
acyclovir.48 While numerous studies of viral vector-mediated gene therapy 
have been performed in experimental animals, there is now an increasing 
number of clinical trials of such treatment in patients. 
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There are many technical aspects of gene therapy which are becom
ing increasingly sophisticated and will not be discussed here. However, it 
should be emphasised that these problems are formidable, and it is still not 
known just how successful this new form of treatment is ultimately going 
to be, or how many neurological diseases will prove to be amenable to gene 
therapy. If one were to design the ideal viral vector for gene therapy then it 
would possess all the properties listed in Table 3. Two of the most problem
atic issues appear to be maintaining longterm expression of the delivered 
gene and controlling the level of expression of the gene in the target tis
sues. The main viruses which have been used to date for such therapy 
include HSV-1, adenovirus, adeno-associated virus and retroviruses, the 
relative merits of which have been described in detail elsewhere.48 HSV-1 
has the particular advantages of having a very large genome which can be 

Table 2 Strategies for gene therapy in the CNS using viral vectors. 

(1) Replace missing or defective gene 
(2) Replace or enhance local growth factors or enzyme production 
(3) Virus-directed enzyme pro-drug therapy 
(4) Direct cell killing of CNS tumours 
(5) Delivery of anti-sense sequences to particular genes 
(6) Use of inserted DNA to increase cellular antigen expression, to 

boost immune response. 

Reprinted by permission of Oxford University Press from Ref. 48. 

Table 3 Ideal properties of viral vectors for gene therapy. 

(1) Enough capacity of virus to package foreign gene 
(2) Vector must be effectively delivered to target cells 

(i) Appropriate route of delivery 
(ii) No vector-induced damage along route or at target 
(iii) Vectors must remain intact during delivery 
(iv) Vector must target appropriate neural cells 

(3) No viral replication and/or reactivation at target tissue site 
(4) Foreign gene must be stably expressed in target tissue 
(5) Must have ability to control level of expression of the gene products 
(6) Vector should not elicit immune responses in the host 
(7) Appropriate in vitro and in vivo models should be available prior 

to human therapy. 

Reprinted by permission of Oxford University Press from Ref. 48. 
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easily "engineered" to remove relevant "harmful" regions, and the abil
ity to spread along neural pathways and then produce a non-pathogenic 
latent infection in neurons.21,48'49 Viral vectors need to contain molecular 
elements which drive transcription of the exogenous gene, and in practice 
the vectors contain both viral and cellular promoters, the former controlling 
transcription of the inserted gene and the latter, in principle, controlling its 
cell-type specificity,48,49 although in practice these promoters do not neces
sarily function in this way as well as might be predicted. 

There are several human neurological diseases which could poten
tially benefit from the gene therapy approach using viral vectors, includ
ing Parkinson's disease, malignant brain tumours, motor neuron disease, 
inherited conditions due to single gene defects, demyelinating diseases, 
cerebrovascular disease and acute CNS trauma.48 However, in my view, 
the two conditions for which gene therapy is most likely to be success
ful are Parkinson's disease and malignant gliomas. In the former case, for 
example, the gene coding for tyrosine hydroxylase can be delivered to the 
affected basal ganglion region with a resultant increase in brain dopamine 
levels to produce clinical improvement.48,50,51 Regarding brain tumours, 
clinical trials are now well under way to investigate the safety and efficacy 
of direct tumour killing by mutant HSV-1. In Glasgow, for instance, the 
HSV 1716 mutant, which is cell state- and cell type-specific, replicating in 
rapidly dividing tumour cells, but not normal cells,52 has been used in clin
ical trials in patients with grade IV glioma since 1997.53 The treatment was 
found to be safe, and 3 patients continue to survive for 3-4 years which is 
very promising, although further ongoing studies will be required to deter
mine the future role of this treatment in such patients. It has already been 
established that HSV 1716 replicates in high-grade glioma without causing 
toxicity in both HSV-seropositive and seronegative patients,53,54 and this 
approach may very well lead to important adjunct therapy. 

Potential Applications of these Technologies over the 
Next 10 years 

In Table 4, I have listed my best guess of the most likely applications of 

these various techniques in Neurovirology in both clinical and neuropatho-

genetic aspects. As can be seen these are somewhat interconnected and 

certainly not mutually exclusive. 
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Table 4 Possible major applications of techniques in Neurovirology 
over the next 10 years. 

1. Greatly improved viral diagnostic advances, especially from high 
throughput gene microarrays. 

2. Effective gene therapy for some neurological conditions using 
viral vectors. 

3. Effective use of gene microarrays and proteomics to identify and 
utilise expressed viral genes as targets for anti-viral therapy. 

4. Greatly increased understanding of neuropathogenesis of viral 
infections of the nervous system. 

5. Greatly increased understanding of the alterations in host gene 
function in some neurovirological diseases. 

6. Increased understanding of the molecular evolution of viruses 
affecting the CNS. 

7. Major advances in virus discovery in nervous system diseases 
currently of unknown aetiology. 

8. Discovery of host genetic susceptibility to virus infection by array 
analysis. 

Glossary 

Neuropathogenesis The mechanism(s) by which a virus is able to cause 

disease in the nervous system. 
PCR Polymerase Chain Reaction. An extremely sensitive 

molecular technique for amplifying small amounts 
of specific DNA. 

RT-PCR Reverse-transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction. 
A type of PCR which amplifies RNA rather then 
DNA. 

ISH In situ hybridisation. A sensitive molecular 
technique which can detect small amounts of DNA 
or RNA in a localised region of tissue. 

PCR-In situ A technique in which DNA is amplified by PCR 
amplification within a localised region of tissue, giving greater 

sensitivity than ISH alone. 
Gene microarray A method of detecting thousands of viral or host 

genes simultaneously on a chip or slide, of great 
use in analysing gene expression. 
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Viral mutant A virus which has had a part of its genetic structure 
altered leading to a detectable phenotype. 

Neurotropism The ability of a virus to bind to a particular neural 
cell type. 

Neurovirulence The ability of the virus to produce actual 

neurological disease 
Gene Therapy The delivery of an exogenous gene to an organ 

resulting in expression of the introduced gene 
leading to a therapeutic effect. 

Viral Vector A virus which has been genetically modified so that 

it can deliver an exogenous therapeutic gene to a 
target organ without producing deleterious effects. 

Useful website 

www.isnv.org; Official website of the International Society for Neurovirol-
ogy, with details of current activities and the Journal of NeuroVirology. 
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Molecular Neurology of 
Prion Disease 

John Collinge* 

INTRODUCTION TO PRIONS AND HISTORICAL 
PERSPECTIVE 

The prion diseases, or transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, are neu
rodegenerative conditions that affect both humans and animals. The pro-
totypic disease is scrapie, a naturally occurring disease of sheep and goats, 
present in many countries worldwide and recognised in Europe for over 200 
years. Other animal prion diseases, recognised over the last few decades, 
include transmissible mink encephalopathy and chronic wasting disease 
of mule deer and elk — principally in the United States — and, since 
the 1980's, bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) — first described in 
the UK and now recognised in most European Union countries, Japan, 
Canada and the United States. The more recently described feline spongi
form encephalopathy of domestic cats and spongiform encephalopathies 
of a number of species of zoo animals1 are now also recognised as prion 
diseases. 

*MRC Prion Unit and National Prion Clinic, Institute of Neurology and National 
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, Queen Square, London WC1N 3BG. 
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The human prion diseases have been traditionally classified into 
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), Gerstmann-Straussler-Scheinker disease 
(GSS) and kuru. Although these are rare disorders, affecting about 1-2 
people per million world-wide per annum, remarkable attention has been 
focused on them in recent years. This is because of the unique biology of the 
transmissible agent or prion, and also because of fears that the epizootic 
of BSE could pose a threat to public health through dietary exposure to 
infected tissues. 

Scrapie was demonstrated to be transmissible by inoculation between 
sheep (and goats) following remarkably prolonged incubation periods in 
1936. It was assumed that some type of virus must be the causative agent 
and Sigurdsson coined the term "slow virus infection" in 1954. There was 
considerable interest in the 1950's in an epidemic of a neurodegenerative 
disease, kuru, characterised principally by a progressive cerebellar ataxia, 
amongst the Fore linguistic group of the Eastern Highlands of Papua New 
Guinea. Subsequent field work suggested that kuru was transmitted dur
ing cannibalistic feasts. In 1959 Hadlow drew attention to the similarities 
between kuru and scrapie at the neuropathological, clinical and epidemi
ological levels leading to the suggestion that these diseases may also be 
transmissible.2 A landmark in the field was the transmission, by intrac
erebral inoculation with brain homogenates into chimpanzees, of kuru 
and then CJD by Gajdusek and colleagues in 1966 and 1968, respectively.3 

Transmission of GSS followed in 1981. This work led to the concept of the 
"transmissible dementias". The term "Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD)" 
was introduced by Spielmeyer in 1922 drawing from the case reports of 
Creutzfeldt (1920) and Jakob (1921) and was used in subsequent years to 
describe a range of neurodegenerative conditions, many of which would 
not meet modern diagnostic criteria for CJD. Interestingly, Jakob suspected 
that the condition may be transmissible and experimentally inoculated 
rabbits in an attempt to demonstrate this in the 1920's. This was unsuc
cessful and we now know that rabbits are unusually resistant to prion 
infection. 

The criterion of transmissibility allowed diagnostic criteria for CJD to 
be assessed and refined. All the animal and human conditions share com
mon histopathological features. The classical diagnostic triad of spongi
form vacuolation (affecting any part of the cerebral grey matter), neuronal 
loss and astrocytic proliferation may be accompanied by amyloid plaques. 
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The nature of the transmissible agent has been a subject of intense and 
heated debate for many years. The initial assumption that it must be viral 
was challenged, however, both by the failure to directly demonstrate a virus 
(or an immunological response) and because the transmissible agent was 
resistant to treatments which inactivate nucleic acids (such as ultraviolet 
radiation or treatment with nucleases). These remarkable findings led to 
suggestions in 1966 by Tikvar Alper and others that the transmissible agent 
may be devoid of nucleic acid4,5 and led John Griffith to suggest in 1967 that 
the transmissible agent may in fact be composed entirely of protein.6 In this 
remarkable letter to Nature, he proposed three hypothetical mechanisms for 
propagation of such an agent, one of which closely mirrors current thinking; 
indeed his model also presciently predicted the existence of distinct strains 
of agent. Needless to say, such a proposal met with great scepticism at the 
time, in what was the heyday of the "central dogma" of biology: that DNA 
encodes RNA that in turn encodes protein. 

More than a decade later this remarkable proposal was lent bio
chemical credibility by intensive purification studies allied with laborious 
rodent bioassay. Progressive enrichment of brain homogenates for infec-
tivity resulted in the isolation of a protease-resistant glycoprotein — des
ignated the prion protein (PrP) by Prusiner and co-workers in 1982. This 
protein was the major constituent of infective fractions and was found to 
accumulate in affected brains and sometimes to form amyloid deposits. 
The term prion (from proteinaceous infectious particle) was proposed7 to 
distinguish the infectious pathogen from viruses or viroids. Prions were 
defined as "small proteinaceous infectious particles that resist inactivation 
by procedures which modify nucleic acids". 

The protease resistant PrP extracted from affected brains was of 
27-30 kDa and became known as PrP.27-30 Determination of the some of the 
amino acid sequence of PrP27-30 enabled production of oligonucleotides 
that were used to screen cDNA libraries prepared from scrapie-infected 
hamsters. These studies led to the recovery of cognate cDNA clones by 
Weissmann and colleagues in 1985. While it had been previously assumed 
that PrP would be virally encoded, remarkably, PrP27-30 was encoded by a 
single copy host chromosomal gene rather than by a putative viral nucleic 
acid in fractions enriched for scrapie infectivity. It then became clear that 
PrP27-30 was derived from a larger molecule of 33-35 kDa designated PrPSc 

(denoting the Scrapie isoform of the protein).8 The normal product of the 
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PrP gene however is protease sensitive and was designated PrP° (denoting 
the Cellular isoform of the protein). No differences in amino acid sequence 
between PrPSc and PrP c or indeed any consistent covalent differences have 
been identified and it is clear that PrPSc is derived from PrP0 by a post-
translational process.9,10 

Clinical neurology and neurogenetics have played a major role in the 
evolution of our understanding of the pathobiology of prion disease. Study 
of the various forms of human prion disease has been crucial, notably the 
recognition that the familial forms of the human diseases — already known 
to be transmissible to laboratory animals by inoculation — are in fact auto
somal dominant inherited conditions associated with coding mutations in 
the gene encoding PrP0 (designated PRNP),U'U The very strong genetic 
linkage and high or complete penetrance of some such mutations13'14 left 
no need to propose any external infectious agent and argued strongly 
for what had become known as the "protein-only" hypothesis of prion 
propagation. 

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF PRIONS 

Nature of the Infectious Agent 

A number of converging lines of experimental evidence now firmly support 
the idea that prions consist principally, or entirely, of abnormal isoforms of 
host encoded prion protein (for review see15). PrPSc is derived from PrP° 
by a post-translational mechanism9 and no covalent differences10 between 
PrP0 and PrPSc have been demonstrated. It is proposed that PrPSc acts as 
a template which promotes the conversion of PrP0 to PrPSc and that the 
difference between these isoforms lies in their conformation and state of 
aggregation. 

The three dimensional fold or conformation of the cellular isoform was 
first established by NMR spectroscopy of recombinant mouse PrP.16 Sub
sequent studies on hamster, human and other mammalian PrP's show that 
they have essentially the same conformation. Following cleavage of signal 
sequences, the mature PrP° consists of an N-terminal region of about 100 
amino acids (which is unstructured in the isolated molecule in solution) 
and a C-terminal domain, also of around 100 amino acids. The C-terminal 
domain is composed largely of a-helical structure (with three a-helices and 
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a short anti-parallel /(-sheet) stabilised by a single disulphide bond linking 
helices 2 and 3. PrP is a glycoprotein with two asparagine-linked glycosy-
lation sites and is attached to the external cell surface via a glycosylphos-
phatidylinositol (GPI) anchor (see Fig. 1). 

The N-terminal region contains five repeats of an eight-amino acid 
sequence (the octapeptide-repeat region). Mutations in this region, result
ing in addition of integral numbers of additional repeats, lead to forms of 
inherited prion disease. While unstructured in the isolated molecule, this 
region is very highly conserved in evolution and contains two tight bind
ing sites for Cu2+ ions.17 It is proposed that the unstructured N-terminal 
region may acquire structure following copper binding and a role for PrP in 
copper metabolism or transport is possible. Disturbance of this function by 
the conformational transitions between isoforms of PrP could be involved 
in prion-related neurotoxicity. 

PrPSc is extracted from affected brains as highly aggregated, detergent 
insoluble, material that is not amenable to high-resolution structural tech
niques. However, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic methods 
show that PrF60, in sharp contrast to PrP*-, has a high /3-sheet content.18 The 

Fig. 1 Model of the C-terminal domain of human prion protein indicating posi
tions of N-linked glycans (in blue), the single disulphide bond joining helixes 2 and 
3 and the GPI anchor which attaches the protein to the outer surface of the cell 
membrane. 
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underlying molecular events during infection which lead to the conversion 
of PrP*2 to the scrapie agent remain ill-defined. The most coherent and gen
eral model thus far proposed is that the protein, PrP, fluctuates between a 
dominant native state, PrP*-, and a series of minor conformations, one or 
a set of which can self-associate in an ordered manner to produce a stable 
supra-molecular structure, PrPSc, composed of misfolded PrP monomers. 
Once a stable "seed" structure is formed PrP can then be recruited leading 
to an explosive, auto-catalytic formation of PrPSc. 

Little is known for certain about the molecular state of the protein 
that constitutes the self-propagating, infectious particle itself. There are 
examples of infectivity in the absence of detectable PrPSc,19-22 and differ
ent strains of prions (see below) are known to differ in their degree of 
protease resistance. A single infectious unit corresponds to around 105 PrP 
molecules.23 It is unclear whether this indicates that a large aggregate is 
necessary for infectivity, or at the other extreme, whether only a single one 
of these PrPSc molecules is actually infectious. This relationship of PrPSc 

molecules to infectivity could simply, however, relate to the rapid clear
ance of prions from the brain known to occur following their intracerebral 
inoculation. 

The difficulty in performing structural studies on native PrPSc has led 
to attempts to produce soluble /3-sheet rich forms of PrP, which may be 
amenable to NMR or crystallographic structure determination. It is now 
recognised that the adage regarding protein folding: "one sequence, one 
conformation", is not strictly true. Depending on solvent conditions, prob
ably any protein chain can adopt a variety of conformations in which there 
is a degree of periodic order (that is extensive regions of secondary struc
ture). However such alternative states do not have precisely and tightly 
packed side chains which are the hallmark of the native state of orthodox 
globular proteins. 

Studies on a large fragment of the human prion protein (PrP91-231) 
have shown that at acidic pH PrP can fold to a soluble monomer comprised 
almost entirely of /S-sheet in the absence of denaturants (Jackson et ah 1999). 
Reduction of the native disulphide bond was a prerequisite for /3-sheet for
mation and these observations of alternative folding pathways dependent 
upon solvent pH and redox potential could have important implications for 
the mechanism of conversion to PrPSc. Indeed this monomeric yff-sheet state 
was prone to aggregation into fibrils with partial resistance to proteinase K 
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digestion, characteristic markers of PrPSc. Unusually for a protein with a 
predominantly helical fold, the majority of residues in p rp

9 1 - 2 3 1 have a 
preference for ^-conformation. In view of this property, it is possible that 
the PrP molecule is delicately balanced between radically different folds 
with a high energy barrier between them; one dictated by local structural 
propensity (the /J-conformation) and one requiring the precise docking of 
side-chains (the native a-conformation). Such a balance would be influ
enced by mutations causing inherited human prion diseases. 

The precise sub-cellular localisation of PrPSc propagation remains con
troversial. However, there is considerable evidence implicating either late-
endosome-like organelles or lysosomes.24-27 The environments of these 
organelles are evolved to facilitate protein unfolding at low pH prior 
to degradation by acid-activated proteases. It is possible that the a-PrP 
to /3-PrP conversion, caused by reduction and mild acidification, is relevant 
to the conditions that PrPc would encounter within the cell, following its 
internalisation during re-cycling. Such a mechanism could underlie prion 
propagation, and account for the transmitted, sporadic and inherited aeti
ologies of prion disease (see Table 1 and Fig. 2). Initiation of a pathogenic 
self-propagating conversion reaction, with accumulation of aggregated 
/6-PrP, may be induced by exposure to a "seed" of aggregated /?-PrP fol
lowing prion inoculation, or as a rare stochastic conformational change, or 
as an inevitable consequence of expression of a pathogenic PrP c mutant 
that is predisposed to form /S-PrP. It remains to be demonstrated whether 
such alternative conformational states of the protein are sufficient to cause 
prion disease in an experimental host or whether other cellular co-factors 
are also required. 

Prion Strains 

In common with other pathogens, distinct naturally occurring isolates or 
strains are observed. However, it has been unclear how such strain prop
erties could be encoded within an agent devoid of nucleic acids. Dickinson 
and colleagues isolated multiple distinct strains of naturally occurring 
sheep scrapie in mice. Such strains are distinguished by their biological 
properties: they produce distinct incubation periods and patterns of neu
ropathology in inbred lines of laboratory mice (for review see28). As they 
can be serially propagated in inbred mice with the same Prnp genotype 
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Table 1 Classification of human prion disease 

Aetiology Phenotype Frequency 

Sporadic 
Unknown: random 
distribution worldwide; 
incidence of 1-2 per 
million per annum 

Inherited 
Autosomal dominantly 
inherited conditions 
with high penetrance; 
all forms have germline 
PRNP coding mutations 

Acquired 
Iatrogenic infection 
with human prions via 
medical or surgical 
procedures: human 
cadaveric-derived 
pituitary hormones, 
tissue grafts and 
contaminated 
neurosurgical 
instruments 

Exposure to human 
prions via 
endocannibalism 

Environmental 
exposure (presumed 
dietary) to BSE prion 
strain; probable 
secondary transmission 
via blood transfusion 

Sporadic CJD: sub-acute 
myoclonic form and range of 
atypical forms; multiple 
distinct prion strains 
associated with distinct 
clinicopathological 
phenotypes which includes 
sporadic fatal insomnia 

Extremely variable: readily 
mimics familial Alzheimer's 
disease and other 
neurodegenera ti ve 
conditions; over 30 mutations 
identified; includes 
Gerstmann-Straussler-
Scheinker disease (GSS), 
familial CJD and fatal familial 
insomnia 

Iatrogenic CJD: typical CJD 
when direct CNS exposure; 
ataxic onset when peripheral 
infection 

Kuru 

Variant CJD 

-85% 

-10-15% 

<5% (most from 
USA, UK, France 
and Japan) 

Unique to small area 
Papua New Guinea; 
major epidemic in 
1950's with gradual 
decline since 
cessation of 
cannibalism 

Mainly UK (total to 
date ~150), 7 in 
France, individual 
patients in several 
other countries 
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Fig. 2 Possible mechanism for prion propagation. Largely a-helical PrP*- pro
ceeds via an unfolded state (i) to re-fold into a largely /(-sheet form, /(-PrP (ii). 
/(-PrP is prone to aggregation in physiological salt concentrations. Prion replica
tion may require a critical "seed" size. Further recruitment of unfolded PrP (iii) 
or /(-PrP monomers (iv) then occurs as an essentially irreversible process driven 
thermodynamically by intermolecular interactions. 

they cannot be encoded by differences in PrP primary structure. Further
more, strains can be re-isolated in mice after passage in intermediate species 
with different PrP primary structures.29 Conventionally, distinct strains of 
conventional pathogen are explained by differences in their nucleic acid 
genome. However, in the absence of such a scrapie genome, alternative 
possibilities must be considered. The protein-only hypothesis,6 if correct, 
must be able to explain how a single polypeptide chain could encode mul
tiple disease phenotypes. Clearly, understanding how a protein-only infec
tious agent could encode such phenotypic information is of wide biological 
interest. 

Support for the idea that strain specificity may be encoded by PrP 
itself was provided by study of two distinct strains of transmissible mink 
encephalopathy prions which can be serially propagated in hamsters, 
designated hyper (HY) and drowsy (DY). These strains can be distin
guished by differing physiochemical properties of the accumulated PrPSc 

in the brains of affected hamsters.30 Following limited proteolysis, strain-
specific migration patterns of PrPSc on polyacrylamide gels were seen 
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which related to different N-terminal ends of HY and DY PrPSc follow
ing protease treatment and implying differing conformations of HY and 
DY Prl* . 3 1 

Distinct human PrP80 types have been identified which are associ
ated with different phenotypes of CJD32'33 (Fig. 3). The different fragment 
sizes seen on Western blots following treatment with proteinase K sug
gests that there are several different human PrP30 conformations. However, 
while such biochemical modifications of PrP are clearly candidates for the 
molecular substrate of prion strain diversity, it is necessary to be able to 
demonstrate that these properties fulfil the biological properties of strains. 
In particular, that they are transmissible to the PrP in a host of both the 
same and different species. This has been demonstrated in studies with CJD 
isolates, with both PrPSc fragment sizes and the ratios of the three PrP glyco-
forms (diglycosylated, monoglycosylated and unglycosylated PrP) main
tained on passage in transgenic mice expressing human PrP.33 Furthermore, 
transmission of human prions and bovine prions to wild type mice results 
in murine PrPSc with fragment sizes and glycoform ratios which correspond 
to the original inoculum.33 Variant CJD is associated with PrP* glycoform 
ratios which are distinct from those seen in classical CJD. Similar ratios 
are seen in cattle BSE and BSE when transmitted to several other species.33 

These data strongly support the "protein only" hypothesis of infectivity 
and suggest that strain variation could be encoded by a combination of 
PrP conformation and glycosylation. Furthermore, polymorphism in PrP 
sequence can influence the generation of particular PrP80 conformers.33 As 

T1 T2 T3 T4 
kDa 

36 ~ 

30- *&» ^ # ^ S 

1 6 -

Fig. 3 Molecular strain typing of human prions. Western blot of brain homogenate 
after treatment with proteinase K shows different apparent molecular mass and 
glycoform ratios in patients with forms of sporadic or iatrogenic (Tl-3) or variant 
CJD (T4). 
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PrP glycosylation occurs before conversion to PrPSc, the different glyco-
form ratios may represent selection of particular PrF*- glycoforms by PrPSc 

of different conformations. According to such a hypothesis, PrP conforma
tion would be the primary determinant of strain type with glycosylation 
being involved as a secondary process. However, since it is known that 
different cell types may glycosylate proteins differently, PrPSc glycosyla
tion patterns may provide a substrate for the neuropathological targeting 
that distinguishes different prion strains.33 Particular PrPSc glycoforms may 
replicate most favourably in neuronal populations with a similar PrP glyco-
form expressed on the cell surface. Such targeting could also explain the dif
ferent incubation periods which also discriminate strains, targeting of more 
critical brain regions, or regions with higher levels of PrP expression, pro
ducing shorter incubation periods. Recent work has shown strain-specific 
protein conformation can be influenced by the binding of copper and zinc 
to PrPSc providing a novel mechanism for post-translational modification 
of PrP, and for the generation of multiple prion strains.34 

Molecular strain typing of prion isolates now allows molecular diag
nosis of vCJD33,35 and a new classification of human prion diseases with 
implications for epidemiological studies investigating the aetiology of spo
radic CJD (Fig. 3). Such methods allow strain typing to performed in days 
rather than the 1-2 years required for classical biological strain typing. This 
technique may also be applicable to determining whether BSE has trans
mitted to other species,33 and thereby pose a threat to human health, for 
instance to sheep.36-38 

Such ability of a single polypeptide chain to encode information 
specifying distinct phenotypes of disease raises intriguing evolutionary 
questions. Do other proteins behave in this way? The novel pathogenic 
mechanisms involved in prion propagation may be of far wider signif
icance and relevant to other neurological and non-neurological illnesses, 
indeed other prion-like mechanisms have now been described and the field 
of yeast and fungal prions has emerged.39,40 

The "Species Barrier" 

Transmission of prion diseases between different mammalian species is 
restricted by a "species barrier".41 On primary passage of prions from 
species A to species B typically not all inoculated animals of species B 
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develop disease, and those that do have much longer and more variable 
incubation periods than is seen with transmission of prions within the 
same species — where typically all inoculated animals would succumb 
with a relatively short, and remarkably consistent, incubation period. On 
second passage of infectivity to further animals of species B, transmission 
parameters resemble within-species transmissions, with most, if not all, 
animals developing the disease with short and consistent incubation peri
ods. Species barriers can therefore be quantitated by measuring the fall in 
mean incubation period on primary and second passage, or, perhaps more 
rigorously, by a comparative titration study. The latter involves inoculat
ing serial dilutions of an inoculum in both the donor and host species and 
comparing the doses required to kill 50% of inoculated animals (LD50). The 
effect of a very substantial species barrier is that few, if any, animals suc
cumb to disease at all on primary passage, and then at incubation periods 
approaching the natural lifespan of the species concerned. 

Early studies of the molecular basis of the species barrier argued that 
it principally resided in differences in PrP primary structure between 
the species from which the inoculum was derived and the inoculated 
host. Transgenic mice expressing hamster PrP were, unlike wild type 
mice, highly susceptible to infection with Sc237 hamster prions (Prusiner 
et al. 1990). That most sporadic and acquired CJD occurred in individu
als homozygous at PRNP polymorphic codon 129 supported the view that 
prion propagation proceeded most efficiently when the interacting PrPSc 

and PrP0 were of identical primary structure (Collinge et al. 1991; Palmer 
et al. 1991). However, it has been long recognised that prion strain type 
affects ease of transmission to another species. Interestingly, with BSE pri
ons the strain component to the barrier seems to predominate, with BSE 
not only transmitting efficiently to a range of species, but maintaining its 
transmission characteristics even when passaged through an intermedi
ate species with a distinct PrP gene.29 For instance, transmission of CJD 
prions to conventional mice is difficult, with few if any inoculated mice 
succumbing after prolonged incubation periods, consistent with a sub
stantial species barrier.35-42 In sharp contrast, transgenic mice expressing 
only human PrP are highly susceptible to CJD prions, with 100% attack 
rate and consistent short incubation periods which are unaltered by sec
ond passage, consistent with a complete lack of species barrier.42 However, 
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vCJD prions (again comprising human PrP of identical primary structure) 
transmit much more readily to wild type mice than do classical CJD prions, 
while transmission to transgenic mice is relatively less efficient than with 
classical CJD.35 The term "species barrier" does not seem appropriate to 
describe such effects and "transmission barrier" may be preferable.43 Both 
PrP amino acid sequence and strain type affect the 3D-structure of glycosy
lated PrP which will presumably, in turn, affect the efficiency of the protein 
protein interactions thought to determine prion propagation. 

Mammalian PrP genes are highly conserved. Presumably only a 
restricted number of different PrPSc conformations (that are highly stable 
and can therefore be serially propagated) will be permissible thermody
namically and will constitute the range of prion strains seen. PrP glyco-
sylation may be important in stabilising particular PrPSc conformations. 
While a significant number of different such PrPSc conformations may be 
possible amongst the range of mammalian PrP's, only a sub-set of these 
would be allowable for a given single mammalian PrP. Substantial overlap 
between the favoured conformations for PrPSc derived from species A and 
species B might therefore result in relatively easy transmission of prion dis
eases between these two species, while two species with no preferred PrPSc 

conformations in common would have a large barrier to transmission (and 
indeed transmission would necessitate a change of strain type). According 
to such a conformational selection model43 of a prion transmission barrier, BSE 
may represent a thermodynamically highly favoured PrPSc conformation 
that is permissive for PrP expressed in a wide range of different species, 
accounting for the remarkable promiscuity of this strain in mammals. Con
tribution of other components to the species barrier are possible and may 
involve interacting co-factors which mediate the efficiency of prion propa
gation, although no such factors have yet been identified. 

Recent data has further challenged our understanding of transmission 
barriers.44 The assessment of species barriers has relied on the develop
ment of a clinical disease in inoculated animals. However, it is now clear 
that subclinical prion infections are sometimes established on prion inocula
tion of a second species.45 Such animals may harbour high levels of prion 
infectivity but do not develop clinical signs of disease during a normal 
lifespan. The barrier to primary passage may then be to the development 
of rapid neurodegeneration and the resulting clinical syndrome rather than 
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a barrier to prion propagation itself. The existence of such subclinical carrier 
states of prion infection has important potential animal and public health 
implications and argues against direct neurotoxicity of prions.45 

Pathogenesis 

In some experimental rodent scrapie models, as in natural sheep scrapie, 
infectivity is first detectable in the spleen and other lymphoreticular tissues 
(for review see.46) Spleen titres rise to a plateau early in the incubation 
period, long before neuroinvasion is detectable. CNS prion replication then 
rises to high levels and the clinical phase then follows. The route of entry 
of prions following oral exposure may follow invasion of Peyer's patches 
and other gut lymphoid tissues, the relative protease-resistance of pri
ons presumably allows a significant proportion of infectivity to survive 
the digestive tract. It is unclear how prions transit the intestinal mucosa, 
although M cells may be involved.47 It has been suggested that myeloid 
dendritic cells mediate transport within the lymphoreticular system.48 

While mature B cells are required for peripheral prion propagation, this 
appears to be because they are required for maturation of follicular den
dritic cells (FDC's). PrPSc accumulates in FDC's which are a long-lived cell 
type and it is thought that they are the site of prion propagation in the 
spleen.49-51 However, neuroinvasion is possible without FDC's, indicat
ing that other peripheral cell types can replicate prions.52,53 Neuroinvasion 
involves the autonomic nervous system innervating lymphoid tissue with 
retrograde spread to the spinal cord or via the vagus to the brain stem.54,55 

Prions have been detected in the blood at low levels in some rodent models 
and experimental BSE-infected primates56-58 and transmission of BSE pri
ons between sheep by transfusion has been reported.59 Several reports of 
infrequent transmission from human blood to rodents have been reported 
(for review see60) and there is now evidence for transmission of vCJD prion 
infection by blood transfusion.61,62 

While prominent lymphoreticular involvement is seen in some exper
imental models or natural prion diseases, it is undetectable in others (see46 

for review). Both host and prion strain effects are relevant. For example 
infection of sheep with BSE prions results in a wide tissue distribution 
of infectivity while infection of cattle with this strain does not, infectivity 
being largely confined to the CNS. In humans infected with sporadic CJD 
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prions, infectivity is largely confined to the CNS, while in variant CJD there 

is prominent involvement of lymphoreticular tissues.63-65 

APPLICATION TO CLINICAL NEUROLOGY 

Molecular Classification of Prion Disease 

While neurologists have until recent years had to rely largely on clinical fea
tures to differentiate neurodegenerative disorders, the major advances in 
molecular genetics and in understanding molecular pathogenesis increas
ingly enable diagnosis using criteria higher in the diagnostic hierarchy 
of pathology. While prion diseases have traditionally been classified into 
CJD, GSS and kuru, we can now divide them aetiologically into inherited, 
sporadic, and acquired forms (Table 1) with sub-classification according to 
molecular criteria. 

The terms CJD, GSS, and kuru simply represent clinical and/or patho
logical syndromes within a wider spectrum of disease and are also becom
ing problematic. For example the term CJD — now widely associated in the 
public mind with BSE — may be misleading. Variant "CJD" and familial 
"CJD" may be clinically very different to classical "CJD" and to each other, 
and of course have radically different aetiologies — both from each other 
and from classical sporadic CJD. 

Around 15% of recognised prion disease is an inherited Mendelian 
disorder associated with one of the more than thirty recognised coding 
mutations in PRNP (for review see66). For a single gene inherited dis
order of high penetrance such as inherited prion disease, the diagnostic 
supremacy of direct demonstration of causative mutation by DNA analy
sis is clear. Indeed, the availability of such definitive diagnostic markers 
has long allowed diagnosis of inherited prion disease in patients not only 
atypical on clinical grounds, but in whom classical neuropathological fea
tures are absent.67,68 Indeed, the inherited prion diseases were the first 
neurodegenerative conditions for which direct gene tests were available 
and definitive pre-symptomatic testing was performed.67,69 Such definite 
molecular genetic diagnosis has allowed recognition of a wider phenotypic 
range than hitherto appreciated.70 Kindreds with inherited prion disease 
have been described with phenotypes of classical CJD, GSS, and also with 
other neurodegenerative syndromes including fatal familial insomnia.71 
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GSS is a pathological term referring to the presence of particular amy
loid plaque morphologies now recognised to a variable extent in sev
eral different inherited prion diseases. Kindreds are documented in which 
some individuals have the classical syndromes of "CJD" and "Gerstmann-
Straussler-Sheinker disease" while others do not fit these rubrics at all.13 

Cases diagnosed by PrP gene analysis have been reported which are not 
only clinically atypical but which lack the classical histological features 
entirely.68 Neuropathology in such patients is no longer the "Gold Stan
dard": rather the recognised clinicopathological manifestation of a partic
ular inherited condition simply widens. Significant clinical overlap exists 
with familial Alzheimer's disease, Pick's disease, Frontal lobe degeneration 
of non-Alzheimer type and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis with dementia. All 
the inherited forms can now be definitively diagnosed and sub-classified 
according to pathogenic mutation. 

Sporadic CJD makes up around 85% of all recognised human prion dis
ease. It occurs in all countries with an apparently random distribution and 
annual incidence of 1-2 per million; hypothesised causes include sponta
neous production of PrPSc via rare stochastic events, somatic mutation of 
PRNP or unidentified environmental prion exposure. An association with 
sheep scrapie is not supported by epidemiological studies,72 however the 
lack of such evidence does not exclude the possibility that a fraction of 
sporadic CJD is caused by environmental exposure to animal or human 
prions. There is marked genetic susceptibility in sporadic CJD in that most 
cases occur in homozygotes at codon 129 of PRNP, where either methio
nine (M) or valine (V) may be encoded. Heterozygotes (MV) appear sig
nificantly protected against developing sporadic CJD.73-75 Additionally, a 
PRNP susceptibility haplotype has been identified indicating additional, 
as yet uncharacterised, genetic susceptibility to sporadic CJD at or near to 
the PRNP locus.76 

The acquired prion diseases include iatrogenic CJD and kuru, and arise 
from accidental exposure to human prions through medical or surgical 
procedures or participation in cannibalistic feasts. The two most frequent 
causes of iatrogenic CJD occurring through medical procedures have arisen 
as a result of implantation of dura mater grafts and treatment with human 
growth hormone derived from the pituitary glands of human cadavers.77'78 

Other iatrogenic cases have resulted from corneal transplantation and use 
of contaminated neurosurgical instruments.77,78 PRNP codon 129 genotype 
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is also relevant to susceptibility and incubation period.73,79 The occurrence 
of cases of apparently sporadic CJD in unusually young people in the UK 
in 199580-82 led to concerns that BSE transmission to humans may have 
occurred. Arrival of further cases in 1996 led to the recognition of a novel 
clinicopathological type of human prion disease, now known as variant 
CJD (vCJD),83 indicating the arrival of a new risk factor for CJD in the UK.84 

A link with BSE seemed highly likely on epidemiological grounds and this 
was strongly supported by experimental data, firstly from molecular strain 
typing studies33 and later by transmission studies into both transgenic and 
conventional mice.35,85 PRNP mutations are absent in vCJD, and all cases 
studied to date have been 129MM86,87 (and unpublished). That vCJD is 
caused by the same prion strain as that causing BSE in cattle, raised the 
possibility that a major epidemic of vCJD will occur in the UK and other 
countries as a result of dietary or other exposure to BSE prions and also88 

concerns of potential iatrogenic transmission of pre-clinical vCJD via med
ical and surgical procedures. That only PRNP 129MM individuals are sus
ceptible to BSE infection is questionable, since the other acquired human 
prion diseases, iatrogenic CJD and kuru, occur in all codon 129 genotypes 
as the epidemic evolves, with MV having the longest mean incubation 
periods.14,43,89 Human BSE infection of other PRNP genotypes may simply 
have a longer latency43 (and may also have a different phenotype35). 

The acquired prion diseases, such as vCJD, although not contagious 
in humans, are infectious diseases. In infectious disease, while again clin
ical and histopathological features may be key, confirmation of diagnosis, 
not least in life-threatening conditions, is by identification of the infectious 
pathogen itself or a specific immune response to it. Isolation and strain 
typing of the pathogen is at the apex of the diagnostic hierarchy. Strain 
typing in particular may allow the source of an outbreak to be identified 
and the best available prognostic and therapeutic advice to be provided. 
While it is essential to balance the potential risks and discomfort involved 
in an invasive diagnostic test against the improved diagnostic accuracy, it 
will only be by progressing steadily to greater use of molecular analysis of 
neurological disease that we will be able to deliver the diagnostic and ulti
mately therapeutic advances to patients with neurodegenerative diseases 
that are so desperately needed. 

The marked phenotypic heterogeneity observed in human prion dis
eases has yet to be explained. However, it is likely that a significant 
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proportion of this relates to the propagation of distinct human prion 
strains. The identification of strain-specific PrPSc biochemical properties 
now allows an aetiology-based classification by typing of the infectious 
agent itself. Four types of human PrPSc have now been reliably identified 
from patients with sporadic or iatrogenic prion disease using molecular 
strain typing33-35,90 and a preliminary molecular classification proposed90 

(Fig. 3). Sporadic and iatrogenic CJD are associated with PrPSc types 1-3, 
while type 4 human PrPSc is uniquely associated with vCJD and is charac
terised by a fragment size and glycoform ratio that is distinct from PrPSc 

types 1-3 observed in classical CJD.33~35'90 The M/V polymorphism at 
codon 129 of PRNP is associated with different PrPSc types. PrPSc types 1 
and 4 have so far only been detected in MM individuals, type 3 cases are 
predominantly associated with at least one V allele (MV or VV), while type 2 
is seen in any PRNP codon 129 genotype.33'34'64'86'90 An earlier molecular 
classification,32'91 based on subdivision into only two molecular sub-types 
by fragment size is also in use, and an international consensus has yet to 
be reached. 

Molecular strain typing has major implications for epidemiological 
surveillance of sporadic CJD, whose aetiology remains obscure. While 
spontaneous conversion of PrP c to PrPSc as a rare stochastic event, or 
somatic mutation of the PrP gene, resulting in expression of a pathogenic 
PrP mutant, are plausible explanations for sporadic CJD,92 other causes for 
at least some cases, including environmental exposure to human or ani
mal prions has not been ruled out by existing epidemiological studies.93 

Sub-classification of sporadic CJD based upon PrPSc type immediately 
allows a more precise molecular classification of human prion disease and 
re-analysis of epidemiological data using these molecular sub-types may 
reveal important risk factors obscured when sporadic CJD is analysed as 
a single entity. For example, it will be important to review the incidence 
of sporadic CJD associated with PrPSc type 2 and other molecular sub
types in both BSE-affected and unaffected countries in the light of recent 
findings suggesting that BSE prion infection of "humanised" transgenic 
mice of human prion disease may result in propagation of either type 4 
prpSc o r t yp e 2 prpSc 94 i n cJ i v id u a i s that propagate type 2 PrPSc as a result 
of BSE exposure may present with prion disease that would be indistin
guishable on clinical, pathological and molecular criteria from that found 
in classical CJD. 
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Epidemiology of vCJD and other Possible Forms of Human 
BSE Infection 

Estimates of the mean incubation period of human-to-human prion trans
mission come from study of growth hormone-related iatrogenic CJD and 
kuru: in both cases with estimates of around 12 years. In kuru, incubation 
periods can exceed 50 years (Whitfield, Alpers and Collinge, unpublished). 
The effect of a species barrier is to considerably increase both the mean and 
range of incubation periods seen — which may approach the usual lifespan 
of the species concerned.43 For example, the cattle-to-mouse barrier for the 
BSE strain results typically in a 3-4 fold increase in mean incubation period. 
Mean incubation periods of human BSE infection of 30 years or more should 
be considered.43 Furthermore, prion disease in mice follows a well-defined 
course with a highly distinctive and repeatable incubation time for a given 
prion strain in a defined inbred mouse line. In addition to the PrP gene, sev
eral additional genetic loci with a major effect on incubation period have 
now been mapped.89 It can be anticipated that the human homologues of 
such loci may play a key role in human susceptibility to prion disease, both 
following accidental human prion exposure and exposure to the BSE agent. 
By definition, the patients identified to date with vCJD are those with the 
shortest incubation periods for BSE. These in turn, given that no unusual 
history of dietary, occupational or other exposure to BSE has been identi
fied, would be expected to be predominantly those individuals with short 
incubation time alleles at these multiple genetic loci in addition to having 
the 129MM PRNP genotype. The vCJD cases reported to date may therefore 
represent a distinct genetic sub-population with unusually short incuba
tion periods to BSE prions. It is possible therefore that recent estimates of 
the size of the vCJD epidemic based on uniform genetic susceptibility may 
substantially underestimate the eventual size.95'96 In this context, it will be 
difficult to accurately predict a human epidemic until such loci are identi
fied and their gene frequencies in the population can be determined.97 

Long term transmission studies have been carried out using genetically 
modified mice to both characterise the distinct prion strains causing human 
disease and to model human susceptibility to infection with BSE and other 
prions.70 These mice express human, but not mouse PrP*-. While these trans
genic mouse models have been able to faithfully propagate human prion 
strains3335,42 and recapitulate the characteristic neuropathology of vCJD,94 

there are important caveats in extrapolating from such animal models to 
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human susceptibility. However, these studies have found a much higher 
infection rate in transgenic mice expressing human PrP Ml 29 than mice 
expressing human PrP V129 when challenged with either BSE or vCJD pri
ons, and demonstrated that BSE prion infection can produce disease phe
notypes resembling sporadic CJD infection of these mice and also novel 
prion strain phenotypes. Most recently, these studies have argued that the 
vCJD phenotype may only be expressed in the presence of the M form of 
human PrP.98 While this would imply that only those humans expressing 
human PrP Ml 29 may develop vCJD, this does not mean that VV individ
uals are completely resistant to BSE prion infection — but rather that if 
infected they would show a different phenotype.98 

Early Diagnosis of Human Prion Disease 

Despite the currently dire prognosis of established prion neurodegenera-
tion, it is important to establish a firm early diagnosis. This is firstly because 
the differential diagnosis of prion disease includes potentially treatable 
conditions, for example cerebral vasculitis, and cortical biopsy, with full 
infection control precautions, may be considered in some patients. Sec
ondly, although a devastating diagnosis, early confirmation removes uncer
tainty, which is itself distressing, obviates the need for further investigation 
and allows a care plan to be established including infection control mea
sures and appropriate counselling of patient and their family. However, the 
advent of the first therapeutic trials in prion disease (see below) creates a 
new impetus to accelerate diagnosis. Drugs that retard, or even eliminate, 
prion infection will not reverse existing neuronal loss and there may be little 
benefit in arresting prion propagation at the advanced stage of neurode-
generation that diagnosis is often made currently (Table 2). Advances in 
early diagnosis must therefore go hand in hand with therapeutic advances 
to deliver real benefit to patients in the years ahead. While such effective 
drugs are not yet available, much research is ongoing in both diagnostics 
and therapeutics. However, given both the rarity and speed of evolution of 
prion disease, such research can only effectively progress with a high level 
of early referral — at a stage where the diagnosis may be very unclear — to 
research centres. For this reason, a UK-wide early referral system has been 
established in the UK with the support of the Department of Health and 
the Medical Research Council. 
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Table 2 Diagnosis of prion disease. 

Sporadic (classical) CJD 

• Rapidly progressive1, dementia with two or more of myoclonus, cortical 
blindness, pyramidal signs, cerebellar signs, extrapyramidal signs, akinetic 
mutism 

• Most cases age 45-75 
• Serial EEG shows pseudoperiodic complexes in most cases 
• CSF 14-3-3 protein usually positive 
• CT and MRI normal, or atrophy, or abnormal signal basal ganglia 
• PRNP analysis: no pathogenic mutations, most are 129MM (VV and MV 

may be longer duration, clinically atypical and EEG less often positive) 
• Brain biopsy in highly selected cases (to exclude treatable alternative 

diagnoses): PrP immunocytochemistry or Western blot for PrPSc types 1-3 

Iatrogenic CJD 

• Progressive cerebellar syndrome and behavioral disturbance or classical 
CJD-like syndrome with history of iatrogenic exposure to human prions 
(pituitary derived hormones, tissue grafting or neurosurgery) 

• May be young 
• EEG, CSF and MRI generally less helpful than in sporadic cases 
• PRNP analysis: no pathogenic mutations, most are 129 homozygotes 
• Brain biopsy in highly selected cases (to exclude treatable alternative 

diagnoses): PrP immunocytochemistry or Western blot for PrPSc types 1-3 

Variant CJD (Human BSE) 

• Early features: depression, anxiety, social withdrawal, peripheral sensory 
symptoms 

• Cerebellar ataxia, chorea or athetosis often precedes dementia, advanced 
disease as sporadic CJD 

• Most in young adults; however, age at onset 12-74 years seen 
• EEG non-specific slow waves, CSF 14-3-3 may be elevated or normal 
• MRI: may be high T2-weighted signal in posterior thalamus bilaterally 
• PRNP analysis: no mutations, all 129MM to date 
• Tonsil biopsy: characteristic PrP immunostaining and PrPSc on Western blot 

(type 4t) 

Inherited prion disease 

• Varied clinical syndromes between and within kindreds: should consider in 
all pre-senile dementias and ataxias irrespective of family history 

• PRNP analysis: diagnostic, codon 129 genotype may predict age at onset in 
pre-symptomatic testing 

' Clinical duration typically 6 months or less but high variability: type 1 PrPSc associated 
with short duration (~8 weeks); ~10% have duration >2 years 
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While a confident clinical diagnosis of vCJD may be possible clin
ically when allied with a positive pulvinar sign on MRI, this sign is 
not always present, may not be an early feature, and false positives 
have been reported." Further, while the initial patients with vCJD had 
a relatively uniform clinical presentation, not only are more atypical 
presentations now becoming apparent, but larger variability can be antic
ipated with involvement of additional genotypes in BSE prion infec
tion (see above). It will be important to remain open minded about 
such phenotypes. The early clinical features of vCJD: depression, anxiety, 
behavioural change and sensory disturbances, are highly non-specific. Dif
ferentiation from much commoner psychiatric causes requires the arrival 
of overtly neurological features such as ataxia, chorea and cognitive 
decline although pre-existing use of neuroleptics and other psychotropic 
drugs may initially delay their diagnostic recognition. Current clinically 
based diagnostic criteria for vCJD, undoubtedly important for disease 
surveillance, require the evolution of disease over at least 6 months and 
the development of several signs indicative of extensive cerebral dam
age (http://www.doh.gov.uk/cjd/cjd_stat.htm). However, early diagno
sis, before extensive irreversible brain damage has occurred, is crucial to 
exclude an alternative treatable disorder and brain biopsy may well be 
considered, particularly in younger patients. A clear tissue diagnosis of 
vCJD can now be made by tonsil biopsy with detection of characteristic 
PrP immunostaining and type 4t prp

Sc65 '100 (Fig. 4). Tonsillar PrPSc is only 
detectable in vCJD, and not other forms of human prion disease. Early 
tonsil biopsy, if positive, obviates the need for further investigation. While 
the diagnostic accuracy provided by a tonsil biopsy has to be balanced 
against the fact that it is an invasive procedure, early referral for investiga
tion should allow much earlier diagnosis and access to clinical trials before 
extensive functional loss has occurred. 

While sporadic CJD can often, following the exclusion of other causes, 
be diagnosed with a high degree of confidence on the basis of clinical cri
teria, atypical forms, which present much greater diagnostic difficulty, are 
not uncommon.101 Relatively slowly progressive forms can be difficult to 
differentiate from a rapidly progressive form of Alzheimer's disease with 
myoclonus for example — and CSF 14-3-3, a marker of neuronal damage, 
may be unhelpful or misleading in these situations. The large majority of 

http://www.doh.gov.uk/cjd/cjd_stat.htm
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Normal vCJD 

PK - + - + - + - + 

Brain Tonsil Brain Tonsil 

Fig. 4 Tonsil biopsy for diagnosis of vCJD prion infection. Western blot 
demonstrates PrP80 after proteinase K (PK) digestion. Characteristic PrP30 type 
is seen in tonsil from patients with vCJD allowing firm ante mortem tissue 
diagnosis. 

patients with sporadic CJD will be of the PRNP codon 129 MM genotype. 
Patients with PRNP MV or VV genotypes are more likely to have an atyp
ical course and negative EEG and this may also represent propagation of 
different prion strain types (see above). Other CSF markers have been pro
posed including NSE, S-lOOb and Tau but again none are specific for prion 
disease. There is a pressing need for a non-invasive diagnostic test, ideally 
of blood, which may allow screening of donated blood and tissue as well as 
identification of asymptomatically infected and affected individuals. Low 
levels of PrPSc have been detected in some peripheral tissues, including 
muscle, in a minority of patients with sporadic CJD at autopsy.102 Such 
patients were often of long clinical duration and the diagnostic potential of 
muscle biopsy in the early clinical phase may be limited. Reports of inf ectiv-
ity of blood from patients with classical CJD are infrequent and have been 
questioned.60 but there is now evidence that vCJD prions may be transmis
sible by blood transfusion. Such evidence for human prionaemia suggests 
that detection of Prr60 in human blood may be possible but is below the 
detection limit of current methods.65 Much research is ongoing to develop 
more sensitive methods including promising developments with in vitro 
VTF^ amplification to increase diagnostic test sensitivity.99 Other genetic 
markers may allow more precise identification of risk groups and both tran-
scriptome and proteome analysis in sporadic and variant CJD may provide 
disease markers. 
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Presymptomatic and Ante-Natal Testing 

Since a direct gene test has become available it has been possible to provide 
an unequivocal diagnosis in patients with inherited forms of the disease. 
This has also lead to the possibility of performing pre-symptomatic test
ing of unaffected but at-risk family members, as well as antenatal testing.69 

Because of the effect of PRNP codon 129 genotype on the age of onset of 
disease associated with some mutations it is possible to determine within 
a family whether a carrier of a mutation will have an early or late onset of 
disease. Most of the mutations appear to be fully penetrant, however expe
rience with some is extremely limited. In families with the E200K muta
tion and in D178N (fatal familial insomnia) there are examples of elderly 
unaffected gene carriers who appear to have escaped the disease. Genetic 
counselling is essential prior to pre-symptomatic testing and follows a pro
tocol similar to that established for Huntington's disease. A positive PrP 
gene analysis has important consequences for other family members, and 
it is preferable to have discussed these issues with others in the immediate 
family before testing. Following the identification of a mutation the wider 
family should be referred for genetic counselling. It is vital to counsel both 
those testing positive for mutations and those untested but at-risk that they 
should not be blood or organ donors and should inform surgeons, including 
dentists, of their risk status prior to significant procedures as precautions 
may be necessary to minimise risk of iatrogenic transmission. 

Prevention and Public Health Management 

While prion diseases can be transmitted to experimental animals by inocu
lation, it is important to appreciate that they are not contagious in humans. 
Documented case-to-case spread has only occurred by cannibalism (kuru) 
or following accidental inoculation with prions. Such iatrogenic routes 
include the use of inadequately sterilised intracerebral electrodes, dura 
mater, and corneal grafting, and from the use of human cadaveric pituitary-
derived growth hormone or gonadotrophin. As discussed above, there is 
now evidence that vCJD prion infection is transmissible by blood transfu
sion. UK policy for some time has been to leucodeplete all whole blood and 
to source plasma for plasma products from outside the UK. 
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A further possible route of transmission of vCJD is via contaminated 
surgical and medical instruments. Prions resist conventional sterilisation 
methods and neurosurgical instruments are known to be able to act as a 
vector for prion transmission: several cases of iatrogenic transmission of 
sporadic CJD prions via neurosurgical instruments are documented.103,104 

Recent evidence suggests that classical CJD may also be transmitted by 
other surgical procedures.93 The wider tissue distribution of prions in 
vCJD65 together with the potential that significant numbers in the pop
ulation may be silently infected has considerably increased these concerns. 
Prions adhere avidly to stainless steel and transmit the disease readily in 
experimental models.105 Tonsillar PrPSc is readily detectable in all cases of 
vCJD studied at autopsy and lymphoreticular involvement is a very early 
feature of natural prion infection in sheep and in experimental scrapie 
models, where replication in the LRS is detectable early in the incuba
tion period and rises to a plateau, which considerably precedes, and is 
maintained in, the clinical phase.46 This suggests that tonsillar PrPSc has 
probably been present for a considerable period, perhaps years, before clin
ical presentation of vCJD in humans thereby providing the basis of preva
lence screening of the general population for infection. Two anonymous 
screens of tonsil and appendix tissues, removed during routine surgery, 
have been performed. Tonsil appears a more sensitive reporter of vCJD 
prion infection than appendix,106 and it is concerning that 3 positives were 
reported from a screen of around 12000 largely appendix samples.107 A 
pilot scale study of 2000 tonsils found no positives, despite use of high 
sensitivity methods.108 A national scale study is now being organised by 
the UK Department of Health to obtain more accurate estimates of prion 
infection in the UK population. 

Certain occupational groups are at risk of exposure to human prions, 
for instance neurosurgeons and other operating theatre staff, pathologists 
and morticians, histology technicians, as well as an increasing number of 
laboratory workers. Because of the prolonged incubation periods to prions 
following administration to sites other than the central nervous system 
(CNS), which is associated with clinically silent prion replication in the 
lymphoreticular tissue,109 treatments inhibiting prion replication in lym
phoid organs may represent a viable strategy for rational secondary pro
phylaxis after accidental exposure. A preliminary suggested regimen is a 
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short course of immunosuppression with oral corticosteroids in individu
als with significant accidental exposure to human prions.101 

Therapeutic Strategies 

All recognised prion diseases are invariably fatal following a relent
lessly progressive course. However, there have been significant recent 
advances in understanding prion propagation and neurotoxicity and clear 
proof of principle studies of several therapeutic or secondary prophylactic 
approaches in animal models suggesting effective therapeutics for human 
disease is realistic.110 

While recent attempts at therapeutics in experimental models have 
focussed on drugs that target PrPSc formation, the cause of cell death in 
prion neurodegeneration remains unclear. A key area of controversy is 
whether PrPSc is itself directly neurotoxic. There are prion diseases in which 
prpSc j e v e i s m brain are very low and conversely subclinical prion infec
tion occurs with high levels of PrPSc and no clinical signs.44,45 Also, PrPSc 

itself is not directly toxic to neurons that do not express p rp
c . i n- 1 1 2 How

ever, the conversion of PrP c to PrPSc is clearly central to prion pathogenesis 
as mice devoid of PrP (Prnp0/0) are resistant to prion disease and do not 
propagate infectivity.113,114 An alternative possibility is that neurodegen
eration results, at least in part, from loss of normal PrP c function as it is 
sequestered into PrPSc aggregates, or alternatively, that a toxic intermediate 
(designated PrPL) may be formed during prion propagation.45 Although 
PrP-null (Prnp°/°) mice are essentially normal,115,116 adaptive mechanisms 
during neurodevelopment might compensate for loss of PrP0 function, 
masking any phenotype, whilst loss of PrP0 function in the developed, 
adult CNS might be deleterious. However, this alternative has been effec
tively excluded by the demonstration that PrP0 depletion in the neurons 
of adult mice also results in healthy animals with no evidence of neuronal 
loss.117 Importantly, this model validates PrP c as a therapeutic target in 
prion disease. Also the availability of this model, in which PrP expression 
in neurones is lost at around 12 weeks post-natally, allows the effect of neu
ronal PrP ablation during established CNS prion infection to be studied. 
Remarkably, such mice were completely protected from the development 
of clinical disease and early spongiform neuropathology was reversed.11 

These animals continued to accumulate PrPSc in non-neuronal glial cells 
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and indeed accumulated prions to reach infectious titres seen in end stage 
disease in conventional disease, again arguing against direct neurotoxicity 
of non-neuronal PrPSc. It is conceivable that reversal of early spongiosis in 
human disease may even allow some symptomatic recovery. Clearly, the 
transgenic approach used in this model to interfere with neuronal PrP c 

expression is not applicable therapeutically in humans, but provides a 
clear proof of principle for agents or other methods to target PrPC directly. 
One approach is the isolation of small molecule PrP ligands which bind 
and stabilise PrpC70 — rendering it less available for conversion, including 
antibodies that bind or sequester PrPc , or methods to down regulate PrP 
transcription or translation. 

While the precise molecular events involved in the conversion of PrP0 

to PrPSc remain ill defined, it can be argued that any ligand which selec
tively stabilises PrP0 should block prion propagation. The use of hydro
gen/deuterium exchange to measure the extent to which regions of PrPc 

transiently unfold argue that the conversion of PrP c to PrPSc must proceed 
through a highly unfolded state that retains little organised native structure 
and that compounds which can bind to any ordered region of PrP0 should 
therefore inhibit the conversion pathway.118 The maintenance of effective 
brain levels of such drugs, to reduce prion propagation rates to below those 
of natural clearance mechanisms, could then plausibly cure prion infection. 
High throughput screening of large compound libraries can be applied to 
detect such ligands. This approach has been exploited therapeutically for 
at least two proteins where mutations or altered conformation result in 
disease, the central core of p53 and transthyretin (TTR). 

Considerable progress has been made in immunotherapeutic 
approaches. Antibodies against several PrP epitopes inhibit PrPSc prop
agation in cell culture.119-121 These antibodies had little or no affinity 
for native PrPSc, and might act by binding cell surface PrP c and reduc
ing its availability for incorporation into propagating prions. Transgenic 
mice expressing anti-PrP fi chains directed against similar epitopes are 
protected against peripheral (but not central) prion infection.122 In a clear 
proof of principle, wild type mice that had been peripherally infected with 
prions were passively immunised with anti-PrP monoclonal antibodies. 
PrPSc levels and prion infectivity in the spleens of scrapie-infected mice 
were markedly reduced even when antibodies were administered at the 
point of near maximal PrPSc accumulation. Furthermore, treated animals 
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remained healthy >300 days after untreated animals had succumbed to 
the disease.123 Unsurprisingly, as antibodies do not readily cross the blood 
brain barrier, there was no protective effect in intracerebrally infected mice. 
Nevertheless, humanised anti-PrP monoclonal antibodies might be used 
for post-exposure prophylaxis of particular risk groups. For established 
clinical disease, such antibodies could in principle be given by intracere-
broventricular infusion, although effective tissue penetration throughout 
the CNS would be a problem. An important caveat is that injection of large 
quantities of anti-PrP antibodies into the CNS caused massive neuronal 
apoptosis in one study,124 and it will be important to characterise the epi
tope and dose dependency of this effect. 

Active immunisation is limited by immune tolerance to PrP, which 
is a self protein widely expressed in the immune system. Approaches to 
overcome this tolerance are being actively investigated, and studies have 
reported modest protective effects.125,126 

The rarity of human prion diseases and consequent difficulty in assess
ing safety and efficacy means that the development of immunisation meth
ods for healthy individuals to protect against prion diseases are probably 
not realistic. However, such a programme might eradicate endemic animal 
prion diseases such as ovine scrapie. It should also be mentioned that clini
cal trial of active immunisation for Alzheimer's disease advise caution: anti-
A/340-42 antibodies can have protective or noxious effects in cells127 and 
a recent anti-Ab40-42 vaccination trial was halted owing to encephalitic 
illness in some recipients.128 

Other possible future approaches to target PrF*- include the use of 
small duplex RNA molecules to silence gene expression in a sequence-
specific manner — RNA interference (RNAi). This is a potenaully powerful 
method for therapeutic gene silencing which has been applied to suppress 
gene expression both in vivo and in vitro in mammalian cells,129,130 includ
ing non-dividing cells such as neurons. The prospect of lenti viral-media ted 
RNA silencing of PrP0 as a therapeutic tool is conceivable and provides a 
potential means of extrinsically manipulating PrP gene expression. How
ever, any successful therapeutic delivery system would require effective 
CNS penetration. 

As discussed already, prion strains show considerable diversity 
and are associated with distinct PrPSc types, which differ in their 
conformation31-33,131 and glycosylation.33 Strain switching or "mutation" is 
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well documented28'33'35,132 and more than one identifiable strain may prop
agate in the same host. BSE prions induce replication of two distinct prion 
strains in transgenic mice expressing only human PrP.94 The possibility of 
emergence of drug resistance can therefore be anticipated against agents 
targeting PrPSc by selection of a minor or sub-strain of prion. However, 
according to the "protein-only" hypothesis, targeting native PrP0 should 
block replication of all prion strains. 

The Advent of Clinical Trials in Human Prion Disease 

A variety of drugs have been tried in individual or small numbers of 
patients over many years. With a notable exception,133 reports have been 
largely anecdotal. There is no clear evidence of efficacy of any agent, and 
there is no doubt that controlled clinical trials are urgently needed. Such 
trials will be highly challenging for several reasons. Prion diseases are rare, 
often rapidly progressive and always fatal which may make randomi
sation to placebo unacceptable. Patterns of disease overall are, however, 
extremely variable with clinical durations varying from weeks to >2 years 
in sporadic CJD, and >20 years in some inherited prion diseases.70 As 
"first generation" treatments proposed for prion disease are likely, at best, 
to have only a modest effect on disease progression, even using survival 
duration as an outcome measure requires study of large numbers to reli
ably assess efficacy. There is a lack of systematic natural history studies 
of disease progression and an absence of biological markers of disease 
activity. The high profile of these diseases often leads to media reporting 
of putative prion therapeutics with optimistic headline coverage leading, 
understandably, to patient requests for immediate access and unrealistic 
expectations of efficacy — particularly in patients with advanced neurode-
generation. When such promise of dramatic effect is not rapidly realised, 
loss of interest in participation in controlled trials may then follow — 
which necessarily take considerable time to be planned, peer reviewed 
and ethically approved — to assess if the drug actually has a worth
while therapeutic effect. In the UK, at the request of the Government's 
Chief Medical Officer, a clinical trial protocol (http://www.controlled-
trials.eom/isrctn/trial/PRION/0/06722585.html) and infrastructure has 
been developed to rigorously assess the drug quinacrine134 and to pro
vide a framework for assessment of novel therapeutics as these become 

http://www.controlled-
http://trials.eom/isrctn/trial/PRION/0/06722585.html
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available: the MRC PRION-1 trial. Importantly under these circumstances, 
a formal consultation with patient's representatives was organised to refine 
the protocol so that it would be acceptable to the majority of potential par
ticipants http://www.mrc.ac.uk/prn/pdf-cjd_workshop.pdf). Pentosan 
polyphosphate is another candidate anti-prion drug and has shown some 
efficacy in animal models.135'136 Unlike quinacrine, it dues not enter the CNS 
readily and has been administered by intraventricular infusion in several 
patients. Major toxicity has been reported by this route in animal studies 
and such treatment was not supported by the UK's Committee of Safety 
on Medicines or CJD Therapy Advisory Group.137,138 

Perspectives for the Decade Ahead 

• Effective treatment of neurodegenerative disease is one of the major chal
lenges facing biomedical research. The focus on prion disease following 
the BSE epidemic — added to the intrinsic interest in their unique patho-
biology — has lead to these diseases being amongst the best understood 
causes of neurodegeneration. 

• It is to be hoped prion diseases remain rare. If no epidemic of BSE-related 
human infection emerges, such advances in understanding neurode
generative processes should have far wider value in commoner condi
tions — such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease — also associated 
with aggregation of misfolded protein. Conversely, if extensive human 
infection with BSE prions emerges in exposed populations, and silent 
secondary transmission is efficient, the failure to have developed a treat
ment for what is, albeit inadvertently, a man-made disease, during the 
window of opportunity provided by the remarkable latency of these 
infections would not enhance public perception of biomedical research. 

• Considerable uncertainty remains over the number of people pre- or 
sub-clinically infected with BSE prions and what proportion of these will 
develop clinical disease in the years ahead: the natural evolution of this 
infection in the UK population is likely to span decades. Identification of 
the key genes controlling incubation period will allow better estimates. 

http://www.mrc.ac.uk/prn/pdf-cjd_workshop.pdf
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• Clinicians should remain alert to alternate phenotypes of infection with 
BSE prions, which could also manifest as sporadic CJD or novel pheno
types as well as vCJD. Molecular classification of prion disease, by both 
genetic typing of host and strain typing of infecting prion, is evolving 
and will allow more precise epidemiological studies. 

• Blood-based diagnostic tests will probably become available—involving 
surrogate serum markers, high sensitivity detection of PrP30 or in vitro 

prion amplification. The arrival of such tests, particularly if associated 
with a significant false positive rate, will raise important ethical issues 
about anonymity of testing and notification which should be debated in 
advance. 

• Effective means to decontaminate prions on surgical and medical instru
ments will become available over the next few years and should reduce 
the risk of iatrogenic prion transmission. Secondary transmission of vCJD 
will continue until a suitable screening test for the infected state arrives. 

• Proof of principle studies in animal models suggest that humanised anti-
PrP monoclonal antibodies could be used for passive immunisation in 
the early pathogenesis to block neuroinvasion. This treatment could be 
considered for known iatrogenically infected individuals. Active human 
immunisation may be feasible technically but is unlikely to be pursued 
commercially. 

• While the precise molecular events in prion propagation are not clear 
and the atomic level structure of prions is not yet determined, it is clear 
that PrP c is the essential substrate. It is also clear that interference with 
PrP0 expression in adult brain is without serious effect and blocks onset 
of neurological disease in animal models. It should be possible to iden
tify small molecules which penetrate the CNS to bind to Prl*- and to 
prevent its recruitment into prions, or to use one of a number of emerg
ing technologies to reduce PrP c expression in brain. If such methods are 
able to reduce prion propagation rates to below those of natural clear
ance mechanisms it ought to be possible to cure prion infection. New 
methods for early diagnosis — and their timely use — will be crucial, as 
such methods will not reverse neuronal cell loss which is appreciable or 
severe by the time clinical diagnosisis typically reached. 
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BOX 1 GLOSSARY 

• TSE: transmissible spongiform encephalopathy or prion disease 
• Prion: the infectious agent causing prion diseases 
• Prion protein (PrP): a glycoprotein encoded by the host genome and expressed 

in many tissues but especially on the surface of neurons 
• PrPc: the normal Cellular isoform of PrP rich in a-helical structure 
• PrPSc: the "Scrapie" or disease associated isoform of PrP which differs from 

PrP c in its conformation and is generally found as insoluble aggregated mate
rial rich in /}-sheet structure 

• Protein-only hypothesis: that prions lack a nucleic acid genome, are com
posed principally or solely of abnormal isomers of PrP (PrPSc) and replicate 
by recruitment of host PrP c 

• Species barrier: Better called the transmission barrier, this describes the obser
vation that transmission of prions from one species to another is generally 
inefficient when compared to subsequent passage in the same host species 

• Prion incubation period: the interval between exposure to prions and the 
development of neurological signs of prion disease; typically months even in 
rodent models and years to decades in humans 

• Prion strain: distinct isolates of prions originally identified and defined by 
biological characteristics which breed true in inbred mouse lines 

• Molecular strain typing: a means of rapidly differentiating prion strains by 
biochemical differences in PrPSc 

• Conformational selection model: a hypothetical model which explains trans
mission barriers on the basis of overlap of permissible conformations of PrP50 

(prion strains) between mammalian species 
• Subclinical infection: a state where host prion propagation is occurring but 

which does not produce clinical disease during normal lifespan; essentially a 
carrier state of prion infection 

• PRNP: the human prion protein gene; mouse gene is designated Prnp 
• Codon 129 polymorphism: unique to humans, there are two common forms of 

PRNP encoding either methionine or valine at codon 129; a major determinant 
of genetic susceptibility to and phenotypic expression of prion disease 
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BOX 2 Useful websites 

UK National Prion Clinic, National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, 
London 
http: / / www.nationalprionclinic.org 
Medical Research Council Prion Unit, Institute of Neurology, London 
http://www.prion.ucl.ac.uk/ 
UK CJD Surveillance Unit, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh 
http://www.cjd.ed.ac.uk/ 
UK Department of Health 
http://www.dh.gov.uk/PolicyAndGuidance/ 

Heal thAndSocialCareTopics / CJD / fs / en 
Human BSE Foundation 
http: //www.hbsef.org/ 
CJD Support Network 
http://www.cjdsupport.net/ 

Key Points for Clinical Practice 

• Prion diseases are transmissible but not contagious: no risk to carers or 
partners. They are not sexually transmissible and there is no evidence 
to date for maternal transmission, including via breast feeding. Risk to 
medical professionals arises principally in the context of accidental inoc
ulation with sharps used on infected tissues or fluids. 

• Prions may resist conventional sterilisation and there is evidence for 
transmission of vCJD prion infection by blood transfusion. All patients 
with, or at riskb of, prion disease should be counselled not to be blood 
donors and to inform surgeons and dentists of their risk status prior to 
surgery. Hospitals should attempt to identify such individuals prior to 
surgery: a suggested questionnaire is available.3 

• Inherited prion diseases are a significant cause of pre-senile dementia and 
clinically mimic other conditions; a family history is not always apparent: 
should analyse PRNP in all suspected cases of CJD, and consider PRNP 

aAvailable via UK National Prion Clinic (www.nationalprionclinic.org). 
bFor example those carrying or at risk of having inherited PRNP mutations, those 
treated with human cadaveric pituitary-derived growth hormone or gonadotrophin 
(usage ceased in UK in 1985) or relevant tissue grafts (cornea, dura mater) or iden
tified recipients of potentially vCJD contaminated blood and blood products. 

http://www.nationalprionclinic.org
http://www.prion.ucl.ac.uk/
http://www.cjd.ed.ac.uk/
http://www.dh.gov.uk/PolicyAndGuidance/
http://www.hbsef.org/
http://www.cjdsupport.net/
http://www.nationalprionclinic.org
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analysis in all early onset dementia and ataxias.* Always exclude PRNP 
mutations prior to brain or tonsil biopsy. 

• In variant CJD—in contrast to classical CJD — there is extensive infection 
of lymphoreticular (LRS) tissues. Firm tissue diagnosis of variant CJD can 
be made by identification of typical PrPSc at tonsil biopsy. LRS infection 
is thought to precede neuroinvasion and is likely to have been present 
long (years) before clinical onset allowing early diagnosis. 

• Since 2004, the Department of Health established a National Referral 
System for prion disease in the UK. Neurologists are asked to complete 
a referral form3 to notify both the National Prion Clinic in London and 
the National CJD Surveillance Unit in Edinburgh of any suspected cases. 
New diagnoses of prion disease should be notified to local consultant in 
communicable disease control. 

• Specialist advice and care is available via the NHS National Prion Clinic 
and the National CJD Surveillance Unit. 

• A clinical trial centre has been established to co-ordinate therapeutic tri
als in prion disease in the UK. The MRC PRION-1 trial,a a partially ran
domised patient preference study is underway and is recruiting patients 
into a study of quinacrine and also studying the natural history and 
disease markers in patients who do not elect treatment currently. 
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Monitoring and Interpretation 
of Intracranial Pressure 

M Czosnyka* and J D Pickard 

Intracranial pressure (ICP) is derived from cerebral blood and cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF) circulatory dynamics and can be affected in the course of many 
diseases of the central nervous system. Monitoring of ICP requires an inva
sive transducer, although some attempts have been made to measure it 
non-invasively. Because of its dynamic nature, instant CSF pressure mea
surement using the height of a fluid column via lumbar puncture may be 
misleading. An averaging over 30 minutes should be the minimum, with 
a period of overnight monitoring in conscious patients providing the opti
mal standard. Computer-aided recording with online waveform analysis 
of ICP is very helpful. 

Although there is no "Class I" evidence, ICP monitoring is useful, if not 
essential, in head injury, poor grade subarachnoid haemorrhage, stroke, 
intracerebral haematoma, meningitis, acute liver failure, hydrocephalus, 
benign intracranial hypertension, craniosynostosis etc. Information which 
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can be derived from ICP and its waveforms includes cerebral perfusion 
pressure (CPP), regulation of cerebral blood flow and volume, CSF absorp
tion capacity, brain compensatory reserve, and content of vasogenic events. 
Some of these parameters allow prediction of prognosis of survival fol
lowing head injury and optimisation of "CPP-guided therapy". In hydro
cephalus CSF dynamic tests aid diagnosis and subsequent monitoring of 
shunt function. 

In most organs of the human body the environmental pressure for 
blood perfusion is either low, or coupled to atmospheric pressure. The 
environmental pressure for the brain differs in this respect as brain is sur
rounded and protected by a stiff skull. A rise in intracranial pressure (ICP) 
may impede blood flow and cause ischaemia. 

Intracranial pressure is derived from the circulation of cerebral blood 
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) (however, it is not certain whether the oper
ator in the formula should be represented by a simple addition): ICP = 

I C P vascular + ICPcSF-

The vascular component1,2 is difficult to express quantitatively. It is 
probably derived from the pulsation of the cerebral blood volume detected 
and averaged by non-linear mechanisms of regulation of cerebral blood 
volume. More generally, multiple variables such as the arterial pressure, 
autoregulation, and cerebral venous outflow all contribute to the vascu
lar component. The other circulatory CSF component may be expressed 
using Davson's equation3: ICPCSF = (resistance to CSF outflow) x 
(CSF formation) + (pressure in sagittal sinus). 

Any factor, which under physiological (for example, compression of 
jugular veins during a Queckenstedt test) or pathological conditions (brain 
swelling, space occupying lesion, obstruction of CSF pathway) disturbs 
this circulation, may provoke an increase in ICP. 

ICP measurements are used to estimate cerebral perfusion pressure 
(CPP) as follows: mean CPP = mean arterial blood pressure (ABP) — mean 
ICP. CPP represents the pressure gradient acting across the cerebrovascular 
bed, and hence is an important factor in regulation of the cerebral blood flow 
(CBF).4 Sufficient CPP is required to maintain a stable CBF. The autoregu-
latory reserve is interpreted as the difference between current mean CPP 
and lower limit of autoregulation. Low CPP (a threshold of 60-70 mm Hg 
is generally accepted in adults) may result in exhaustion of the autoregula-
tory reserve. However, policies to therapeutically maintain a high CPP are 
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controversial. If the cerebral vessels are non-reactive, an increase in CPP 
may result in hyperaemia, increase in vasogenic oedema, and a secondary 
increase in ICP.5'6 It is also probable that patient and time dependent dif
ferences in the optimal level of CPP may be considerable. Thus, the border 
between adequate and non-adequate CPP should be assessed individually 
and frequently. 

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT 

An intraventricular drain connected to an external pressure transducer is 
still considered to be "golden standard" method.7'8 ICP can be controlled by 
CSF drainage and the transducer may be zeroed externally. However, after 
five days of monitoring the risk of infection starts to increase, with an overall 
risk estimated to be about 5%.9 Insertion of the ventricular catheter may be 
difficult or impossible in cases of advanced brain swelling. Modern ventric
ular, subdural, or intraparenchymal microtransducers (most popular types: 
Camino ICP Bolt; Camino Laboratories, San Diego, California, USA; and 
Codman MicroSensor, Johnson and Johnson Professional Inc, Raynham, 
Massachusetts, USA) reduce infection rate and risk of haemorrhage9 and 
have excellent metrological properties as revealed during bench tests — 
that is, bandwidth, linearity.10 Generally, uniformly distributed ICP can 
be probably seen only when CSF circulates freely between all its natural 
pools, equilibrating pressure everywhere. When little or no CSF volume is 
left due to brain swelling, the assumption of one, uniform value of ICP is 
questionable. With the most common intraparenchymal probes, measured 
pressure may be compartmentalised and not necessarily representative of 
real ICP — that is, ventricular CSF pressure.11 Microtransducers cannot be 
generally re-zeroed after insertion and considerable zero drift can some
times occur in long term monitoring.12 This problem has been addressed in 
the balloon-like Spiegelberg transducer which may zero itself every set time 
interval, although its limited bandwidth may make most of the methods 
used for the ICP waveform analysis impossible.13 Contemporary epidural 
sensors are much more reliable than 10 years ago. But the question as to 
whether epidural pressure can express ICP with confidence and under all 
circumstances is still unanswered. 

Lumbar CSF pressure is very seldom measured in neuro-intensive care. 
This form of assessment of craniospinal dynamics is more often used in 
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hydrocephalus and benign intracranial hypertension. It is important to 
emphasise that decent monitoring over a period of at least half an hour with 
recording of pressure and pulse amplitude should be used as a "golden 
standard". Manometric assessment by measuring the height of the CSF 
column may be misleading as CSF pressure may vary considerably with 
time.14 Attempts to monitor ICP non-invasively are still in a phase of tech
nical evaluation.15 The most promising methods are based on transcranial 
ultrasonography16-18 — see below. 

TYPICAL EVENTS AND TRENDS IN ICP MONITORING 

It is difficult to establish a universal "normal value" for ICP as it depends 
on age, body posture, and clinical conditions. In the horizontal position, the 
normal ICP in healthy adult subjects was reported to be within the range of 
7-15 mm Hg.19 In the vertical position it is negative with a mean of around 
—10 mm Hg, but not falling below —15 mm Hg.20 

The definition of raised ICP depends on the specific pathology. In 
hydrocephalus, a pressure above 15mmHg can be regarded as elevated. 
Following head injury, anything above 20 mm Hg is abnormal and aggres
sive treatment usually starts above 25 mm Hg. It is important to recognise 
that ICP in most cases varies with time. Decent averaging for at least 30 min
utes is needed to calculate "mean ICP". The patient should rest in a hori
zontal position during the measurement and avoid movement, speaking, 
etc. Overnight monitoring during natural sleep, which provides a "grand 
average" with a good description of the dynamics of the pressure, should 
be regarded as the "gold standard" in conscious patients. 

When monitored continuously in acute states (head injury, poor grade 
subarachnoid haemorrhage, intracerebral haematoma etc.), mean ICP may 
be classified into relatively few patterns (Fig. 1). 

• Low and stable ICP (below 20 mm Hg) — for example, seen in patients 
following uncomplicated head injury (Fig. la). Such a pattern is also 
commonly seen in the initial period after brain trauma before the brain 
swelling evolves. 

• High and stable ICP (above 20 mm Hg) — the most common picture to 
follow head injury (Fig. lb). 

• Vasogenic waves — "B" waves (Fig. lc) and plateau waves (Fig. Id). 
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Fig. 1 (a) Low and stable intracranial pressure (ICP). Mean arterial blood pressure 
(ABP) is plotted along the lower panel, (b) Stable and elevated ICP — this can be 
seen most of the time in head injury patients, (c) "B" waves of ICP. They are seen both 
in mean ICP and spectrally resolved pulse amplitude of ICP (AMP, upper panel). 
They are also usually seen in plots of time averaged ABP, but not always, (d) Plateau 
waves of ICP. Cerebrospinal compensatory reserve is usually low when these waves 
are recorded (RAP (correlation coefficient (R) between AMP amplitude (A) and 
mean pressure (P)) close to +1 ; index of compensatory reserve). At the height of 
the waves, during maximal vasodilatation, integration between pulse amplitude 
and mean ICP fails as is indicated by fall in RAP. After the plateau wave, ICP usu
ally falls below baseline level and cerebrospinal compensatory reserve improves. 
(e) High, spiky waves of ICP caused by sudden increases in ABP. (f) Increase in ICP 
caused by temporary decrease in ABP. (g) Increase in ICP of "hyperaemic nature". 
Both blood flow velocity and jugular venous oxygen saturation (SJ02) increased in 
parallel with ICP. (h) Refractory intracranial hypertension. ICP increased within 
a few hours to above 100mmHg. The vertical line denotes the moment when the 
ischaemic wave probably reached the vasomotor centres in the brain stem: heart rate 
increased and ABP (cerebral perfusion pressure) decreased abruptly. Note that the 
pulse amplitude of ICP (AMP) disappeared around 10 minutes before this terminal 
event. 
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Fig. 1 (Continued) 
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Fig. 1 (Continued) 
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Time [hours] 

Fig. 1 (Continued) 

• ICP waves related to changes in arterial pressure and hyperaemic events 

(Fig. 1 e-g). 
• Refractory intracranial hypertension (Fig. lh). This usually leads to death 

unless radical measures — for example, surgical decompression, are 
applied. 

However, there is much more information in the ICP waveform than in the 
time averaged ICP mean value alone. It is important to bear in mind how 
little information is available in the fluid column in the manometer line 
connected to a lumbar puncture needle! 

WAVEFORM ANALYSIS OF ICP 

The ICP waveform consists of three components, which overlap in the 
time domain, but can be separated in the frequency domain (Fig. 2). The 
pulse waveform has several harmonic components; of these the fundamen
tal component has a frequency equal to the heart rate. The amplitude of 
this component (AMP) is very useful for the evaluation of various indices. 
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Fig. 2 Example of ICP recording showing pulse, respiratory, and "slow waves" 
overlapped in time domain (upper panel). Taken from Balestreri M, Czosnyka M. 
Acta Neuwchir 2004; (in press)21 with permission from the publishers. 

The respiratory waveform is related to the frequency of the respiratory 
cycle (8-20 cycles per minute). "Slow waves" are usually not as precisely 
defined as in the original Lundberg thesis.8 All components that have a 
spectral representation within the frequency limits of 0.05-0.0055 Hz (20 s 
to 3 min period) can be classified as slow waves. The magnitude of these 
waves can be calculated as the square root of the power of the signal of 
the passband of the equivalent frequency range at the output of the digital 
filter or any other equivalent detection technique. 

PRESSURE-VOLUME COMPENSATORY RESERVE 

Theoretically, the compensatory reserve can be studied through the relation 
between ICP and changes in volume of the intracerebral space, known as 
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the "pressure-volume curve".22'23 The index called RAP (correlation coef
ficient (R) between AMP amplitude (A) and mean pressure (P); index of 
compensatory reserve) can be derived by calculating the linear correlation 
between consecutive, time averaged data points of AMP and ICP (usually 
40 of such samples are used) acquired over a reasonably long period to 
average over respiratory and pulse waves (usually 6-10 s periods). This 
index indicates the degree of correlation between AMP and mean ICP over 
short periods of time (~4 min). 

A RAP coefficient close to 0 indicates lack of synchronisation between 
changes in AMP and mean ICP. This denotes a good pressure-volume 
compensatory reserve at low ICP (Fig. 3), where a change in volume pro
duces no or very little change of the pressure. When RAP rises to +1 , AMP 
varies directly with ICP and this indicates that the "working point" of the 
intracranial space shifts to the right towards the steep part of the pressure-
volume curve. Here compensatory reserve is low; therefore any further 
rise in volume may produce a rapid increase in ICP. Following head injury 
and subsequent brain swelling, RAP is usually close to +1 . With any fur
ther increase in ICP, AMP decreases and RAP values fall below zero. This 
occurs when the cerebral autoregulatory capacity is exhausted and the 
pressure-volume curve bends to the right as the capacity of cerebral arte
rioles to dilate in response to a CPP decrement is exhausted, and they tend 
to collapse passively. This indicates terminal cerebrovascular derangement 
with a decrease in pulse pressure transmission from the arterial bed to the 
intracranial compartment. 

CEREBROVASCULAR PRESSURE REACTIVITY 

Another ICP derived index is the pressure-reactivity index (PRx), which 
incorporates the philosophy of assessing cerebrovascular reactions by 
observing the response of ICP to slow spontaneous changes in ABP.24 When 
the cerebrovascular bed is normally reactive, any change in ABP produces 
an inverse change in cerebral blood volume and hence ICP. When reac
tivity is disturbed, changes in ABP are passively transmitted to ICP. Using 
computational methods similar to those used for the calculation of the RAP 
index, PRx is determined by calculating the correlation coefficient between 
40 consecutive data points of time averaged (over 6 to 10 seconds) ICP 
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Fig. 3 In a simple model, pulse amplitude of intracranial pressure (ICP) (expressed 
along the y-axis on the right side of the panel) results from pulsatile changes in 
cerebral blood volume (expressed along the x-axis) transformed by the pressure-
volume curve. This curve has three zones: a flat zone, expressing good compen
satory reserve, an exponential zone, depicting poor compensatory reserve, and a 
flat zone again, seen at very high ICP (above the "critical" ICP) depicting derange
ment of normal cerebrovascular responses. The pulse amplitude of ICP is low and 
does not depend on mean ICP in the first zone. The pulse amplitude increases lin
early with mean ICP in the zone of poor compensatory reserve. In the third zone, 
(he pulse amplitude starts to decrease with rising ICP RAP index of compensatory 
reserve. Taken from Balestreri M, Czosnyka M. Acta Neurochir 2004; (in press)21 

with permission from the publishers. 

and ABP. A positive PRx signifies a positive gradient of the regression line 

between the slow components of ABP and ICP, which we hypothesise to be 

associated with passive behaviour of a non-reactive vascular bed (Fig. 4a). 

A negative value of PRx reflects a normally reactive vascular bed, as ABP 
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Fig. 4 Relation between slow waves of arterial blood pressure (ABP) and intracra
nial pressure (ICP). (a) Slow waves in ICP and ABP produce obviously positive 
correlation (lower panel), giving a positive value of PRx. This indicated loss of 
cerebrovascular reserve, (b) Coherent waves both in ABP and ICP (upper panel) 
produced a negative correlation coefficient, when plotted on the regression graph 
(lower panel), giving clearly negative values of PRx. Taken from Czosnyka M, 
Smielewski P, Kirkpa trick P, el al. Continuous assessment of the cerebral vasomotor 
reactivity in head injury. Neurosurgery 1997; 41:11-1725 with permission from the 
publisher. 

waves provoke inversely correlated waves in ICP (Fig. 4b). This index cor

relates well with indices of autoregulat ion based on transcranial Doppler 

ultrasonography.2 5 Fur thermore, abnormal values of both PRx and RAP, 

indicative respectively of poor autoregulat ion or deranged cerebrospinal 

compensatory reserve, have been demons t ra ted to be predictive of a poor 

outcome following head injury.5 

OTHER METHODS OF ICP ANALYSIS 

One of the priorities in brain moni tor ing is to develop a technique which 

helps in predicting decompensat ion or herniation. Early works focused on 
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Fig. 4 (Continued) 

intracranial volume-pressure response26 which evolved in time into con
tinuous monitoring of brain compliance.27 Such a method relies on the 
evaluation of the pressure response to known small volume additions by 
inflating and deflating a balloon inserted within the cerebrospinal space. 
The method has been implemented in the Spiegelberg Brain Compliance 
monitor (Spiegelberg GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) and initial trials indi
cated it might be useful in various scenarios.28,29 Its correlation with out
come remains to be demonstrated. 

Analysis of the pulse waveform of ICP, known as high-frequency-
centroid, was based on evaluation of the power spectrum of a single 
pulse ICP waveform and calculation of its "power-weighted average fre
quency" within the frequency range of 5-15 Hz. High-frequency centroid 
was demonstrated to decrease with increasing ICP and then increase in the 
state of refractory intracranial hypertension where the blood flow regula
tion mechanism failed.30 

Pulse transmission between arterial pressure and mean ICP has been 
investigated by various groups.31-33 It depends upon assumptions about 
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the linearity of the transmission model. Such assumptions are probably 
unrealistic particularly in pathological circumstances. 

The ratio of respiratory wave to pulse amplitude of ICP was believed 
to be predictive of a worse outcome after head injury. Modulation of pulse 
waveform by the respiratory cycle has been demonstrated to correlate with 
brain compliance. Attempts have been made to use this for diagnosis in 
patients with hydrocephalus.34 

Recently, the power of slow waves of ICP was reported to be predic
tive of outcome in patients with intracranial hypertension following head 
injury. A low content of slow waves in the overall ICP dynamics was asso
ciated with a fatal outcome21 highlighting a possible link of these events 
with cerebral autoregulation.35 

PRACTICAL USE OF THE ICP DERIVED PARAMETERS: 
"OPTIMAL CPP" AND MULTIPLE TREND ANALYSIS 

Both PRx and RAP can be used to evaluate secondary variables that com
bine the value of absolute ICP and CPP with information about the state of 
autoregulatory and compensatory reserves. PRx plotted against CPP gives 
a "U shape" curve.5 This indicates that for the majority of patients there is a 
value of the CPP in which pressure-reactivity is optimal. This optimal pres
sure can be estimated by plotting and analysing the PRx-CPP curve in a 
sequential six hour wide time-moving window online. It has been demon
strated in a group of retrospectively evaluated patients that the greater 
the distance between the current and the "optimal" CPP the worse the out
come. This potentially useful methodology attempts to refine CPP oriented 
therapy.5 Both, too low (ischaemia), and, too high, CPP (hyperaemia and 
secondary increase in ICP) are detrimental. Hence, we have suggested that 
CPP should be optimised to maintain cerebral perfusion in the globally 
most favourable state.5 

No matter how sophisticated new variables or outcome-predicting 
models become, the most useful tool at the bedside is a computer screen, 
which presents the trends of multiple parameters with time. This gives 
an opportunity to react to a crisis situation, understand the cerebrospinal 
dynamics in multiple dimensions and predict an optimal strategy for the 
individual patient's care (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 A typical example of intracranial hypertension in a patient who died. In 
this case the progressive increase in intracranial pressure (ICP) caused a severe 
fall in cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) (time 48 h), although normal values of 
arterial blood pressure (ABP) were maintained. The pressure-reactivity index (PRx), 
at first slightly above the normal range, started to climb in the second part of the 
monitoring (time > 40 h) when the progressive increase in ICP was associated with 
CPP reduction; similarly RAP (index of compensatory reserve), initially above 0.6, 
started to fall suggesting a loss in vasomotor reserve (time > 40 h). Slow waves were 
low at the beginning, increased around 24 hours after injury and fell 36 hours after 
injury. Taken from Balestreri M, Czosnyka M. Acta Neurochir 2004. With permission 
from the publishers. 

ASSOCIATION WITH OUTCOME FOLLOWING 
SEVERE HEAD INJURY 

In severe head injury an averaged ICP above 25 mm Hg over the whole 
period of monitoring increases risk of death twofold. Averaged values 
of the RAP and PRx indices are also strong predictors of fatal outcome. 
Both these indices suggest that good vascular reactivity is an impor
tant element of brain homoeostasis, enabling the brain to protect itself 
against an uncontrollable rise of the intracerebral volume. A low value 
of slow waves of ICP is also indicative of a fatal outcome following head 
injury. 
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As ICP, PRx, and the power of ICP slow waves are independent pre
dictors of outcome, these three variables, although mutually correlated, 
should be considered jointly in any outcome analysis. 

Mean CPP has become an actively controlled variable and hence has 
lost its predictive power for outcome. It does not mean that traditional 
short term decreases in CPP ("CPP insults") have become more benign, 
but they are probably better managed nowadays, and with baseline CPP 
above 65-70 mm Hg they do not frequently produce ischaemia. This is, 
probably, one of the most spectacular "success stories" of CPP oriented 
protocols. However, there is still lack of "Class I" evidence indicating that 
CPP oriented therapy is clearly beneficial. Robertson et al.36 compared CPP 
and ICP oriented therapies and showed a decrease in ischaemic insults in 
CPP oriented therapy but an increase in respiratory complications with no 
overall difference in outcome. 

ICP IN HYDROCEPHALUS AND BENIGN 
INTRACRANIAL HYPERTENSION 

ICP in chronic diseases should be interpreted slightly differently. The prob
lems are related more to disturbance of the CSF circulation. Increased 
ICP signifies increased resistance to CSF outflow37 or increased cerebral 
venous outflow pressure,38 rather than exhausted cerebrospinal compen
satory reserve created by a decreased volume in either one or both of the 
two main buffering components — CSF and venous blood volume, as in 
head injury. 

In more chronic conditions of ventricular dilatation, where ICP is not 
greatly raised, obstruction to CSF absorption may be confirmed by CSF 
infusion tests (ventricular or lumbar) taking care to adapt the technique 
to the site of any obstruction.39 The infusion study can be performed via 
the lumbar CSF space or via a preimplanted ventricular access device. In 
both cases, two needles are inserted (22 G spinal needles for lumbar tests; 
25 G butterfly needles for ventricular studies). One needle is connected 
to a pressure transducer via a stiff saline-filled tube and the other to an 
infusion pump mounted on a purpose-built trolley containing a pressure 
amplifier and personal computer running software written inhouse. After 
10 minutes of baseline measurement, the infusion of normal saline at a 
rate of 1.5ml/min or 1 ml/min (if the baseline pressure was higher than 
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Fig. 6 Infusion test. Pulse amplitude of intracranial pressure (ICP) (AMP) on 
upper graph and mean ICP (lower graph) plotted versus time. Normal saline infu
sion was started at 6 minutes of monitoring. ICP reached a level of 37 mm Hg. 
Infusion was discontinued at 17 minutes after start of recording. Resistance to CSF 
outflow was elevated: 20 mm Hg/(ml/min). AMP always increases proportionally 
to an increase of mean ICP. 

15mmHg) is started and continued until a steady state ICP plateau is 
achieved (Fig. 6). If the ICP increases to 40mmHg, the infusion is inter
rupted. Following cessation of the saline infusion, ICP is recorded until 
it decreases to steady baseline levels. All compensatory parameters are 
calculated using computer supported methods based on physiological 
models of the CSF circulation.40 Baseline ICP and RCSF characterise the 
static properties of the CSF circulation. RCSF is calculated as the pres
sure increase during the infusion, divided by the infusion rate. A value 
below 13mmHg/(ml /min) characterises normal CSF circulation41; above 
18mmHg/(ml/min) the CSF circulation is clearly disturbed42; between 
13mmHg/(ml/min) and 18mmHg/(ml/min) there is a grey zone, when 
other compensatory parameters and other clinical investigations should 
be considered to make a decision about shunting. Because the resistance 
to CSF outflow both in normal individuals43 and in patients with normal 
pressure hydrocephalus (NPH)44 increases with age, it is very likely that 
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the "critical threshold" of normal and abnormal RCSF should be also age 
adjusted. 

The cerebrospinal elasticity coefficient (El) and AMP waveform 
express the dynamic components of CSF pressure-volume compensa
tion.45-47 El describes the compliance of the CSF compartment according 
to the formula: compliance of CSF space = Q = 1/[E1 x (ICP — po)], where 
po is the unknown reference pressure level, representing the hydrostatic 
difference between the site of ICP measurement and the pressure indiffer
ent point of the cerebrospinal axis.48 Cerebrospinal compliance is inversely 
proportional to ICP, therefore comparison between different subjects can be 
made only at the same level of the difference: ICP — po- El is independent 
of ICP, thus this coefficient is a much more convenient parameter when 
comparing individual patients. A low value of El (less than 0.2/ml) is spe
cific for a compliant system, whereas a higher value indicates decreased 
pressure-volume compensatory reserve. 

The AMP increases proportionally when the mean ICP rises. The pro
portionality ratio (the AMP/P index) characterises both the elastance of the 
cerebrospinal space and the transmission of arterial pulsations to the CSF 
compartment.41 Finally, the production of CSF fluid can be estimated using 
Davson's equation. However, the sagittal sinus pressure (Pss) is unknown 
and cannot be easily measured without increasing the invasiveness of the 
whole procedure. Consequently, the Pss and CSF formation are estimated 
jointly using a non-linear model using the least square distance method 
during the computerised infusion test.40 It is important to mention that 
such an "estimate" of CSF production rate approximates CSF absorption, 
rather than the actual production rate. It is based upon the assumption 
that all circulating CSF is reabsorbed via the arachnoid granulations. In 
cases where significant CSF suffusion into brain parenchyma occurs, CSF 
production may be grossly underestimated. 

An infusion study may be useful for the assessment of shunt function 
in vivo. The end-equilibrium pressure achieved during the test should not 
significantly exceed the shunt's operating pressure increased by the hydro-
dynamic resistance of the opened shunt multiplied by the infusion rate. 
These values are readily available from the UK shunt evaluation labora
tory (Academic Neurosurgical Unit, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, 
UK) and can be used in clinical measurements to confirm shunt malfunc
tion objectively.49 This is particularly important as an increasing number of 
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shunt revisions obviously impedes the chance for uneventful management 
of hydrocephalus.50 

Overnight ICP monitoring in patients with NHP may reveal a high 
incidence of slow waves during sleep which is a very helpful prognos
tic sign for the outcome following shunting51'52 (Fig. 7a). Benign intracra
nial hypertension seldom requires more than CSF pressure monitoring 
through a lumbar catheter or needle for an hour. When overnight ICP mon
itoring is performed in a patient with benign intracranial hypertension, 
baseline ICP is usually increased, the amplitude and frequency of "slow 

Time [hours] 

Fig. 7 Overnight monitoring of intracranial pressure, (a) Normal pressure hydro
cephalus: baseline pressure normal (5 mm Hg) with periodical vasogenic increases 
reaching 20 mm Hg (ever hour), with associated decrease of compensatory reserve 
(RAP increasing towards +1) and an increase in magnitude of slow waves. These 
are vasogenic events, most frequently triggered by the REM phase of sleep. 
(b) Benign intracranial hypertension: baseline ICP elevated to 20 mm Hg with lim
ited dynamics (although vasogenic waves clearly present around 5-6 am) and with 
permanently reduced compensatory reserve (RAP close to +1). (c) Intermittent 
hypertension due to sleep apnoea — case reported in Ref. 53. ICP, mean ICP level 
(1 minute averaged); AMP, pulse amplitude of ICP; RAP, index of compensatory 
reserve; Slow, magnitude of slow waves of ICP; FV, blood flow velocity; Sao2, arte
rial blood saturation, REM, rapid eye movement. 
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waves" is moderate, but the increased RAP index indicates reduced cere
brospinal compensatory reserve (Fig. 7b). Intermittent intracranial hyper
tension caused by sleep apnoea syndrome may cause symptoms similar to 
benignintracranial hypertension. Multimodal monitoring including ICP, 
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Doppler blood flow velocity, and arterial blood oxygen saturation is useful 
(Fig. 7c).53 

Although a number of centres employ ICP measurement and infusion 
studies, the selection of patients has not been shown to be more precise than 
when using the CSP tap test.54 Positive predictive power of the increased 
resistance to CSF outflow is generally high, but the negative predictive 
power is low — that is, patients with normal resistance to CSF outflow 
may sometimes improve following shunting. However, the same problem 
concerns CSF tap tests.55 Extending the period of CSF drainage to 72 hours 
seems to be an efficient solution but increases hospital stay and risk of 
complications. 

ATTEMPTS TO MEASURE ICP AND CPP 
NON-1 NVASIVELY 

It would be very helpful to measure ICP or CPP without invasive 
transducers. Transcranial Doppler examination,16 tympanic membrane 
displacement,15 and ultrasound "time of flight" techniques have been 
advocated.17 

The description of transcranial Doppler sonography by Aaslid et al. 
in 1982 permitted bedside monitoring of one index of cerebral blood flow, 
non-invasively, repeatedly, and even continuously.56 The problem has been 
that it is a "big tube technique", which measures flow velocity in branches 
of the circle of Willis, most commonly the middle cerebral artery (MCA). 
Compliant branches of the MCA can be compared with two physiologi
cal pressure transducers. The pattern of blood flow within these tubes is 
certainly modulated by transmural pressure — that is, CPP, and the dis
tal vascular resistance (also modulated by the CPP). But what is the cal
ibration factor and how should we compensate for unknown non-linear 
distortion? 

There is a reasonable correlation between the pulsatility index of MCA 
velocity and CPP after head injury but absolute measurements of CPP 
cannot be extrapolated.57 Others have suggested that "critical closing pres
sure" derived from flow velocity and arterial pressure waveform approx
imated the ICP.58 The accuracy of this method has, however, never been 
satisfactory.59 
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Aaslid et al.60 suggested that an index of CPP could be derived from the 
ratio of the amplitudes of the first harmonics of the ABP and the MCA veloc
ity (detected by transcranial Doppler sonography) multiplied by mean flow 
velocity. Recently, a method for the non-invasive assessment of CPP has 
been reported, derived from mean arterial pressure multiplied by the ratio 
of diastolic to mean flow velocity.61,62 This estimator can predict real CPP 
with an error of less than lOmmHg for more than 80% of measurements. 
This is of potential benefit for the continuous monitoring of changes in real 
CPP over time in situations where the direct measurement of CPP is not 
readily available. 

A more complex method aimed at the non-invasive assessment of 
ICP has been introduced and tested by Schmidt et al.ls The method is 
based on the presumed linear transformation between arterial pressure 
and ICP waveforms. Coefficients of this transformation are derived from 
the database of real ABP and ICP recordings. Similar linear transformation 
is built, using the same database between flow velocity and arterial pres
sure. Then the model assumes linear relationship between arterial pressure 
and flow velocity and arterial pressure to ICP transformations. Multiple 
regression coefficients are calculated. Finally, for each prospective study, 
ICP is calculated using ABP to ICP transformation, formed from ABP to 
flow velocity transformation transposed using precalculated regression 
coefficients. 

IS ICP MONITORING USEFUL 

The continuous measurement of ICP is an essential modality in most brain 
monitoring systems. After a decade of enthusiastic attempts to introduce 
new modalities for brain monitoring (tissue oxygenation, microdialysis, 
cortical blood flow, transcranial Doppler ultrasonography, jugular bulb 
oxygen saturation) it is increasingly obvious that ICP is robust, only 
moderately invasive, and can be realistically conducted in regional 
hospitals. 

Although there has been no randomised controlled trial about influ
ence of ICP monitoring on overall outcome after following head injury, 
recent audit63 shows almost twofold lower mortality in neurosurgical 
centres, where ICP is usually monitored, versus general intensive care 
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units, where it is not monitored. However, the availability of ICP moni
toring is not the only difference between neurosurgical and general inten
sive care units that might explain the difference in mortality after head 
injury. 

ICP waveform contains valuable information about the nature of cere
brospinal pathophysiology. Autoregulation of cerebral blood flow and 
compliance of cerebrospinal system are both expressed in ICP. Methods 
of waveform analysis are useful both to derive this information and to 
guide the management of patients. 

The value of ICP in acute states such as head injury, poor grade 
subarachnoid haemorrhage, and intracerebral haematoma depends on a 
close link between monitoring and therapy. CPP oriented protocols,64,65 

osmotherapy66 and the "Lund protocol"6 cannot be conducted correctly 
without ICP guidance. A decision about decompressive craniectomy 
should be supported by the close inspection of the trend of ICP and, prefer
ably, by information derived from its waveform.67 In encephalitis,68 acute 
liver failure,69 and cerebral infarction after stroke,70 ICP monitoring is used 
less commonly, however, an increasing number of reports highlight its 
importance. 

A slightly different methodology for CSF pressure interpretation is 
applied in chronic states such as hydrocephalus or benign intracranial 
hypertension. In the first case assessment of CSF pressure-volume com
pensation and circulation are essential to optimise patient management.42,71 

Volume-adding tests with parallel measurement of ICP and/or overnight 
ICP monitoring with waveform analysis have a special role. In patients 
with a shunt in situ, who present with persistent or recurring clinical 
symptoms, it helps to avoid unnecessary shunt revisions. This is par
ticularly important as patients with a history of multiple shunt revision 
have a lower chance to achieve good outcome in the future. In benign 
intracranial hypertension72 or craniostenosis73 ICP monitoring has been 
documented as useful both for diagnosis and to document response to 
therapy. 

In summary, ICP is a complex modality, which contains combined 
information about cerebral compensatory and CBF regulation mechanisms. 
Control of ICP requires continuous monitoring. ICP-derived indices help 
to understand the pathophysiology of developing events and facilitate 
patient care. 
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Cerebral Perfusion and Stroke 

H S Markus* 

Stroke is a heterogeneous syndrome caused by multiple disease mech
anisms, but all result in a disruption of cerebral blood flow with subsequent 
tissue damage. This review covers the mechanisms responsible for regu
lation of the normal cerebral circulation, and how they are disrupted in 
disease states. A central concept in treating patients with acute ischaemic 
stroke is the existence of an ischaemic penumbra of potentially salvageable 
tissue, and the evidence for its existence in humans is reviewed. 

The cerebral circulation has developed several specialised features to 
cope with the high metabolic demands of the brain and the devastating 
consequences of cerebral ischaemia. Unlike other organs, the brain uses 
glucose almost exclusively as its sole substrate for energy metabolism. As 
it is unable to store energy it requires a constant supply of oxygenated 
blood containing an adequate glucose concentration to maintain its func
tion and structural integrity. The brain oxygen requirement in the adult 
human accounts for about 20% of that of the whole body, for a relative size 
of only 2%. Brain oxygen uptake is even higher in children in the first decade 
of life, where it may be up to 50% of the total body oxygen supply.1 This high 
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metabolic demand is matched by a disproportionately large amount of the 
total cardiac output passing to the brain. Total cerebral blood flow (CBF) at 
rest is about 800ml/min, which is 15-20% of total cardiac output.2 Cere
bral perfusion is a high flow, low pressure system with relatively preserved 
diastolic flow. This can be appreciated by comparing Doppler waveforms 
from cerebral vessels with systemic vessels; the relative ratio of diastolic 
to systolic flow is much higher for the cerebral circulation. Anatomical fea
tures and functional responses, including cerebral autoregulation, allow 
this high flow and provide protection against ischaemia. 

CEREBROVASCULAR ANATOMY 

The cerebral circulation has a well developed collateral circulation which 
plays an important protective role. Of crucial importance are communi
cations between the basal cerebral arteries at the circle of Willis.3 Natural 
variation in its integrity will determine whether carotid occlusion results in 
massive hemispheric stroke or is asymptomatic. Collateral supply may also 
occur through anastomoses between the external carotid artery branches 
and the intracerebral circulation, and there is a well developed plexus of 
anastomoses between cerebral vessels on the surface of the brain.4 Despite 
this collateral supply, there are regions of the brain that are particularly 
vulnerable to a fall in perfusion pressure. Such border zone areas include 
those at the boundaries between the anterior and middle and the middle 
and posterior cerebral arteries, and the "internal" border zone areas in the 
corona radiata and centrum semiovale. Territories supplied by the pene
trating or perforating arteries that supply the white matter and subcortical 
grey matter nuclei are particularly vulnerable to ischaemia. These arteries 
are end arteries and therefore ischaemia in their territory results in more 
rapid cell death. 

METHODS FOR MEASUREMENT OF CEREBRAL 
BLOOD FLOW 

Various different techniques (Table 1) allow measurement of regional cere
bral perfusion, although many are only semiquantitative. Such techniques 
require a tracer or contrast agent and an imaging technique allowing its con
centration to be measured. Commonly used techniques include positron 
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Table 1 

Table width = E 

Methods of measurement of cerebral blood flow. 

Technology Specific methods Important points 

Perfusion (regional CBF) 
Positron emission 

tomography 

Xenon based techniques 

MR based techniques 

CT based techniques 

SPECT 

Transcranial Duplex 
ultrasound 

l s O labelled water 

Stable xenon methods 
Intravenous xenon 

methods 
Xenon SPECT 
Xenon CT 

Exogenous perfusion 
Endogenous perfusion 

Contrast perfusion 
imaging 

Xenon CT 
99mTcHMPAO 
123I labelled IMP 

Ultrasound perfusion 

Allows oxygen consumption 
measurement 

Quantitative 

Potentially quantitative 

Using gadolinium bolus 
Non-invasive 

Semiquantitative 

Quantification not yet 
possible 

Perfusion (regional CBF) Volume flow (in major arteries) 

Carotid and vertebral 
ultrasound 

Transcranial Doppler 
ultrasound 

Doppler based 
techniques 
Non-Doppler based 

techniques 

Flow in major arteries and 
not tissue perfusion 

Velocity rather than flow 
measurement 

CBF, cerebral blood flow; CT, computed tomography; IMP, inosine 5'-monophosphate; MR, 
magnetic resonance; SPECT, single photon emission computed tomography; 99mTcHMPAO, 
technetium-99m hexamethylpropylene amine oxime. 

emission tomography (PET), single pho ton emission compu ted tomogra

phy (SPECT), xenon computed tomography (CT) and contrast CT perfu

sion, and magnet ic resonance imaging (MRI) perfusion studies. 

Nuclear Medicine Methods 

Nuclear medicine methods use radionucleides as tracers and the tomo

graphic approach in image reconstruction. These can be dis t inguished on 
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the basis of the physical characteristics of the radionucleides. SPECT uses 
low energy, photon emitting radionucleides. PET uses coincidence radia
tion employing positron emitting radionucleides which, after annihilation, 
produce two 511 keV r rays. PET allows quantification, while with SPECT 
only semiquantification is possible. Both involve exposure to significant 
radiation doses. The tracer most commonly used for PET CBF measure
ments is 1 5 0 labelled water. Only PET allows measurement of oxygen 
utilisation and therefore the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF). SPECT is 
more widely available and uses lipophilic tracers that easily cross the 
blood-brain barrier and ideally are fully extracted during the first pass 
through the cerebral circulation. 99mTcHMPAO is most widely used. It is 
stable for about six hours after being reconstituted, making it convenient 
for clinical use. A good correlation with CBF values has been obtained.5 

Xenon is commonly used in cerebral perfusion measurement both with 
CT and SPECT. Xenon gas can be inhaled in significant quantities with 
little risk, although at high concentrations it is an anaesthetic. It dissolves 
into blood and readily diffuses through the blood-brain barrier. Xenon has 
a high atomic number relative to air and soft tissues and as a result its 
presence can be measured by CT. A washout method can be used; when 
an initial equilibrium of substance has been reached in the tissue and the 
supply is acutely discontinued, the substance concentration decays in an 
exponential fashion and the decay of the exponential contains information 
on perfusion.6 

Computed Tomography 

Perfusion CT involves sequential acquisition of stationary cerebral CT sec
tions during intravenous administration of a bolus of iodinated contrast 
material.7 Analysis of the resultant contrast enhancement curves accord
ing to the central volume principle allows calculation of cerebral blood 
volume (CBV), mean transit time (MTT), and CBF. 

Magnetic Resonance imaging 

Increasingly, MRI methods are used to measure perfusion. These fall into 
two categories. 

Exogenous contrast methods are most widely used and rely on an intra
venous bolus injection of a paramagnetic tracer and acquisition of rapid 
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images, using echo-planar imaging, as the tracer passes through the cere
bral vasculature.8 The effect of the tracer is to reduce signal from tissue in 
its immediate vicinity owing to dephasing effects caused by the magnetic 
field gradients induced. This signal loss is closely related to the flow of the 
tracer through the brain and thus to cerebral perfusion. This method also 
offers the ability to measure CBV and MTT. Its advantage is that param
agnetic substances have a large effect on signal intensity, and therefore the 
signal to noise ratio is high. Recent studies have suggested that a degree of 
quantification is possible if an arterial input function is obtained by imag
ing through a supplying vessel,8 although whether absolute quantification 
is reliable is debated. 

Endogenous methods such as arterial spin labelling use blood water as 
an endogenous contrast agent for the measurement of perfusion. This is 
completely non-invasive and can be repeated as often as desired, but the 
signal to noise ratio is low. 

Ultrasound 

Ultrasound methods are non-invasive. Carotid and vertebral neck ultra
sound uses either Doppler based9 or non-Doppler based methods10 to 
quantify volume flow in the major supplying arteries, rather than regional 
perfusion. In contrast, transcranial Doppler, most commonly of the middle 
cerebral artery, measures velocity and not flow and therefore only gives 
an accurate estimate of changes in flow if the diameter of the vessel being 
insonated does not change. Tissue perfusion can now be estimated using 
transcranial imaging ultrasound, but quantification using this technique is 
still being developed.11 

REGULATION OF THE NORMAL CEREBRAL 
CIRCULATION 

Basal Cerebral Blood Flow Regulation 

Under normal conditions CBF is determined by both cerebral perfusion 
pressure (CPP) and cerebrovascular resistance (CVR). CVR is determined 
by the diameter of the intracranial arteries and also blood viscosity. CPP 
can be calculated from the difference between systemic arterial pressure 
and venous back pressure. In conditions were CPP remains constant any 
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change in CBF must result from a change in CVR, usually as a result of 
alteration in the diameter of the small intracranial arteries, which are the 
predominant resistance vessels. Thus under normal circumstances there is 
a direct correlation between CBF and cerebral blood volume, which will 
both increase as vessels dilate and decrease as vessels constrict. This relation 
is disturbed in pathological states such as cerebral ischaemia. 

Various physiological variables influence CBF, including arterial blood 
gases, cerebral autoregulation, and metabolic rate through vasoneuronal 
coupling. One important mediator controlling basal CBF is nitric oxide. 
In 198012 it was shown that an intact endothelial cell layer is required 
if isolated arterial segments were to relax in response to perfusion with 
acetylcholine. It was subsequently found that this "endothelium derived 
relaxing factor" is nitric oxide (NO), synthesised by endothelial cells from 
the amino acid L-arginine by the enzyme NO synthase (NOS).13 There are 
three isoforms of this enzyme: endothelial NOS (eNOS), neuronal NOS 
(nNOS), and an inducible NOS (iNOS). Endothelium derived NO plays 
a crucial role in maintenance of blood vessel calibre and therefore blood 
flow throughout the vasculature. It is also important in preventing throm
bosis through inhibition of platelet adhesion, activation, and aggregation, 
and in preventing atherosclerosis by inhibition of vascular smooth muscle 
cell proliferation. Under normal conditions there appears to be a functional 
balance between the endothelium dependent vasodilator effects of NO and 
the endothelium derived constrictor substances such as endothelin, throm
boxane, and angiotensin II. Extensive animal data in a variety of species 
have shown that tonic release of NO plays an important role in maintaining 
resting CBF.14 More recently the role of NO in maintaining basal CBF has 
been shown in the human: inhibition of NO by the NO synthase inhibitor 
N-monomethyl-L-arginine (L-NMMA) resulted in a 30% fall in CBF.15'16 

Cerebral Autoregulation 

CBF remains relatively constant despite moderate variations in perfusion 
pressure. This phenomenon, described as "cerebral autoregulation," plays 
an important protective role against the danger of hypoxia at low perfusion 
pressure, and the risk of brain oedema at higher arterial pressure.17 As a 
rough approximation the lower and upper limits of autoregulation occur at 
mean arterial pressures of 60 and 150 mm Hg in the normotensive human. 
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Between these limits CBF is relatively but not absolutely constant. Once the 
limits of autoregulation are reached, CBF increases or decreases passively 
with increases or reductions in perfusion pressure. 

Reductions in CBF below the limit of autoregulation result in brain 
hypoperfusion. In an attempt to compensate for this, the extraction coeffi
cient of oxygen from the blood increases. Clinical symptoms of functional 
disruption are not observed until the reduction in CPP exceeds the abil
ity of the increase in oxygen extraction to satisfy the metabolic demands of 
cerebral tissues. If mean arterial pressure increases above the upper limit of 
autoregulation, resistance arteries in the brain cannot sustain vasoconstric
tion. An early sign is the appearance of "sausage stringing," characterised 
by an alternating pattern of dilated arterial segments with focal regions of 
constriction. The dilated segments represent regions of passive dilatation, 
and the constricted segments regions of sustained autoregulation. Further 
increases in CPP result in dilatation along the entire length of the arterioles, 
and CBF increases passively. This is accompanied by damage to the cere
brovascular endothelium and disruption of the blood-brain barrier. The 
latter results in extravasation of plasma proteins through the vessel wall 
and subsequent oedema. These events are important in acute hypertensive 
encephalopathy. 

The upper and lower limits of autoregulation are not fixed but vary 
under both physiological stimuli and disease states. Activation of the 
sympathetic nerves results in upward shift of both the lower and upper 
limits — a potentially protective response because acute elevations in 
arterial pressure are usually accompanied by sympathetic activation. The 
autoregulatory plateau is shifted to higher values in patients with chronic 
hypertension.18 This protective response can have deleterious effects if 
blood pressure is excessively reduced, when symptoms of ischaemia may 
occur at a relatively higher blood pressure. 

Cerebral autoregulation is impaired in various disease states includ
ing head injury,19 ischaemic stroke,20 and subarachnoid haemorrhage.21 

This may result in an already damaged brain being excessively sensitive to 
fluctuations in perfusion pressure. 

Assessment of Cerebral Autoregulation in the Human 

Traditionally, studies in the human have estimated "static" autoregulation. 
Steady state values of CBF are determined across a range of blood pressures. 
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This is achieved by the use of drugs or shifts in blood volume — for exam
ple, using tilt tables or negative pressure.22 Determination of the full range 
of autoregulation requires blood pressure to be manipulated across a wide 
range, and the long time interval between measurements made at differ
ent pressures can make interpretation of studies difficult. More recently 
methods for estimating "dynamic" autoregulation in humans have been 
developed. These determine the rate of response of CBF or flow velocity 
after a sudden change in arterial blood pressure. A technique allowing mea
surement of CBF with very high temporal resolution is required. The only 
technique that can provide this is transcranial Doppler ultrasound. In the 
most widely used technique a sudden fall in blood pressure is induced by 
inflating leg cuffs above venous pressure and then rapidly deflating them.23 

The rate of rise of CBF velocity in the middle cerebral artery is then com
pared with the rate of rise of blood pressure continuously monitored using 
a non-invasive device such as a Finapres. Using this technique, autoreg
ulation has been shown to be impaired distal to carotid artery stenosis,24 

following head injury,25 and in ischaemic stroke.26 Although the measure
ment of dynamic autoregulation gives a useful estimate of how the cerebral 
circulation can compensate for fluctuations in perfusion pressure, it may 
not necessarily be measuring the same mechanisms that determine static 
autoregulation. 

Physiological Mechanisms of Autoregulation 

The mechanisms responsible for CBF autoregulation in the human are not 
fully understood. Traditional hypotheses are that neurogenic, myogenic, 
and metabolic factors play a role. More recently NO has been implicated. 
Autoregulation is preserved in animals that have undergone sympathetic 
and parasympathetic denervation, suggesting that neurogenic factors are 
not of primary importance.27 

The myogenic hypothesis states that smooth muscle in the resistance 
arteries responds directly to alterations in perfusion pressure by contracting 
during increases in pressure, and relaxing during reductions in pressure. 
This would provide a mechanism whereby responses in cerebral resistance 
arteries could occur within seconds of an autoregulatory stimulus. In vitro 

animal experiments support this hypothesis, with constriction of isolated 
arteries occurring following a rapid increase in intravascular pressure. 
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In vivo experiments have not, in general, provided such strong support.27 

The metabolic hypothesis states that reductions in CBF stimulate the release 
of vasoactive substances from the brain, which in turn stimulates the dilata
tion of cerebral resistance arteries. Several candidates for this role have been 
proposed — including carbon dioxide, hydrogen ions, oxygen, adenosine, 
potassium, and calcium — but no definite role has been demonstrated for 
any of these.28 

Endothelial factors, particularly NO, have been suggested as medi
ators of cerebral autoregulation. In some animal studies, impaired 
autoregulation has been reported following inhibition of NO, but others 
have found no effect.29 In eNOS knockout mice there was a greater fall in 
CBF during haemorrhagic hypotension than in wild type mice, consistent 
with an alteration in the lower limit of autoregulation.30 In humans the 
NOS inhibitor L-NMMA resulted in a significant impairment of dynamic 
autoregulation.29 

Arterial Blood Gases, the Hypercapnic Response, and CBF 

CBF is very sensitive to changes in blood CO2 concentrations, largely medi
ated by concomitant changes in the pH of brain tissue.31 Apart from this 
direct effect of pH on cerebral vessels, secondary mechanisms may medi
ate vasoactive effects through a pH dependent alteration in the release of 
other vasoactive factors. Prostaglandins have been suggested as mediators 
of CO2 dependent changes in CBF, based on the effects of the inhibitor of 
cyclo-oxygenase, indomethacin. However, further studies in animals31 and 
humans32 cast doubt on this mechanism in adults, although it does appear 
to be important in newborn animals.31 

Studies in rats suggested NO dependence of the hypercapnic response, 
although this NO production is primarily through nNOS rather than 
eNOS. However, results in higher species have been less consistent, and 
studies in primates have shown conflicting results.33,34 A complicating 
factor in animal studies is that anaesthesia may alter cerebrovascular 
responses. A study in humans showed that inhibition of eNOS by intra
venous NG-monomethyl-L-arginine (L:NNMA) did not alter the hyper
capnic response.15 

Reducing arterial P02 results in an increase in CBF, whereas an increase 
in arterial P02 above normal values has a much lesser effect. Hypoxia 
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appears to act both through a direct effect on cerebral resistance vessels, and 
through indirect effects including the release of vasoactive factors such as 
hydrogen ions, adenosine, and potassium ions.31 It has also been suggested 
that pH dependent mechanisms — mainly the production of lactate — 
participate in hypoxic vasodilatation.35 

Clinical Relevance of the Hypercapnic Response 

The response of CBF to hypercapnia is widely used in humans to estimate 
cerebral perfusion reserve, most often in patients with carotid stenosis or 
occlusion. The haemodynamic consequences of a carotid stenosis — for 
example, during a fall in blood pressure — will depend on distal collateral 
supply, particularly through the circle of Willis. An estimate of this cerebral 
perfusion reserve can be obtained by measuring CBF during both normo
capnia and hypercapnia (with concentrations of 5-8% CO2 in air). In the 
presence of impaired reserve, resistance vessels are already vasodilated, 
and the capacity to increase CBF further is reduced (Fig. 1). A wide range 
of imaging methods has been used to measure the hypercapnic response, 
including PET, SPECT, MRI, and xenon based techniques. For techniques 
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Fig. 1 Measurement of cerebral perfusion reserve or cerebral reactivity in a patient 
with unilateral left internal carotid artery occlusion. Blood flow velocity is recorded 
continuously from both middle cerebral arteries. As the patient breaths a 6% and 
then an 8% mixture of carbon dioxide in air, flow velocity increases on the right but 
not on the left. This indicates severely impaired perfusion reserve ipsilateral to the 
occlusion. MCA, middle cerebral artery. 
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that do not allow absolute quantification (such as SPECT), side to side 
differences are calculated; this makes interpretation difficult in bilateral 
carotid stenosis. Transcranial Doppler monitoring of middle cerebral artery 
flow velocity has become widely adopted in this context.36 Its validity is 
suggested by angiographic studies showing that the diameter of the mid
dle cerebral artery does not change during hypercapnia.37 Acetazolamide, 
a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor, can be used as the vasodilator stimulus 
instead of CO2. 

Prospective studies have shown that a reduced hypercapnic response 
ipsilateral to a carotid occlusion is associated with an increased risk of 
stroke or transient ischaemic attacks (TIA).38-40 It has been suggested this 
test may identify a subgroup of patients with carotid occlusion who benefit 
from extracranial-intracranial bypass, although this hypothesis has yet to 
be tested. There is some evidence from prospective studies that patients 
with tight carotid stenosis, as opposed to occlusion, and who have impaired 
perfusion reserve are at increased risk of stroke, but the association appears 
less strong than for carotid occlusion.39 

Local Coupling of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism 

Local CBF is tightly coupled to changes in neuronal metabolism, and this 
forms the basis of functional brain imaging using BOLD MRI. Over a cen
tury ago Roy and Sherrington suggested that". . .(the brain) is well fitted to 
provide for a local variation of the blood supply in accordance with local 
variations of the functional activity".41 Numerous studies have shown that 
local increases in neuronal activity result in a local increase in glucose util
isation, accompanied by local increases in CBF. The precise mechanisms 
linking neuronal activation, metabolism, and flow are not fully understood. 
Various factors are likely to contribute to this coupling process, including 
potassium release with neuronal depolarisation, and H + and adenosine 
release when there is a mismatch between oxygen delivery and utilisation. 
NO may play a key mediator role, probably through production via nNOS 
rather than eNOS. In animal models, cerebral vasodilatation associated 
with simple somatosensory stimulation appears to be mediated by nNOS 
derived NO.42 In the human, L-NMMA given intravenously did not alter 
the local CBF response to learned sequential movements, but, because of 
its poor blood-brain barrier penetration, it probably only inhibits eNOS.16 
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CEREBRAL CIRCULATION RESPONSES TO FOCAL 
ISCHAEMIA 

Protective Responses to a Progressive Fall in Cerebral 
Perfusion Pressure 

CPP can fall because of systemic arterial hypotension, or severe stenosis 
in an extracranial or intracranial supplying artery, or a combination of the 
two. As CPP falls, intracranial resistance vessels dilate to maintain CBF; this 
results in an increase in CBV. When vasodilatation is maximal, further falls 
in CPP result in a fall in CBF. Because oxygen delivery to the brain nor
mally greatly exceeds demand, metabolic activity is maintained initially 
by increasing the OEF from blood. When oxygen extraction becomes max
imal, flow is inadequate to meet metabolic demands, cellular metabolism 
is impaired, and the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen (CMR02) begins to 
fall. This sequence of events is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

Cerebral perfusion 
pressure (CPP) 

Cerebral blood 
flow (CBF) 

Cerebral blood 
volume (CBV) 

Oxygen extraction 
fraction (OEF) 

Fig. 2 A schematic illustration of the consequences of a progressive fall in cere
bral perfusion pressure. This can occur because of a progressive fall in arterial 
blood pressure, or because of a stenosis or occlusion of a major supplying artery 
to the brain. As CPP falls, CBF is maintained by vasodilatation. This results in a 
progressive rise in CBV. When vasodilatation is maximal, cerebral autoregulation 
is exhausted, and a further reduction in CPP results in a decrease in CBF. As CBF 
falls, oxygen extraction is increased and functional consequences of reduced CBF 
only occur when OEF is maximal. 
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Critical Flow Thresholds 

As cerebral autoregulation is impaired or lost in moderate to severe 
ischaemia, CBF varies passively with CPP. This relation has allowed inves
tigators to gradually reduce CBF and assess critical flow thresholds at 
which certain functions are lost.43 Experimental studies in primates44 and 
cats/5 and clinical studies in humans during carotid endarterectomy,46 have 
shown that spontaneous and evoked electrical activity ceases when CBF 
falls below 16-18 ml/100 g/min. This level of ischaemia therefore repre
sents a threshold for loss of neuronal electrical function (that is, electri
cal failure). It was subsequently shown that there is a lower threshold 
(10-12 ml/100 g/min) for loss of cellular ion haemostasis (that is, mem
brane failure). At this lower threshold, K+ is released from and Ca2+ taken 
up by the cells.47 Rapid efflux of K+ and uptake of Ca2+ represents a 
generalised collapse of membrane function and at this point cells also 
take up Na+ and Cl~ with osmotically obligated water.43 The threshold 
for infarction appears similar to that for energy failure/loss of membrane 
haemostasis, but it varies with the duration of the insult. 

More recent studies suggest that the pattern of thresholds may be 
more complex, although the general principle of two major critical flow 
thresholds (loss of electrical function and then loss of cellular ion haemosta
sis) still applies.48 Protein synthesis is inhibited first (at a CBF of about 
50 ml/100 g/min), and is completely suppressed below 35 ml/100 g/min. 
This is above the level at which glucose utilisation and energy metabolism 
are disrupted. Glucose utilisation transiently increases at flow rates below 
35 ml/100 g/min, before it sharply declines below 25 ml/100 g/min. This 
corresponds to anaerobic glycolysis with the beginning of acidosis and 
the accumulation of lactate. At flow rates below 26 ml/100 g/min, tis
sue acidosis becomes pronounced and both phosphocreatine and ATP 
begin to decline.48 Anoxic depolarisation, as assessed by recording extra
cellular potassium and calcium activities, occurs at even lower values 
(<15ml/100g/min) (Fig. 3). 

THE ISCHAEMIC PENUMBRA 

The concept of an ischaemic penumbra is crucial to the treatment of 
acute stroke. It follows on from the finding of separate thresholds for 
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Fig. 3 Thresholds of ischaemia for the induction of functional, metabolic, and 
histological lesions. Exact levels vary slightly in different animal models and also 
with the duration of ischaemia for certain variables. CMRG, cerebral metabolic rate 
of glucose; PCr, phosphocreatine. Modified from Hossman,45 Fig. 1. 

electrical failure and loss of ion haemostasis . The concept is that follow

ing a focal ischaemic insult a penumbra l region exists a round a core of 

densely ischaemic and irreversibly damaged tissue. This penumbra l region 

contains electrically inexcitable but viable cells. It follows that if perfu

sion is restored to this region, tissue salvage may be possible. The concept 

originated in the mid 1970s from experiments done on baboons.4 9 After 

midd le cerebral artery occlusion, brain tissue could be identified which 

had lost its electrical function but d id not show the release of potass ium 
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that characterises cell death. This functionally silent tissue was neverthe
less viable because it regained its function and did not undergo necrosis 
if flow was restored early enough. This tissue was named the ischaemic 
penumbra. Topographically the penumbra was shown to be mainly corti
cal surrounding the ischaemic core, which in the baboon, as in the human, 
predominantly involves the subcortical structures supplied by the perfo
rating arteries. In later studies it was found that the duration of ischaemia, 
as well as the absolute flow, plays a crucial role in determining the fate of 
ischaemic tissue. For example, in the macaque monkey, tissue with CBF 
of around 15 ml/100 g/min could withstand about three hours of occlu
sion, while tissue with a perfusion of around 5 ml/100 g/min would stand 
only two hours.50 This time dependence has crucial significance when con
sidering acute treatment in humans, and implies that treatment will be 
most successful when it is given as early as possible. A crucial question 
when assessing the potential for acute stroke therapy is how extensive the 
ischaemic penumbra is in the human. 

Is There an Ischaemic Penumbra in the Human? 

PET studies have suggested that there is a significant ischaemic penum
bra in humans, and that reversibly ischaemic tissue may persist for much 
longer than initial experiments in smaller animals suggested.51 These stud
ies used oxygen-PET and quantitatively measured the main physiological 
variables involved in tissue ischaemia — namely CBF, CMR02, OEF, and 
CBV. Using this technique, a pattern of changes termed "misery perfusion" 
can be identified. This is characterised by reduced CBF with relatively pre
served or even normal CMRo2, thus fitting the concept of penumbra with 
tissue of reduced perfusion but relatively maintained neuronal function. 
The hallmark of misery perfusion is an increased OEF, ranging from the 
normal value of about 30^10% up to a theoretical maximum of 100%, where 
the tissue extracts all the oxygen supplied by the blood flow reaching it. 

In the late 1980s and early 1990s several groups applied PET to investi
gate the pathophysiology of ischaemic stroke. In the acute phase in patients 
with anterior circulation stroke, misery perfusion was found to affect 
mainly the cortex, while the capsule-basal ganglia region often showed 
markedly reduced CMRo2, and only moderately increased OEF.52,53 Dete
rioration of CMR02 from the acute to subacute stage of stroke was reported, 
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and this was interpreted as the transition from ischaemia to necrosis. How
ever, no study directly documented the presence of tissue that was still 
metabolically active within a region that went on to infarction, as deter
mined by follow up CT or MRI.51 

Baron and colleagues studied 30 patients with first ever middle cerebral 
artery territory ischaemia within 18 hours of stroke onset and co-registered 
these early PET scans with late CT scans done to assess final infarct size.54 

Those voxels or regions within the finally infarcted tissue with preserved 
CMR02 on acute stage PET were identified. Of the 30 patients, there were 
eight who survived until the late CT, had follow up PET, had a middle 
cerebral artery territory infarct of >16 ml as measured on late CT scanning, 
and had technically adequate PET studies. In seven of these, voxels were 
found which progressed to infarction but initially had CMRO2 values above 
the threshold for irreversible damage. The tissue identified represented 
substantial volumes of the final infarct, being a mean of 35% and as high as 
52% in one patient. Furthermore "penumbral" tissue was observed in two 
cases at 16 hours and in another case at 13 hours after stroke onset. 

Proving that this is indeed penumbral tissue requires intervention stud
ies in which the penumbra is salvaged by treatment that restores flow. 
However, the concept is supported by the results of clinical trials showing 
that thrombolysis improves outcome,55 and also by more recent MRI stud
ies (see below). Further support is provided by PET studies in the baboon 
which showed that tissue with acute misery perfusion went on to infarc
tion if the middle cerebral artery was permanently occluded, but escaped 
infarction if the artery was reopened at six hours.56 Interestingly, the time 
window for reperfusion in the baboon was much longer than in previous 
macaque experiments,48 and considerably longer than PET studies in the 
cat.57 These significant species differences emphasise the importance of 
undertaking studies in humans. 

Can MRI Identify an Ischaemic Penumbra? 

Although PET studies give quantitative information on CBF and oxygen 
metabolism they are not widely available, difficult to do in large numbers 
of patients, and involve the administration of radioisotopes. The ability to 
identify potentially salvageable tissue using more widely available tech
niques has great attraction. There is considerable interest in the potential of 
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MRI to identify an "ischaemic penumbra," based on a combination of per
fusion and diffusion weighted imaging techniques. Most studies have used 
exogenous perfusion techniques to measure the perfusion deficit. The most 
promising technique for identifying ischaemic tissue is diffusion weighted 
imaging (DWI). Diffusion imaging is dependent on the apparent diffu
sion coefficient (ADC) of water in tissue. Following ischaemia, ADC val
ues rapidly decline, corresponding to a region of high signal on DWI. This 
ADC decline is likely to reflect the accumulation of intracellular water, 
cytotoxic oedema, disruption of high energy metabolism, and loss of ion 
homeostasis. These ADC changes do not occur uniformly in the ischaemic 
region, and in experimental stroke models ischaemic tissue with the most 
severe perfusion deficit has the earliest and most severe fall in ADC. Serial 
DWI studies in animal models have demonstrated the evolution of ADC 
changes over time, and shown that mild declines in ADC early after stroke 
are potentially reversible. 

The concept of diffusion-perfusion mismatch has been developed as 
a possible way of identifying potentially salvageable tissue in the human. 
The rationale is that tissue that is abnormal on DWI and has low perfusion 
is destined for infarction. In contrast, tissue that is normal on DWI but has 
perfusion reduced to penumbral levels may either recover, particularly if 
flow is restored, or progress to infarction. There is considerable support 
for this hypothesis. Within six hours of stroke onset approximately 70% of 
acute patients will have a perfusion volume greater than the diffusion vol
ume, 20% will have equal volumes, and in 10% the perfusion volume will 
be smaller, representing spontaneous reperfusion.58 Baird et al. studied 13 
patients with ischaemic stroke in whom both DWI and perfusion imaging 
were measured at an initial time point (2 to 53 hours) and at follow up 
time points (7 to 725 days).59 Lesion volume increased by 230% when the 
perfusion volume exceeded the initial DWI volume, but decreased by 47% 
when perfusion volume was smaller than or equivalent to the DWI volume. 
Barber et al. reported an increase of 62% in the DWI lesion volume between 
acute (<24 hours) and subacute (3-5 days) time points, when the perfusion 
volume was greater than the DWI lesion volume (11 of 17 patients).60 The 
remaining six patients in whom the perfusion volume was less than the 
DWI volume had a stable DWI lesion volume. 

Studies in patients receiving thrombolysis provide further evidence 
that this mismatch does represent reversibly ischaemic tissue. Patients 
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undergoing intravenous thrombolysis, who underwent successful reper-
fusion, had reduced lesion volume as defined by DWI and later by T2 
weighted MRI.61 Similar results have been found in patients receiving 
intra-arterial thrombolytic treatment.62 MRI studies also emphasised the 
heterogeneity of human stroke. In some patients mismatch is still present 
many hours after stroke, consistent with the PET studies,51 while in others 
there is no mismatch early after stroke. This may partly explain why acute 
stroke trials have been disappointing and it has led to the suggestion that 
treatment needs to be tailored to the patient more effectively. Current ther
apeutic trials are targeting patients with persisting mismatch for treatment 
with thrombolytic and other agents. 

Recent data have suggested that the diffusion-perfusion concept is 
more complex. Initially it was thought that tissue appearing abnormal on 
DWI in humans was almost always destined to infarction. Case reports 
were published showing reversibility of DWI changes, and a more recent 
series has confirmed that DWI abnormalities may recover,63 although prob
ably in a minority of patients. Furthermore on repeat scanning at seven days 
such recovered areas may remain normal, or DWI and T2 abnormalities 
may reappear. This is consistent with animal studies showing secondary 
delayed ADC declines after temporary focal occlusion. The clinical sig
nificance of these changes is not fully understood, but if they predict a 
worse clinical outcome they may represent a therapeutic target for post-
reperfusion neuroprotective targets. Despite the MR diffusion-perfusion 
concept being more complicated than initially appreciated, there is consid
erable evidence that it does allow "penumbral" tissue to be identified. Its 
clinical use will depend upon current prospective randomised trials show
ing that it can identify a subgroup of patients who benefit particularly from 
therapeutic interventions such as thrombolysis. 

MRI is much more widely available than PET, but nevertheless few 
units can offer it to all patients with acute stroke. This has led to attempts to 
use the more available technology of CT perfusion to identify the extent of 
reversibly ischaemic tissue. Compared with DWI, non-contrast CT imaging 
is poor at showing ischaemic tissue in the first few hours. However, with the 
use of a rapid intravenous injection of iodinated contrast in combination 
with newer multislice CT scanners, maps can be obtained of CBF, CBV, 
and MTT, in addition to conventional non-contrast CT images, with acqui
sition times of less than 10 minutes.7 CT perfusion measurements have 
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been found to correlate well with stable xenon-CT estimates.64 Using this 
method, an ischaemic cerebral area (penumbra plus irreversibly damaged 
tissue) has been defined as a CBF reduction of more than 34% compared 
with the contralateral hemisphere.65 Within this area, regions with a CBV 
below a predefined cut off (2.5 ml/100 g) were selected as irreversibly dam
aged tissue, with the remainder defined as penumbra. In a validation 
study against MRI in 13 subjects, a highly significant correlation was found 
between the CT defined irreversibly damaged tissue and the region of MR 
DWI abnormality.65 The ischaemic cerebral area correlated strongly with 
the MR defined MTT defect, but less well with the MRI perfusion defect 
obtained from CBF maps. The authors suggested that CT perfusion pro
vides a similar degree of information to MRI on penumbral tissue. Other 
small studies have also shown correlations with MRI estimates,66 but much 
more data from larger series are required, ideally including comparisons 
with PET as well as with MRI.67 This should both confirm these findings, 
and show that the CT derived information allows prediction of outcome 
and selection of a group who may benefit from thrombolytic and other 
treatments. A further limitation of CT perfusion in comparison with MRI 
is that slice coverage is limited. 

MECHANISMS OF INFARCTION IN PENUMBRAL 
TISSUE 

A complex cascade of mechanisms is responsible for the progression of 
penumbral tissue to infarction. Understanding these processes is of crucial 
importance for developing potentially effective treatment strategies. Mech
anisms determining both flow and the cellular and metabolic consequences 
of hypoperfusion are important. 

Key factors determining outcome are the presence and extent of 
collateral flow, and the time at which recanalisation occurs. Cerebral 
autoregulation is disrupted within the ischaemic penumbra, which may 
make the tissue particularly vulnerable to alterations in blood pres
sure. Continued embolisation and thrombus propagation may also play 
a role.68 Experimental evidence suggests that progressive microvascular 
obstruction contributes to the progression of ischaemic damage following 
stroke.69 Various processes may contribute to the activation of cerebral 
microvessels following ischaemia, including alterations in integrin-matrix 
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interactions, leucocyte endothelial cell adhesion, blood-brain barrier per
meability changes, and microvascular occlusion owing to adhesion of 
leucocytes, activated platelets, and fibrin deposition.69 

A complex cascade of cellular and metabolic consequences follows focal 
ischaemic injury. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 and has been reviewed in detail 
elsewhere.58,70 Only some of the more important aspects are covered below. 

Excitotoxicity appears to play a crucial role.71 Glutamate release 
activates postsynaptic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and a-amino-
3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole (AMPA) receptors. This results in calcium 
and sodium influx into cells, leading to cellular oedema and activation of 
the catabolic processes that destroy cellular integrity. These initial events 
are amplified by further increases in intracellular calcium through acti
vation of voltage mediated calcium channels.72 The intracellular calcium 
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Fig. 4 Mechanisms mediating tissue injury in focal cerebral ischaemia. Modi
fied from Fig. 4.5 in Wise et a/., 1983.53 Multiple mechanisms which interact with 
each other are involved. This may partly explain why neuroprotective approaches 
inhibiting one pathway have failed in the treatment of human ischaemic stroke. 
AMPA, a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole; NMDA, N-methyl-D-aspartate; 
NNOS, neuronal nitric oxide synthase; (...)i, intracellular; (...)e, extracellular. 
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increase induces protein kinases and calmodulin regulated enzymes. Glu-
tamate release appears to be a primary process in a cascade of molecular 
reactions mediated by NO and free radicals. NO generated in neurones 
and microglia causes cell death by inhibiting mitochondrial functions, 
including apoptosis, and promoting the formation of free radicals such 
as the highly toxic peroxynitrite radicals. Knockout mice which lack nNOS 
develop infarcts of smaller size.73 Glutamate diffusion from areas with high 
concentration and more severe ischaemia to less severely ischaemic regions 
may also lead to progression of injury. Cerebrospinal fluid and plasma con
centrations of glutamate are higher in patients with progressing ischaemic 
stroke than in those with non-progressing stroke.74 

Peri-infarct depolarisations may play an important role in progres
sion of damage.75 These depolarisations are similar to the phenomena of 
spreading depression observed after mechanical or chemical injury to nor
mal cortical tissue in animal models. DWI studies of rat stroke models 
have shown that peri-infarct depolarisations lead to an increase in the size 
of the ischaemic lesion.76 The underlying mechanism may be an increase 
in energy demands upon already compromised tissue by this energy con
suming process.58 In normal tissue, this increased energy demand is met 
by an increase in perfusion, but this is not possible when CBF is reduced. 
The relevance of peri-infarct depolarisations in human stroke has not been 
determined, although with DWI monitoring it may be possible to show an 
imaging correlate. 

Inflammation is probably important in extending ischaemic injury. 
Most inflammatory reactions are mediated by cytokines. These have been 
implicated in several mechanisms that may potentiate ischaemic brain 
injury,77 including release of NO from inducible NOS by astrocytes, recruit
ment, activation, and adhesion to the endothelium of infiltrating leucocytes, 
the promotion of a local procoagulant state, and the regulation of apoptotic 
processes. 

SUMMARY 

Many anatomical and physiological responses ensure that the brain 
receives adequate blood supply, and protect it against the devastat
ing consequences of cerebral ischaemia. The disruption of these by 
focal ischaemia can now be investigated by an ever increasing range 
of methods to estimate perfusion, many of which can be implemented 
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on rout ine clinical neuro imaging equipment . PET studies in h u m a n s 

have demons t ra ted reversibly ischaemic p e n u m b r a l tissue following focal 

ischaemia; its extent varies markedly be tween pat ients bu t in a subgroup 

it may persist for hours . It is hoped that imaging techniques will al low 

patients wi th salvageable tissue to be identified for specific therapeutic 

interventions. 
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A Review of Structural Magnetic 
Resonance Neuroimaging 

M Symms, H RJager, K Schmierer and T A Yousry* 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is often divided into structural MRI and 
functional MRI (fMRI) with the former being the most widely used imaging 
technique in research as well as in clinical practice. This review describes the 
more important developments in structural MRI, including high resolution 
imaging, T2 relaxation measurement, T2*-weighted imaging, Tl relaxation 
measurement, magnetisation transfer imaging, and diffusion imaging. The 
principles underlying these techniques, as well as their use in research and 
in clinical practice, will be discussed. 

The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was first 
observed in 1945.l-2 It was the injection of radiofrequency engineer
ing expertise and the availability of stable new frequency sources, 
both byproducts of the wartime development of radar, which prob
ably made the demonstration of NMR possible. NMR imaging was 
first reported in 1973,3'4 and the first human in vivo MR images were 
produced by the end of that decade. Compared with images from other 
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modalities, MR images of the head provided excellent anatomical detail 
and strong grey/white matter contrast. Flow-sensitive techniques, devel
oped in the mid-1980s, measured blood flow velocity5: these were the 
first MR images considered not to be purely structural in nature.' The 
spectacular advent of functional MR imaging (fMRI)6 a decade ago 
revolutionised MRI to such an extent that in current MRI practice, 
the definition of structural MRI seems to have shifted to mean "not 
functional" MRI. 

DEFINITION(S) OF STRUCTURAL MRI 

The division between structural and functional imaging is difficult to 
make because structure and function are often inextricably intertwined 
in the brain. Definitions of functional imaging are varied and often broad6 

and will always be arbitrary to a certain extent. On the basis of biolog
ical considerations, functional imaging can be regarded as the method 
providing dynamic physiological information, whereas structural imag
ing provides static anatomical information. fMRI therefore includes BOLD 
(blood oxygen level dependent) technique, perfusion (whether by endoge
nous or exogenous contrast), blood flow, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
pulsation measurements. Phase contrast flow measurements can be con
sidered as fMRI. Magnetic resonance angiography is harder to classify, but 
given that its purpose is to determine how well the vessels carry blood, it 
can be considered a functional technique. Spectroscopy and chemical shift 
imaging aim to measure chemical concentrations, and these should be con
sidered separately from other MR techniques. Note that spectroscopy is 
usually structural/static in nature, though some functional spectroscopy 
studies have been done. 

It is obviously beyond the scope of any article to assess the whole 
range of techniques and applications of structural MRI. This review will 
cover some of the new developments in structural MRI and discuss their 
principles with examples of their role in research and clinical applications. 

APPLICATIONS OF STRUCTURAL MRI 

T2- and Tl-weighted sequences form the core of almost every clinical 
MRI protocol. Pathological processes are therefore most often described 
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in terms of Tl and T2 signal behaviour, in addition to contrast enhance
ment, anatomical location, and morphological characteristics. 

More recently, fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) has been 
introduced as a complement of, or even a replacement for, the conven
tional T2-weighted sequence. Over the past years new techniques have 
been developed to improve spatial resolution (high resolution imaging) 
and sensitivity (T2* imaging), establish quantitative methods (Tl maps, 
T2 maps, magnetisation transfer imaging (MTI)), and develop new quali
tative and quantitative contrast techniques (diffusion imaging).7,8 We will 
describe the principles underlying these methods and address their role in 
research and clinical practice. 

High Resolution Imaging 

Principle 

The two main characteristics which govern image quality are spatial reso
lution and signal to noise ratio (SNR). In-plane resolution is chiefly deter
mined by the number of picture elements (pixels) in the frequency and 
phase encoding directions, and through-plane resolution by the slice thick
ness. SNR is determined by pixel size, slice thickness, scan time (including 
the number of phase encoding steps) and the sequence used. Image quality 
is therefore ultimately determined by scan time, which is constrained by 
patient compliance. 

Any motion occurring during the MRI scan can cause motion artefacts. 
Cooperative subjects can be persuaded to keep their head still, and head 
restraints can minimise head motion, but there are other sources of move
ment. The regular brain pulsation caused by the cardiac cycle can be mostly 
averaged out over a long scan or explicitly removed by cardiac triggering. 
The effects of the respiratory cycle are small in most neuroimaging exper
iments, but random motions such as eye movement cannot be removed. 

Applications 

Research 

Coronal Tl-weighted, three dimensional, high resolution images are used 
to measure the volume of the hippocampus, usually by means of manually 
tracing its outline. They are also the basis for many cross-sectional and 
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longitudinal studies determining the volume of, and assessing changes 
in, the hippocampus over time in hippocampal sclerosis and Alzheimer's 
disease (AD).9 

Clinical environment 

• Epilepsy 

High resolution Tl-weighted images have become a standard tool in 
epilepsy. The ability to identify the hippocampus and its structure is 
paramount for assessing atrophy in hippocampal sclerosis. An example is 
shown in Fig. 1. Furthermore, accurate visualisation of the cortex is impor
tant for the diagnosis of cortical dysplasia. 

• Cranial nerves 

Identification of subtle structures within the CSF is facilitated by using 
sequences with a cisternographic effect. These sequences (3D CISS, DRIVE, 
FIESTA) enable the reliable identification of fine structures such as the ante
rior choroidal artery, the abducens nerve and even the trochlear nerve.10,11 

Visualisation of the trochlear nerve has helped to elucidate the pathogene
sis of "superior oblique myokymia" by revealing the presence of an arterial 
neurovascular contact at the root exit zone of the nerve.12 

High-resolution imaging is the "purest" form of structural imaging, 
and the need to see the brain's structures in evermore detail provides the 
ongoing impetus to increase MRI resolution. 

T2 Relaxation Measurement 

Principle 

T2-weighted images are commonly used in neuroimaging because they 
are very sensitive to a wide range of pathology. However, the signal in 
T2-weighted images contains not only T2 weighting, but also information 
about the amount of water (proton density) in each pixel. While this extra 
information can sometimes aid diagnosis, it can also confound it. Using 
two or more images with different echo times, or by curve-fitting to a long 
spin echo train, it is possible to calculate T2 maps of the brain that are 
independent of proton density. 
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Fig* 1 Coronal section of a Tl-weighted three dimensional volume of a subject 
with epilepsy at (a) conventional (1 mm x 1 mm x 1.5 mm) and (b) high (0.5 mm x 
0.5 mm x 1 mm) resolution. Hippocampal sclerosis can be seen as the loss of volume 
in the left hippocampus (right side of image). 

Applications in research 

Hippocampal sclerosis can be detected in patients with epilepsy by compar
ing the hippocampal T2 values with a range of values of normal controls.13 

T2-weighted images of a subject with left hippocampal sclerosis are shown 
in Fig. 2. 
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Fig, 2 Proton density, T2-weighted and fast FLAIR images of a subject with left 
hippocampal sclerosis. The left hippocampus (right side of image) has a brighter 
T2-weighted signal, which is particularly evident on the fast FLAIR image where 
the surrounding cerebrospinal fluid has been suppressed. 

T2*-Weighted Imaging 

Principle 

T2-weighted imaging usually uses images derived from a spin echo, 
because this refocuses any field inhomogeneities that are present — these 
are usually caused by changes in magnetic susceptibility between neigh
bouring tissues. If gradient echo (GRE) images are acquired instead, they 
will reflect the effects of field inhomogeneity and provide additional con
trast: T2* weighting. 
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Applications 

Research 

Using modified T2*-weighted sequences, it is possible to examine relative 
levels of iron concentration in the brain: iron content has been observed to 
be elevated in the substantia nigra in patients with Parkinson's disease.14 

Clinical environment 

• Acute cerebral haemorrhage 

Reliable identification of acute haemorrhage is important for differentia
tion between a haemorrhagic and an ischaemic stroke, especially if throm
bolytic treatment is being considered. Routine spin echo MR images are 
less sensitive than computer tomography (CT) for detection of acute brain 
haemorrhage, which is one of the reasons why CT scanning is currently 
the first choice of imaging modality for acute stroke in clinical practice. 
However, the detection of acute parenchymal haemorrhage on MRI can 
be considerably improved by T2*-weighted GRE imaging, which exploits 
the magnetic susceptibility artefact from deoxyhaemoglobin. Sensitivity 
of MRI protocols that include T2*-weighted GRE images to acute brain 
haemorrhage has been shown to be similar to that of CT.15 T2-weighted 
images associated with a diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) sequence are 
prone to susceptibility artefacts16 and it was therefore suggested to replace 
the T2*-weighted GRE images thereby saving examination time. However, 
T2*-weighted GRE images have been found to be more sensitive to haem
orrhage than the DWI associated T2-weighted images and should therefore 
be an integral part of an MRI protocol for acute stroke. 

• Subarachnoid haemorrhage 

CT scanning and lumbar puncture are the current reference standards 
for detection of subarachnoid haemorrhage. T2*-weighted GRE has been 
shown'to be the most useful MRI sequence with 94% sensitivity for acute 
subarachnoid haemorrhage and 100% sensitivity for subacute subarach
noid haemorrhage (after four days).17 This imaging modality can therefore 
be of importance in the delayed diagnosis of subarachnoid haemorrhage, 
which is difficult with CT. 
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• Cerebral microhaemorrhages 

Small hypointense areas on T2 and T2*-weighted images correspond 
histopathologically to extravasation of blood and have been dubbed 
"microhaemorrhages".18 These lesions are much more conspicuous on T2*-
weighted GRE images than on T2-weighted spin echo images due to the 
increased effects of magnetic susceptibility from haemosiderin deposits. 
Microhaemorrhages are a feature of hypertensive small vessel disease 
but have also been described in cerebral amyloid angiopathy,19 cerebral 
autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts, and leukoen-
cephalopathy (CADASIL)20 and trauma. 

On T2*-weighted GRE images, microhaemorrhages occurred in 6.4% 
of a randomly selected elderly population without neurological disease21 

and 3.7% of patients without previous strokes but in 18.1% of patients 
with a history of ischaemic stroke and in 71% of patients with a his
tory of haemorrhagic stroke.22 The strong correlation between the pres
ence of microhaemorrhages and a history of haemorrhagic stroke suggests 
that microhaemorrhages are not only a direct marker of bleeding-prone 
small vessel disease but could also be a predictor of further haemor
rhagic stroke. Examples of the appearance of microhaemorrhages on T2*-
weighted images are shown in Fig. 3. 

Furthermore, in trauma, microhaemorrhages are a histological hall
mark of diffuse axonal injury, and are therefore important to detect. It is 
interesting to note that the T2* lesion load has been found to correlate 
positively with the period of loss of consciousness and Glasgow Outcome 
Scale.23 The most sensitive way to detect these microbleeds is to use T2*-
weighted sequences as they detect three times as many lesions as the stan
dard MRI sequences at 1.5 T and at 3 T.23 

T1 Relaxation Measurement 

Principle 

Tl mapping follows a rationale similar to T2 mapping — remove variations 
in image intensity due to proton density by generating an image depend
ing on just one parameter. Tl maps can be generated from two or more 
images with different repetition times or flip angles, and so have different 
Tl weightings, or from two or more images with different inversion times, 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 (a) T2-weighted fast spin echo (FSE) and (b) T2*-weighted gradient echo 
(GRE) images of a 66 year old patient with an old right basal ganglia haemorrhage 
and extensive cerebral microhaemorrhages. On the T2-weighted FSE (a) only the 
right basal ganglia haemorrhage is visible as a small low signal intensity area. This 
haemorrhage causes much more susceptibility artefact on the T2*-weighted GRE 
sequence (b), which reveals many additional central and peripheral foci of low 
signal intensity in both hemispheres, consistent with cerebral microhaemorrhages. 

which again have different Tl weightings. Tl mapping is much more sus
ceptible than T2 mapping to inhomogeneities of the applied radiof requency 
(RF) field, so it is advisable to acquire extra images to measure these imper
fections and correct for them.24 This is rarely possible at present in the 
clinical setting. 

Applications in research 

In patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) the Tl of normal appearing white 
matter is significantly different between the infratentorial and supraten-
torial regions.25 This has important consequences for the optimisation of 
Tl weighting of sequences used for detecting lesions in MS; optimal and 
consistent lesion detection may require different Tl weightings at different 
levels of the brain. 
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Magnetisation Transfer Imaging 

Principle 

The signal in most MR images arises from the protons in the "mobile 
pool" — that is, from water in the liquid phase in the body. However, 
many protons in relatively solid phases are bound in proteins and large 
biomolecules (the "bound pool") and have a very broad NMR resonance 
that normally decays too quickly for the MR scanner to detect. These bound 
protons are in a state of chemical exchange and diffusion with protons in 
the mobile pool, providing a link between the two pools of protons. If a 
strong RF pulse is applied which is far enough away from the resonance 
of the liquid pool, but still excites the bound pool, some of the excited 
magnetisation is transferred from the bound pool to the liquid pool. The 
resulting magnetisation transfer (MT)-weighted image is attenuated, and 
the magnetisation transfer ratio (MTR) can be calculated from this image 
and a similar one without MT weighting. While MTR is difficult to relate 
to a real physical measure and MTR measures vary according to the imag
ing sequence and scanner used, it has nevertheless proved to be a sensitive 
marker of pathological change in many neurological conditions in the sense 
that it decreases with increasing histopathological changes. 

Applications 

Research 

• Schizophrenia 

In a group of subjects with chronic schizophrenia group mapping showed 
changes in MTR in both white and grey matter areas relative to a group 
of matched controls.26 These changes may reflect subtle changes involving 
neurones or neuronal processes, and are therefore an additional indication 
for the neuropathological background in schizophrenia. 

• Dementia 

MTI and regional MTR measurements have been studied in several sub
types of dementia. In vascular dementia, MTR of periventricular white 
matter lesions has been found to be lower in patients with Binswanger's 
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disease than in patients with vascular disease but no dementia. Further
more, MTR values correlate with neuropsychological measures, thereby 
suggesting that MTR reflects the severity of histopathological changes in 
vascular dementia. 

MTR measurements of the hippocampus appear promising for the dif
ferentiation between AD and other types of dementia.27 Normal MTR val
ues of the medial temporal lobe appear to be an early feature of AD27 and 
are already seen in patients with mild cognitive impairment.28 It was found 
that the MTR of grey matter was abnormally low both in patients with AD 
and patients with mild cognitive impairment, but MTR changes in the white 
matter were only present in patients with AD, indicating a more advanced 
stage of the disease.28 These findings suggest that MTR could be a novel 
MR measure for early diagnosis of AD. 

• Trauma 

Traumatic brain injury may result in cerebral (cortical) contusions and/or 
diffuse axonal injury. The latter can cause subtle disruption of the structural 
integrity of brain tissue difficult to detect with conventional MRI. How
ever, even in patients with only mild head injury abnormal MTR values 
have been found in the corpus callosum.29 A decreased MTR has also been 
shown in white matter, which appeared normal on conventional MRI.30 

The presence of abnormalities on MTI is often associated with persistent 
neurological deficits. 

• Tumours 

Experience with MT imaging in brain tumours is limited, but the signifi
cantly higher MTR of brain abscesses may help to differentiate them from 
cystic tumours.31 MTR can also distinguish between brain tumours which 
are hard and those that are soft on palpation during operation, the latter 
having lower MTR values.32 

• Multiple sclerosis 

In the past decade a number of studies have used MTI as a probe for tissue 
damage in MS.33 Evidence from correlative MTI/pathological studies sug
gests that the myelin content and the axonal count are the most relevant 
substrates of MTR changes in patients with MS.34,35 
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Hitherto, the use of MTI in MS has centred around three main fields: 
(a) its use in conjunction with the contrast agent gadolinium-DTPA (Gd) to 
improve the detection of new MS lesions, (b) assessment of MTR to distin
guish lesions of different severity, and (c) assessment of changes in brain 
tissue that appears normal on conventional MRI. Due to their significance 
in MS research, we will focus on the latter two aspects. 

Cross-sectional studies revealed a broad range of MTR values in MS 
lesions. However, it has consistently been shown that MS lesions returning 
a hypointense signal on Tl-weighted MRI have a lower MTR than lesions 
which are Tl-isointense.36 

Correlation studies of standard T2-weighted MRI, Tl-weighted images 
with and without Gd enhancement, and MTR maps have revealed that 
the pathological substrate of even an apparently homogeneous group 
such as Gd enhancing lesions varies considerably.37'38 Overall the MTR 
in lesions drops considerably when enhancement occurs,36,37 but recovery 
of a lowered MTR may occur over the following months.38 Ring enhancing 
lesions, particularly their centre, display MTR values as low as in chronic 
Tl-hypointense lesions,36,37 which result from severe demyelination and 
axonal loss,39 whereas homogeneously enhancing lesions have a signifi
cantly higher MTR.36 

The severity of tissue damage — as reflected by changes in lesion 
MTR — has been shown to be modestly correlated with the course of MS. 
Patients with secondary progressive MS (SPMS) display lower lesion MTR 
than patients with benign MS.40 

A possible association between the MTR in brain tissue and the course 
of MS has also triggered a number of studies into tissue compartments 
appearing normal on conventional MRI. The MTR of the whole brain as 
well as of the segmented normal appearing white matter has consistently 
been shown to be lower in patients with MS than in healthy subjects.41-45 

A number of studies have used MTI to investigate the time course of 
lesion development. They have shown that at least a subset of MS lesions 
develop against the background of tissue changes in the normal appearing 
white matter — the latter being a steady decrease of MTR in the respec
tive region — occurring up to 24 months before Gd enhancement becomes 
visible.46,47 Lesions in regions showing a drop in MTR prior to Gd enhance
ment appeared to be less likely to recover than lesions that did not.48 

Although early recovery of lesions takes place as shown by the increase of 
an initially decreased lesion MTR during follow up,38 an overall decrease 
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of brain MTR occurs over time, be it assessed in lesions, normal appearing 
white matter, or the whole brain.33,48-50 This has been demonstrated for a 
period of up to 4.5 years.50 

Some MTR derived indices are associated with clinical disability.51,52 A 
reduction of the whole brain MTR over one year has been an independent 
predictor of disability more than three years later40 and a low MTR in 
normal appearing white matter predicted disability over five years better 
than the MTR in lesions, suggesting that, in the long term, tissue pathology 
in normal appearing white matter may be more important than the lesions 
for the functional decline of patients with MS. 

At least two factors exert significant influence on the associations 
between MTR derived indices and disability: the tissue compartment 
investigated and the MS subtype. In a study encompassing all subtypes 
of MS, the patients with SPMS had the lowest whole brain and lesion 
MTR values.53 A study including patients with primary progressive MS 
(PPMS), and patients with relapsing remitting (RR)-onset MS and disabil
ity, reported modest correlations of whole brain MTR with disability in 
both groups.54 However, in a study of patients with PPMS, MTR in the 
segmented grey matter only — but not in normal appearing white mat
ter — correlated with disability, suggesting that the grey matter may be 
particularly relevant for the development of disability in this subgroup.45 

Recently, a novel quantitative MT technique allowing the estimation 
of the macromolecular proton fraction (f) and the bound pool T2 relax
ation time (T2b) has been applied in patients with MS. Preliminary results 
showed significant differences for f and T2b between MS lesions, normal 
appearing white matter, and control white matter. This technique may 
achieve relative independence from the MT acquisition protocol while 
offering more pathologically specific information.55 

After a decade of research and more than 200 studies into MT changes 
due to MS, guidelines for the implementation of MTR in large multicentre 
trials have been developed that should allow this technique to be used as 
a method to monitor treatment effects in patients with MS.56 

Clinical environment 

MTR is not firmly established as a clinical tool at present, which may be 
due to its restricted commercial availability. However, some of the research 
areas mentioned above may soon develop into clinical applications. 
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Diffusion Imaging 

Diffusion is often considered a functional technique. We argue that diffu
sion should be considered as a structural technique: diffusion indices such 
as mean diffusivity (MD) are measures of the cellular state, while diffusion 
anisotropy and tractography provide information about the structure of 
white matter. 

Principle 

MRI can be used to measure the self-diffusion of water — that is, the 
random motion of water molecules. If "diffusion encoding" gradients 
are applied, it can be shown that the NMR signal in the presence of 
diffusion experiences attenuation of amplitude due to the diffusion of 
water. Acquiring images with differing amounts of diffusion weighting 
(known as diffusion-weighted imaging, DWI) allows the diffusion coef
ficient to be measured. Diffusion in most brain tissues is restricted, so 
DWI measures the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). The most com
monly used measure is MD, where the diffusion coefficient is averaged 
over all directions. Diffusion in brain tissues can be isotropic, such as 
in CSF, in which the water can diffuse equally easily in each direction, 
or it can be anisotropic, such as in white matter tracts where diffusion 
is less restricted along the long axis of the white matter tract than it is 
perpendicular to the tract. The most commonly used index of diffusion 
anisotropy is probably fractional anisotropy, though there are various other 
indices. 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allows the production of maps which 
show the principal direction of diffusion in any voxel. In structures with 
diffusion anisotropy, it has been shown that the principal direction of dif
fusion is parallel to the direction of the tract. Thus, tractography can be per
formed, where the path of these tracts can be traced through the brain. The 
tracts can be visualised by means of probability maps. This technique may 
be useful to investigate white matter changes in MS and other diseases of 
the central nervous system.57 At present, the effectiveness of tractography 
is limited by several factors, notably the low resolution of MRI compared 
with the size of most white matter tracts. 
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Applications 

Research 

• Epilepsy 

Both decreases and increases in MD have been observed in patients with 
epilepsy scanned soon after a seizure.58 It has been suggested that the 
same mechanisms for diffusion change following acute stroke can occur 
in the ictal and postictal states. Changes in fractional anisotropy have been 
observed in patients with malformations of cortical development.59 These 
changes may partly be due to the high contrast between grey and white 
matter in the anisotropy maps, however, some changes observed on the 
fractional anisotropy maps have not been detected on the corresponding 
Tl-weighted images. 

• Dementia 

A number of studies have explored the use of DWI in dementia, yielding 
at times contradictory results. Whereas some studies reported no signif
icant regional differences between patients with MCI, probable AD, and 
healthy subjects,60 others found a significant increase of the ADC in the 
hippocampal region in both MCI and AD compared with control subjects.61 

Increased ADC values were also found in other brain regions including the 
temporal stem, posterior cingulate gyrus, corpus callosum, and parietal 
white matter.61 

A selective involvement of white matter tracts has been found in 
patients with AD. DTI revealed a reduction in the integrity of association 
fibres such as the splenium of the corpus callosum, the superior longi
tudinal fasciculus, and the cingulum, while the integrity of the pyrami
dal tracts remained unchanged.62 At 3T, fractional anisotropy has been 
found to be significantly reduced in the temporal white matter, poste
rior part of the corpus callosum, and anterior and posterior cingulated 
bundles in patients with AD.63 Involvement of these white matter tracts 
correlated well with the degeneration of the cortical structures they are 
known to connect with, namely the posterior cerebral cortices and the 
hippocampus. 
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• Trauma 

DWI is being used to assess the integrity of the brain tissue in the acute 
as well as in the subacute phase following head trauma. Decreased ADC 
values, reflecting restricted diffusion, have been found 1-18 days after head 
trauma, most frequently in the corpus callosum.64 The restricted diffusion 
could reflect cellular swelling (cytotoxic oedema), which persists into the 
subacute phase. Alternatively, the movement of water molecules could be 
impeded by the presence of fragmented membranes from ruptured axons. 
Conversely, repeated or longstanding head trauma can lead to an increase 
in ADC values, reflecting an increase in free water movement. Thus, his
togram analysis of the whole brain in professional boxers revealed signifi
cantly higher average ADC values than in age matched normal controls.65 

Furthermore, the average ADC correlated with the number of hospitalisa
tions for boxing injuries, suggesting a cumulative effect of repeated blows to 
the head. Similarly, an increase in MD has also been shown several months 
after blunt head injury in patients who had unremarkable conventional 
MR images.66 The increase in MD extended to regions distant from the site 
of impact, suggesting an expansion of the extracellular space followed by 
neuronal or glial cell loss as a possible mechanism. 

• Multiple sclerosis 

DW-MRI has been used over the past 10 years to probe MS.33,67 A consistent 
finding has been an increased diffusivity compared with normal appearing 
white matter in MS lesions visible on T2-weighted MRI, either expressed 
by an elevated average ADC68 or MD.69 Similarly fractional anisotropy has 
been shown to be lower in MS lesions than in normal appearing white 
matter.69'70 

The degree to which changes in DWI occur appears to depend on the 
clinical course. Hence, MD has been found to be higher in lesions of patients 
with a secondary progressive course compared with those with RRMS71 or 
PPMS.72 The increased diffusivity in lesions of patients with SPMS corrob
orates the finding in SPMS of a higher proportion of hypointense lesions on 
Tl-weighted MRI ("black holes") which consistently display more abnor
malities of diffusion than Tl-isointense lesions73-74 as long as they do not 
enhance after application of Gd; Gd enhancing Tl -hypointense lesions have 
been reported as having either different73,74 or similar75 diffusion properties 
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compared with their non-enhancing counterparts. This may reflect a vari
able tissue composition of Gd enhancing lesions, depending on their age 
and severity. 

Changes in the normal appearing brain tissue of patients with MS have 
also been detected by DWI. Such changes in water diffusion appear to 
occur very early in the course of MS and may precede the formation of 
new lesions.69'76 The abnormalities of diffusion in normal appearing white 
matter appear to be more pronounced in periplaque normal appearing 
white matter than in remote regions77 and have been reported to be asso
ciated with the diffusivity in lesions78 as well as with the lesion load on 
conventional T2-weighted MRI.79'80 

So far results regarding diffusion changes in patients with PPMS are 
conflicting. Evidence is there to suggest that in this subgroup of patients 
diffusion changes in the normal appearing white matter develop rather 
independently of lesions81 whereas other authors have detected an associ
ation between the extent of lesions and changes in the diffusivity of normal 
appearing white matter.80 The association of changes in diffusion of nor
mal appearing white matter with disability in patients is still a matter of 
debate. Several recent studies, some of which used histogram analysis, 
reported such associations in patients with RRMS, SPMS,71'82 and PPMS.80 

Some studies have focused on the grey matter of patients with MS 
by means of DWI. No changes were detected in the basal ganglia of MS 
patients83 or in the grey matter of RRMS patients84 whereas one study 
reported abnormalities of grey matter MD histograms in patients with 
PPMS or SPMS.85 

• Surgical applications 

It may be possible to use fractional anisotropy to better observe walle-
rian degeneration following surgical resection and thereby improve the 
assessment of postoperative sequelae,86 especially since a correlation of 
reduced fractional anisotropy with clinical deficit has been observed.87 

Furthermore, DTI and tractography have the potential to yield important 
information for preoperative management such as patient counselling and 
surgical planning. DTI can assess the effect of the tumour on the adjacent 
tracts by determining whether they are infiltrated or displaced; and trac
tography has the potential to trace the path of these tracts (Fig. 4).88 This 
information will enable both safer as well as more radical surgery. 
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Fig. 4 Composite three dimensional multisection representation of a diffusion 
fractional anisotropy image. Overlaid are two traces derived from tractography 
of the corresponding diffusion tensor data, showing the pathways taken by the 
superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) on each side. The SLF takes a normal path 
on the left (right side of image) but the right SLF (left side of image) takes a more 
circuitous route, because it has been displaced by a large tumour. Tractography here 
shows the preservation of the right SLF in spite of the rumour's presence, and also 
provides important additional information for any possible surgical intervention. 

• Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

In subjects with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, ADC and fractional 
anisotropy of the corticospinal tract correlate with disease duration and 
with disease severity, respectively.89 This opens the possibility of using 
these quantitative measures to monitor disease progression or possible 
drug effect in treatment trials. 

• Schizophrenia 

Conflicting results have been reported so far, possibly due to the varying 
methodologies used. A region of interest approach found increases in MD 
and decreases in fractional anisotropy in the splenium but not the genu of 
the corpus callosum.90 Voxel-by-voxel approaches based on spatial normal
isation and group mapping have either been negative91 or have reported 
widespread differences in fractional anisotropy and MD, particularly in the 
prefrontal regions.92 

• Normal brain maturation and ageing 

From early life until adolescence ADC decreases and fractional anisotropy 
increases,93 whereas in the ageing brain ADC increases and fractional 
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anisotropy decreases.94 These findings, however, have been reported 
in cross-sectional studies and are yet to be confirmed in longitudinal 
studies. 

Clinical environment 

• Infarction 

DWI is far more sensitive for the detection of acute ischaemic changes 
than conventional MRI or CT.95 DWI has been shown to detect ischaemic 
lesions within minutes in experimental animal studies and within 
30-90 minutes of an acute stroke in humans.96 Areas of acute ischaemia 
show restricted water diffusion and appear bright on DWI and dark on 
ADC maps. The precise mechanisms leading to a reduction in diffusion are 
still a matter of debate, but redistribution of extracellular water into the 
intracellular compartment (cytotoxic oedema) resulting in shrinkage of the 
extracellular space appears to be the most likely explanation. 

Initially, changes on DWI were regarded as a marker of irreversible 
tissue damage and were used to define the ischaemic penumbra in combi
nation with MR perfusion imaging (perfusion/diffusion mismatch). This 
assumption was subsequently proved to be erroneous, first by anecdo
tal reports of reversibility of DWI changes and later by quantitative ADC 
analysis,97 which demonstrated that tissue with ADC ratios of 0.9 (ADC 
reduced to 90% of the ADC of normal brain) and above was likely to recover 
whereas tissue with ADC ratios below that showed transition to infarction. 

Appearances on DWI following stroke are time dependent: ADC values 
are low in the first week, become "pseudonormal" in the second week, and 
increase above the ADC of normal brain parenchyma thereafter. Decreased 
ADC values indicate with good sensitivity and specificity that an infarct is 
less than 10 days old.98 MRI diffusion imaging can therefore be useful in 
identifying subacute infarcts. In the presence of several abnormalities sug
gestive of ischaemic stroke on T2-weighted images, DWI can help localise 
the acute lesion and determine its vascular territory, which may influence 
the clinical management. Acute ischaemia also causes a reduction of dif
fusion anisotropy. This effect is more marked in white matter than grey 
matter and fractional anisotropy may be a more sensitive measure of white 
matter ischaemia than DWI.99 DTI in the subacute phase can distinguish 
whether white matter tracts are distorted around the infarct or disrupted 
by it, with implications for functional recovery.100 
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DWI may also be useful to differentiate arterial infarcts from poste
rior reversible encephalopathy syndrome (PRES) and from venous infarcts. 
PRES is due to a breakthrough of the cerebral autoregulation and endothe
lial dysfunction, affecting predominately the posterior white matter with 
some involvement of the overlying cortex. The lesions are bright on 
T2-weighted images and may occasionally be difficult to distinguish from 
posterior circulation infarcts. However, on DWI these lesions are not hyper-
intense as acute arterial infarcts but appear isotense or hypointense, indi
cating the presence of vasogenic oedema, which is reversible.101 Venous 
infarcts initially cause vasogenic oedema with increased ADC values. At a 
later stage, the appearances are more complex and variable. There may be 
co-existence of vasogenic and cytotoxic oedema and the appearances may 
be further complicated by the presence of haematomas causing signal loss 
on DWI.102 

• Tumours 

While DWI has become an established tool in the clinical management of 
stroke, evidence is mounting of its usefulness in the clinical investigation of 
cerebral mass lesions. DWI of cerebral mass lesions is currently in transition 
from a research to a clinical application. We therefore decided to include 
this section among the clinical applications of diffusion imaging. 

It must be emphasised that ADC measurements are essential for assess
ment of tumours, as the T2 shine-through effects may be predominant 
on DWI. Earlier studies103 established the inverse relationship between 
ADC values and histological cell count (tumour cellularity). Higher grade 
tumours, which have a higher density of cell nuclei, therefore have lower 
ADC values than low grade tumours. Statistically significant differences 
between the ADC values of high grade and low grade gliomas have 
been shown in a number of studies.103-105 Similarly, atypical or malignant 
(WHO grade 2 or 3) meningiomas have lower ADC values than benign 
meningiomas.106 

It may be difficult to determine the degree of peritumoral neoplastic 
infiltration by gliomas on DWI alone104 but a recent study at 3 T demon
strated that DTI is capable of detecting subtle disruption of white matter 
tracts in high grade gliomas, consistent with tumour invasion.107 Primary 
central nervous system lymphomas tend to have lower ADC measurements 
than high grade gliomas, because they are highly cellular tumours.108 
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Of far greater importance is the potential to differentiate inflammatory 
lesions from tumours. The finding that lesions due to toxoplasmosis display 
significantly higher ADC values than lymphomas can be important for their 
differentiation in patients with AIDS.109 A similar problem can occur in the 
distinction between a purulent brain process and cystic brain tumours; a 
diagnosis that can be challenging on conventional MRI. Using DWI cerebral 
abscesses demonstrate a much greater restriction of than in tumour cysts, 
resulting in significantly lower ADC values.110 

Finally, arachnoid cysts and epidermoid tumours both have signal 
characteristics close to CSF on conventional MRI and are difficult to dif
ferentiate with this modality. This problem has now been definitively 
addressed by DWI, in which arachnoid cysts return a low signal, similar to 
CSF whereas epidermoid tumours return a high signal intensity, indicating 
restricted diffusion and thereby establishing the diagnosis. 

• Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) 

DWI has become an essential tool in the diagnosis of CJD. The spo
radic form shows areas of high signal intensity in the basal ganglia and 
cerebral cortex, which may precede changes on standard MRI, whereas 
the variant form is associated with high signal in the basal ganglia and 
mainly the pulvinar. Early changes become progressively hyperintense on 
DWI, unlike acute ischaemic infarcts, which tend to "pseudonormalise" 
within two weeks. The signal alteration corresponds histologically with 
areas of spongiform change and neuronal loss.111 DWI not only helps 
make an early diagnosis of CJD possible but has also been reported 
to have a high specificity and can differentiate between different forms 
of CJD.112 

THE NEXT TEN YEARS 

The continual development in MRI technology over the past two decades 
has produced both steady progress and dramatic breakthroughs. Given 
such a fertile field of invention, predictions of the future are difficult, but 
it can be hoped that there will be improvements in the hardware to fur
ther decrease imaging time and increase SNR, as well as enhancements in 
software for post-processing and data management. 
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Acquisition Development 

Conventional MRI uses one RF receiving coil to pick up the NMR signal 
from the body, and highly efficient configurations of transmitter coil (if there 
is a separate one), receiver coil, and RF receiver electronics have been used 
for many years in commercial MR scanners. A recent development, parallel 
imaging,113 combines an array of receiver coils in such a way that each 
coil oversamples the data required to reconstruct the MR image. The coils 
receive the signal simultaneously, resulting in effective time saving. Some 
SNR is lost in the process, but nevertheless, parallel imaging represents a 
new way of optimising MRI acquisition. Many commercial MR scanners 
are now available with parallel imaging ability, and as acquisition and 
reconstruction techniques improve, this may well become the modality of 
choice for many clinical MR examinations. 

High Field Imaging 

As the main magnetic field is increased, the amount of net magnetisation 
induced increases. From this consideration alone, it would seem advan
tageous to operate at the highest possible field and resonant frequency. 
Several obstacles to high field imaging are related to patients' safety and 
image quality. 

Patients' safety 

• RF penetration: As frequency increases, rather than passing into the 
centre of the body, the applied RF has a tendency to dissipate near the 
surface, causing adverse heating effects. 

• Peripheral magnetic stimulation: If gradients are increased to overcome 
internal magnetic gradient fields, eventually the applied gradients start 
generating electrical currents in the patient causing tingling and even 
physical pain. 

• Acoustic noise: As applied magnetic field and gradients increase, the 
motor effect means more acoustic noise is generated, which may 
become uncomfortable or even harmful for the patient. 
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Image degradation 

• RF homogeneity: Little RF reaches the centre of the body, so little MR 

signal is recovered from there. 
• Main field inhomogeneity: As the applied magnetic field increases, 

internal magnetic gradient fields generated by differences between tis
sue and air cause larger image artefacts. These can be best overcome 
by larger field gradients. 

As technology and MR engineering move on, so imaging at higher fields 
is becoming more feasible. Recent images obtained on prototype 4.7 T 
(Fig. 5)114 and 8 T scanners bear this out. It is now possible to identify in 

Fig. 5 High resolution fast spin echo image, with a slice thickness of 2 mm, and 
an in-plane resolution of 470 x 470 /zm obtained at 4.7 T. The signal to noise is 
very good, and allows visualisation of normally occurring Virchow-Robin spaces 
beyond the extent usually seen at 1.5 T imaging. 
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vitro different types of cortex and even identify the corresponding cortical 
layers.115 It is hoped that this kind of resolution will be approached in vivo 
in the next decade. The current installation of 7 T and 11T scanners may be 
opening new horizons in MRI and a first step in that direction. 

Post-processing and Data Management 

A 10 year old MR scanner can produce excellent structural MR images, 
but new MR scanners will soon be able to do much more. The modern MR 
scanner can be integrated with a picture archiving and communicating sys
tem (PACS), and further developments will lead to more integrated patient 
databases, image registration based acquisition prescription, comparison 
of newly acquired images with previous images of the same patient (serial 
comparisons) or against a group of similar subjects (group mapping tech
niques), and the automatic removal of extraneous image features (image 
segmentation to remove scalp, meninges etc.). Given the power of com
puting available on new scanners, more advanced image processing tech
niques such as feature recognition may become possible. Interventional 
MRI, in which an MR scanner becomes truly interfaced with the surgical 
theatre, will also be developed further. 

CONCLUSION 

Structural MRI, using conventional Tl, T2, and T2* contrasts, has become 
the accepted standard for routine examination of the brain, offering 
exquisite anatomical detail and high sensitivity to pathological changes. 
New quantitative measures of magnetisation transfer and diffusion are 
being widely used in research and some will soon become standard clini
cal tools. Future developments promise an increase in both sensitivity and 
specificity. 
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Applications of Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) in Neurology 

Y FTai and P Piccini* 

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a powerful imaging technique 
which enables in vivo examination of brain functions. It allows non-invasive 
quantification of cerebral blood flow, metabolism, and receptor binding. In 
the past PET has been employed mainly in the research setting due to the 
relatively high costs and complexity of the support infrastructure, such as 
cyclotrons, PET scanners, and radiochemistry laboratories. In recent years, 
because of advancements in technology and proliferation of PET scanners, 
PET is being increasingly used in clinical neurology to improve our under
standing of disease pathogenesis, to aid with diagnosis, and to monitor 
disease progression and response to treatment. This article aims to pro
vide an overview of the principles of PET and its applications to clinical 
neurology. 
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PRINCIPLES OF PET 

Positron emission tomography (PET) involves introduction, usually via an 
intravenous injection, of a radioactive tracer into the human body A tracer 
is essentially a biological compound of interest labelled with a positron 
emitting isotope, such as n C , 18F, and 1 5 0 . These isotopes are used because 
they have relatively short half-lives (minutes to less than two hours), allow
ing the tracers to reach equilibrium in the body, but without exposing the 
subjects to prolonged periods of radiation. 

The cyclotron accelerates a beam of protons using two high voltage 
electrodes and directs it towards the target nuclei, thereby incorporating 
an extra proton into them. This generates new isotopes with a neutron-to-
proton ratio that is energetically unstable. The isotopes are then attached 
to the compound of interest — that is, the tracer. Most of these unstable iso
topes undergo a process of decay whereby the excess proton is converted 
into a neutron, a positron, and a neutrino. A positron is similar to an elec
tron, except that it carries a positive charge. The emitted positron travels up 
to a range of a few millimetres in tissue before being annihilated along with 
an electron from the surroundings. This mutual annihilation process pro
duces two photons of equal energy (511 keV) travelling in opposite direc
tions. PET scanners contain several rings of scintillation detectors, usually 
made of bismuth germanate (BGO). The pair of photons produced from a 
single annihilation will register almost simultaneously on opposing pairs 
of BGO detectors as a "coincidence event". The paths of these two pho
tons, called lines of response (LORs), can thus be traced (Fig. 1). The rings 
of BGO detectors register thousands of coincidence events emitted from 
the subject per second. The data gathered from the coincidence events and 
LORs are used to determine the source of positron annihilation at a given 
time. These are then converted into a tomographic image using standard 
reconstruction software.1 

Acquisition of data in the three dimensional mode using a state-of-
the-art scanner greatly increases the spatial resolution of PET images.2 The 
improved signal-to-noise ratio and the accompanying enhanced sensitivity 
of three dimensional scanners also allow a lower effective dose of radi
ation to be administered to subjects (typically 1-5 mSv per scan at our 
centre compared with around 4mSv administered in a head computed 
tomography (CT) scan). PET images taken with most modern scanners 
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of detectors in a tomograph, and the annihilation 
of a positron with an electron and the resulting pair of 511 keV y rays released at 
180° (yellow arrows). 

have a reconstructed spatial resolution of about 4 mm. Coregistration of 
PET images to high resolution magnetic resonance images (MRI) enables 
the accurate anatomical localisation of functional changes displayed on 
PET. 

For full quantification of the acquired PET data, it is necessary to make 
certain corrections. The photons or y rays generated by the positron annihi
lation process, especially those originating from the centre of the brain, may 
be attenuated by the tissue before reaching the detectors. On an average, 
about 80% of photon pairs emitted from the centre of the brain will be lost 
to tissue attenuation.1 This can be overcome by performing a transmission 
scan using an external positron emitting source before injecting the tracer. 
The tissue attenuation factor can then be calculated and applied. 

The tracer is distributed to various body compartments following 
administration to the subject. In order to model the kinetics of the tracer 
accurately, we need to know its plasma concentration (often by continu
ous arterial blood sampling to obtain arterial input function) and cerebral 
concentration (from dynamic sequences of PET images) over time, cor
recting for metabolism and radioactive decay of the compound. However, 
if a study is undertaken to compare two different groups of subjects or 
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two different conditions, a more qualitative approach can be adopted. For 
example, there is a negligible number of dopamine receptors in the cere
bellum, and hence a dopamine D2 receptor ligand such as nC-raclopride 
will not have significant specific binding in the cerebellum. The kinetics 
of nC-raclopride in this region will closely resemble those in the plasma. 
Therefore, the cerebellum can act as a "reference region", providing tissue 
input function and obviating the need for invasive arterial cannulation.3 

The data can be analysed by defining specific regions of interest on the 
images if there is an a priori hypothesis regarding expected changes to be 
observed, or by comparing values throughout the whole brain volume on 
a voxel-by-voxel basis using statistical parametric mapping.4 

Specific tracers are chosen to illustrate the particular brain functions the 
investigators are interested in. For example, 18F-2-deoxyglucose (18FDG) is 
used to investigate cerebral glucose metabolism, whereas H\50 is used 
to examine cerebral blood flow. Table 1 lists some of the commonly used 
tracers and their specific applications. The tracer used usually has very high 
specific activity (ratio of radioactive to cold compound) such that only a 
very small amount (in the range of nanomoles to picomoles per gram) is 
administered. Therefore the tracer will have minimal effect on the subject's 
biological system.1 

PET scans may be carried out at rest, while performing certain tasks or 
after administration of challenge compounds. Several recent studies have 
suggested that using the principle of competition between endogenous 

Table 1 Common PET tracers used to study neurological disorders. 

Table Width = A 

Application 
Cerebral blood flow 
Oxygen metabolism 
Glucose metabolism 
Dopamine storage 
Dopamine Di receptors 
Dopamine D2 receptors 
Central benzodiazepine binding 
Opioid binding 
Cellular amino acid uptake 
Activated microglia 

Tracer 
HfO 
1 5 o 2 
18F-2-Fluoro-2-deoxyglucose(18FDG) 
18F-6-Fluorodopa (18F-dopa) 
"C-SCH23390 
11 C-Raclopride 
^C-Flumazeml 
11 C-Diprenorphine 
nC-Methionine 
nC(R)-PK11195 
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neurotransmitters and administered tracers for the same neuroreceptors, 
it is possible to image acute fluctuations in the concentration of synap
tic neurotransmitters.5 One of the most commonly performed studies 
is the nC-raclopride displacement study. nC-Raclopride, a competitive 
reversible ligand, competes with endogenous dopamine for postsynap
tic dopamine D2 receptors. According to the classic occupancy model, 
when there is an increased synaptic release of dopamine after perform
ing a task mediated by dopamine or after administration of a dopamine 
depleting agent such as methamphetamine, most of the D2 receptors will 
be occupied by endogenous dopamine. Fewer receptors will be available 
to nC-raclopride, and this is evidenced by a reduction in "C-raclopride 
binding. Other mechanisms such as receptor internalisation after agonist 
stimulation may also contribute to the signal change observed.5 Data from 
a microdialysis study in rhesus monkeys suggest that after administer
ing 0.2mg/kg of amphetamine, a 1% reduction in striatal nC-raclopride 
binding corresponds to at least an 8% increase in striatal extracellular 
dopamine levels.6 This technique has a significant advantage over H\sO 

activation studies and functional MRI, which are modelled on haemo-
dynamic changes following a task, since a ligand displacement study 
enables researchers to study the role of a particular neurotransmitter in 
mediating certain tasks or functions, such as the release of dopamine while 
performing a goal-directed motor task with a reward.7 Pharmacological 
challenge using methamphetamine is used to show the ability of the sur
viving fetal striatal grafts in Parkinson's disease to release normal levels of 
dopamine (see section on Movement disorders). 

APPLICATION OF PETTO CLINICAL NEUROLOGY 

Movement Disorders 

Dopamine is the key neurotransmitter in the nigro-striatal-pallidal-
thalamo-cortical circuit. 18F-6-Fluorodopa (18F-dopa) is one of the most 
commonly used ligands for studying the dopaminergic system in move
ment disorders. Following intravenous injection 18F-dopa is taken up by 
the terminals of dopaminergic neurones and converted to 18F-dopamine by 
dopa decarboxylase, and subsequently to other dopamine metabolites. The 
influx constant (Ki) of 18F-dopa reflects dopa transport into the terminals, 
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dopa decarboxylase activity and dopamine storage capacity.818F-dopa PET 
can therefore provide an in vivo indicator of the function and integrity 
of presynaptic dopaminergic terminals. Tracers that bind to presynaptic 
dopamine transporters, such as "C-methylphenidate, and dopamine ter
minal vesicle monoamine transporters, such as nC-dihydrotetrabenazine, 
have also been developed as markers of presynaptic dopaminergic 
function. 

Differentiating various types of parkinsonian syndromes clinically, 
especially in the early stages of the disease, can be difficult. Conven
tional imaging methods such as MRI often do not reveal any abnor
mality. PET may be employed as an adjunct to clinical diagnosis in 
equivocal cases. Parkinson's disease (PD) is characterised by loss of 
dopaminergic neurones in the pars compacta of the substantia nigra. 
The greatest loss of neurones is seen in the ventrolateral tier of the pars 
compacta, with lesser involvement in the dorsomedial tier. Dopamin
ergic neurones in these regions project to the putamen and head 
of the caudate nucleus, respectively.9 These changes are detected by 
18F-dopa PET, as evidenced by progressive decline in 18F-dopa Ki in 
the putamen in a caudal-rostral pattern. The biggest decrease is seen in 
the putamen contralateral to the side with the most severe symptoms. 
The caudate nucleus is also affected later on.10 Diffuse loss of nigro-
striatal dopaminergic projection is seen in multiple system atrophy (MSA) 
and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), as reflected by the symmetrical 
loss of 18F-dopa signal in the entire striatum (Fig. 2). Corticobasal degen
eration (CBD) shows asymmetric and equivalent reduction in 18F-dopa Ki 
of the caudate and putamen. 18F-Dopa PET is able to discriminate PD from 
the striatonigral degeneration form of MSA in 70% of cases and from PSP 
in 90% of cases11; it is, however, less effective in discriminating between 
the atypical parkinsonian syndromes. 

The various parkinsonian syndromes also exhibit different patterns 
of cerebral glucose metabolism. 18FDG PET in PD reveals normal or 
increased glucose metabolism in the striatum but decreased metabolism 
in temporoparietal areas.12 PSP shows bilateral striatal and frontal 
hypometabolism, whereas decreases in striatal, brainstem, and cere
bellar metabolism are found in MSA. In CBD, there is asymmetric 
hypometabolism of the striatum, thalamus, frontal and temporoparietal 
cortex, with the hemisphere contralateral to the most affected limb 
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1 8 F-DOPA PET 

NORMAL PD PSP 

Fig. 2 ,8F-Dopa PET in a healthy volunteer (normal); in a subject with 
Parkinson's disease (PD) showing asymmetrical loss of putaminal 18F-dopa Ki, 
with relative preservation of the caudate Ki earlier on in the disease; and in a sub
ject with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) showing diffuse and symmetrical 
decrease in striatal Ki. 

displaying the greatest reduction. However, 18FDG PET does not 
provide additional discriminatory information to 18F-dopa PET.10 Table 2 
summarises the major PET findings in parkinsonian syndromes. 

According to current models of basal ganglia connectivity, the internal 
segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) receives nigrostriatal projections via 
distinct direct and indirect pathways. In PD, the loss of nigral dopamin
ergic cells results in loss of inhibitory output to GPi in the direct path
way. In contrast, the inhibitory striatal output to the external segment of 
globus pallidus (GPe) becomes overactive in the indirect pathway. This, 
in turn, causes a reduction of inhibitory output from GPe to the subthala
mic nucleus (STN). There is, therefore, increased excitatory activity from 
the STN to the GPi, and the consequence of all this is that the GPi, which 
provides major inhibitory output to the ventral thalamus, becomes dis-
inhibited or overactive. Consequently, there is a reduction of excitatory 
projections from the ventral thalamus to the supplementary motor area 
(SMA) and prefrontal cortex,13 both of which are involved in motor plan
ning and preparation. It has been proposed that their underactivation in 
PD results in hypokinetic symptoms such as akinesia. This model has been 
supported by H ^ O activation studies of PD patients performing paced 
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Table 2 Summary of positron emission tomography (PET) findings in parkinso
nian syndromes. 

Table Width = E 

PET tracer Parkinson's Progressive Multiple 
disease supranuclear system 

palsy atrophy 
18F-Dopa Asymmetric Symmetrical Symmetrical 

reduction reduction reduction 
(putamen > (caudate = (caudate = 
caudate) putamen) putamen) 

FDG Normal/raised in Reduced in Reduced in 
striatum. bilateral striatum, 
Reduced in striatum and brainstem, and 
temporoparietal frontal cortex cerebellum 
cortex 

18 

Corticobasal 
degeneration 

Asymmetric 
reduction 
(caudate = 
putamen) 

Asymmetric 
reduction in 
striatum, 
thalamus, 
frontal and 
temporo
parietal cortex 

joystick movements in freely chosen directions. Decreased cerebral blood 
flow in the SMA and prefrontal cortex compared with controls improved 
after subcutaneous administration of apomorphine, a dopamine Dj and D2 
receptor agonist, with concomitant reduction in the subjects' akinesia.14 

Surgical treatments for advanced PD with motor complications have 
been developed on the basis of the above understanding of basal ganglia 
circuitry. The aim of these treatments is to reduce inhibitory output from 
the GPi to the ventral thalamus, either directly by deactivating GPi or indi
rectly by deactivating STN, thereby reducing its excitatory output to GPi. 
This can be accomplished structurally by stereotactic thermocoagulation 
(for example medial pallidotomy) or functionally using high frequency 
electrical deep-brain stimulation (DBS), which causes a depolarising con
duction block. The advantages of the latter are that it is reversible, and the 
frequency of electrical stimulation can be adjusted according to patient's 
response. However, it does require insertion of electrodes into appropri
ate targets with the accompanying surgical and infectious risks. Several 
randomised controlled trials have shown the efficacy of these techniques 
in improving "off" medication motor function and "on" medication dysk
inesia in advanced PD.15,16 As predicted, H\50 activation studies of PD 
patients following STN DBS or medial pallidotomy showed improvement 
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in SMA and prefrontal cortex activation when performing paced joystick 
movements in freely chosen directions.17,18 

PET has been developed as a biological marker of disease severity and 
progression in PD. Striatal 18F-dopa Ki is shown to correlate with post
mortem dopaminergic cell density in the substantia nigra.19 The reduction 
in putaminal Ki in PD also correlates with cross-sectional motor disability.20 

A longitudinal progression study of PD found a 9-12% annual decline in 
striatal dopa Ki.21 

Several neuroprotective/restorative trials have used 18F-dopa PET as 
a biological marker of response to treatment. The clinical improvement 
seen in PD patients receiving human fetal neural transplantation and 
intraputaminal infusion of glial cell line derived neurotrophic factor is 
accompanied by increases in striatal dopa Ki.22-24 At the postmortem exam
ination of two PD patients with transplants, who died of unrelated causes, 
increased striatal 18F-dopa uptake was associated with the survival of grafts 
and dopaminergic reinnervation of the striatum.25 "Off" phases dyskinetic 
involuntary movements observed in some PD patients following transplan
tation procedures are not associated with abnormal increases in 18F-dopa 
uptake indicating that this side effect does not result from excessive growth 
of grafted dopaminergic neurones.26,27 

H ^ O activation scans of four PD patients 18 months after receiving 
bilateral fetal transplantation showed restoration of premotor and pre
frontal activation whilst performing a paced motor task, suggesting func
tional integration of the grafts into host neuronal circuitry.28 In one PD 
patient who had sustained clinical improvement 10 years after unilateral 
fetal striatal implantation, the implanted striatum exhibited normal levels 
of basal and methamphetamine induced dopamine release as evidenced 
by his "C-raclopride PET displacement study.29 

PET has also been widely used to study hyperkinetic movement disor
ders. Huntington's disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant disorder arising 
from expanded CAG repeats in the IT15 gene on chromosome 4. Medium 
spiny neurones in the striatum, which express dopamine Di and D2 recep
tors, bear the brunt of HD pathology and are progressively lost. Using " C -
SCH23390 and nC-raclopride PET, parallel reduction in striatal Di and D2 
receptor binding was found in HD patients.30 Striatal D2 binding decreases 
by approximately 5% per year in HD, and the reduction correlates with the 
duration and clinical severity of the disease.31 18FDG PET showed striatal 
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glucose hypometabolism in HD, with the cortex becoming progressively 
involved with increasing severity of disease, reflecting the widespread 
nature of HD pathology.32 nC-Raclopride and 18FDG PET have both been 
used as markers of graft survival in HD fetal striatal transplantation tri
als. One recent study reported increased striatal glucose metabolism in HD 
patients who experienced clinical improvement following bilateral striatal 
implantation but not in those without benefits, suggesting such improve
ment can be attributed to the surviving grafts.33 

Although HD can be diagnosed accurately using genetic tests, there is, 
as yet, no reliable way to predict disease onset in presymptomatic carriers. 
Several PET studies have found reduced striatal D2 binding and glucose 
metabolism in some HD carriers.34,35 Larger trials are ongoing to ascertain 
the accuracy of PET in identifying carriers nearing the onset of disease, 
since intervention at this early stage with putative neuroprotective agents 
such as minocycline and riluzole may yield most benefits. 

Striatal D2 receptor binding and glucose metabolism are also reduced in 
chorea due to other degenerative conditions (for example neuroacanthocy-
tosis), but are preserved in non-degenerative chorea (for example systemic 
lupus erythematosus, Sydenham's chorea).36 

Epilepsy 

Complex partial seizures in a significant proportion of patients remain 
uncontrolled despite optimal medical therapy. Surgical removal of epilep
togenic foci in partial seizures such as intractable temporal lobe epilepsy 
results in significant improvement in control of the seizures and the quality 
of life.37 Modern MRI is able to identify the source of the seizure in the 
majority of patients with partial seizures. However, 20-30% of potential sur
gical candidates with focal epilepsy have normal MRI.38 These patients are 
also less likely to become seizure free if they do undergo epilepsy surgery.39 

Microscopic structural abnormalities, which may only be evident on histo
logical examination, may not be detected on MRI.40 The main clinical uses 
of PET in epilepsy are localisation of epileptogenic foci in potential surgi
cal candidates with partial seizures and corroborating findings from other 
investigational modalities such as electroencephalography (EEG). 

In partial seizures, there is an increase in glucose metabolism and 
cerebral blood flow in the region of the epileptogenic focus during the ictal 
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period.41 Post-ictally, the hyperperfusion gradually returns to baseline, but 

the glucose metabolism remains elevated for another 24^48 hours after 

the seizure.42 seizures changed to seizure here PET shows decreased glu

cose metabolism and blood flow in the epileptogenic focus. It is impor

tant to perform PET with concomitant scalp EEG recordings to correlate 

the PET findings with the clinical status of the patient. Interictal studies 

in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy using 18FDG PET have found a 

60-90% incidence of temporal lobe hypometabolism.38 However, the area 

with abnormal cerebral blood flow and metabolism seen on PET is con

siderably larger than the actual structural abnormality, possibly due to 

reduced synaptic inhibition or deafferentation of neighbouring neurones 

in areas of epileptic propagation.38 Therefore, false localisations may occur, 

the probability of which can be lessened by using quantitative rather than 

qualitative assessment of regional cerebral metabolism. Overall, for epilep

togenic foci 18FDG PET may be more suitable as a lateralising rather than 

localising tool. 

y-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) is the principal inhibitory neurotrans

mitter in the brain, acting at up to 40% of synapses. A decreased num

ber of GABAergic inhibitory interneurones was found in epileptogenic 

cortex.43 Flumazenil (FMZ) is a specific reversible antagonist that binds 

to the benzodiazepine binding site of the GABAA-central benzodiazepine 

receptor complex. nC-FMZ PET therefore provides an in vivo marker of 

GABAA receptor binding.44 " C-FMZ binding is reduced by 30% in epilep

togenic foci.45 An autoradiographic and histopathological study of scle

rotic hippocampi revealed that the decreased nC-FMZ binding is due to 

reduced number of neurones and decreased density of central benzodi

azepine receptors per neurone.46 There is also a good correlation between 

quantitative in vivo hippocampaln C-FMZ PET and ex vivo 3H-FMZ autora

diographic studies in individual patients with hippocampal sclerosis.47 

One study examined 100 patients with partial seizures who had under

gone presurgical evaluation including 18FDG and nC-FMZ PET. The lat

ter demonstrated abnormalities in 94% of the patients with temporal lobe 

epilepsy. " C-FMZ abnormality coincided with MRI abnormality in 81% of 

the cases. The area with abnormal "C-FMZ binding is usually smaller than 

that seen on 18FDG PET but larger than the abnormality detected on MRI.48 

This suggests that the area of neuronal loss is more circumscribed than the 

region with reduced metabolism. Another study which examined the focus 
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localising abilities of " C - F M Z and 18FDG PET, using extra- and intracranial 

EEG recordings as reference, found the former to be more sensitive and 

accurate.4 9 

H a m m e r s et ttl. investigated 18 patients wi th refractory temporal lobe 

epilepsy and normal MRI us ing " C - F M Z PET. Sixteen pat ients showed 

abnormali t ies in temporal lobe " C - F M Z binding, in seven of w h o m the 

findings were concordant wi th clinical a n d EEG data5 0 (Fig. 3). Three 

pat ients subsequent ly unde rwen t anterior temporal lobe resection wi th 

significant clinical improvement . Neuropathological findings from the sur

gical specimens from these patients suggest that some of the abnormali t ies 

seen on n C - F M Z PET are likely to be d u e to microdysgenesis , which is not 

often detected even wi th opt imal MRI. 

PET may reduce the need for invasive EEG as par t of the preoperat ive 

localisation of surgical targets in the future. Some centres have proposed 

using PET as a routine preoperat ive evaluation tool for pat ients undergoing 

epilepsy surgery. However, PET does not provide addit ional information if 

Fig. 3 Comparison of 18FDG PET (a) and "C-FMZ PET (b) in a 28 year-old patient 
with complex partial seizures, interictal left temporal epileptiform discharges and 
left temporal seizure onset on video telemetry. MRI including Tl weighted and T2 
weighted images, FLAIR and quantitative hippocampal volumetry and T2 map
ping was normal, (a) 18FDG PET shows extensive hypometabolism in the left tem
poral lobe, affecting both the medial temporal cortex (arrow) as well as the inferior 
and lateral (double arrow) temporal neocortex, (b) "C-FMZ-PET shows a circum
scribed decrease of "C-FMZ volume-of-distribution (Vd) in the left medial tempo
ral lobe (arrow), (c) Statistical analysis with statistical parametric mapping (SPM99) 
localises a significant decrease of FMZ-Vd in the left anterior hippocampus, com
pared with 21 controls. The statistical map is overlaid on the patient's own MRI; 
the colour scale shows the f-value. (Images courtesy of A Hammers.) 
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the MRI has identified the obvious cause of the epilepsy, such as hippocam-
pal sclerosis.51 Therefore, PET is likely to be most useful in situations where 
MRI is equivocal or normal. 

PET is less useful clinically for primary generalised seizures. During 
seizures there is a global increase in cerebral glucose metabolism, but the 
interictal pattern is usually normal.38 

Brain Tumours 

Tumour cells, especially of higher histological grades, typically have 
increased metabolic and mitotic rates compared with normal brain tissue. 
18FDG PET can provide important prognostic information as increased 
glucose metabolism of gliomas correlates with higher histological grades 
(III and IV) and shorter survival period.52,53 It can also detect transfor
mation of low grade glioma into a high grade variety.54 The information 
obtained may influence the choice of the therapeutic approach. Response 
to chemotherapy and radiotherapy is associated with a significant reduc
tion in tumour glucose metabolism.55,56 Therefore, 18FDG PET may pro
vide an objective subclinical evidence of response to treatment. The Euro
pean Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer PET Study Group 
recommends that a reduction of 15-25% in glucose uptake after one cycle 
of chemotherapy would be classified as partial metabolic response; a com
plete metabolic response occurs when there is complete resolution of glu
cose uptake within the tumour volume so that it is indistinguishable from 
surrounding normal tissue.57 However, there is often a transient increase in 
tumour glucose uptake within 24 hours of treatment, which is not present 
in studies done 7-14 days after treatment.56,58 Therefore, a one to two week 
post-treatment interval is recommended prior to performing 18FDG PET 
to accurately assess response to treatment.57 Increased glucose metabolism 
in recurrent cerebral glioma can help differentiate it from post radiother
apy changes which may be indistinguishable with conventional imaging 
techniques such as CT or MRI.59,60 

Similarly, increased uptake of nC-methionine, which reflects cellu
lar amino acid uptake, is associated with high grade glioma and poorer 
survival.61 n C-Methionine is useful for discriminating between recurrences 
of local or metastatic tumours and radiation induced changes. In one 
recent study, nC-methionine PET had a sensitivity of 77.8% and specificity 
of 100% for differentiating recurrence of metastatic brain tumours from 
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post radiotherapy changes.62 However, "C-methionine uptake may also 
be elevated in other conditions where there is a disruption of the blood-
brain barrier, such as cerebral haematoma or even necrotic areas caused 
by radiotherapy,63 whereas glucose metabolism may be normal or low 
in lower grade tumours compared with surrounding cortex. Combined 
use of nC-methionine and 18FDG PET enhances the accuracy of discrim
ination between recurrent tumour and post radiotherapy changes.64 The 
higher glucose metabolism in cerebral lymphoma also helps to distinguish 
it from cerebral infections (toxoplasmosis and tuberculoma) in patients 
with AIDS.65-66 

Dementia 

18FDG PET has been used extensively to study dementia and it may be 
an effective tool for early diagnosis and differentiation of various types 
of dementia. Alzheimer's disease (AD) patients exhibit characteristic tem
poroparietal glucose hypometabolism. With progression of disease, there 
may also be frontal involvement.67 The degree of hypometabolism corre
lates with the severity of dementia,68 The glucose hypometabolism in AD is 
likely to be due to a combination of neuronal cell loss and decreased synap
tic activity69 In one recent study which included 138 patients with symp
toms of dementia and postmortem histopathological examination, 18FDG 
PET was able to identify AD with a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 
73%. It could also correctly predict a progressive course of dementia with 
91% sensitivity, and a non-progressive course with a specificity of 75%.70 

18FDG PET has been used to detect subjects at risk for AD even before onset 
of symptoms. Asymptomatic carriers of the apolipoprotein E type 4 allele, 
who are at increased risk for familial AD, showed similar pattern of glucose 
hypometabolism as AD patients.71,72 After a mean follow up of two years, 
the cortical metabolic abnormality continued to decline despite preserva
tion of cognitive performance.73,74 Entorhinal cortex hypometabolism on 
18FDG PET in elderly people with normal cognition can predict the pro
gression to mild cognitive impairment or even AD.75 The identification of 
asymptomatic individuals at risk could be important should an effective 
neuroprotective agent that can delay or prevent progression to AD become 
available in the future. 

18FDG PET in dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) reveals changes 
similar to those seen in AD, plus additional hypometabolism in the primary 
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and associative visual cortices.76 In a PET study with postmortem confir
matory diagnosis, the antemortem occipital glucose hypometabohsm could 
help distinguish DLB from AD with 90% sensitivity and 80% specificity.77 

18FDG PET in multi-infarct dementia shows multiple focal areas of 
hypometabohsm, the extent of which is greater than the actual pathology 
seen on postmortem examination. This is probably due to the degeneration 
of axons following the infarct with disconnection of remote structures.78,79 

Frontotemporal dementia is associated with hypometabohsm in the frontal 
and temporal lobes.79 

nC(R)-PK11195 is a selective ligand for the peripheral benzodiazepine 
binding sites (PBBS). PBBS are present in the normal brain at very low 
levels, but they are selectively expressed and upregulated by activated 
microglia. It has been proposed that activated microglia play a role in 
the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative diseases such as AD by medi
ating neuroinflammation.80 "CKRJ-PKll^S PET in AD patients showed 
increased binding in the entorhinal, temporoparietal and cingulate cortices, 
corresponding to postmortem distribution of AD pathology.81 The ability 
to detect microglial activation and neuroinflammatory response in vivo 
may be deployed to monitor disease activity in the many proposed and 
ongoing neuroprotective studies in AD using anti-inflammatory agents.80 

Despite the characteristic patterns seen in many of the dementia 
syndromes, there can be considerable overlap in their PET findings. 
Therefore, PET findings should be interpreted in the context of each 
individual's clinical information. Recent efforts to develop a specific ligand 
for /3-amyloid plaques may further enhance the sensitivity of PET for early 
diagnosis of AD and provide a biological marker of disease progression.82 

Stroke and Neuronal Plasticity 

Knowledge acquired from PET cerebral blood flow and metabolism studies 
has contributed significantly to the development of thrombolysis as a ther
apeutic approach in ischaemic stroke. Following stroke, PET can identify 
a "core" region of irreversibly damaged tissue with profoundly depressed 
cerebral blood flow and metabolism. This core region is surrounded by the 
"penumbra", an area of hypoperfused tissue but with relatively normal 
oxygen consumption, which may yet be salvaged by reperfusion.83 Sur
vival of the penumbra correlates with the degree of recovery after ischaemic 
stroke.84 The incidence and extent of the penumbra decrease with time since 
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onset of stroke. One study showed that in 90% of patients studied within 
six hours after onset of stroke, there still is a substantial amount of cortical 
penumbra. Such findings are detected in about a third of patients even at 
5-18 hours after onset.85 The variability in the survival of the penumbra 
suggests that the therapeutic window for reperfusion strategies may be 
different for certain subsets of patients, and this should be investigated in 
future trials of thrombolysis trials. 

Results from several PET studies suggest that recruitment of remote 
areas and functional reorganisation are amongst the mechanisms respon
sible for the recovery of cerebral functions in adult brains after insults such 
as stroke. One H\sO activation study showed that in patients who recov
ered from hemiplegic stroke there was bilateral activation of motor cortices 
when moving the fingers of the affected hand, whereas movement of fingers 
of the normal hand resulted in the activation of only the contralateral motor 
cortex and the ipsilateral cerebellum.86 In another study, patients with 
non-fluent aphasia due to left anterior perisylvian infarction including the 
left pars opercularis (POp) with subsequent recovery were compared with 
two control groups: normal subjects and anterior aphasic patients with 
sparing of the left POp.87 During production of propositional speech, the 
left POp infarct group showed increased activation of the homotopic right 
PO when compared with the two control groups. Further understanding of 
the mechanisms underlying neuroplasticity will help design appropriate 
strategies for rehabilitation and identify patients who are most likely to 
benefit from such therapy. 

Similar plasticity is seen in neurodegenerative conditions. In PD, there 
is a decrease of contralateral putaminal 18F-dopa Ki by about 50% before 
development of symptoms.21 Whone et al. showed in early PD a lack 
of significant clinical progression despite continuing loss of nigrostriatal 
projections.88 This is probably due to the upregulation of nigropallidal 
dopaminergic projection to GPi, as evidenced by increased GPi 18F-dopa 
Ki compared with healthy volunteers, which reduces the inhibitory output 
from GPi to the thalamus. Such compensatory changes are not seen in more 
advanced PD with motor complications. This may partially explain why in 
early PD there is often a good response to dopaminergic medications with 
little clinical fluctuations. Loss of nigropallidal upregulation may result in 
alteration of the firing pattern of GPi from tonic to burst firing, heralding 
the onset of motor complications. 
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Neuropha rma cology 

PET receptor ligand studies have generated a wealth of knowledge about 
disease pathogenesis and potential therapeutic targets for novel pharma
ceutical agents. PET offers the opportunity to use an in vivo technique to 
study the pharmacodynamics and biodistribution of new agents and to 
ensure they target the organs or compartments of interest — for exam
ple, in the case of neuropharmacology, the ability of drug to cross the 
blood-brain barrier and bind to specific receptors in the brain. The study 
of drug occupancy can provide information about the occupancy of the 
binding sites for a particular dose of the drug and its pharmacokinetics. 
This will help determine optimal drug dosing regimens.89 

POTENTIAL FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

The UK government has recently announced a plan to increase the num
ber of PET centres in the country for clinical use. The mainstay of clinical 
application of PET in neurology is likely to be in the domains of epilepsy 
surgery and neuro-oncology. 

Potential future applications include: 

• early diagnosis of brain metastasis; distinguish local recurrences from 
radiotherapy induced changes; and detect malignant transformation of 
low grade tumours 

• preoperative localisation of seizure foci in potential candidates for 
epilepsy surgery, especially in those with equivocal MRI findings 

• as an adjunct to clinical diagnosis in atypical cases of parkinsonian syn
dromes and dementia 

• early and presymptomatic diagnosis of individuals at risk for neurode
generative disorders such as AD and PD if an effective neuroprotective 
agent becomes available. 
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Functional Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging 

P M Matthews* and PJezzard 

Blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic reso
nance imaging (fMRI) is a powerful approach to defining activity in the 
healthy and diseased human brain. BOLD fMRI detects local increases in 
relative blood oxygenation that are most probably a direct consequence 
of neurotransmitter action and thus reflect local neuronal signalling. The 
method allows localisation to volumes of the order of a few to several 
cubic millimetres and can be used in serial studies of individual sub
jects. Basic approaches to experimental design and analysis are reviewed 
briefly, as well as potential clinical applications. The latter include three 
broad areas: anatomical characterisation of normal or pathological pat
terns of brain functioning; distinguishing pathological traits; and monitor
ing treatment responses. New research is emphasising the integration of 
fMRI with other techniques, particularly electrophysiological. In conjunc
tion with MRI methods for characterising pathological load, fMRI promises 
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a refined understanding of when disease processes begin and how they can 
be modified by new treatments. 

A variety of methods have been developed over the past few decades 
to allow mapping of the functioning human brain. Two basic classes of 
mapping technique have evolved: those that map (or localise) the under
lying electrical activity of the brain; and those that map local physiological 
or metabolic consequences of altered brain electrical activity. Among the 
former are the non-invasive neural electromagnetic techniques of electro
encephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). These 
methods allow exquisite temporal resolution of neural processes (typi
cally over a 10-100 ms time scale), but suffer from poor spatial resolution 
(between 1 and several centimetres). Functional MRI (fMRI) methods are in 
the second category. They can be made sensitive to the changes in regional 
blood perfusion, blood volume (for example, using injected magnetic res
onance contrast agents), or blood oxygenation that accompany neuronal 
activity. Blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) fMRI, which is sensi
tive primarily to the last of these variables, allows an image spatial resolu
tion that is of the order of a few millimetres, with a temporal resolution of a 
few seconds (limited by the haemodynamic response itself). An accessible 
and more detailed introduction to the technique than is possible in this 
brief review is found in a recent book.1 

PRINCIPLES OF FUNCTIONAL MRI 

Contrast in a Magnetic Resonance Image 

The contrast in a magnetic resonance image (which determines the appar
ent structure in what we see) depends on how it is acquired. By adding 
radio frequency or gradient pulses, and by careful choice of their timings, 
it is possible to highlight different characteristics of the tissue being imaged. 
While it is generally true that MRI maps the distribution of water in the 
brain, the useful contrast in MR images comes not just from spatial vari
ations in the density of water but also from differences in fundamental 
nuclear magnetic processes known as relaxation, which are characterised 
by distinct rates or "relaxation times". There are three relaxation times 
that are of primary interest in MRI — Tl, T2, and T2*. These describe the 
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time constant for the return of the magnetisation to its equilibrium posi
tion aligned along the static magnetic field of the scanner whenever it is 
disturbed (Tl relaxation) and the time constants associated with loss of 
signal once the magnetisation has been sampled (T2 and T2* relaxation). 
T2* is the most relevant relaxation time for understanding contrast in fMRI 
images. 

The Physiological Basis of BOLD fMRI 

Most of the energy used for neuronal activity is expended as a result of 
the postsynaptic neuronal depolarisation and, to a lesser extent, the action 
potentials generated.2 The energy cost therefore arises from information 
transfer and its integration postsynaptically. Substrate delivery for energy 
metabolism is increased with increased local blood flow. However, it is not 
the increased energy use itself that directly drives the increase in blood 
flow.3 Instead, increased blood flow appears to be a direct consequence 
of neurotransmitter action and thus reflects local signalling. Electrophysio-
logically, increases in the BOLD signal are correlated most clearly with the 
local field potential rather than the neuronal firing rate.4 Blood flow in 
fact increases over a wider volume and to a greater extent than is necessary 
simply to provide oxygen and glucose for the increased energy production, 
so oxygen extraction decreases with greater neuronal activity. 

The volume over which blood flow increases associated with neuronal 
activity is found is determined by the level of local control of perfusion, 
which is thought to be the feeding arterioles.5 There may be multiple 
mediators of the arteriolar response, but nitric oxide (NO) and eicosanoids 
clearly are important under normal circumstances.6,7 Binding of glutamate 
to receptors on astrocytes triggers NO release, and glial cells around the 
synapse may contribute to controlling the vascular response.8 

Biophysics of BOLD fMRI 

Reduced oxygen extraction leads to an increase in the ratio of oxy- to deoxy-
haemoglobin in a region of neuronal activation. The origin of the associ
ated BOLD fMRI signal change lies in the different magnetic properties of 
haemoglobin-carrying oxygen (oxyHb) and deoxygenated haemoglobin 
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(deoxyHb). DeoxyHb is slightly paramagnetic relative to brain tissue, 
whereas oxyHb is isomagnetic.9 Vessels containing oxygenated arterial 
blood thus cause little or no distortion to the magnetic field in the sur
rounding tissue, while capillaries and veins containing blood that is par
tially deoxygenated distort the magnetic field in their vicinity10,11 (Fig. 1). 
The microscopic field inhomogeneities associated with the presence of 
deoxyHb lead to destructive interference from signal within the tissue 
voxel, a process that tends to shorten the T2* relaxation time. Thus, as oxy
gen extraction falls with enhanced local blood flow in a region of greater 
neuronal activity, the T2* becomes longer and the MRI signal intensity 
increases relative to the baseline state. 

The precise amount by which the MRI signal intensity increases 
depends on several factors. There is a contribution from water molecules 
in blood (the intravascular compartment) and from water molecules in 
the tissue space around the vessels (the extravascular compartment). The 
observed signal is a volume weighted average of signal changes both from 
intravascular water in local capillaries and veins and water in the imme
diate extravascular compartment. BOLD signal change increases linearly 
with the static field strength of the MRI scanner for blood vessels that are 

Basal State Stimulated State 

-basal flow *•"•* = deoxyHb - increased flow 
- basal level [deo xyHb] - decre ased [deo xyHb] 
- basal CBV - increased CBV 
- field gradients around - lower field gradients around 
vessels resulting from [deoxyHb] vessels due to bwer [deoxyHb] 

- normal signal -increased signal 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram showing the haemodynamic variables that change dur
ing neuronal activity. In the basal state deoxyhaemoglobin in the capillaries and 
venules causes microscopic field gradients to be established around the blood ves
sels. This in turn leads to a decreased signal in a gradient echo magnetic resonance 
imaging sequence. In the activated state there is a significant increase in flow, but 
only a modest increase in oxygen consumption. This results in a lower concentra
tion of deoxyhaemoglobin in the capillaries and venules and hence in a reduction in 
the microscopic field gradients and an increase in the signal intensity. CBV, cerebral 
blood volume; deoxyHb, deoxyhaemoglobin. 
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of greater radius than approximately 8 /u,m and quadratically when consid
ering blood vessels that are smaller than this value.12,13 

Although only 3-5% of the water molecules in grey matter are in the 
vascular space (in white matter the value is closer to 2%), the contribu
tion of the intravascular contribution to the BOLD signal change can be 
substantial.13,14 Because the T2 and T2* relaxation times of blood at 1.5 Tesla 
are long compared with tissue, and the extravascular water effects are rel
atively localised around the vessels, signal from the intravascular water 
pool has a dominant effect (estimated at 60%) on activity related signal 
intensity changes at 1.5 Tesla.15 Signal changes with brain activity thus can 
sometimes be detected in large draining veins that may be some distance 
from the site of neuronal activity. 

In at least some areas of the brain (for example, visual and primary 
motor cortex), a small transient decrease in the BOLD signal may be 
observed after onset of activity before the characteristic signal increase.16 

This has been interpreted as reflecting local deoxygenation of blood in the 
capillary bed preceding the onset of activation associated hyperaemia. This 
"initial dip" may provide a more accurate measure of the localisation of 
activation.17 However, the magnitude of the change is several-fold smaller 
than that of the later BOLD signal increase, so it is unlikely to provide a 
practical approach for improved functional mapping for clinical applica
tions in the immediate future. 

Practical Implementation 

Many MRI scanner manufacturers now supply add-on features that allow 
standard fMRI procedures to be performed easily. These include suitable 
pulse sequences, peripheral devices for presentation of stimuli to the sub
jects in the scanner, devices for recording responses from the subject, and 
even statistical analysis and display packages that allow assessment of the 
data while the subject remains in the magnet. The most common imaging 
sequence used is the fast method of echo planar imaging (EPI),18 which 
allows collection of whole brain data in a few seconds or less. The spa
tial resolution is considerably lower (typically 4 x 4 x 4 mm3) than for a 
conventional MRI scan (Fig. 2). Image intensity is also reduced in frontal 
and temporal regions and there is some distortion of the shape of the 
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Fig. 2 Example of a whole brain echo planar imaging (EPI) dataset collected in 
three seconds. Note the signal loss in the frontal and temporal lobes of the brain. 
Note also the lower spatial resolution. 

brain. These problems arise from the sensitivity of the EPI scanning to field 
gradients caused by magnetic susceptibility differences — for example, 
at air sinus/tissue interfaces. This problem worsens with increasing field 
strength. 

In an fMRI experiment a large series of images is acquired rapidly 
while the subject performs a task that shifts brain activity between two or 
more well defined states. Several hundred such volumes may be collected 
in a single session while the subject does different tasks. By correlating the 
signal time course in each volume element (voxel) of the slice stack with 
the known time course of the task it is possible to identify those voxels 
in the brain that show changes associated with the brain function under 
consideration. 

Design of fMRI Studies 

Methods such as positron emission tomography (PET) provide an absolute 
measure of tissue metabolism. In contrast, BOLD fMRI can at present be 
used only for determining relative signal intensity changes associated with 
different cognitive states during a single imaging session. The most time 
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of a block design functional magnetic resonance 
imaging (fMRI) paradigm (A) and an event related fMRI paradigm (B). For the 
block design a relatively long (30 second) stimulation period is alternated with a 
control period. For the event related design a brief stimulus period is used, which 
can either be periodic or randomised. In both cases volumes of data (indicated by 
the crosses) are collected continuously, typically with a repeat time of three to five 
seconds. 

efficient approach for comparing brain responses in different states during 
the imaging experiment is the "block" design19 (Fig. 3). This design uses 
relatively long alternating periods (for example, 30 seconds), during each 
of which a discrete cognitive state is maintained. In the simplest form, there 
may only be two such states, which are alternated throughout the experi
ment in order to ensure that variations arising from fluctuations in scanner 
sensitivity, patient movement, or changes in attention have a similar impact 
on the signal responses associated with both states. 

However, it can become difficult to control a cognitive state precisely 
for the relatively long periods of each block, or some tasks may simply be 
inappropriate for this design (for example, as in an "oddball" paradigm). 
In such instances an event related design can be used in which data are 
acquired while discrete stimuli or responses are repeated20 (Fig. 3). Results 
from many trials are then averaged to give a measurable response. Event 
related fMRI demands longer acquisition times than the block design in 
order to achieve a sufficient signal to noise ratio. A related approach is to 
present stimuli in a periodic fashion and then to map responses in terms 
of their temporal phase relative to that of the stimulus presentation.21 
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Analysis of fMRI Studies 

The raw BOLD fMRI data can be acquired over periods as short as a few 
minutes. For simple analyses, near "real-time" viewing of final statistical 
maps of activation is possible (although — at least in a research environ
ment — full analysis may demand extensive computation and much more 
substantial analysis times). The basic objective in the analysis of functional 
imaging experiments is to identify voxels that show signal changes that 
vary with the changing brain states of interest across the serially acquired 
images. This is a challenging problem for fMRI data because the signal 
changes are small (0.5% to 5%) (leading to potential false negative results 
or type II error) and the number of voxels simultaneously interrogated 
across the imaged volume is very large (potentially giving potential false 
positive results or type I error). One approach to enhancing the sensitivity 
is to undertake studies of groups of individuals: even if the changes are 
small, consistently activated regions may then be identified. 

Different types of statistical analyses can be done. A "fixed effects" anal
ysis gives an expression of changes in the group mean signal relative to the 
group pooled within-subject variance. This provides a sensitive measure 
of whether the group is activating on average, but does not look at subject 
to subject variability and therefore cannot be used to make generalisations 
about the larger population from which the group was drawn. To do this 
one would use a "random" or "mixed" effects model. Such models take into 
account not only the variance in a measurement for an individual subject, 
but also the variance in measurements between individuals. 

The signal changes observed are small, and interpretation of results 
for single individuals (for example, in a clinical study) demands an appre
ciation of the reproducibility of a study. The exact volume of significant 
activation may show considerable variation between sessions, as the low 
signal to noise voxels on the edge of the activation volume will be included 
variably, depending on noise fluctuations.22 Nonetheless, test-retest corre
lations of activation extent for typical cognitive tasks are good (for exam
ple, r = 0.69).23,24 Meta-analyses have confirmed consistent localisations.25 

Specific BOLD signal characteristics (such as the maximum signal change 
or timing relative to a stimulus) also can be highly reproducible.26 

The accuracy of localisations must be quantified only with respect 
to other techniques. This is complicated by uncertainties as to how data 
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from different modalities (or brains of different sizes and shapes) are best 
aligned (or registered).27 Comparisons with invasive electrophysiology 
in non-human primates suggest that the correspondence between direct 
recordings of local field potentials and fMRI changes may be high.4 Good 
agreement has been found between functional localisations based on EEG 
and fMRI in humans.28 

One of the most significant confounding factors in fMRI is the extreme 
sensitivity to motion, either of the whole head or even the brain alone (for 
example, pulsations associated with the respiratory or cardiac cycles). A 
first step in analysis therefore is post hoc realignment of the brain volumes 
using automated algorithms that minimise the difference between subse
quent images. Following motion correction of the data, spatial smoothing 
and temporal filtering of the data are often applied, primarily to reduce 
noise in the data. A variety of statistical tests can then be done to iden
tify voxels in which the signal changes correlate over time with switch
ing between the applied "control" and "stimulus" states. The simplest 
approach is to generate a map of the t statistic for signal changes on a 
voxel by voxel basis. A related approach is to correlate the time course of 
signal change in each voxel with a model time course based on the expected 
neural response (suitably convolved with a model of the haemodynamic 
response), which can also be used to generate a t statistic map. The signif
icance threshold in all cases must be made more stringent in proportion 
to the number of independent comparisons (although, because of spatial 
correlations in the data, this is smaller than the total number of voxels). 

There are now several software packages produced by academic cen
tres that include a full set of tools for analysis of fMRI data and that are 
distributed at no cost. Examples of these are FSL (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), 
SPM (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), and AFNI (afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni). 

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF fMRI 

Localisation of Brain Functions 

Lateralisation of language functions in the surgical treatment 
of epilepsy 

Surgery offers the possibility of improved seizure control or cure, especially 
for patients with temporal lobe epilepsy, but demands an understanding 

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/afni
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Fig. 4 Differences in relative language lateralisation for a verbal fluency func
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRl) task can be found between patients with 
right or left temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). Illustrative activation maps are shown 
here, coregistered with individual high resolution structural MRI. Cluster detection 
was done on all voxels above 2 = 2.3 to determine clusters significantly activated 
(corrected p < 0.01) in the experimental task condition. The right TLE patient has 
predominantly left hemisphere activation. In contrast, the activation map for a 
patient with left TLE shows bihemispheric activations. 

of language lateralisation for surgical planning. However , current clinical 

methods for language lateralisation (for example, the Wada test) are highly 

invasive. fMRI offers a promising alternative approach 2 4 (Fig. 4). While 

there is good agreement be tween conventional invasive Wada testing and 

fMRI results, fMRI is more sensitive to involvement of the non-dominant 

hemisphere . fMRI also provides more specific anatomical information. The 

reproducibility of distinct pat terns of activation in individual subjects is 

good , potential ly al lowing clinical decisions to be m a d e on the basis of 

results.24 

Localisation of eloquent cortex before surgery 

A general issue in presurgical p lanning for excisions near regions of 

eloquent cortex is precise localisation of essential functions. fMRI is an 
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attractive strategy for this functional mapping because of its potentially 
wide availability in clinical centres and relatively low cost.29 However, 
because the fMRI BOLD response is sensitive to signal changes in draining 
veins, there is potential for mislocalisation of major brain activity. The true 
correspondence between the BOLD fMRI and electrocortical localisations 
is difficult to define exactly because of difficulties in accurately registering 
(that is, aligning) the fMRI data with brain structural images. As described 
earlier, aberrations in brain geometry are induced by distortions of the mag
netic field in the functional images which are not found in the conventional 
structural images. The brain also may shift position in complex ways when 
exposed for surgery. 

These issues were recently reinvestigated.30 Distances between the cen
tres of the MEG and fMRI activation regions were measured, and consistent 
differences (of the order of 10 mm) were identified. For example, localisa
tion of the primary motor cortex from the fMRI data was consistently more 
posterior than for the MEG localisation. For somatosensory responses, the 
localisation of the fMRI activation was inferior and lateral to that of the 
MEG. Thus, while the MEG dipole and the BOLD fMRI response maximum 
are in similar regions, the different physiological responses are slightly dis
placed. 

Considering the possible causes for these localisation discrepancies is 
informative. Fundamentally different information is provided by the two 
techniques, not just with respect to the basis of signal change (for exam
ple, the potential sensitivity of fMRI to the "draining vein"), but also to 
the time period over which the response is averaged. The MEG "window" 
is short (tens of milliseconds). In contrast, the fMRI response is averaged 
over a much broader time period (seconds). The fMRI response may there
fore reflect contributions from more than a single electrophysiologically 
defined dipole in the region of interest. For example, in the somatosensory 
cortex the early MEG response is localised in Brodman's area 3b, while later 
responses may be found in areas 1 and 2. The shift in the fMRI response 
relative to the MEG response may reflect the fact that fMRI is measuring an 
average localisation across these multiple regions. It is intriguing to consider 
whether shifts in the relative timing of activation from adjacent regions 
might contribute to apparent changes in functional localisation with brain 
injury.31'32 
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Localising spontaneous brain activity: the ictal focus 

It is not only induced brain activity (that is, associated with task perfor
mance) that is associated with increased local blood flow. The spontaneous 
electrical discharges of an epileptic focus are also accompanied by increased 
tissue metabolism, oxygen utilisation, and blood flow. In the absence of 
information on the phase of the haemodynamic signal change with respect 
to the scanning acquisition, it is not possible readily to identify such foci 
using conventional methods (although see Matthews et al.33), but a model 
for the time course of the expected signal change can be developed after the 
imaging data are acquired. 

Electroencephalography provides a measure of locally coherent corti
cal field potentials and can give precise information on the timing of ictal 
spiking activity to inform such a model if EEG and fMRI data are acquired 
simultaneously. Indeed, with simultaneous EEG and fMRI it has been pos
sible to identify ictal foci in patients with subclinical seizures.34,35 Direct 
comparisons between dipole localisation using a simple EEG dipole based 
model and fMRI showed fair correspondence between the centres of acti
vation for the two subjects, or revealed major foci within a few centime
tres of each other but clearly in the same regions of the brain. However, 
potential applications still may be limited. This approach is time consum
ing even with an active subclinical ictal focus, and motion from a clinical 
seizure would probably introduce artefacts that would make the fMRI sig
nals irrecoverable. 

Brain Plasticity with Injury or Disease 

A direct extension of work for localisation of brain functions is to try 
to define explicitly ways in which these localisations may change with 
brain injury or disease. Such changes may be a consequence of so called 
"adaptive plasticity" (that is, induced changes in functional organisation 
in the brain), or of recruitment of intact brain regions in compensation for 
functional deficits arising from disease. 

It has long been thought that the younger or developing brain has 
greater inherent plasticity, but there have been few direct tests of this 
notion. From an fMRI study of children with hemiplegia acquired either 
in utero or after birth, Gadian and his colleagues came to the unexpected 
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conclusion that factors other than age must dominate the potential for adap
tive changes.36 Perhaps not surprisingly then, even the adult brain shows 
considerable potential for adaptive plasticity or compensatory recruitment 
of new brain regions. Several studies of patients after strokes32,37-40 have 
confirmed earlier PET observations41 suggesting that new regions of intact 
brain are recruited in the motor cortex ipsilateral to the hand moved after 
injury to the corticospinal tract projecting contralaterally. A key question 
has been whether such changes are adaptive or whether they represent 
either epiphenomena or even maladaptive responses. Increased activation 
in primary sensorimotor cortex relative to premotor cortical areas has been 
identified in dystonic musicians, for example, emphasising that "greater" 
activation is not necessarily "better".42 

To test for a functional role of ipsilateral motor cortex recruitment, 
Johansen-Berg and colleagues studied a group of healthy controls and 
patients after stroke using both fMRI and transcranial magnetic stimu
lation (TMS).43 TMS transiently interferes with any ongoing brain activity 
below the stimulation coil. There was a significant slowing of movement 
reaction time with TMS over ipsilateral premotor cortex with movements 
of the paretic hand for patients, but no significant effect of TMS applied 
in the same way in the healthy controls. Thus the greater ipsilateral motor 
cortex activity shown by fMRI in patients must contribute to function in a 
unique way after corticospinal tract injury. 

fMRI studies are showing that functional reorganisation is a general 
response to brain injury.41,44 A wide range of regions within the spatially dis
tributed cortical motor network may contribute to this.45 Adaptive changes 
may in fact contribute to maintaining subclinical the expression of pathol
ogy in early stages of the disease.44,46 

fMRI studies of learning in healthy subjects show that changes in func
tional brain organisation also may be induced.47 An exciting clinical exten
sion of this concept is to defining functional changes in the brain with 
neurorehabilitation.48 Specific regions of the brain change activity with 
clinical improvements after treatment. With definition of the functional 
anatomy and mechanisms responsible for recovery, it may be possible to 
provide improved prognostic markers for better identification of patients 
who will benefit from a treatment or better tailoring of treatment to indi
vidual needs. 
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fMRI AS A MARKER OF PATHOLOGICAL STATE 

Identifying Preclinical Expression of Disease 

fMRI can be sensitive to early (and even preclinical) stages of brain pathol
ogy. A pioneering illustration of this approach was an fMRI based memory 
study of a group of apparently healthy subjects at risk of developing earlier 
onset Alzheimer's disease.49 One year after fMRI scanning, those who were 
beginning to develop memory problems in early clinical expression of pre
sumed Alzheimer's disease were identified. A significant difference in the 
pattern and volume of activated cortex with the memory task was found in 
these subjects relative to those who did not develop memory impairment. 

A related application is the use of fMRI to identify patients with a dis
ease trait. Subjects who have recovered from depression have a substan
tial risk for recurrence of depression, suggesting that there are persistent 
abnormalities in brain function associated with vulnerability to depression. 
Because of the potential interaction between depression and stimuli asso
ciated with aversive emotional conditioning, Smith et al. applied a pain 
conditioning paradigm to study a group of patients who had recovered 
from depression and who were not on drug treatment, but were at risk of 
recurrence of depression.50 While the direct response to pain itself was simi
lar between healthy control subjects and the previously depressed patients, 
and there were no differences in ratings of mood or affective response, the 
responses to anticipation of painful stimuli were different between the two 
groups. The recovered depressed patients showed an altered fMRI response 
in the cerebellum relative to healthy controls. This provides a link between 
theories of depression and a growing body of work showing that the cere
bellum plays a role in conditioning, cognition, and emotional responses. 
Antidepressant treatment has also been associated with increased cerebel
lar metabolism in other work. In principle, this type of study might be used 
to distinguish between different types of depression or to identify healthy 
subjects at risk of depression. 

fMRI in the Development of New Treatments 

Using fMRI to guide therapeutic development is clearly one of the most 
exciting prospects for the technique. Initial work has not just been for drug 
development and response monitoring. The greatest impact may be on 
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areas in which sensitive and objective end points were previously difficult 
to define — for example, neurorehabilitation.48 

A similar example is the assessment of outcomes using behavioural 
therapy, such as for the control of pain. Distinct mechanisms contribute to 
the perception of pain, including attention.49 Bantick and her colleagues 
reported how the patterns of the fMRI brain response may change with 
self induced distraction from a thermal pain stimulus. When attention is 
distracted, the overall brain activation is reduced substantially. There is a 
particular reduction in regions of limbic cortex associated with emotional 
response to pain. "Gating" of pain signals to the brain as a result of higher 
cortical processes may occur through several areas. fMRI studies of brain 
stem changes associated with pain suggest that the periaquaductal grey 
matter is an important locus for such action.51 Similar mechanisms may 
contribute to the placebo effect.52 

Identification of the biological basis for cognitive and behavioural 
changes offers insights into mechanisms of vulnerability and variabil
ity of responses to treatments for neurological and psychiatric diseases. 
The recent evidence that functional neuroimaging methods such as fMRI 
may have relative sensitivity to systems level brain changes suggests that 
the method also may provide a powerful strategy for identifying spe
cific genetic factors that may play dominant roles in cognitive processes. 
A "candidate gene" approach, which investigates the relation between a 
brain functional phenotype defined by imaging and a specific allele, is 
one example. Egan and his colleagues have recently shown that the met 
allele of brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is associated with poorer 
episodic memory and abnormal hippocampal activation by fMRI.53 

LINKING fMRI TO OTHER MRI TECHNIQUES FOR 
CHARACTERISING PATHOLOGY AND OTHER 
DIRECTIONS FOR THE FUTURE 

fMRI can localise brain functions well, allowing eloquent brain areas to be 
defined, characterising the reorganisation of patterns of brain activation as 
a consequence of disease or injury, and potentially identifying differences 
in brain function between subjects associated with disease susceptibility or 
other factors causing variation. There are limitations of the technique that 
remain important to overcome. The specificity of the information provided 
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could be improved, as the BOLD signal includes contributions from multi
ple factors. It is also a relative measure of activity. The genesis of differences 
between groups of subjects may thus be complex to interpret. 

There are several ways in which the technique is currently being 
advanced. More quantitative approaches to functional mapping are being 
applied. One promising area is the development of non-invasive methods 
for direct perfusion measurement, such as arterial spin labelling (ASL).54 

While the sensitivity of these techniques remains low relative to BOLD 
imaging, in some applications ASL may provide critical adjunctive infor
mation — for example, by providing an absolute measure baseline blow 
flow changes against which the task associated changes of BOLD imaging 
can be calibrated. An entirely different strategy that relies on detecting per
turbations of the MRI signal by the very tiny magnetic fields generated by 
oriented coherently depolarising neuronal aggregates is being explored.55 

A broader range of methods for characterisation of brain pathology can 
be combined with fMRI in order to interpret the heterogeneity in responses 
across patient populations. The importance of this has already been empha
sised by various studies31-44-46 in which differences in brain activation have 
been demonstrated with variations in the extent of pathological changes, 
rather than simply in association with a disease (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5 Patients with multiple sclerosis show greater activation in the motor cortex 
ipsilateral to the hand moved than do healthy controls. Here activation in the con
tralateral relative to the ipsilateral hemisphere is expressed as a lateralisation index 
(LI). LI decreases (that is, activation becomes more bihemispheric) as the lesion load 
increases. 
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New techniques may allow much more precise characterisation of neu-
roanatomical relations with functional changes. The potentially important 
distinction between adaptive reorganisation and compensatory recruit
ment could be addressed by defining whether brain regions previously 
uninvolved in a process are recruited. This ideally would demand cytoar-
chitectonic characterisation of associated grey matter regions. Recent 
advances in diffusion tractography have allowed regional connectivity pat
terns to be used to map local cortical or local grey matter structures.56 These 
correspond closely to conventional cytoarchitonic maps, but are obtained 
entirely non-invasively. Diffusion tractography also provides direct infor
mation on axon tracts, constraining solutions to problems of functional 
connectivities between brain areas (Fig. 6). The approaches available are 
thus continuing to evolve. 

For the clinician, the accessibility of MRI promises the freedom to 
exploit these new methods rapidly. Already many centres are using fMRI as 
an adjunct to neurosurgical planning. Functional measures may ultimately 
be incorporated as surrogate markers of responses in drug trials,57 in triage 

Fig. 6 (A) A probabilistic diffusion tractography path is defined between a voxel 
in the medial dorsal thalamus and prefrontal and temporal cortex. (B) Local patterns 
of connectivity in the thalamus can be used to define structures corresponding well 
to cytoarchitectonically defined nuclei. The axial view of the thalamus shows clus
ters of common projections to prefrontal (purple), motor, and premotor (orange), 
somatosensory (blue), and occipital/parietal cortex (yellow) that correspond well 
with medial dorsal and anterior, ventral lateral, ventral posterolateral nuclei, and 
the pulvinar, respectively. 
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for selection or assessment of neurorehabilitation procedures,48 or used to 
complement neuropsychological measures in cases of suspected early cog
nitive impairment.49 First steps towards understanding how fMRI might 
be used to define the prognosis for recovery after stroke or other brain 
injury at an early stage have already been taken.58 Brain functional charac
terisation of non-organic impairments may make more confident diagnosis 
possible.59 Recent work has shown how vulnerability traits for mental ill
ness or atypical responses to psychoactive drugs can be identified.50'60 The 
scope of possibilities is as broad as the range of questions that can be asked. 
It is a field that will deserve watching for some time to come! 
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How to Spot Bias and Other 
Potential Problems in Randomised 

Controlled Trials 

5 C Lewis* and C P Warlow 

These days, all clinical trials should be reported using the CONSORT 
guidelines1 (Table 1); indeed JNNP recommends this in its instructions for 
authors. However, not all trials are reported in this way, and many journals 
do not insist on it. Thus some trials may have been carried out adequately 
but reported inadequately, while others have been carried out inadequately. 
Our aim in this article is to guide clinicians in what to look for in a report 
of a randomised controlled trial (RCT), so they can assess whether the trial 
was done adequately; we do not intend it to be a guide on how to do an 
RCT, as there are many such guides available.2 

The two crucial principles in clinical research are to minimise bias and 
to increase precision. If a study is not designed with these two principles 
in mind, no amount of analysis will sort them out. We will discuss some of 
the major biases to look out for, issues related to precision, and some other 
aspects of statistical analysis. 

*Dr Steff C Lewis, Neurosciences Trials Unit, Division of Clinical Neuro-
sciences, Western General Hospital, Crewe Road, Edinburgh EH4 2XU, UK; 
steff.lewis@ed.ac.uk 
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Table 1 Checklist of items to include when reporting a randomised trial (from 
the CONSORT statement). 

Table width = E 

Paper section and topic Description 

Title and 
abstract 

Introduction Background 

Methods Participants 

Interventions 

Objectives 
Outcomes 

Sample size 

Randomisation -
sequence 
generation 

Randomisation -
allocation 
concealment 

Randomisation — 
implementation 

Blinding 
(masking) 

How participants were allocated to 
interventions (for example, "random 
allocation," "randomised," or "randomly 
assigned") 

Scientific background and explanation of 
rationale 

Eligibility criteria for participants and the 
settings and locations where the data 
were collected 

Precise details of the interventions intended 
for each group and how and when they 
were actually administered 

Specific objectives and hypotheses 
Clearly defined primary and secondary 

outcome measures and, when applicable, 
any methods used to enhance the quality 
of measurements (for example, multiple 
observations, training of assessors) 

How sample size was determined and, 
when applicable, explanation of any 
interim analyses and stopping rules 

Method used to generate the random 
allocation sequence, including details of 
any restriction (for example, blocking, 
stratification) 

Method used to implement the random 
allocation sequence (for example, 
numbered containers or central 
telephone), clarifying whether the 
sequence was concealed until 
interventions were assigned 

Who generated the allocation sequence, 
who enrolled participants, and who 
assigned participants to their groups 

Whether or not participants, those given 
the interventions, and those assessing the 
outcomes were blinded to group 
assignment. When relevant, how the 
success of blinding was evaluated 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

Paper section and topic Description 

Results 

Statistical 
methods 

Participant flow 

Recruitment 

Baseline data 

Numbers 
analysed 

Outcomes and 
estimation 

Ancillary 
analyses 

Adverse events 

Discussion Interpretation 

Generalisability 

Overall 
evidence 

Statistical methods used to compare groups 
for primary outcome(s); methods for 
additional analyses, such as subgroup 
analyses and adjusted analyses 

Flow of participants through each stage (a 
diagram is strongly recommended). 
Specifically for each group report the 
numbers of participants randomly 
assigned, receiving intended treatment, 
completing the study protocol, and 
analysed for the primary outcome. 
Describe protocol deviations from study as 
planned, together with reasons 

Dates defining the periods of recruitment 
and follow up 

Baseline demographic and clinical 
characteristics of each group 

Number of participants (denominator) in 
each group included in each analysis and 
whether the analysis was by "intention to 
treat" . State the results in absolute 
numbers when feasible (for example, 
10/20, not 50%) 

For each primary and secondary outcome, a 
summary of results for each group, and the 
estimated effect size and its precision (for 
example, 95% confidence interval) 

Address multiplicity by reporting any other 
analyses undertaken, including subgroup 
analyses and adjusted analyses, indicating 
those prespecified and those exploratory 

All important adverse events or side effects 
in each intervention group 

Interpretation of the results, taking into 
account study hypotheses, sources of 
potential bias or imprecision, and the 
dangers associated with multiplicity of 
analyses and outcomes 

Generalisability (external validity) of the trial 
findings 

General interpretation of the results in the 
context of current evidence 
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BIAS 

Bias is any departure of results from the truth. An RCT is less susceptible 
to bias than other study designs for assessing therapeutic interventions. 
However, just because a study is randomised does not mean it is unbiased. 
There are at least seven important potential sources of bias in RCTs, which 
are discussed below. When assessing bias, it is important to consider its 
magnitude as well as its direction. Trials that have shown large treatment 
effects may still be positive after a small bias has been accounted for. 

Poor Allocation Concealment 

In a good trial, the treatment allocation is concealed during the randomisa
tion procedure. In other words, at the time a clinician randomises a patient 
they will have no idea what the next treatment allocation is going to be. If 
allocation is concealed, it is not possible for a clinician to avoid a particular 
treatment allocation for a particular patient. For example, consider an RCT 
of surgical support stockings versus no treatment to prevent deep venous 
thrombosis after stroke. Say an incontinent patient arrives and the nurse 
is considering randomising. The nurse has access to the randomisation 
list and knows that the next random allocation is "stockings". Stockings 
on incontinent patients are a lot of work, as they need regular changing 
and washing, so the nurse chooses not to randomise the patient. Because 
incontinence is linked to stroke severity, in the long run this practice would 
cause the "stockings" arm of the trial to contain less severe strokes than the 
"no stockings" arm, which could bias the results of the trial, even though 
treatment allocation was randomised. 

Good methods of allocation concealment include sequentially num
bered, opaque, sealed envelopes; tamper-proof, sequentially numbered 
containers; pharmacy controlled lists; and telephone, fax, email, or internet 
contact with a central randomisation office.3,4 

Imbalance in Baseline Prognostic Variables 

In all trials, methods should be used to make sure that the treatment 
groups are as similar as possible. For example, there has been controversy 
over the results of the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and 
Stroke (NINDS) trial of thrombolysis for acute ischaemic stroke5 because 
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the patients in the recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA) group 
had less severe strokes than those in the control group,6 even though they 
were randomised. As less severe patients would be expected to have better 
outcomes than more severe patients, the trial results may have been biased 
in favour of rt-PA. The trialists adjusted for the imbalance in baseline sever
ity in the analysis, but if the treatment groups had been comparable to start 
with, the arguments would not have arisen. 

In a very large trial, randomisation should ensure that the treatment 
groups are balanced, but in small trials, imbalance can and does occur. Thus 
in smaller trials stratification is often used to increase the comparability of 
the treatment groups. Stratification ensures that roughly equal numbers of 
participants with a particular prognostic characteristic (perhaps age, or dis
ease severity) will be allocated to each treatment group. It involves using 
separate randomisation lists for each prognostic subgroup (for example, 
for age <80 and age >80).7 It has been recommended8 that trials seeking 
to demonstrate the superiority of one treatment over another should con
sider stratifying randomisation when the overall sample size is small (for 
example, <200 patients per treatment arm for a dichotomous outcome), 
or when interim analyses are planned that will involve small sample sizes 
(stratification is recommended in all equivalence trials). The stratification 
factors must be strongly related to outcome. Thus in a trial of a treatment 
for acute stroke, one would stratify for stroke severity (which is strongly 
related to outcome), but not for sex (which is only weakly associated with 
outcome). In practice, it is probably more important that the reader can 
see that the treatment arms are balanced with respect to important prog
nostic baseline factors than to know the details of how this was achieved, 
although it is generally recommended that the stratification variables are 
presented in trial reports.1 

Unblinding and no Blinding 

If anyone involved in a trial is aware of the allocated treatment, this may 
affect their judgement. In the Canadian cooperative trial of cyclophos
phamide and plasma exchange in multiple sclerosis, neither of the active 
treatment groups was shown to be superior to placebo when the outcomes 
were blindly assessed by neurologists.9 However, in unblinded outcome 
assessment by neurologists there was an apparent treatment effect in one 
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of the treatment groups. Trials can be designed so that the patient, the 
treatment team, the outcome assessor, and even the trial statistician and 
any data monitoring committee are all blinded to the allocated treatment. 
However, it may be impossible to blind the administering clinician to treat
ment allocation, particularly in trials of interventions such as surgery or 
physiotherapy. This can even be difficult in some placebo controlled drug 
trials; for instance, intravenous rt-PA often causes bruising at the injection 
site. Probably the most important thing is for the person who assesses the 
primary outcome to be blinded to treatment allocation. 

In general, the more blinding that is achieved, the less biased the trial 
results should be. It is worth noting that there is no single definition of 
the phrase "double blind", so trial reports should explain exactly who was 
blinded and how this was achieved.10 

Missing Data 

In general, the more information from randomised patients that is missing, 
the more wary one should be of the trial results. For example, in a trial of a 
drug to prevent severe depression which actually works, more patients in 
the placebo group would become depressed. These would be more likely 
to stop taking a treatment that did not seem to work, and also to default 
from attending follow up appointments. If the results of those patients were 
missing from the final analysis, it would make the placebo group results 
look better than they actually were; at worst, it might then appear that the 
treatment was not working at all, or at best that it was working less well 
than was really the case. In the presence of much missing data, one never 
really knows what the true treatment effect is. 

There are some circumstances when the exclusion of patients does not 
bias the results.11 For instance, it is allowable to exclude the data of a few 
ineligible patients who were mistakenly randomised into a trial because 
of human error. However, one must be sure that treatment is not poten
tially harmful for the ineligible patients, so it would not be appropriate to 
exclude patients with primary intracerebral haemorrhage who were inad
vertently randomised into a trial of thrombolytic therapy. One must also 
be sure that the study results are not applied to the ineligible patients. 
For instance, if an acute stroke treatment was to be given before com
puted tomography was done, then a few people with brain tumours would 
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receive the treatment. Thus it would not be appropriate to exclude such 
patients from the analysis of a trial in which they had been inadvertently 
randomised. 

Although excluding patients from the analysis in some circumstances 
does not bias the results, if many patients were excluded from a trial, one 
should question the quality of the trial design and execution. It should 
certainly be clearly described why any data are missing, and what effect 
this may have had on the results. 

One way that trials can minimise the problem of missing patient infor
mation is to use central randomisation and follow up. For example, the 
FOOD trial12 is a family of three RCTs of feeding after stroke that uses 
this system. Baseline data are collected during a randomisation phone call 
before the randomisation actually happens, and so are 100% complete. The 
central office follows up all randomised patients, and in February 2001, 
of 3012 patients randomised, only 10 had permanently missing primary 
outcome data. 

Lack of Intention to Treat Analysis 

Intention to treat means that patients are analysed in the treatment group 
they were randomised to, whatever happens later. Some trials analyse the 
data using an on-treatment analysis where patients are only analysed if 
they received the treatment they were randomised to. An intention to treat 
analysis preserves the randomisation process. It has the advantage of being 
more like standard clinical practice (where patients will start on other treat
ments if the first treatment they are given does not agree with them, or they 
may choose not to take any treatment at all). It also takes care of unexpected 
adverse events (patients cannot "drop out" of the trial analysis if they have 
an adverse effect of treatment) and is less open to fraud (the trialists cannot 
exclude any patients who did not achieve the hoped-for outcome). 

Figure 1 shows an example of how an on-treatment analysis can cause 
bias in practice. Patients with carotid transient ischaemic attacks are ran
domised to receive either carotid surgery or no surgery. If there is a delay 
of a few days between randomisation and surgery, patients may have a pri
mary outcome event (in this case a stroke) after randomisation but before 
the surgery is done. In the surgery group, patients who suffer a severe 
stroke or die will not receive surgery (and would therefore be removed from 
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Patients with carotid transient ischaemic attack 

X 
Randomise 

Carotid surgery policy No surgery policy 

Group 1 

Patients who have a stroke 
within a few days of 
randomisation, before 
surgery 

Group 2 

Patients with no pre-
suigery stroke 

Group 3 

Patients who have a stroke 
within a few days of 
randomisation 

Group 4 

Patients who do not have 
a stroke within a few days 
of randomisation 

; }fo surgery {planned 
1 surgery cancelled) 

! Surgery performed Jsfo surgery, as planned M> surgery, as planned 

An on-treatment analysis compares Group 2 with Groups 3 and 4. The omission of Group 1 will cause fewer 

strokes to be counted in the surgery arm, and therefore this analysis will be biased in favour of surgery. 

An intention-to-treat anak/sis compares Groups 1 and 2 withGroups 3 and 4, thus including all strokes. 

Fig. 1 An example from a carotid surgery trial showing how an intention to treat 
analysis is less biased than an on-treatment analysis. 

the on-treatment analysis). However, in the no surgery group, if patients 
have a stroke or die within a few days of randomisation, they will have 
received their allocated treatment (no surgery) and would therefore be 
counted in the on-treatment analysis. The omission of early strokes from 
the surgery group would cause fewer strokes to be counted in the surgery 
arm, and therefore the on-treatment analysis would be biased in favour of 
surgery. The intention to treat analysis includes all patients and is therefore 
unbiased. 

Counting Death as a Good Outcome 

It is important when reading a trial report to consider how death has been 
analysed and what effect this may have had on the results. For instance, 
the trial may measure the proportion of patients who were disabled at 
follow up, using all patients randomised as the denominator. In this case, 
the trial is really comparing the proportion of patients who were alive and 
disabled at follow up to the proportion of patients who were not disabled 
at follow up, and this latter group includes both those who were alive and 
not disabled, and those who were dead. Thus death has been included as 
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a good outcome. It would be more sensible to measure the proportion of 

patients who were alive and not disabled at follow up.13 

Competing Interests 

It has been shown that research funded by pharmaceutical companies is 
more likely to have outcomes favouring the sponsor than research funded 
from other sources.14'15 Pharmaceutical company research is certainly not of 
poorer quality than other research, but the companies may have a tendency 
not to publish unfavourable results. The number of industry sponsored tri
als in stroke is increasing,16 so this problem is not going to go away, but 
there are now guidelines on the relation between sponsors and investiga
tors that may improve the situation.17 

PRECISION 

A treatment effect estimate is precise when the confidence interval around 
it is very tight, and we are therefore confident about its magnitude. 

Size of Trials 

Larger trials provide more precise estimates of treatment effects than 
small trials, and they may allow a few sensible and predefined subgroup 
analyses.18 Small trials, with wide confidence intervals around their esti
mates of treatment effect, are clinically uninformative (although they may 
add to an existing meta-analysis or generate enthusiasm to do further 
bigger trials). 

Trials that use continuous outcome measures (for example, blood pres
sure or time taken to walk 10 metres) generally have greater precision than 
trials of the same size that use binary outcome measures (for example, dead 
versus alive, hypertensive versus not). However, with continuous outcome 
measures there may be more of a problem with missing data, and it may 
be unclear how to score dead patients. 

RCTs that measure the outcomes that really matter to patients (such 
as death or dependency) often require large numbers of patients to be 
followed up for long periods. To reduce the size of the trial, some tri-
alists use surrogate outcomes.19,20 For instance, to investigate whether 
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a neuroprotective drug reduces death and dependency after stroke, one 
would probably have to randomise thousands of patients, which would 
take several years. If one used the size of the infarct on magnetic resonance 
imaging 48 hours post-treatment as a surrogate marker for efficacy, one 
could substantially reduce the size and duration of the trial. This would 
mean that a new treatment could be proved efficacious and licensed much 
earlier, and so benefit many more patients. However, such surrogate out
comes often do not prove to be effective substitutes for the true clinical 
outcome.19 One of the reasons for this failure may be that the surrogate 
marker and the clinical outcome are on different causal pathways. Alter
natively, several independent processes may cause the disease, only one of 
which involves the surrogate marker.20 For instance, the early "inflamma
tory" stage of multiple sclerosis may be detected on magnetic resonance 
imaging, but this does not necessarily relate to progression of the disease 
or later disability. Thus if a trial used this evidence from MRI as a surrogate 
marker of clinical outcome in multiple sclerosis, it would only show the 
effects of treatment on the early inflammatory lesions. 

Power Versus Confidence Intervals 

The concept of power is very important when designing a study. Assume 
that a drug reduces the absolute risk of having a stroke by 10%. If a trial to 
measure this treatment effect was repeated over and over, it would some
times estimate it to be greater than 10% and sometimes less than 10%. In 
some of the trials, the estimated treatment effect would be so small that the 
result would be statistically non-significant (as the confidence interval for 
the estimate of the treatment effect would overlap "no effect"). If the trial 
is designed to have 80% power, then, if the treatment effect truly exists, if 
the trial was repeated 100 times a statistically significant treatment effect 
would be found in 80 of them. So one in every five trials would falsely 
show a non-statistically significant result. 

However, although this is an essential concept when designing a trial, 
once a trial has been completed it is more important to concentrate on the 
width of the confidence interval around the treatment effect than on the 
power itself.21 When the study was designed, the power calculation was 
based on a guess at what the treatment effect might be. After the study 
is completed, the result is known and it makes no sense to use prestudy 
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guesses to interpret the result. The confidence interval around the treatment 
effect is based on the actual trial result, and this is what really counts. 

Early Stopping 

Some trials are planned to be large, but they end up small because they are 
stopped early owing to an apparently huge beneficial effect or a harmful 
effect. The results of such trials should be treated with some scepticism, 
because if they had been allowed to continue, the final estimated treatment 
effect may well have been much smaller.22 In the initial stages of a trial, the 
treatment effect tends to zig and zag through some quite extreme values 
before settling down, and thus trials that stop early may just have stopped 
on one of the random highs or lows in the treatment effect estimate. Of 
course, there may be ethical reasons why a trial has to stop because of early 
unexpected harmful effects. However, for some treatments (such as throm
bolysis for acute stroke) and for many surgical interventions, the trial data 
monitoring committee should have carefully considered the possibility that 
any early harm may be outweighed by later benefit. 

"Absence of Evidence" and "Evidence of Absence" 

Care should be taken in the interpretation of non-statistically significant 
results. It is quite common for investigators to confuse "absence of evidence 
of effectiveness" with "evidence of absence of effectiveness." Take, for 
example, a trial examining the effect of a drug on death or dependency 
after stroke. Nine of 20 patients treated with the drug are dead or dependent 
at follow up compared with 10 of 20 untreated patients, giving a p value 
of 0.8. However, although the point estimate for the absolute treatment 
effect is 5% (10/20 minus 9/20), the 95% confidence interval for the differ
ence in proportions runs from —24% to +33%. It is therefore quite plausible 
that the treatment could cause great harm, or great benefit. Thus the con
clusion of this trial is that we do not know whether the drug works, and 
we would need to do a larger trial to find out. 

To assess "evidence of absence of effectiveness," a trial needs to be 
designed as an equivalence trial. RCTs cannot prove that two treatments 
are of identical efficacy, but they can prove that two treatments are of 
similar efficacy.23 In equivalence trials, trialists need to prespecify what 
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they mean by clinical equivalence. Usually a range of equivalence for the 
treatment difference is defined such that any value within the range is 
deemed clinically unimportant.24 When the trial results are published, 
to show that two treatments are equivalent the confidence interval for 
the treatment effect must fall wholly within this predefined range of 
equivalence.25 

ANALYSIS AND INFERENCES 

Baseline Differences 

In RCTs, many consider that it is not appropriate to test for differences in the 
level of baseline factors between treatment groups.26,27 In an RCT with two 
treatment groups, such tests are testing the hypothesis that the two groups 
come from the same population. However, if the randomisation was fair, 
then the two groups will certainly have come from the same population, 
and one ends up testing whether the randomisation was fair, not whether 
the two groups had similar characteristics.26 One should be very wary if 
no baseline data are presented at all. 

Adjusted Versus Unadjusted Analyses 

Results of RCTs can be presented either adjusted or unadjusted for any 
differences in baseline prognostic variables. Differences between treatment 
groups may bias the results (as explained earlier), and "adjustment" is any 
statistical method that alleviates this problem. To understand adjustment, 
consider the following example. Patients who suffer strokes of moderate 
severity generally have worse outcomes than those of mild severity. In a 
trial of a drug in acute stroke, let us assume the proportion of patients with 
mild stroke was much higher in the treated group than in the untreated 
group. An unadjusted analysis would overestimate the treatment effect, 
as the treated patients were more likely to do well before treatment than 
the untreated patients. However, one can calculate the treatment effect in 
just the mild patients, and in just the moderate patients, and then average 
these two (Table 2). The statistical procedures used to adjust results are 
often more complex than this, but they follow the same basic principle. 

When reading a trial report, the unadjusted analyses are easier to 
understand, as sometimes the adjusted results seem to have come out of a 



Table 2 Adjusted and unadjusted analyses — a simple example from a hypothe 
stroke where, for some reason, a greater number of mild patients was randomise 

Table width = D 

All patients Patients with moderate strok 

Treated Untreated Total Treated Untreated Total 

Dead or 250 420 670 100 360 460 
dependent 

Alive and 750 580 1330 150 390 540 
independent 

Total 1000 1000 2000 250 750 1000 

Calculating relative risks of being dead and dependent: 
Overall unadjusted treatment effect is 250/1000 4- 420/1000 = 0.60 
Treatment effect for those with moderate stroke is 100/250 4- 360/750 = 0.83 
Treatment effect for those with mild stroke is 150/750 H- 60/250 = 0.83 
So an overall adjusted treatment effect would be 0.83. 
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statistical "black box" and it is unclear exactly what has been done. How
ever, adjusted analyses have statistical advantages in some cases. The key 
issue is the correlation between each baseline variable and outcome.28 If 
this is high (say >0.5), then adjusting the analyses for the baseline vari
able is important. This might happen, for instance, if the same variable 
is measured at baseline and as an outcome after treatment (for example, 
measuring blood pressure before and after treatment in a trial of a blood 
pressure lowering drug). However, if the correlation between a baseline 
variable and outcome is low, then there is probably no point adjusting for 
it. These arguments apply no matter how large the trial is, and whether or 
not stratification for the baseline variable has been done in the randomi
sation process. When reading a trial report, one should be most convinced 
when both adjusted and unadjusted analyses are presented and agree with 
one another. 

Subgroups and Multiple Testing 

A report of an RCT will often contain at least one subgroup analysis, such 
as the treatment effect in young versus old patients. Although there are 
many guidelines on appropriate ways to do such analyses, inappropriate 
analyses are still frequently presented.29 

In Fig. 2, the effect of aspirin in male and female subjects from the Cana
dian cooperative study group30 is shown — a landmark trial in its time. The 

Treatment n/N Control nJH Risk difference (95% confidence interval) 

29/200 56/206 -0.13 (-0.2,-0.05) 

12#9 0.05 (-0.05,0.16) 

68/295 0.07 (-0.14,-0.01) 

-0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 

Favours aspirin Favours control 

8•=-Number-of patients with stroke or death 

N—Total number of patients randomised 

Fig. 2 The dangers of subgroup analysis: the Canadian cooperative study group 
1978 — difference in risk of stroke or death in 585 patients with transient ischaemic 
attacks or stroke treated long term with aspirin versus no aspirin. 
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results in Fig. 2 are shown in a forest plot,31 which is a convenient way of 
presenting subgroup analysis results. In male subjects, the effect of aspirin 
was statistically significant, and in female subjects it was not. However, 
this method of inspection of subgroup p values is incorrect. If one group 
has more subjects (as in this case, where there are twice as many men in 
the trial as women), then it is far more likely to have a significant p value, 
and this has nothing to do with the magnitude of the treatment effect in 
that group. The correct way to do a subgroup analysis is to compare the 
size of the treatment effect in one subgroup with the size of the treatment 
effect in the other.32 In this case, the correct p value is 0.008, which is sta
tistically significant. However, this really shows the dangers of subgroup 
analysis, because this one was not prespecified, was not biologically plau
sible, and was later proved wrong by the antiplatelet trialists' collaboration 
meta-analysis.33 

If one examines the effects of treatment in 20 subgroups in an RCT, one 
will obtain, on average, one spurious false positive result at p = 0.05 just by 
chance. This is more likely than the chance of rolling two sixes with a pair of 
dice, which happens with a probability of 0.028. Sometimes spurious sub
group results can be dramatic.34 If inappropriate subgroup analyses have 
been done (such as inspection of subgroup p values), the number of false 
positive results could increase drastically.29 If many subgroup analyses are 
shown, it is quite likely that a couple of "statistically significant" subgroup 
effects will occur, but this does not mean that they are clinically meaning
ful. The ISIS 2 trial35 showed that aspirin was less beneficial to people born 
under the star sign of Gemini or Libra than other star signs, which puts the 
results of the other subgroup analyses into perspective. If only a few sub
group analyses are shown (possibly spread over several publications from 
the same trial) but they are all statistically significant, one should be very 
cautious about their interpretation, because the investigator may well have 
only presented the statistically significant results, and may have hidden the 
hundreds of non-significant results. 

The results of subgroup analyses are more believable if there are only 
a few subgroups, predefined using biologically plausible arguments or 
from an a priori hypothesis generated from previous studies, from a trial 
large enough to stand a good chance of finding statistically significant 
treatment-subgroup interactions,27 and best of all, confirmed in a com
pletely separate RCT. But in general, one should put most emphasis on the 
primary result in all patients. 
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The effect of false positive results from multiple testing occurs for all 
analyses, not just subgroup analyses. If the investigator has analysed 20 
different outcomes, it is likely that one will be statistically significant just 
by chance. 

Sometimes, a trial measures outcome at several time points, and under
takes a separate analysis at each one. Again, it is likely that one will be sig
nificant just by chance. Matthews et al. describe appropriate methodology 
for such situations.36 

Unit of Analysis 

Most of the examples discussed so far have related to standard two arm 
parallel group trials — that is, patients are randomised to one treatment 
or another, and after a period of time an outcome is measured on each 
patient. However, there are many other types of trial, and when reading 
a trial report, it is important to check whether the analysis is appropriate 
to the design, or whether the design is appropriate at all. For instance, 
crossover trials are used in some areas of medicine. In these trials each 
patient receives both treatments, but the order in which they receive them 
is randomised. Crossover trials have the advantage that each patient acts as 
their own control. However, they only work in chronic conditions, where 
the treatment cannot cure the disease, only alleviate the symptoms. Thus 
they might be suitable in migraine, but not in meningitis. 

In most trials, the unit of randomisation and the unit of analysis are 
the same. Patients are randomised to treatments, and then the outcome is 
measured and analysed at the level of the patient — that is, the outcome 
measure is measured once on each patient (for example, death). However, 
there are trials where the unit of randomisation is not the same as the 
unit of analysis. In a trial of a drug to reduce the size of secondary brain 
tumours, the patient would be randomised, but if patients had more than 
one tumour, the outcome might be recorded at the level of the tumour. The 
report of such a trial should describe clearly that the analysis has taken 
this design into account. It is important that this is done, as one would 
expect the tumours in one patient to behave quite similarly, thus reducing 
the variability in the estimate of treatment effect. Similar problems occur in 
cluster randomised trials. These are trials where the unit of randomisation 
is, for instance, a general practice surgery, or a residential home, but where 
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the outcome is measured at the level of the patient. This design must be 

taken into account in the analysis.37 

Recurrent Events 

In some areas of medicine, outcomes tend to be measured in terms of rates 
of events. For instance, in multiple sclerosis one may be interested in the 
number of relapses that patients have within a fixed period. Similar data 
are obtained from trials examining numbers of epileptic fits or headaches. 
These data need to be analysed using appropriate statistical methods which 
take account of the fact that some patients are much more likely to suf
fer recurrent events than others.38 One should think carefully about what 
such results actually mean. In epilepsy, one of 10 patients having 100 fits 
is rather different from 10 of 10 patients having 10 fits each. Although the 
mean number of fits is 10 in both scenarios, they are clearly quite different 
situations. 

Adverse Events 

In addition to considering the efficacy of a treatment, it is essential to con
sider safety.39 In the elderly, there can be more adverse effects of treatments 
than in the young (such as postural hypotension and fainting in blood pres
sure lowering trials). Even minor adverse events can be important when 
considered across large populations. To take an extreme example, let us 
assume that it was decided to give the whole population over the age of 50 
a statin to lower their cholesterol levels, but that in many people this caused 
them to have mild numbness in the hands. Such an adverse effect might 
not be seen as a problem in a person who was seriously ill and very likely to 
suffer a heart attack in the coming year unless treated. However, in previ
ously healthy people, the adverse effect would not be accepted, and across 
a whole population it could be disastrous. One should be wary of trials 
where no adverse effects of treatment are reported, as there are no magic 
bullets in medicine. One should also be wary of trials where the length of 
follow up has been very short, as adverse events may only arise after a 
longer period. Few RCTs will be big enough to detect rare adverse events, 
but small trials will not even be able to detect common adverse events. In 
order to detect adverse effects reliably, effective postmarketing surveillance 
in large numbers of patients, or a case-control study, is required. 
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The assessment of adverse effects is particularly important in equiva
lence trials. It is not enough to prove that two treatments are equivalent in 
terms of efficacy. A new treatment must be as safe as, or safer than, the old 
one (and if it is not significantly safer than the old treatment then it should 
be shown to be cheaper or more convenient). 

Generalisability and Interpretation 

The result of an RCT is only applicable to day to day practice if the patients 
included in the trial were similar to those who would be treated in prac
tice. Thus if a treatment has only been tested in men aged under 65, it is 
generally impossible to know whether it will benefit a 95 year old woman. 
On balance, trials with broad inclusion criteria are more generalisable than 
those with strict criteria. By examining the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 
and the baseline data, clinicians should consider whether the trial sample 
is reasonably representative of the people they wish to treat.40 However, 
more emphasis should be placed on the overall outcome of the trial than 
on the results for one particular subgroup within the trial.41 

THE FUTURE 

Although in the past the quality of trial reporting has been poor, it does 
appear to be improving.16,42 The use of the CONSORT guidelines1 by more 
journals will increase quality further. In the future, we can hope to be more 
able to believe what we read. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Allocation should be concealed during randomisation. Outcomes should 
be defined carefully. Outcome assessors should be blind to treatment allo
cation. It should be clear why missing data are missing. Analyses should 
be on the basis of intention to treat. It is worth bearing in mind that even if 
a trial is reported as "intention to treat" and that allocation is concealed, it 
does not mean that these statements are true. It is important to read a trial 
report carefully to make sure that the authors knew the precise definitions 
of these terms. 

One should be particularly cautious not to overinterpret the results of 
subgroup analyses. We all want to find treatments that work, and we can 
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get very excited w h e n w e think w e have found something, bu t w e need to 

remember that some things are just too good to be true. 

Website of interest: CONSORT: h t tp : / /www.consor t - s t a t ement .o rg / 
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